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Abstract

This thesis explores different aspects of higher spin symmetry and its breaking in the context of

Quantum Field Theory, AdS/CFT and String Theory. In chapter 2, we study the constraints

imposed by the existence of a single higher spin conserved current on a three-dimensional conformal

field theory (CFT). A single higher spin conserved current implies the existence of an infinite number

of higher spin conserved currents. The correlation functions of the stress tensor and the conserved

currents are then shown to be equal to those of a free field theory. Namely a theory of N free

bosons or free fermions. This is an extension of the Coleman-Mandula theorem to CFT’s, which

do not have a conventional S-matrix. In chapter 3, we consider three-dimensional conformal field

theories that have a higher spin symmetry that is slightly broken. The theories have a large N

limit, in the sense that the operators separate into single-trace and multi-trace and obey the usual

large N factorization properties. We assume that the only single trace operators are the higher spin

currents plus an additional scalar. Using the slightly broken higher spin symmetry we constrain the

three-point functions of the theories to leading order in N . We show that there are two families of

solutions. One family can be realized as a theory of N fermions with an O(N) Chern-Simons gauge

field, the other as a N bosons plus the Chern-Simons gauge field.

In chapter 4, we consider several aspects of unitary higher-dimensional conformal field theories.

We investigate the dimensions of spinning operators via the crossing equations in the light-cone limit.

We find that, in a sense, CFTs become free at large spin and 1/s is a weak coupling parameter. The

spectrum of CFTs enjoys additivity: if two twists τ1, τ2 appear in the spectrum, there are operators

whose twists are arbitrarily close to τ1 + τ2. We characterize how τ1 + τ2 is approached at large

spin by solving the crossing equations analytically. Applications include the 3d Ising model, theories

with a gravity dual, SCFTs, and patterns of higher spin symmetry breaking.

In chapter 5, we consider higher derivative corrections to the graviton three-point coupling within

a weakly coupled theory of gravity. We devise a thought experiment involving a high energy scat-

tering process which leads to causality violation if the graviton three-point vertex contains the

additional structures. This violation cannot be fixed by adding conventional particles with spins

J ≤ 2. But, it can be fixed by adding an infinite tower of extra massive particles with higher spins,

J > 2. In AdS theories this implies a constraint on the conformal anomaly coefficients
∣∣a−c
c

∣∣ . 1
∆2
gap

in terms of ∆gap, the dimension of the lightest single particle operator with spin J > 2. For inflation,

or de Sitter-like solutions, it indicates the existence of massive higher spin particles if the gravity

wave non-gaussianity deviates significantly from the one computed in the Einstein theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Gravity and Quantum

All phenomena observed in Nature so far are neatly described within the framework of existing

physical theories. The range of phenomena covered by physical experiments is immense. It covers

distances from ∼ 10−17m probed in the collisions of highly accelerated particles to ∼ 1025m coming

from the deep sky surveys. In between there is a bounty of Biophysics, Chemistry and Condensed

Matter Systems. Quite remarkably, on the theoretical side very few fundamental ideas are necessary

to describe existing observations. Two monumental pillars of this description are Quantum Mechan-

ics and General Relativity. Let us briefly review them from the viewpoint which is relevant for the

ideas covered in this thesis.

Quantum Mechanics (QM) appeared in the beginning of the twentieth century as the theory

describing atoms, light and their interaction. Quantum Field Theory (QFT) is a relativistic gener-

alization of QM that describes the dynamics of elementary particles or, more precisely, fields. The

basic difference between QM and QFT is that in QFT particles are created and destroyed. This

makes the number of available degrees of freedom infinite and leads to different complications, like

UV divergences, that were found in the 1930’s and were overcome in the course of development of

QFT and Particle Physics. The list of known elementary particles and their interactions are encoded

in the few lines of the celebrated Standard Model Lagrangian [1]. A glorious march of the Standard

Model was recently continued with the discovery of the Higgs boson at Large Hadron Collider at

CERN [2, 3]. There are three main building blocks of the Standard model: force carriers or gauge

bosons, matter fields and the Higgs responsible for the particle masses. Two characteristic scales of

1



the Standard Model are: ΛQCD ∼ 100MeV, energy scale at which QCD becomes strongly couple;

mW,Z,H ∼ 100GeV, energy scale at which Fermi theory of beta decays breaks down.

General Relativity (GR) is a relativistic generalization of Newtonian gravity put forward by

Einstein. It postulates that spacetime geometry is dynamical and describes how matter affects

geometry and vice versa. The characteristic gravitational scale is the Planck scale MPl ∼ 1019GeV

and the gravitational coupling in the process of given energy is energy2

M2
Pl

. This is why at short distances

and energies of the modern days colliders (∼ 10TeV) gravitational force is totally irrelevant. On the

other hand, it is a dominant force at large, cosmological scales. The standard Big Bang cosmological

model, the so-called ΛCDM, is nowadays a well-established experimental subject thanks mainly due

to the extensive observations over the Cosmic Microwave Background.

From the old perturbative QFT point of view the main difference between the Standard Model

and General Relativity is that the latter is non-renormalizable. It means that the theory has a

lack of predictive power at Planckian energies when it becomes strongly coupled since the coupling

constant becomes of order 1. In modern view, however, both the Standard Model and General

Relativity are effective field theories. The notion of an effective field theory goes back to works by

Wilson in the 1970’s and tells us to think of energy as the parameter in the space of Lagrangians.

From this point of view the correct physical theory has an onion-like structure, with different layers

that correspond to different energies with potentially different degress of freedom being excited and

governed by different Lagrangians.1 From this point of view the non-renormalizability of gravity is

the statement that General Relativity should be substituted by a new, more fundamental theory at

energies of order, or above the Planck scale.

The problem of formulating a consistent quantum theory that includes as its low-energy limit

both the Standard Model2 and General Relativity is known as the Quantum Gravity (QG) problem.

Because energies at which quantum-gravitational effects become significant are not directly accessible

via existing experiments, the development of the subject is driven by thought experiments. The most

famous example of this sort is the so-called “information paradox” articulated by Hawking in [4].

Hawking considered a process of black hole evaporation and argued that two things cannot be

simultaneously true: a) physics in the low-curvature region is described by GR and QFT on the

curved background; b) time evolution is unitary. He chose to abandon b) which is to modify Quantum

Mechanics. The detailed understanding of the black hole evaporation process is still lacking, even

though there is strong theoretical evidence that, at least, for the type of measurement that Hawking

1Of course, it could well be that at certain energies the description in terms of local Lagrangians breaks down. For
example, this is what happens in String Theory.

2Or similar QFT.
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described the usual rules of QM are valid.

Even though the subject of QG is largely of academic interest several months ago the first quan-

tum gravity effect was potentially experimentally observed. Remarkably, the BICEP collaboration

announced measurement of the B-mode polarization of the CMB background [5]. According to cur-

rent understanding of the Universe history it could be an imprint of primordial quantum fluctuations

of the spacetime metric and, thus, evidence for gravity being quantum.

A leading research program that addresses the problem of QG is String Theory. The basic

assumption of String Theory is trivial to state: instead of relativistic structureless point particles

we should consider one-dimensional extended relativistic strings. The consequences of this “minor”

shift are breathtaking and still largely unexplored after forty years of intense research. Some of them

include extra dimensions, supersymmetry, branes, dualities and holography. In this thesis we will

mostly focus on the idea of holography and its celebrated incarnation known as AdS/CFT [6, 7, 8].

AdS/CFT3 in its most general form is the statement that two systems are equivalent:

AdS QG = CFT, (1.1)

Quantum Gravity in asymptotically anti-de Sitter space AdSd+1 and Conformal Field Theory (CFT)

living on its Minkowski space boundary ∂AdSd+1 = Md.4 Notice that the AdS part of the equation

(1.1) involves gravity, evaporating black holes and, in general, strings. Whereas the CFT part is a

non-gravitational QFT in some cases very similar to QCD. There are many basic questions one can

ask by looking at (1.1):

• Is (1.1) always correct? How to prove it?

• Are there extra observables in AdS QG which are not captured by CFT and vice versa?

• How does the extra dimension emerge and what is the mechanism for locality in AdS?

• How to describe the evaporation of black holes in AdS and their interior?

• What can be said about de Sitter space and its dual?

• For 74 extra questions check [10].5

3CFT stands for Conformal Field Theory, a QFT without any intrinsic scale.
4It was written in a similar form in the opening paragraph of [9] with commentary which in our opinion is the

most eloquent expression of the excitement that surrounds AdS/CFT.
5Participants of the Strings 2014 conference were asked to pose an important question which they think can be

answered within the next 5 years.
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It is common in physics to study complicated phenomena by first solving simple toy models with

extra symmetries and then analyzing deviations from the symmetric case. QG and AdS/CFT is

clearly a very complicated problem and it would be very useful to have a simplified setting which

allows one to explore it in a greater depth. Such setting does exist and was inspired by many years

of impressive work by Vasiliev et al. that culminated in [24]; put forward in the context of AdS/CFT

in the paper by Klebanov and Polyakov [11] and invigorated by a heroic computation of Giombi and

Yin [12]. Extra simplifying symmetry is the so-called higher spin symmetry which is the main topic

of this thesis and which we describe in detail below.

1.2 The Search of an Ultimate Symmetry

The idea of symmetry is an organizing principle in modern theoretical physics (see e.g. [13]).

Different branches of physics can often be distinguished by the type of symmetry being assumed

and exploited. A symmetry of fundamental importance shared by the Standard Model, General

Relativity and their cousins is known as the Poincare group. The Poincare group is the isometry

group of Minkowski space. It is a semidirect product of translations and Lorentz group. If we imagine

a scattering experiment involving some ingoing and outgoing particles the fact that the underlying

dynamics is Poincare-symmetric guarantees that the scattering matrix takes the following form

S = δ(4)(
∑
i

pi)A(pi.pj). (1.2)

One of the questions that people ask early on is: given a nontrivial scattering matrix what is

the maximal group of symmetries it can have? Equivalently, how much can the Poincare group

be extended without disallowing the interactions. As an illuminating example, imagine instead of

energy-momentum conservation considering its following generalization

∑
i

ps−1
i = 0 (1.3)

with s being some integer s ≥ 2. If we imagine this conservation to be generated by an integrated

conserved current via the Noether theorem then the spin of the current is s.6 At the intuitive level

it is easy to see that such symmetries are not consistent with interactions. To demonstrate this let

6This is why symmetries of the s > 2 type are called higher spin symmetries.
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us consider scattering of wave packets [14]

ψi(x) ∼
∞∫
−∞

dp e−σ(p−pi)2

eip(x−xi). (1.4)

This wavefunction describes a particle with momentum being approximately pi and position centered

around xi. Now let us act on this wavefunction with the operator eiαP
s−1

. The result is

eiαP
s−1

ψi(x) ∼
∞∫
−∞

dp e−σ(p−pi)2

eip(x−xi)eiαp
s−1

. (1.5)

This wave function corresponds to the wave packet being shifted

xi → xi + α(s− 1)ps−2
i . (1.6)

The condition (1.3) implies that the scattering amplitude is invariant when all wave packets are

shifted according to (1.6). At this point the difference between s = 2 and s > 2 becomes very clear.

For s = 2 we shift all the wave packets by the same amount and it is not surprising that it does not

change the scattering amplitude. For s > 2 the relative position of the wave packets is changed and

in interacting theory we expect the scattering amplitude to be changed as well! Thus, no interacting

theories with the S-matrix having support only on configurations of the type (1.3) is expected to

exist.

This simple argument was turned into a no-go theorem by Coleman and Mandula in 1967 [15].

They showed that the only extension of the Poincare group which is consistent with interactions is

to add some internal symmetries.7 It is often the case with the no-go theorems that they contain

subtle loopholes that lead to new ideas. In the case of the Coleman-Mandula theorem there were

several loopholes as well. One was that they did not consider fermionic symmetry charges and,

thus, missed supersymmetry. This was corrected in the form of the so-called Haag-Lopuszanski-

Sonhius theorem [16] which states that in addition to Poincare group and internal symmetries the

interacting S-matrix can be supersymmetric. Another famous loophole is the existence of two-

dimensional integrable models [14] which is to say that the no-go theorems mentioned above are

valid if the number of spacetime dimensions is larger than two.

We can also imagine an interacting theory with some parameter which we call with a hindsight

to be E such that when E → ∞ the theory develops extra symmetries of the type (1.3). Then

7Familiar examples of this type are baryon number conservation or flavor symmetry.
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according to the Coleman-Mandula theorem we expect that the S-matrix becomes trivial in this

limit. Interestingly enough, this is exactly what happens in the high energy limit of scattering of

strings [17]. In the high energy limit all modes of the string become effectively massless (the string

becomes tensionless) and the theory supposedly develop new symmetries of the type we discussed

such that

lim
E→∞

Ai = 0, (1.7)

where limE→∞
Ai
Aj is finite and well-defined. From this point of view String Theory seems to be

a spontaneously broken phase of some theory that has a lot of extra symmetries with the string

length ls being the order parameter for breaking of these extra symmetries. From this point of view

massive modes of the string are similar to W,Z-bosons. The question of how to think about these

extra symmetries that are developed in the high energy limit of scattering of strings in flat space

and how to use them to constrain the S-matrix is still open (though see [18]).

There is yet another loophole in the argument of Coleman and Mandula. Especially after the

discovery of AdS/CFT it was understood that there are many nontivial QFTs for which the notion

of the S-matrix is ill-defined. Indeed, in a CFT it is not correct to think about excitations as being

free when they are far from each other which is a basic premise for construction of the S-matrix.

So one can wonder if it is possible to have nontrivial CFTs with higher spin symmetry and what

are their AdS duals. Independently of AdS/CFT developments (and before them!) in a series of

important works Vasiliev et al. (see e.g. [24]) found nontrivial gravitational theories in AdS that

contain massless particles of all spins. Vasiliev theory is a type of theory that is expected to describe

tensionless strings or the most symmetric phase of String Theory. According to AdS/CFT these

should be dual to CFTs with extra symmetries of the type we discussed. Exploring AdS/CFT

correspondence in this limit is the subject of the first half of the thesis.

If we assume that String Theory is the only framework for quantization of gravity and higher spin

symmetry and higher spin particles are so ubiquitous in String Theory then what exactly is there

role? Is it possible to argue based only on general principles that higher spin particles necessarily

exist in our Universe if gravity is quantum? These are largely open and unexplored questions,

however, there are few cases where these questions can be addressed and an important role of higher

spin particles can be explicitly demonstrated. This is the topic of the second half of the thesis and

is more relevant to our Universe since no elementary particles of spin larger than 2 were observed.8

8Strictly speaking, graviton which has spin 2 also was not observed yet.
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Even though we mainly discussed higher spin symmetry and its breaking in the context of

Quantum Field Theory, AdS/CFT and String Theory it is very important to emphasize that it has

applications in many different areas of physics. In principle even a mundane perturbation theory

around the free theory can be thought as a perturbation theory around the point where higher spin

symmetry is unbroken. The problem is, of course, that in most of the cases it is not clear if this

symmetry-based point of view simplifies the computation or puts some extra constraints on the

expected results. There are many examples where broken higher spin symmetry can potentially play

an important role like large N QCD, three-dimensional critical phenomena and condensed matter

systems, cosmology. In our thesis we describe examples of such applications in the simplest possible

setting.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis

As we briefly mentioned in the preceding section, this thesis explores different aspects of higher spin

symmetry, its breaking and closely related topics in the context of AdS/CFT and String Theory. In

the first part of the thesis we analyze cases when higher spin symmetry is present or is broken only

slightly.

In chapter two we explore three-dimensional unitary conformal field theories that admits an

additional conserved current of spin higher than two. We demonstrate that this implies existence

of an infinite number of conserved currents. Using these currents we can construct charges and

analyze Ward identities generated by them. As the result we show that correlation functions of the

stress tensor and the conserved currents are then shown to be equal to those of a free field theory,

a theory of N free bosons or free fermions. N is the central charge of the theory which is argued to

be quantized. This analysis closes the loophole in the Coleman-Mandula theorem mentioned in the

previous section by extending it to the theories that do not have an S-matrix.

In chapter three we consider the case when higher spin symmetry is broken quantum-mechanically.

More precisely, we consider three-dimensional conformal field theories that have a large N limit, in

the sense that the operators separate into single trace and multitrace and obey the usual large N

factorization properties. We also assume that the spectrum of single trace operators are the higher

spin currents plus an additional scalar. N plays the role of the Planck constant and we assume

that the anomalous dimensions of the higher spin currents are of order ~ ∼ 1/N . Using the slightly

broken higher spin symmetry we constrain the three point functions of the theories to leading order

in N . As the result we get two families of solutions. Microscopically, one family can be realized as
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a theory of N fermions with an O(N) Chern-Simons gauge field, the other as a N bosons plus the

Chern-Simons gauge field. The family of solutions is parametrized by the ’t Hooft coupling and as

we change it the bosons are transformed into fermions which is an example of the 3d bosonization.

At special parity preserving points we get the critical O(N) models, both the Wilson-Fisher one

and the Gross-Neveu one. For the dual Vasiliev theories our analysis fixes the three-point vertices

of Vasiliev theory in AdS4 or dS4.

In the second part of the thesis we consider systems where higher spin symmetry is badly broken.

We elucidate some aspects of this breaking and also clarify the role of the massive higher spin particles

for the physical consistency of the theory.

In chapter four, we consider several aspects of unitary higher-dimensional conformal field theories.

We first study massive deformations that trigger a flow to a gapped phase. Deep inelastic scattering

in the gapped phase leads to a convexity property of dimensions of spinning operators of the original

CFT. Via AdS/CFT it bounds masses of higher spin particles in the higher spin broken phase of

the quantum gravity in AdS. We further investigate the dimensions of spinning operators via the

crossing equations in the light-cone limit. Crossing equation is a defining nonperturbative equation

for an abstract CFT. We manage to solve it analytically in a very particular limit. We find that,

in a sense, CFTs become free at large spin and 1/s is a weak coupling parameter. The spectrum of

CFTs enjoys additivity: if two twists τ1, τ2 appear in the spectrum, there are operators whose twists

are arbitrarily close to τ1 + τ2. We characterize how τ1 + τ2 is approached at large spin by solving

the crossing equations analytically. We find the precise form of the leading correction, including

the prefactor. We compare with examples where these observables were computed in perturbation

theory, or via gauge-gravity duality, and find complete agreement. The crossing equations show that

certain operators have a convex spectrum in twist space. Applications include the 3d Ising model,

theories with a gravity dual, SCFTs.

In chapter five, we consider the situation where the three-point coupling of the graviton is cor-

rected compared to the in the Einstein theory. We assume that the theory is weakly coupled and

analyzed constraints imposed on the theory by causality. We run a thought experiment that that

involves high energy scattering of gravitons at fixed impact parameter. We find that in this experi-

ment causality is violated. To fix the problem we can extra particles to the theory. We find that this

violation cannot be fixed by adding conventional particles with spins J ≤ 2. But, it can be fixed by

adding an infinite tower of extra massive particles with higher spins, J > 2. This is true both in flat

space and in AdS. In the context of inflation, or de Sitter-like solutions, we find that our constraint

implies that if the gravity wave non-gaussianity deviates significantly from the one computed in the
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Einstein theory it indicates the existence of massive higher spin particles. Notice that in String

Theory breaking of higher spin symmetry occurs at the classical level. It means that interpolation

between a gravitational theory of the Einstein-type and of the Vasiliev-type is a classical field theory

question. Moreover, this suggests that in general higher derivative corrections to the Einstein theory

should be related to the spectrum of higher spin particles. Chapter five explores this idea in the

case of the simplest possible observable which is the graviton three-point coupling.
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Chapter 2

Constraining Conformal Field

Theories With a Higher Spin

Symmetry

2.1 Introduction

The classic Coleman-Mandula result [15], and its supersymmetric extension [16], states that

the maximum spacetime symmetry of a theory with an S-matrix is the super-Poincare group.1

Interacting conformal field theories are interesting theories that do not have an S-matrix obeying

the assumptions of [15, 16]. In this chapter we would like to address the question of whether a

CFT can have a spacetime symmetry beyond the conformal group. We show that if a CFT has a

conserved higher spin current, s > 2, then the theory is essentially free. Namely, all the correlators

of the conserved currents are those of a free theory. In particular, this implies that the energy

correlation function observables [19] of “conformal collider physics” [20] are the same as those of a

free theory.

Let us clearly state the assumptions and the conclusions.

Assumptions :

• a) The theory is conformal and it obeys all the usual CFT axioms/properties, such as the

operator product expansion, existence of a stress tensor, cluster decomposition, a finite number

1[16] also mentions the conformal group in the case of massless particles. However, [16] assumed that these massless
particles are free in the IR, so that an S-matrix exists.
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of primaries with dimensions less than some number, etc.

• a’) The two point function of the stress tensor is finite.

• b) The theory is unitary.

• c) The theory contains a conserved current js of spin higher than two s > 2.

• d) We are in three spacetime dimensions.

• e) The theory contains unique conserved current of spin two which is the stress tensor.

The theorem, or conclusion :

There is an infinite number of even spin conserved currents that appear in the operator product

expansion of two stress tensor. All correlation function of these currents have two possible structures.

One is identical to that obtained in a theory of N free bosons, with currents built as O(N) invariant

bilinears of the free bosons. The other is identical to those of a theory of N free fermions, again

with currents given by O(N) invariant bilinears in the fermions.

Let us discuss the assumptions and conclusions in more detail.

We spelled out a′) explicitly, to rule out theories with an infinite number of degrees of freedom, as

in the N =∞ limit of O(N) vector models, for example. Unitarity is a very important assumptions

since it allows us to put bounds on the dimensions of operators, etc. We assumed the existence of

a higher spin current. One might wonder if one could have a symmetry which is not generated by

a local current. Presumably, a continuous symmetry implies the existence of an associated current,

but, to our knowledge, this has not been proven.2 Assumption d) should hopefully be replaced by

d ≥ 3. Some of the methods used in this chapter have a simple extension to higher dimensions, and

it should be straightforward to extend the arguments to all dimensions d ≥ 3. In two dimensions,

d = 2, we expect a richer structure. In fact, the Coleman-Mandula theorem in two dimensions

allows integrable theories [21]. Also there are interesting current algebras in two dimensions which

contain higher spin primaries beyond the stress tensor. An example are the WN symmetry algebras

[22]. The assumption of a unique stress tensor can also be relaxed, at the expense of making the

conclusions a bit more complicated to state. It is really a technical assumption that simplifies the

analysis. In fact, we actually generalize the discussion to the case that we have exactly two spin

two conserved currents. In that case we have a kind of factorization into two subsectors and one, or

2Of course, if we have a theory given in terms of a Lagrangian, then Noether’s theorem implies the existence of
a current. Also if we assume we can generalize the action of the symmetry to the case that the parameter has some
spacetime dependence, ε(x), then the usual argument implies the existence of an associated current, jµ = δ

δ∂µε
, where

the derivative is acting on the partition function, or the generating functional of correlation functions.
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both, could have higher spin currents. We expect something similar for a larger number of spin two

currents, but we did not prove it. A simple theory when there are two spin two conserved currents

is the product of a free theory with a non-trivial interacting theory. In this case all the higher spin

currents live in the free subsector.

Now, regarding the conclusions, note that we did not prove the existence of a free field operator

φ, in the CFT. The reason why we could not do it is easily appreciated by considering a theory of N

scalar fields where we restrict the operators to be O(N) singlets. This is sometimes called “the free

O(N) model”. This theory obeys all the assumptions of our theorem (as well as the conclusions!)

but it does not have a free field in the spectrum. Short of establishing the existence of free fields, we

will show that the theory contains “bilocal” operators B(x1, x2) and F−(x1, x2) whose correlators

are the same as those of the free field operators
∑N
i=1 : φi(x1)φi(x2) : and

∑N
i=1 : ψi−(x1)ψi−(x2) :

in a theory of free fields. Our statements also concern the infinite number of even spin conserved

currents that appear in the operator product expansion of two stress tensors. We are not making

any statement regarding other possible odd spin conserved currents, or spin two currents that do

not appear the operator product of two stress tensors. Such currents, if present, are probably also

highly constrained but we leave that to the future.

Notice that we start from the assumption of certain symmetries. By imposing the charge con-

servation identities we obtained the explicit form of the correlators. Thus, we can view this as a

simple example of a realization of the bootstrap program. Namely, we never used “the Lagrangian”,

we derived everything from physical correlation functions and physical consistency conditions. Of

course, the result turned out to be rather trivial since we get free theory correlation functions. We

can also view this as an exercise in current algebra, now for currents of higher spin.

Recently, there have been some studies regarding the duality between various O(N) models in

three dimensions and Vasiliev-type theories [23, 24, 25] in AdS4 [11, 12, 26] (and dS4 [27]). If one

considers a Vasiliev theory with boundary conditions (at the AdS4 boundary) which preserve the

higher spin symmetry, then the theory obeys the assumptions of our theorem. Thus, our theorem

implies that the theory is equivalent to a free theory of scalars or fermions. This was conjectured

in [11] (see references therein for previous work), and tested in [12, 26, 28], see also [29, 30]. In this

context the quantization of N implies that the coupling constant of a unitary Vasiliev’s theory is

quantized, if we preserve the higher spin symmetry at the AdS boundary.

It is also interesting to consider the same Vasiliev theory but with boundary conditions that

do not preserve the higher spin charge. An example was proposed in [11] by imposing a boundary

condition for the scalar that produced the “interacting” O(N) theory, see also [28]. In such O(N)
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models, the higher spin currents acquire an anomalous dimension of order 1/N . Then the conclusions

of our theorem do not apply. However, there are still interesting constraints on the correlators and

we discuss some of them, as an example. It is likely that this method would give a way to compute

correlators in this theory, but we will leave that for the future.

There is a large literature on higher spin symmetry, and we refer the reader to the review [31],

which is also available in the arXiv [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].

2.1.1 Organization of the chapter

In section two we discuss some generalities about higher spin currents.

In order to make the discussion clear, we will first present an argument that rules out theories

with operators with low anomalous dimensions. This serves as a simple warm up example to the

arguments presented later in the chapter for the more general case. This is done in section three.

In section four we discuss some general properties of three point functions of currents, which will

be necessary later.

We then present two slightly different approaches for showing the main conclusion. The first, in

section five, requires a slightly more elaborate construction but it is computationally more straight-

forward. The other, in section six, is conceptually more straightforward, but it required us to use

Mathematica a lot. We have presented both methods, since they could be useful for other purposes

(useful spinoffs). These two sections can be read almost independently, and the reader should feel

free to choose which one to read or skip first.

In section seven we discuss the case of slightly broken higher spin symmetry. We just discuss a

couple of simple points, leaving a more general analysis to the future.

In section eight we discuss the case of exactly two spin two conserved currents.

In section nine we present some conclusions and discussion.

We also included several appendices with some more technical results, which could also be useful

for other purposes.

2.2 Generalities about higher spin currents

We consider higher spin local operators Jµ1···µs that transform in the representation of spin s of

the rotation group. More specifically, if we consider the operator inserted at the origin, then it

transforms in the spin s representation. It is convenient to define the twist, τ = ∆− s, where ∆ is

the scaling dimension of the operator. In three dimensions, the unitarity bound restricts the twist
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of a primary operator to [38]

τ ≥ 1

2
, for s = 0,

1

2
(2.1)

τ ≥ 1, for s ≥ 1. (2.2)

The equality in the first line corresponds to free fields: bosons and fermions. While in the second

line it corresponds to conserved currents ∂µJ
µ
µ2···µs = 0.

From these conserved currents we can build conserved charges by contracting the current of

spin s with an s − 1 index conformal Killing tensor ζµ1···µs−1 , which obeys ∂(µζµ1···µs−1) = 0,

where the parenthesis denote the symmetric and traceless part. This condition ensures that Ĵµ =

Jµµ1···µs−1
ζµ1···µs−1 is a conserved current so that the associated charge Q =

∫
Σ

∗Ĵ is conserved. A

simple way to construct a conformal Killing tensor is to take a product of conformal Killing vec-

tors [39]. In a CFT these charges annihilate the conformal invariant vacuum. These charges are

conserved in the sense that their value does not depend on the hypersurface where we integrate

the current. However, they might not commute with the Hamiltonian, since the Killing vectors can

depend explicitly on the coordinates. This is a familiar phenomenon and it happens already with the

ordinary conformal generators. These conserved currents lead to identities when they are inserted

in correlation functions of other operators. Namely, imagine we consider an n point function of

operators Oi. Then we will get a “charge conservation identity” of the form

0 =
∑
i

〈O1(x1) · · · [Q,Oi(xi)] · · · On(xn)〉 (2.3)

If we know the action of Q on each operator this leads to certain equations which we call “charge

conservation identities”.

In this chapter, we will focus exclusively on only one very particular charge that arises from a

Killing tensor with only minus components. Namely, only ζ−···− is nonzero, and the rest of the

components are zero. Here x− is a light cone coordinate. We think of the three coordinates as3

ds2 = dx+dx− + dy2. We denote the charge associated to the spin s current by

Qs =

∫
x+=const

dx−dy js , js ≡ Js,−···− (2.4)

We have also defined js to be the current with all minus indices. Also from now on we will denote

3Throughout the chapter we consider x± as independent variables.
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by ∂ ≡ ∂x− .

From now on we will consider the twist operator τ defined so that it is the anomalous dimension

minus the spin in the ± directions (or boost generator in the ± direction). Note that Qs has spin

s− 1. One can check that it has twist zero. This is a very important property of this particular Qs

charge which we will heavily use.

One more general property that we will need is the following. The fact that Qs has a non-trivial

dimension (s− 1) under the dilatation operator implies that

[Qs, j2] ∝ ∂js + · · · , s > 1 (2.5)

(recall that ∂ = ∂−). This is indicating that the current js, from which we formed the charge Qs

is appearing in the right hand side of the commutator (2.5) . Here j2 is the stress tensor of the

theory. This is shown in more detail in appendix A. This fact is also related to the following. For

any operator O, the three point function 〈OOj2〉 is nonzero, where j2 is the stress tensor. This

should be non-zero because the stress tensor generates conformal transformations. In particular,

the stress tensor should always be present in the OPE of two identical operators. Here we are using

that the two point function of the stress tensor is finite. (The stress tensor comes with a natural

normalization so that it makes sense to talk about the coefficient in its two point function).

Note that two point functions of conserved currents are proportional to

〈js(x1)js(x2)〉 ∝ (x+
12)2s

|x12|4s+2
(2.6)

(Recall that our definition of js (2.4) contains only the minus components.)

2.3 Removing operators in the twist gap, 1
2 < τ < 1

Notice that all operators with spin s ≥ 1 should have twist bigger or equal to one. However,

operators with spin s = 0, 1
2 can have twists less than one. If τ = 1/2, we have a free field which

can be factored out of the theory. In this section we show that it is very easy to eliminate operators

with twists in the range 1
2 < τ < 1. We call this range the “twist gap”. This will serve as a warm

up exercise for the rest of the chapter.

To keep the discussion simple, let us assume that we have a conserved current of spin four, j4.

(We will show in the next section that a current of spin four is always present as soon as we have
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any higher spin current). Let us see how this current could act on a scalar operator of spin zero φ

and twist in the twist gap, 1
2 < τ < 1. The action of the charge Q4, [Q4, φ], preserves the twist.

Q4 cannot annihilate φ since the operator product expansion of φφ contains the stress tensor (the

unique spin two conserved current), and Q4 cannot annihilate the stress tensor due to (2.5) . The

right hand side of [Q4, φ] should be a combination of local operators and derivatives. We cannot

have explicit functions of the coordinates since that would imply that Q4 does not commute with

translations. The fact that Q4 commutes with translations can be seen from its integral expression

(2.4) and the conservation of the current. The operator that appears in the right hand side has to

have the same twist as φ. Thus, it should be a scalar. The only derivative that does not change

the twist is ∂ = ∂−. This derivative should be present three times due to spin conservation. In

conclusion, we have that

[Q4, φ] = ∂3
−φ (2.7)

If we had many scalar operators of the same twist we would get [Q4, φa] = cab∂
3φb, where cab is

symmetric due to the charge conservation identities for Q4 acting on 〈φaφb〉 ∝ δab. Thus, we can

diagonalize cab and we return to (2.7) .

As the next step we can write the charge conservation identity for the action of Q4 on the four

point functions of these fields. It is convenient to do it in momentum space. Then we have

[

4∑
i=1

(ki−)3]〈φ(k1)φ(k2)φ(k3)φ(k4)〉 = 0 (2.8)

Using momentum conservation, and writing ki = ki− for the minus component of the momentum,

we find

4∑
i=1

k3
i = −3(k1 + k2)(k1 + k3)(k2 + k3) = 0. (2.9)

when it acts on the four point function. Thus, the four point function is proportional to δ(ki1 +

ki2)δ(ki3 + ki4) and other two terms obtained by permutations. Together with rotational invariance

and conformal invariance, this means that the four point function is a sum of two point functions

〈φ(x1)φ(x2)φ(x3)φ(x4)〉 = 〈φ(x1)φ(x2)〉〈φ(x3)φ(x4)〉+ permutations (2.10)

Now we will show that the only operators that can obey (5.5) are free fields (see [40] ). For that
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purpose we perform the ordinary operator product expansion as |x12| → 0. The first term in (5.5)

gives the contribution of the identity operator. The other two terms are analytic around x12 = 0.

Thus, they correspond to operators with twists τint = 2τ + n, with n ≥ 0, where τ is the twist of

φ. If this twist is τ > 1/2, then the stress tensor, which has twist one, would not appear in this

operator product expansion. But the stress tensor should always appear in the OPE of two identical

currents. Thus, the only possible value is τ = 1/2 and we have a free field. Such a free field will

decouple from the rest of the theory.

Actually, by a similar argument we can eliminate spin 1/2 operators in the twist gap, 1
2 < τ < 1.

We repeat the above arguments for the particular component ψ = ψ− (the spin 1/2 component as

opposed to the spin -1/2). All the arguments go through with no change up to (2.9) . That equation

restricts the x− dependence only. However, conformal symmetry and rotational invariance allow us

to compute the four point function for any component ψα, and we find an answer that factorizes.

Which then implies again τ = 1/2 and a free fermion.

Note also that the analysis leading to (2.7) also constrains how all higher spin charges act on

free fields, [Qs, φ] = ∂s−1φ, and similarly for fermions (we can show it easily for the ψ− component

and then the Dirac equation ensures that it acts in the same way on both components ψα
4).

At this point we should mention a qualitative argument for the reason that we get free fields.

If we form wavepackets for the fields φ centered around some momentum and somewhat localized

in space, then the action of the charge Q4 will displace them by an amount which is proportional

to the square of their momenta. Thus, if the wavepackets were colliding in some region, then these

displacements would make them miss. Here we use that d ≥ 3.

The results of this section can be very simply extended to d ≥ 3. There the twist gap exists in

the region d−2
2 ≤ τ < d− 2, with the lower bound corresponding to free fields.

Returning to d = 3, in what follows, we will mostly consider the twist one operators that

correspond to conserved currents. The idea will be similar, we first constrain the action of the

higher spin charges and then determine the correlation functions of the operators.

We will present two independent ways of doing this. The first involves the notion of light

cone operator product expansions and it is a bit more direct. It is presented in section five. The

second involves a more explicit analysis of three point functions and it is conceptually easier, but

computationally more complicated (needs use of Mathematica). It is presented in section six. The

reader can choose which one to read and/or skip. But first some further generalities.

4Here we again use that [Qs, Pµ] = 0.
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2.3.1 Action of the charges on twist one fields

Before jumping to those sections, let us make some preliminary statements on the action of charges

Qs on twist one operators. Since Qs has twist zero, the only things we can have in the right hand

side are other twist one fields. These include other (or the same) twist one fields. Even if we had

fields in the twist gap ( 1
2 < τ < 1), they cannot appear in the right hand side of a twist one current

transformation, due to twist conservation and the fact that derivatives can change the twist, at most

by integer amounts. Thus, we have the general transformation law

[Qs, js′ ] =

s′+s−1∑
s′′=max[s′−s+1,0]

αs,s′,s′′ ∂
s′+s−1−s′′js′′ (2.11)

(the limits of the sum are explained below). Here we wrote explicitly arbitrary constants αs,s′,s′′

appearing in front of each term, below we will assume them implicitly. We will also sometimes omit

the derivatives. The sum (2.11) can involve twist one and s = 0, 1/2 fields, which are not conserved

currents, but we still denote them by j0, j1/2. Here everything has minus indices which we have not

indicated. The derivatives are also minus derivatives. The number of derivatives is easily fixed by

matching the spin on both sides.

One easy property we can prove is the following, if current jy appears in the right hand side of

[Qs, jx], then we should have that current jx appears in the right hand side of [Qs, jy]. This follows

by considering the action of Qs on the 〈jxjy〉 two point function and (2.6) . In summary,

[Qs, jx] = ∂s+x−y−1jy + · · · ⇒ [Qs, jy] = ∂s+y−x−1jx + · · · (2.12)

This has a simple consequence which is the fact that the spread of spins s′′ in (2.11) is as indicated

in (2.11) . The upper limit in (2.11) is obvious. The lower limit in (2.11) arises from the fact that the

current js′ should appear in the right hand side of [Qs, js′′ ], and the upper limit in this commutator,

results in the lower limit in (2.11) .

2.4 Basic facts about three point functions

For our analysis it is important to understand the structure of the three point functions of conserved

currents and other operators in d = 3.

This problem was analyzed in [41] (see also [42] ). Unfortunately, it is not clear to us what was

proven and what was the result of a case by case analysis with a later extrapolation (a “physics”
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proof). Thus, in appendix I we prove the results that will be crucial for section five. These only

involve certain light-like limits of the correlators. For section six we need some particular cases with

low spin, where the statements in [41, 42] can be explicitly checked.

Nevertheless, let us summarize the results of [41]. The three point function of the conserved

currents has, generically, three distinct pieces

〈js1js2js3〉 = 〈js1js2js3〉boson + 〈js1js2js3〉fermion + 〈js1js2js3〉odd. (2.13)

Here the piece 〈js1js2js3〉boson is generated by the theory of free bosons. The piece 〈js1js2js3〉fermion

is generated by the theory of free fermion and the piece 〈js1js2js3〉odd is not generated by free theories.

The boson and fermion pieces are known in closed form while the odd piece can be computed in each

particular case explicitly by imposing the conservation of the currents. By considering particular

examples it was observed that the odd piece is non-zero whenever the triangle rule is satisfied

si ≤ si+1 + si+2. (2.14)

In appendix B we derive an integral expression for these odd correlators that naturally incorporates

this triangle rule. We start with free higher spin conformal fields in four dimensions, introduce a

conformal invariant perturbation, and look at correlators on a three dimensional slice. The corre-

lators automatically obey the conservation condition and are conformal invariant. See appendix B

for more details.

Another property of three point functions which we found useful is that any three point function

of the two identical5 currents with the third one that has an odd spin is zero

〈jsjsjs′〉 = 0 for s′ odd (2.15)

This is easy to check for the explicit expressions for the boson and fermion solutions. It is also can

be seen from the integral representation for the odd piece.

2.4.1 General expression for three point functions

The space of three point functions of conserved currents is conveniently split into two parts according

to their transformation under the parity. Practically, we call “even” ones the three point functions

that do not contain the three dimensional epsilon tensor and “odd” the ones that do.

5We need literally the same current. It is not enough that they have the same spin.
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The parity even correlation functions are generated by

Feven = e
1
2 (Q1+Q2+Q3)eP1+P2(b coshP3 + f sinhP3) (2.16)

where the piece proportional to b stands for correlation functions in the theory of free bosons and the

one proportional to f for the ones in the free fermion theory.6. The Pi and Qi are some cross ratios

whose form can be found in [41] For currents which have indices only along the minus direction we

can find the simple expressions

Qi = `2i (x̂
+
i,i+1 − x̂

+
i,i−1) , Pi = `i+1`i−1x̂

+
i−1,i+1 , x̂+ =

x+

x2
(2.17)

where `i are the parameters in the generating function. In other words the term with `2s11 gives us

the current js1(x1), etc.

When spins of the currents are integer (2.16) reproduces the results given in [41], but (2.16) also

gives the answer for half integer spin currents.7

Due to the different behavior under P3 → −P3 the bosonic and fermionic parts never mix inside

the charge conservation identities for three point functions that we will consider. Thus, whenever we

can solve the charge conservation identities they are satisfied separately for f = 0 and b = 0 parts.

2.5 Argument using bilocal operators

Here we present an argument for the main conclusion.

2.5.1 Light cone limits of correlators of conserved currents

We consider the light cone OPE limit of two conserved currents js(x)js′(0). All indices are minus.

We will consider the twist one contribution to the OPE.8 This can be cleanly separated from the

lower twist contribution which can only arise from the identity or spin s = 0, 1
2 operators. This clean

separation is possible because there is a finite number of operators in the twist gap, 1
2 < τ < 1.

6An equivalent, but symmetric version of (2.16) is given by

Feven = e
1
2

(Q1+Q2+Q3)e(P1+P2+P3) ×
(
b+ f +

b− f
3

[e−2P1 + e−2P2 + e−2P3 ]

)
7Note that for half integer spins the labels b and f just give two different possible structures, since, of course we

need both bosons and fermions to have half integer spins
8Here we consider the contribution of twist exactly one. This should not be confused with discussions in weakly

coupled theories where one is interested in the whole tower of operators which have twists close to one (or in four
dimensions twist close to two). Such operators appear in discussions of deep inelastic scattering and parton distribution
functions.
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To extract the twist one contribution of a given spin, we can consider the three point functions

〈js(x1)js′(x2)js′′(x3)〉. We can also consider the contribution of all spins together by taking the

following light-like limits.

We take the limit x+
12 → 0 first. Then we take the limit y12 → 0. By twist conservation, the

correlator could behave only like 1/|y12| or like 1/y12, in this limit. The fermion piece vanishes when

we take x+
12 → 0. One can see that the 1/y12 behavior can be produced only by a parity odd piece.

This follows from the fact that we can put the third current at y3 = 0, but at generic x±3 . This still

allows us to extract any possible twist one current that appears in the OPE limit. However, the

parity transformation y → −y would change the sign of the correlator only if we have a 1/y12 term

in the OPE. Below, the part that contains the 1/|y12| behavior is called the “boson” piece. It comes

from the boson piece of the three point functions.

Similarly, we can look at the piece that goes like x+
12 in the limit that x+

12 goes to zero. Then we

extract the piece going like
x+

12

|y12|3 .

More explicitly, these limits are defined by

jsjs′b =

(
lim

y12→0+
+ lim
y12→0−

)
|y12| lim

x+
12→0

js(x1)js′(x2)− (lower) (2.18)

jsjs′f =

(
lim

y12→0+
+ lim
y12→0−

)
lim
x+

12→0

|y12|3

x+
12

[
js(x1)js′(x2)− 1

|y12|
jsjs′b − (lower)

]
(2.19)

where we have indicated by an underline the fact that we take the light-like limit (and the subindex

on the line reminds us which of the two limits we took). We will also indicate by an underline points

that are light-like separated along x−. In the fermion like limit (2.18) , we have indicated that we

extracted the boson piece. However, in practice we will only use it when the boson piece vanishes.

Thus, there is no ambiguity in extracting the limit. We also extract any possible twist less than one

operators that could appear. There is a finite list of them. Thus, there is no problem in extracting

the lower twist operators. In section three we have eliminated these lower twist operators by making

the assumption of the existence of Q4. Here we have not yet derived the existence of Q4, so we had

to argue that these lower twist operators do not affect the definition of the limits and the extraction

of the twist one contribution to the OPE. In fact, from now on, these lower twist contribution play

no role. After we show the existence of Q4, we can then remove them using section three. We could

define also a limit that extracts the odd piece, but we will not need it.
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The three point functions simplify dramatically in this limit. For the boson part we have

(
lim

y12→0+
+ lim
y12→0−

)
lim
x+

12→0
|x12|〈js1js2js3〉b ∝ ∂

s1
1 ∂s22 〈φφ∗js3〉free ; (2.20)

〈φφ∗js3〉free ∝
1√

x̂13x̂23

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s3
(2.21)

where 〈φφ∗js3〉free stands for the correlation function of a free complex boson. The underline

reminds us that the points are light-like separated, but there is no limit involved. The reason we

take a complex boson is to allow for non-zero values when s is odd. We have displayed only the x−i

dependence9 and we have defined a slightly shifted version of the coordinates

x̂1 = x−1 , x̂2 = x−2 , x̂3 = x−3 −
y2

13

x+
13

(2.22)

We should emphasize that in (2.20) the expression 〈φφ∗js3〉free denotes a correlator in a theory of

a free complex boson. In particular, js3 is not the original current in the unknown theory, but the

current of the free boson theory.

For a free boson theory, it is easy to see why (2.20) is true. For a free boson the currents are given

by expressions like
∑
∂iφ∂s−iφ∗. When we take the limit x+

12 → 0 only one term survives from the

two sums associated to js1 and js2 (recall that ∂ = ∂−). The reason is that we need a contraction

of the scalar with no derivatives in order not to bring down a factor x+
12 in the numerator. That

single term contains all the derivatives on the φ fields that are contracted with js3 .

Actually, without assuming the explicit forms given in [41], one can prove that (2.20) follows, in

the light cone limit, from conformal symmetry and current conservation for the third current. Since

this is a crucial point for our arguments, we provide an explicit proof of (2.20) in appendix I.

Using the same reasoning for the fermion part we obtain (see appendix I)

(
lim

y12→0+
+ lim
y12→0−

)
lim
x+

12→0

|x12|3

x+
12

〈js1js2js3〉f ∝ ∂
s1−1
1 ∂s2−1

2 〈ψψ∗js3〉free ; (2.23)

〈ψψ∗js3〉free ∝
1

(x̂13x̂23)3/2

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s3−1

(2.24)

where ψ stands for a free complex fermion. If s = 0, then 〈ψψ∗j0〉free = 0, and the limit in the first

line of (2.23) vanishes. This is simply the statement that in a free fermion theory we do not have a

twist one spin zero operator.

9There is also a factor of 1

x+
13

= 1

x+
23

in the right hand side of (2.20) .
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As an aside, for the odd piece one can obtain a similar expression, given in appendix B. This will

not be necessary here, since the higher spin symmetry will eliminate the odd piece and we will not

need to know its explicit form.

2.5.2 Getting an infinite number of currents

Imagine we have a current of spin s. From (2.5) we know that [Qs, j2] = ∂js + · · · . Then (2.12)

implies that

[Qs, js] = ∂2s−3j2 + · · · (2.25)

Let us first

assume that 〈j2j2j2〉|b 6= 0 (2.26)

We now consider the charge conservation identity for Qs acting on 〈j2j2bjs〉, where we mean a charge

conservation identity that results from acting with Qs on 〈j2j2js〉 and then taking the light cone

limit for the first two variables. In other words, we get

0 = 〈[Qs, j2]j2js〉+ 〈j2[Qs, j2]js〉+ 〈j2j2[Qs, js]〉 (2.27)

In the first two terms we first expand the commutator using (2.11) and then take the light cone

limit using (2.20) . We will consider first the case of integer s. Then the first two terms in (2.27) ,

produce

〈[Qs, j2]j2js〉+ 〈j2[Qs, j2]js〉 = ∂2
1∂

2
2

[
γ∂s−1

1 + δ∂s−1
2

]
〈φφ∗ js〉free (2.28)

Here the symmetry under x1 ↔ x2 implies that γ = (−1)sδ, due to the symmetries of (2.20) . In the

third term in (2.27) , when Qs acts on js, we generate many possible operators through (2.11) . Each

of those currents might or might not have an overlap with j2j2b. Thus, combining this with (2.28)

we conclude that the charge conservation identity that results from acting with Qs on 〈j2j2bjs〉 is

0 = ∂2
1∂

2
2

[
γ(∂s−1

1 + (−1)s∂s−1
2 )〈φφ∗ js〉free +

2s−1∑
k=1

α̃k∂
2s−1−k
3 〈φφ∗ jk〉free

]
(2.29)
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where α̃k is the product of the constants in (2.11) and the actual value of the boson part of the three

point function. The overall derivatives can be removed since the right hand side is a sum of terms of

the form 1
xa13x

b
23

where a and b are half integer, so if a term was non-zero before the derivative acted it

would be non-zero afterwards, and terms with different powers cannot cancel each other. Notice that

(2.29) involves the explicit functions defined in (2.20) . An important property of these functions is

that 〈φφ∗jk〉free has a zero of order k when x−12 → 0, and the ∂3 derivative does not change the order

of this zero. This implies that all the terms in the last sum in (2.29) are independent. Thus, all the

α̃k are fixed. We know that α̃2 is nonzero due to (2.25) and (2.26) . Here we used that the spin

two current is unique so that there is no other contribution that could cancel the j2 contribution.

Given that this term is non-zero, then γ is nonzero. The α̃k for odd k are set to zero by the x1 ↔ x2

symmetry of the whole original equation, (2.27) . The rest of the α̃k are fixed, and are equal to what

we would obtain in a free theory, which is the unique solution of (2.29) . It is then possible to check

that all α̃k, with k = 2, 4, · · · , 2s − 2 are non-zero. The explicit proof of this statement is given in

appendix J.

In particular, this implies that the current j4 is in the spectrum, and it is in the right hand side

of the j2j2b OPE. This is true regardless of whether the original s is even or odd. Now we can go

back to section three and remove the operators in the twist gap, 1
2 < τ < 1.

Since s > 2, we find that 2s− 2 > s, so that we are also finding currents with spins bigger than

the original one. Thus, repeating the argument we find an infinite number of conserved currents.

We now show that a twist one scalar j0 is present in the spectrum, and in the right hand side

of j2j2b. This can be shown by considering the Q4 charge conservation identity acting on 〈j2j2bj2〉.

This leads to an expression very similar to (2.29) , but with different limits in the sum (see (2.11)

), such that now a non-zero α̃4 implies the existence of j0. Now, considering the ward identity from

Q4 on 〈j2j2bj0〉 we show that j2 is in the right hand side of

[Q4, j0] = ∂3j0 + ∂j2 + · · · (2.30)

where the dots denote other twist one operators that have no overlap with j2j2b which could possibly

appear. Let us now show that the fermion components are zero. We consider the charge conservation

identity from Q4 on 〈j2j2f j0〉. Notice that 〈j2j2f j0〉 = 0, see (2.23) . Thus, this charge conservation

identity implies that 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0. Here we have used that there is a unique stress tensor since

we assumed that the j2 appearing at various places is always the same. Thus, if 〈j2j2j2〉b 6= 0,

then 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0. Conversely, if 〈j2j2j2〉f 6= 0, then 〈j2j2j2〉b = 0, and the discussion after (2.29)
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implies that also 〈j2j2bjs〉 = 0 for all s.

In the case that 〈j2j2j2〉f is nonzero, we can start with a ward identity similar to (2.29) , but

for 〈j2j2f js〉. We find an identical conclusion, an infinite set of even spin currents in the right hand

side of j2j2f . (See appendix J for an explicit demonstration). In conclusion, due to the uniqueness

of the stress tensor we have only one of two cases:

〈j2j2j2〉b 6=0 , ⇒ 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0 , j2j2b =

∞∑
k=0

[j2k] , j2j2f = 0 (2.31)

〈j2j2j2〉f 6=0 , ⇒ 〈j2j2j2〉b = 0 , j2j2f =

∞∑
k=1

[j2k] , j2j2b = 0 (2.32)

where the brackets denote currents and their derivatives. In other words, the brackets are the

contribution of the conformal block of the current js to the twist one part of the OPE.

It is also possible to start with a half integer s, higher spin conserved current js and to obtain a

charge conservation identity similar to (2.29) (we describe it in detail in appendix D). This again

shows that currents with even spins k = 2, 4, · · · 2s − 1 appear in the right hand side of j2j2b or

j2j2f . Again, if s ≥ 5/2 we get higher spin conserved currents with even spins and we return to the

previous case.10 In the next two subsections we consider the first case in (2.31) and then the second.

2.5.3 Definition of bilocal operators

In the light-like limit we encountered a correlator which was essentially given by a product of free

fields (2.20) . Here we will argue that we can “integrate” the derivatives and define a bilocal operator

B(x1, x2) with x1 and x2 separated only along the minus direction.

Now, let us make a comment on light cone OPE’s. The light cone OPE of two currents jsjs′b,

contains only twist one fields of various spins. The overlap with each individual current is computed

by (2.20) . In particular, all such limits will contain a common factor of ∂s1∂
s′

2 . We can “integrate”

such derivatives and define a quasi-bilocal operator B̂(x1, x2) such that

jsjs′b = ∂s1∂
s′

2 B̂(x1, x2) (2.33)

The underline reminds us that x1 and x2 are null separated (along the x− direction). Here the right

hand side is simply a superposition of twist one fields and their derivatives. They are defined such

10If we have a half integer higher spin current, we will also have a supercurrent, a spin 3/2 current. This then
requires that both 〈j2jsj2〉b and 〈j2j2j2〉f are nonzero. Since we had the dichotomy (2.31) , we should have more
than one spin two conserved current if there is any half integer higher spin current.
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that

〈jsjs′bjs′′(x3)〉 = ∂s1∂
s′

2 〈B̂(x1, x2)js′′(x3)〉 (2.34)

Of course, we also see that 〈B̂(x1, x2)js(x3)〉 ∝ 〈φ(x1)φ∗(x2)js3(x3)〉free. This implies that B̂

transforms as two weight 1/2 fields under conformal transformations.

A particular one we will focus on is the quasi-bilocal that we get from the stress tensor, defined

by

j2j2b = ∂2
1∂

2
2B(x1, x2) (2.35)

These are reminiscent of the (Fourier transform along x− of the) operators whose matrix elements

define parton distribution functions. One very important difference is that here we are constructing

B only from the operators that have twist exactly equal to one.

We can define similar operators in the case of fermions

jsjs′f = ∂s−1
1 ∂s

′−1
2 F̂−(x1, x2), (2.36)

j2j2f = ∂1∂2F−(x1, x2) (2.37)

Here F− transforms as the product of two free fermions with minus polarizations : ψ−(x1)ψ−(x2) :.

It is defined again through (2.23) , by “integrating” the derivatives. It is the superposition of all the

(even spin) currents that appear in the right hand side of j2j2f .

We call these operators “quasi-bilocals” because they transform under conformal transformations

as a product of two elementary fields. This does not mean that they are honest local operators, in

the sense that their correlators have the properties of products of fields, with singularities only at

the insertion of other operators. This is illustrated in appendix H. Our task will be to show that in

a theory with higher spin symmetry, they become true bilocal operators, with correlators equal to

the free field ones. The first step is to constrain the action of Qs on B and F− in (2.35) , (2.36) .

2.5.4 Constraining the action of the higher spin charges

Here we will show that

[Qs, B(x1, x2)] = (∂s−1
1 + ∂s−1

2 )B(x1, x2) (2.38)
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Then we will show that this implies that their correlators have the free field form. Let us first

assume that 〈j2j2j2〉b is nonzero. In (2.38) we consider charges Qs with s even constructed out of

the currents js that appear in the right hand side of j2j2b. As we saw before, there is an infinite

number of such currents.

We would like to compute [Qs, B(x1, x2)]. We can compute [Qs, j2, j2b] = [Q, j2]j2
b

+ j2[Q, j2]
b
.

In other words, the action of Qs commutes with the limit. This follows from the charge conservation

identity of Qs on 〈j2j2jk〉 and taking the light cone limit, which gives

〈[Qs, j2]j2jk〉+ 〈j2[Qs, j2]jk〉 = −〈j2j2[Qs, jk]〉 = 〈[Qs, j2j2]jk〉 (2.39)

So, we can write [Q, j2] in terms of currents and derivatives (with indices and derivatives all along

the minus directions). Thus, in the end we can use the formula (2.34) to write

[Qs, B(x1, x2)] = (∂s−1
1 + ∂s−1

2 )B̃(x1, x2) + (∂s−1
1 − ∂s−1

2 )B′(x1, x2) (2.40)

B̃ contains all the even currents and it is symmetric under the interchange of x1 and x2 and B′ con-

tains the odd currents and it is antisymmetric under the interchange. Of course, the full expression

is symmetric under this interchange.

Let us first show that B′ is zero. Since B′ is odd, it includes only odd currents js′ with s′ odd.

Imagine that B′ contains a particular odd current js′ . Then, if s′ > 1, we consider the charge

conservation identity coming from the action of Qs′ on 〈B′j2〉

0 =〈[Qs′ , B′]j2〉+ 〈B′[Qs′ , j2]〉 (2.41)

0 =γ(∂s
′−1 − ∂s

′−1)〈φφ∗j2〉+

s′+1∑
k=0

α̃k∂
s′+1−k
3 〈φφ∗jk〉 (2.42)

This charge conservation identity is very similar, in structure, to the one we considered in (2.29) .

Namely, the last term contains a sum over various currents which give rise to different functional

forms. Therefore all α̃k’s are fixed. α̃s′ is nonzero because [Qs′ , j2] contains js′ , (2.5) . The rest of

the terms are fixed to the same coefficients that we would have if we were considering the same charge

conservation identity in a free theory of a complex boson.11 In particular, as shown in appendix J,

[Qs′ , j2] produce a j1 whose overlap with B′ is nonzero. Once we have shown that j1 appears in B′,

11In (2.41) all αk with even k are set to zero.
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we can consider the charge conservation identity for Qs on 〈Bj1〉.

0 = 〈[Qs, Bj1]〉 = (∂s−1
1 − ∂s−1

2 )〈B′j1〉+ 〈B[Qs, j1]〉 (2.43)

Here the first term is non-zero. Analyzing this charge conservation identity, one can show that it can

be obeyed, for a non-zero first term, only if [Qs, j1] contains a js in the right hand side. The analysis

of this charge conservation identity is somewhat similar to the previous ones and it is discussed in

more detail in appendix J. Here we have used that Qs is a current that appears in the right hand

side of j2j2b. In other words, Qs is built out of the same current js that appears in the right hand

side of [Qs, j1]. This implies that 〈jsjsj1〉 would need to be non-zero.12 However all such three point

functions are zero when the two js currents are identical (2.15) . Since we reached a contradiction,

we conclude that B′ is zero.

We would like now to show that B̃ is the same as B. We know that B̃ is non-zero because we

can consider the charge conservation identity for Qs on 〈Bj2〉, and use that js appears in the right

hand side of [Qs, j2]. This implies that 〈B̃j2〉 is nonzero. In fact, we can normalize it in such a way

that j2 appears in the same way on B and B̃. Then we can consider B − B̃. This does not contain

a j2. Here we are using that there is a unique j2 in the theory. Say that js′ , with s′ even and s′ > 2,

is a candidate current to appear in the right hand side of B − B̃. We can consider the Qs′ charge

conservation identity for 〈(B− B̃)j2〉. This charge conservation identity has a form similar to (2.41)

,

0 = γ(∂s
′−1

1 + ∂s
′−1

2 )〈φφ∗j2〉+

s′+1∑
k=0

α̃k∂
s′+1−k
3 〈φφ∗jk〉 (2.44)

Here we are assuming that α̃s′ is non-zero. However, this equation would also show that α̃2 is

non-zero which is now in contradiction with the fact that B − B̃ does not contain j2 (see appendix

J). So we have shown that B − B̃ cannot have any current of spin s′ > 0.

Let us now focus on a possible spin zero operator j′0. We put a prime to distinguish it from j0

which is the one that appears in B. j′0 might or might not be equal to j0. If 〈j0j′0〉 6= 0, then we

can consider the charge conservation identity for Q4 acting on 〈(B − B̃)j0〉. Using (2.30) we get a

non-zero term when Q4 acts on j0 producing j0. However, this charge conservation identity cannot

be obeyed if we are setting the term involving j2 to zero. Thus, 〈j0j′0〉 = 0. Then there is some even

12Let’s emphasize again we consider js that appears in the OPE of j2j2 ∼ js. Then, in principle, we can have
[Qs, j1] = αjs+βj̃s+ .... The charge conservation identity (2.43) implies that α is non-zero. This implies that 〈jsjsj1〉
must be non-zero.
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current in the j2j2b, call it s′′, such that [Qs, js′′ ] ∼ j′0 + · · · . From (2.11) this implies that s′′ < s.

Then we consider the action of Qs on 〈(B − B̃)js′′〉. This action produces (up to derivatives) both

〈(B − B̃)j′0〉 and 〈(B − B̃)j2〉. But given that the second is zero, then the first is also zero. This

charge conservation identity is very similar to the others we have been discussing (see appendix J).

Here it is important that s′′ < s, so that we get a constraint on 〈(B − B̃)j′0〉. So we conclude that

there cannot be any j′0 in B − B̃.

In conclusion, we have shown that (2.38) holds when x1 and x2 are null separated along the

minus direction.

Now, once we argued that (2.38) is true, then we can consider any n point function of bilinears

〈B(x1, x2) · · ·B(x2n−1, x2n)〉. We have an infinite number of constraints from all the conserved

charges (2.38) . These constraints take the form

2n∑
i=1

∂s−1
i 〈B(x1, x2) · · ·B(x2n−1, x2n)〉 = 0 , s = 2, 4, 6, · · · (2.45)

where ∂i = ∂x−i
. This constrains the x−i dependence of this correlator. We show in appendix

E that this constrains the correlator to be a sum of functions of differences x−i − x−j , x−l − x−k .

More explicitly, the x−i dependence is such that the correlator is a sum of functions of the form∑
σ gσ(x−σ(1) − x

−
σ(2), · · · , x

−
σ(2n−1) − x

−
σ(2n)), where σ are the various permutations of 2n elements.

In principle, these functions, gσ are all different.

In addition, we know that the correlator should respect conformal symmetry and rotational

invariance. Thus, it should be a function of conformal dimension 1/2 at each location and a function

of distances dik. Of course, d2
ij = x+

ijx
−
ij + (yi − yj)2. Thus, we can now write the function in terms

of distances. Let us explain this point a bit more. We have defined the bilocals in terms of an

operator product expansion. But we have also noticed that we can also view these bilocals as special

conformal block like objects written in terms of currents. From that perspective, the transformation

properties under conformal transformations are identical to those of a product of bosonic fields. This

is what we are using at this point. Thus, for each function gσ, say g(x−13, x
−
24, · · · ) we can now write

ĝ(d13, d24, · · · ). But in addition, under conformal transformations, the function has to have weight

one half with respect to each variable. Thus, it can only be a function of the form

ĝ(d13, d24, · · · ) =
1

d13

1

d24
× (· · ·) (2.46)

where the product runs over n distinct pairs of distances and each point i appears in one and only
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one of the terms. A distance between two points in the same bilocal is zero and cannot appear. So

such terms are not present. In addition, the permutation symmetry under exchanges of B’s and

also of the two arguments of B imply that the overall coefficients of all terms are the same, up to

disconnected terms, which are given by lower point functions of B’s by cluster decomposition. For

example, for a two point function of B’s we have

〈B(x1, x2)B(x3, x4)〉 = Ñ

(
1

d13d24
+

1

d14d23

)
(2.47)

The overall coefficients of the connected n point function of B’s can be determined from the one in

the n− 1 point function by expanding one of the B’s and looking at the stress tensor contribution,

which is fixed by the stress tensor charge conservation identity. Therefore, all n point functions of

B’s are fixed up to a single constant, the constant in the two point function of the stress tensor,

which is (up to a numerical factor) the same as Ñ in (2.47) .

We can consider a theory of N free bosons, with

B(x1, x2) =

N∑
i=1

: φi(x1)φi(x2) : (2.48)

where the :: imply that we do not allow contractions between these two φ fields. This theory has a

higher spin symmetry and we also get the same correlators, except that the constant in front of the

stress tensor and (2.47) is Ñ = N . Another way to state the result is that all the correlators of the

currents are the same as the ones we have in a theory of N bosons with N analytically continued,

N → Ñ . However, as we argue below Ñ should be an integer.

We did not show that the operators for the elementary fields (or partons) are present as good

operators in the theory. It is clear that one cannot show that by looking purely at correlators on the

plane, since one can project them out by imposing an SO(N) singlet condition which would leave

all remaining correlators obeying the crossing symmetry relations, etc.

Let us discuss further lessons. First, we observe that the expansion of B’s contains the currents

with minus indices js. Thus, the three point function of B’s contain the three point functions of

currents with minus indices. All of these are the same as those of the free boson theory. Note that

the possibility of odd three point functions has disappeared. Thus, we never needed to know much

about the nature of the odd structures for the three point functions. From the OPE of two currents

with minus indices we can get currents with arbitrary indices. Thus, from the six point function of

B’s we get the three point function of the currents for arbitrary indices, which coincides with the free
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boson answer. Similarly from a 2n point function of B’s we get an n point function of currents with

arbitrary indices which is equal to the free boson one for a theory of N bosons. By further performing

OPE’s we get other operators such as “double trace” or “double sum” operators. In conclusion, we

have fixed all the correlation functions of the stress tensor, and also all the correlation function for

all the higher spin conserved currents that appear in the j2j2 operator product expansion. These are

currents that have even spins. In addition, we have also fixed the correlators of all other operators

that appear in the operator product expansion of these operators. All such correlators are given by

the corresponding correlators in a theory of N free bosons restricted to the O(N) invariant subsector.

We should remark that, though we made statements regarding currents that can be written

as O(N) invariant bilinears, this does not mean that the theory is the “free O(N)” model. The

theory can contain additional conserved currents (and still only one stress tensor). For example,

for N = 2M , we can consider M complex fields and restrict to the U(M) invariant sector. This

theory obeys all the assumptions of our theorem. In particular, it still has a single conserved spin

two current. However, we also have additional currents of odd spin. Of course, the currents with

even spin that appear in the j2j2 OPE are still given by an O(2M) invariant combination of the

fields and have the same correlators that we discussed above. Probably a little more work would

show that if we had odd spin currents, they should also behave like those of free fields. Presumably

one would construct a bilocal operator from the odd currents and argue as we did above. One could

also wonder about other even spin currents which do not appear in the j2j2 OPE. Probably there

cannot be such currents (with a single conserved spin two current), but we did not prove it.

Note that the correlation functions of stress tensors are all equal to the ones in the free theory. In

particular, if we created a state with an insertion of the stress tensor at the origin we could compute

the energy correlation functions that would be measured by idealized detectors (or calorimeters) at

infinity. These are the energy correlation functions considered, for example in [19, 20], and are com-

puted by particular limits and integrals of correlation functions of the stress tensor. The n point en-

ergy correlator for a state created by the stress tensor is schematically 〈0|T †(q)ε(θ1) · · · ε(θn)T (q)|0〉,

where T (q) is the insertion of a stress tensor operator of four momentum (roughly) q at the origin

and ε(θ) are the energies per unit angle collected at ideal calorimeters sitting at infinity at the an-

gle θ. These will give the same result as in the free theory. Namely, that the energy is deposited

in two localized points, corresponding to the two partons hitting the calorimeters. This result is

qualitatively similar to the Coleman-Mandula result for the triviality of the S-matrix. These energy

correlation functions are infrared safe (or well-defined) observables which are, conceptually, rather

close to the S-matrix. Here we see that these energy distributions are trivial.
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2.5.5 Quantization of Ñ : the case of bosons

The basic idea for showing that Ñ is quantized uses the fact that the N =∞ theory and the finite

N theory have a different operator spectrum. The finite N spectrum is a truncation of the infinite

N spectrum. This point was also emphasized recently in [43].

In order to prove the quantization of Ñ we argue as follows. In the theory of N bosons we

consider the operator

Oq = δ
[i1,··· ,iq ]
[j1,··· ,jq ](φ

i1∂φi2∂2φi3 · · · ∂q−1φiq )(φj1∂φj2∂2φj3 · · · ∂q−1φjq ) (2.49)

where the δ function is the totally antisymmetric delta function of q indices. It is the object that

arises we consider a contraction of two ε tensors of the from

δ
[i1,··· ,iq ]
[j1,··· ,jq ] ∝ ε

i1,...,iq,iq+1,··· ,iN εj1,··· ,jq,iq+1···iN (2.50)

This operator, (2.49) , can be rewritten as sum of products of q bilinear operators. Once we have

written it as a particular combination of bilinear operators we can consider any value of N and we

can imagine doing analytic continuation in N → Ñ , with q fixed.

In particular, we can consider the norm of this state. We are interested in the Ñ dependence of

the norm of this state. We can show that

〈OqOq〉 = Ñ(Ñ − 1)(Ñ − 2) · · · (Ñ − (q − 1)) (2.51)

where we only indicated the Ñ dependence. Since we have q bilinears, the series expansion in 1/Ñ

has only q terms. In addition, the result should vanish for Ñ = 1, 2, · · · , q−1, and the leading power

should be Ñq.

Now, imagine that Ñ was not integer. Then we could consider this operator for q = [Ñ ] + 2,

where [Ñ ] is the integer part of Ñ . Then we find that (2.51) is

〈O[Ñ ]+2O[Ñ ]+2〉 = (positive)(Ñ − [Ñ ]− 1) (2.52)

where we only wrote the last term in (2.51) , which is the only negative one. Thus, we have a

negative norm state unless Ñ is an integer. Therefore, unitarity forces Ñ to be integer. Here we

have phrased the argument in terms of the norm of a particular state, which might be changed by
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choosing a different normalization constant. However, we can get the same argument by consider

the contribution to the OPE of a state like Oq. If the norm is negative, then we will get a negative

contribution to the OPE in the channel that is selecting this particular Oq.

2.5.6 Fermionic-like bilocal operators

We now return to the second case in (2.31) , where we have to use (2.36) . We can now repeat the

operations we did for the bosonic case in order to argue that

[Qs, F−(x1, x2)] = (∂s−1
1 + ∂s−1

2 )F−(x1, x2) (2.53)

The arguments are completely similar to the case of the boson. One needs to apply the same charge

conservation identities. All the arguments are very similar, except that we now take the fermion

like limit (2.18) and use the functions in (2.23) . One can run over all the arguments presented

for the boson-like limit and one can check that all the charge conservation identities have the same

implications for the fermion-like case. This is shown in appendix J.

Once we show (2.53) , we can now constrain the form of any correlator of the form 〈F−(x1, y1) · · ·F−(xn, yn)〉.

Again it involves functions of differences of x−ij with each i appearing only in one argument of the

function. In addition, we know that they should be rotational invariant and conformal covariant.

However, as opposed to the bosonic case, in this case the conformal transformations of F− are those

of a product of fermions. We can take into account these transformations by using factors of fermion

propagators, x+
ij/d

3
ij . Together with permutation (anti) symmetry these constraints imply that the

correlators are those of free fermions. For example, for the four point function we get

〈F−(x1, x2)F−(x3, x4)〉 = Ñ

(
x+

13

d3
13

x+
24

d3
24

− x+
14

d3
14

x+
23

d3
23

)
(2.54)

Similarly we can use the symmetries to fix all n point functions of F in terms of the single parameter

Ñ that appears in (2.54) , or in the two point function of the stress tensor. For Ñ = N , these n

point functions agree with the ones we would obtain in a theory of N Majorana fermions with

F−(x1, x2) =

N∑
i=1

: ψi−(x1)ψi−(x2) : (2.55)

The expansion of F− contains all currents of twist one with minus indices. The further OPE of

such currents contains twist one currents with other indices and also a scalar operator of twist two.
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In a theory of free fermions this is

j̃0 =

N∑
i=1

ψi+ψ
i
− (2.56)

Thus, all the correlators of currents of even spin, plus the twist two scalar operator are fixed by the

higher spin symmetry to be the same as in the theory of N free fermions.

2.5.7 Quantization of Ñ : the case of fermions

One can wonder whether there exists any theory Ñ is non-integer. Since Ñ appears in the two point

function of the stress tensor, we know that Ñ > 0. We now argue for the quantization of Ñ . The

argument follows from considering the operator

Oq ≡: (j̃0)q : (2.57)

For general Ñ , this operator is defined by looking at the appropriate term in the operator product

expansion of q j̃0 operators that are coming together. And j̃0 is itself also defined via a suitable

operator product expansion of the original bilocals F−. We can now compute the two point function

of such operators, (2.57) . More precisely, since the two point function is arbitrarily defined, we can

look at the contribution to the OPE of the exchange of the operator Oq. By the way, notice that

the correlation function of any of the current bilinears or any product of such bilinears, is given by

making an analytic continuation in N → Ñ of the free fermion results. It is important that when

we make this analytic continuation, the number of currents in a correlator should be independent of

N .

A crucial observation is that in a free fermion theory with N fermions we have that (2.57) is zero

for q = N + 1. This means that such a contribution should not be present in the OPE.

Now, let us fix q and compute the two point function of Oq for general Ñ . (More precisely, we are

talking about the contribution of this operator to the OPE). The expression has a 1/Ñ expansion

with precisely q terms, since that is the number of terms we get in a free fermion theory. We argue

below that it should have the following Ñ dependence

〈OqOq̃〉 = Ñ(Ñ − 1)(Ñ − 2) · · · (Ñ − (q − 1)) (2.58)

First, we see that (2.58) has precisely q terms. Second, notice that it should vanish for Ñ =
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1, 2, · · · , q−1, since for such integer values, we have correlators identical to those of the free fermion

theory where Oq vanishes.

If Ñ was not an integer, then we could set q = [Ñ ] + 2, where [Ñ ] is the integer part of Ñ . Then

the norm (2.58) would be equal to

〈O[Ñ ]+2O[Ñ ]+2〉 = (positive)(Ñ − [Ñ ]− 1) (2.59)

where we only wrote the last factor in (2.58) . The rest of the factors are positive. However, this

last factor is negative if Ñ is not an integer. Thus, we see that unitarity forces Ñ to be an integer

and we get precisely the same values as in the free fermion theory.

2.6 Arguments based on more generic three and four point

functions

In this section we derive some of the above results in a conceptually more straightforward fashion,

which ends up being more computationally intensive. We checked the statements below by using

Mathematica. Of course, if we were to take light-like limits some of the computations simplify, and

we go back to the discussion in the previous section.

2.6.1 Basic operations in the space of charge conservation identities

The presence of higher spin symmetries leads to charge conservation identities for three point func-

tions which relate three point functions of conserved currents of different spins. Namely, we start

from a three point function and demand that it is annihilated by Qs. This imposes interesting

constraints for the following reason. The three point functions have a very special form due to

conformal symmetry and current conservation. The action of the higher spin charge (2.11) gives

a linear combination of these three point functions and their derivatives. These derivatives do not

commute with the action of the conformal group, so this single equation is equivalent to larger set

of equations constraining the coefficients of the various three point functions. In other words, since

conformal symmetry restricts the functional form of the three point functions, the single equation

that results from Qs charge conservation is typically enough to fix all the relative coefficients of the

various three point functions that appear after we act with Qs on each of the currents.

Let us first describe some operations that we can use over and over again to constrain the action
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of the symmetries.

Imagine that we are trying to constrain the action of Qs on a current jx and we would like to

know whether current jy is present or not in the transformation law

[Q4, jx] = jy + ... (2.60)

(generically, with some derivatives acting on jy). Recall that through (2.12) , then [Q4, jy] = jx+· · · .

Now the basic charge conservation identity we can use is the one resulting from the action of Q4 on

〈j2jxjy〉. First of all, notice that from the variation of j2 we will necessarily get (see (2.5) ) the term

〈j4jxjy〉 which must be non-zero if the jx and jy appear in each other transformations under Q4.

The simplest possibility would be to find that the only solutions of the charge conservation identity

are such that 〈j4jxjy〉 = 0. Thus, our assumption about the presence of jy in the variation of jx was

wrong. This is the basic operation of the elimination of jy from [Q4, jx].

If we can find that solutions of the charge conservation identity with 〈j4jxjy〉 6= 0 exist, this is

consistent with the presence of jy in the variation of jx but does not necessarily imply it.

Another basic charge conservation identity operation can be used to the check that jy is definitely

present in the transformation of jx. This is done via the charge conservation identity resulting from

the action of Q4 on 〈j4jxjx〉. 13 Notice that from the transformation of j4 we will necessarily (see

(2.5) , (2.12) ) get the term 〈j2jxjx〉 which must be non-zero due to the fact that j2 generates

conformal transformations. Now imagine that for the solution of the charge conservation identity to

exist the term 〈j4jxjy〉 should be necessarily non-zero. This means that jy is necessarily present in

the transformation of jx.

Very often using these two operations allow us to fix completely which operators do appear in

the transformation of the given conserved current.

2.6.2 From spin three to spin four

In this section we show that in any theory that contains a conserved current of spin three then the

conserved spin four current is necessarily present.

Let us first consider the most general CFT that has spin three current. We have that the most

13In practice, we first check that [Q4, j2] ∼ ∂3j2 + · · · and then we use 〈j2jxjx〉.
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general transformation has the form

[Q3, j2] = α0∂
4j0 + α1∂

3j1 + α2∂
2j2 + α3∂j3 + α4j

′
4, (2.61)

[Q3, j3] = β1∂
4j′1 + β2∂

3j2 + β3∂
2j′3 + β4∂j4 + β5j5. (2.62)

Let’s make several comments on this expression. Primes stand for the fact that the same or a different

current of the same spin can, in principle, appear in the right hand side. Notice that α4 = 0 since

otherwise Q3 is not translation invariant. Integrating both sides we would get [Q3, P−] = Q4, which

would mean that Q3 is not translation invariant, in contradiction with (2.4) and current conservation.

From (2.5) , α3 should be non-zero, and so is β2.

As the next step we consider the charge conservation identity obtained by Q3 acting on 〈j2j2j3〉

0 = 〈[Q3, j2(x1)j2(x2)j3(x3)]〉 = 0 (2.63)

This is essentially the same charge conservation identity we considered in section five. The solution

exists only for β4 6= 0. In other words, the spin four current is necessary present in the theory.

Another feature of this exercise that is worth mentioning is that the general solution of the charge

conservation identities involves three distinct pieces

〈jjj〉 = 〈jjj〉boson + 〈jjj〉fermion + 〈jjj〉odd (2.64)

the first two pieces correspond to the free boson and free fermion three point functions respectively.

We expect these solutions to be present in the theory of complex boson and fermion. The odd piece

does not come from any of free theories and is parity violating. 14. We will elaborate the nature of

the odd piece later. But we should emphasize that at the level of three point functions one can find

three independent solutions of higher spin charge conservation identities 15

After an illustration of this particular example we can formulate the general recipe. Assume

that the theory has a conserved current js of spin s 6= 4 and s > 2. We again consider the charge

conservation identity obtained by Qs acting on 〈j2j2js〉 and arrive at the conclusion that j4 must

be present in the spectrum. This type of charge conservation identity is especially simple to analyze

using the light cone limit described in the previous section.

So that we take it as a given that we always have a spin four current.

14Since it gives odd contribution to the three point function of stress tensors.
15We will show below that the odd solutions appear in the theories with higher spin symmetry broken at 1

N
order .
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2.6.3 Analysis of three point functions using the spin four current.

In this section we look in detail at the action of the Q4 charge. Again we present only the results of

the computations which are straightforward but tedious. We can argue that

[Q4, j2] = ∂5j0 + ∂3j2 + ∂j4 (2.65)

We have eliminated j1 and j3 by considering the charge conservation identity corresponding to the

action of Q4 on 〈j2j2j1〉 and 〈j2j2j3〉. We used general transformation laws for j1, j3 (2.11) . Then

we consider the action of Q4 at 〈j2j2j2〉 and use that we have already shown that 〈j2j2j4〉 is nonzero.

The stress tensor three point function can have three different pieces

〈j2j2j2〉 = 〈j2j2j2〉boson + 〈j2j2j2〉fermion + 〈j2j2j2〉odd (2.66)

The charge conservation identity gives three different solutions involving other spins corresponding

to these three different pieces. In other words, the charge conservation identity equations for the

boson, fermion and odd pieces do not mix. However, if the boson or odd pieces in (2.66) are non-zero

then the charge conservation identity implies that the current j0 exists and appears as in (2.65) .

The fermion solution does not require a j0.

If the stress tensor is unique, then the fact that j0 exists, implies that 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0. This is done

by considering the Q4 charge conservation Identity for 〈j0j2j2〉. Q4 on j0 gives j2 due to (2.12) and

(2.65). The non-zero fermion part of these three point functions is not compatible with this charge

conservation identity.

Then the problem separates into two problems. First we consider the case where 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0

and then the case when 〈j2j2j2〉b = 0. Both cannot be zero due the fact that j2 generates conformal

transformations for j2, and the fact that the odd piece does not contribute to the action of conserved

charges.16 The odd piece can be eliminated at this point by an energy correlation argument, as

shown in appendix C. But the reader not familiar with that technique can wait a little longer until

we eliminate it in a more straightforward way.

16Consider
∫
dx−dy〈js1 (x)js2 (x2)js3 (x3)〉odd with y2 = y3 = 0 then under y → −y the integrand is odd and, thus,

the integral vanishes.
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2.6.4 Constraining the four point function of j0

First we can constrain the action of Q4 on j0. By a method very similar to the one we used for the

stress tensor we can prove that

[Q4, j0] = ∂3j0 + γ∂j2 (2.67)

where we wrote the constant γ appearing in the transformation explicitly. Again we eliminate j1

and j3 by considering the Q4 charge conservation identities on 〈j2j1j0〉 and 〈j2j3j0〉. The other two

terms can be found from the charge conservation identity for Q4 acting on 〈j0j2j2〉, and using (2.65)

and the fact that 〈j0j0j2〉 is nonzero.

Now we consider Q4 acting on the four point function 〈j0j0j0j0〉. This gives

∂3
1〈j0j0j0j0〉+ γ∂1〈j2j0j0j0〉+ [1↔ 2] + [1↔ 3] + [1↔ 4] = 0 (2.68)

In order to solve this we first need to write the most general four point function with one insertion

of the stress tensor and three scalars, 〈j2j0j0j0〉. This can be done using the techniques described in

[?, 42]. There are two possible forms, one is parity even and the other is parity odd. The equation

(2.68) splits into two one for the parity even and the other for the parity odd piece. The general form

for the parity even piece involves certain conformal invariants Qijk constructed out of the positions

and the polarization tensors

〈j2(x1)j0(x2)j0(x3)j0(x4)〉 =
Q2

123g(u, v) +Q2
124g(v, u) +Q2

134g̃(u, v)

x2
12x

2
34

(2.69)

g̃(u, v) =
1

u
g(
v

u
,

1

u
) (2.70)

where the relevant conformal invariants simplify to

Qijk =
x+
i,j

x2
i,j

−
x+
i,k

x2
i,k

, u =
x2

13x
2
24

x2
12x

2
34

, v =
x2

14x
2
23

x2
12x

2
34

(2.71)

because we consider only the minus polarization. We define f(u, v) via

〈j0j0j0j0〉 =
f(u, v)

x2
12x

2
34

(2.72)

f(u, v) = f(v, u) =
1

v
f(
u

v
,

1

v
) (2.73)
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Inserting (2.72) and (2.69) into (2.68) , we get an equation which depends both on the cross ratios

and the explicit points xi. By applying conformal transformations, and a lot of algebra, we can get

a set of equations purely in terms f , g (and u and v). There is a solution where g = 0, which has a

factorized dependence of the coordinates. There is also a solution with both g and f . The sum of

these two solutions is

f(u, v) =α(1 +
1

u
+

1

v
) + β(

1√
u

+
1√
v

+
1√
uv

), (2.74)

γg(u, v) =β
9

20
√
u
. (2.75)

By taking OPE of 〈j0j0j0j0〉 we can extract, for example, the 〈j0j0j0〉 structure constant. We can

fix γ then by considering the j2 charge conservation identity. In other words, integrating j2 to get

the action of P− on 〈j0j0j0〉, for example.

These are the free field theory correlators. The term proportional to α is the disconnected

contraction and the one involving β is the connected one. In a theory of N free scalars we can set

α = 1 by a choice of normalization for the operators. Then β ∼ 1/N . Notice that we were able to

fix two four point functions using just one charge conservation identity.

2.6.5 No parity odd piece

While it is clear that we cannot write an odd piece for the four point function of scalars we can

do it for 〈j2j0j0j0〉. The unique structure in this case takes the following form in the embedding

formalism (see [42] for conventions)

〈j2(x1)j0(x2)j0(x3)j0(x4)〉 ∼ ε(Z1, P1, P2, P3, P4)

(P1P2)2(P1P3)3/2(P1P4)3/2(P3P4)1/2
(2.76)

[Q123g1(u, v) +Q134g2(u, v) +Q142g3(u, v)]

Inserting this in the charge conservation identity (2.68),
∑
∂〈j2j0j0j0〉 = 0 we find that there is no

solution.

By taking the OPE of 〈j2j0j0j0〉 we can concentrate on the twist one channel where the stress

tensor is propagating. The relevant three point functions are 〈j2j0j2〉 and 〈j2j0j0〉.

Both of them are non-zero. The function 〈j2j0j0〉 is non-zero because stress tensor generates

conformal transformation and 〈j2j0j2〉 is non-zero because of the Q4 charge conservation identity

for 〈j2j2j2〉.
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Due to the triangle inequality (2.14) the 〈j2j0j2〉 is the only odd three point function that is

non-zero in the twist one sector OPE expansion of 〈j2j0j0j0〉.

The fact that the four point function does not have the odd piece forces us to set the odd piece

of 〈j2j0j2〉 to zero. Then through the higher spin charge conservation identities we will set the odd

part of the whole tower of conserved currents three point functions to zero. Thus, while the odd

pieces of three point functions respect higher spin symmetry, at the level of four point functions they

are eliminated in the theories where higher spin symmetry is exact.

2.6.6 Case of fermions

The above discussion can be repeated for the case that 〈j2j2j2〉f 6= 0. In this case we do not expect

a twist one, spin zero field. Here we can show that

[Q4, j2] = ∂3j2 + ∂j4 (2.77)

In principle, we could act with Q4 on the four point function 〈j2j2j2j2〉 and use (2.77) to fix it

completely. Though this probably works, we have not managed to do it due to the large number of

conformal structures that are possible.

Instead, one can take a longer route by first showing that a certain twist two scalar operator j̃0

exists, finding its transformation laws under Q4 and then showing that its four point function is the

same as that of j̃0 = εαβψαψβ in a theory of free fermions.

In this section we consider not just the minus component of the currents but also the third, or

perpendicular component. For the charge Q4 we continue to focus on the all minus component.

We consider the charge conservation identity from the action of Q4 on 〈j2j2j2−⊥〉.

The new ingredient is the variation [Q4, j−⊥] which should have twist two operators in the right

hand side. We write the most general form of this variation denoting by j̃s a twist two operator of

spin s (and without tilde for the twist one ones)

[Q4, j2⊥] =

4∑
i=0

∂4−i(j̃i + ∂⊥ji + j(i+1)⊥) (2.78)

where all implicit tensor indices are minus.

Now as we are having in mind the Q4 charge conservation identity for 〈j2j2j2⊥〉 we can ignore all

the odd spin twist one current due to (2.15). Moreover, we can fix j̃4− to zero using the translation

invariance argument. Also we know that for the fermion solution j0 term is absent. And here we
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are interested in the fermion part of the solution for 〈j2j2j2〉. One can be confused by the lack of

perpendicular index in the twist two sector. It comes from an ε tensor as

ε−⊥µ∂
µ = ε−⊥+∂− (2.79)

, so that with more general indices we have

[Q4, j2µν ] = ∂2
−[∂µε−νσ + ∂νε−µσ]∂σ j̃0 + ... (2.80)

This epsilon tensor implies that in the charge conservation identity 〈j2j2j2−⊥〉even should cancel the

odd contribution 〈j2j2j̃0〉odd. The relevant terms that we need for the charge conservation identity

are

[Q4, j2⊥] = ∂4j̃0 + ∂2j̃2 + ∂2∂⊥j2 + ∂⊥j4 (2.81)

+ ∂3j2⊥ + ∂j4⊥ + ...

The dots denote terms that do not have any overlap with j2j2. So we end up with the following

charge conservation identity to be checked. Here we think about all even parts as being generated

by fermion three point functions

〈[∂3j2]j2j2⊥〉even + 〈[∂j4]j2j2⊥〉even + [1↔ 2] = 〈j2j2[∂4j̃0]〉odd (2.82)

+ 〈j2j2[∂2j̃2]〉odd + 〈j2j2[∂2∂(−j2⊥)]〉even + 〈j2j2[∂(−j4⊥)]〉even.

The only new three point functions involved are 〈j2j2j̃0〉odd and 〈j2j2j̃2〉odd. Both are fixed by

conformal symmetry, and current conservation for j2, up to a constant. The charge conservation

identity implies that the twist two scalar j̃0 needs to exist and it needs to appear in the right hand

side of

[Q4, j2⊥] = ∂4j̃0 + ∂3j2⊥ + ∂j4⊥ + ... (2.83)

By performing an analysis similar to what was done for the bosonic case one can show that nothing

else can appear in the right hand side of (2.83) . In addition, one can then constrain the action of
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Q4 on j̃0 and find

[Q4, j̃0] = ∂3j̃0 + ∂∂[−j2⊥] (2.84)

This again requires looking at many charge conservation identities to eliminate all the other possible

terms that could appear. Again, notice that the second term involves an ε tensor.

After this, one can look at the charge conservation identity for the four point function 〈j̃0j̃0j̃0j̃0〉.

We will need 〈J2µν j̃0j̃0j̃0〉, actually, the parity odd version of this correlator, which has a structure

similar to (2.76) except for the different conformal dimension of j̃0 (now two). After a lot of algebra

one can show that this four point function has the form of free fermions (see Appendix G).

2.7 Higher spin symmetries broken at order 1
N

So far we considered the case where the symmetries are exactly conserved. There are some interesting

theories, mainly large N O(N), Sp(N), U(N) vector models where the symmetries are “almost”

conserved. By this we mean that the anomalous dimensions of the currents are of order 1/N .

Furthermore the correlators of the theory have 1/N expansion. We will make now some remarks

about this case here.

To explain this imagine a situation when the higher spin currents have anomalous dimension

∆ = s + 1 + O( 1
N ). The operators have a single “trace” vs. a multitrace structure, and to leading

order in N the correlators of multitrace operators factorize.17

Rather than giving a general discussion, here we will focus on one specific case that will illustrate

the method, leaving a more general discussion for the future.

We can illustrate the method by considering a large N SO(N) Chern-Simons matter theory

with an SO(N) level k Chern-Simons action coupled to N Majorana fermions. This theory was

considered recently in [44]. 18 In this theory, in addition, we have a coupling λ ∼ N/k which is very

small when the Chern-Simons level is very large, k � N . So we now have this second expansion

parameter which we will also use.

In the limit that λ = 0 we have the theory of free fermions. The “single trace” operators in this

theory are spanned by the twist one currents js and the twist two pseudoscalar operator j̃0. Let us

normalize them so that their two point functions are one. Let us consider the most general form of

17We should rather speak of a “single sum” vs. a “multi-sum” structure.
18Actually, they considered a U(N) gauge group, but the story is very similar. For a similar theory with scalars see

[45].
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the divergence of the J4 current in this theory

∂µJ
µ
−−− =

1√
N

[
a1∂−j̃0j2 + a2j̃0∂−j2

]
. (2.85)

The divergence should be twist three operator with spin three. The terms in the right hand side are

all the operators we can write down in this theory. Note that there are no single trace primaries

that can appear. Notice that at this point we do not use any information about the microscopic

theory except the spectrum at N =∞.

We can now consider partially broken charge conservation identities, by integrating an insertion

of (2.85) in a correlation function

∫
d3x〈∂µJµ−−−O1 · · · On〉 =

∑
i

∫
Si

〈jn−−−O1 · · · On〉 (2.86)

Here we have used Stoke’s theorem to integrate the divergence on a region which is the full R3 minus

little spheres around the insertion of each operator. The surface terms have the usual expression

for the charges in terms of the currents. Except that now they are not conserved. However, since

the non-conservation is a small correction, we can act on each of the operators by the charges, up

to 1/N corrections. In the left hand side we can insert the expression (2.85) and use the leading N ,

factorized correlator. In our normalization the action of the “charges” , have a 1/
√
N , so that left

hand side and right hand side of (2.86) are of the same order.

As a first example, consider the case where the operators are simply O1O2 = j̃0j2. In this case,

the charges, to leading order annihilate the correlator in a trivial way, using (2.84), (2.77) . All that

remains is the integral of the right hand side of (2.85) . In order for this to vanish, we need that

a2 = −2

5
a1. (2.87)

So this relative coefficient is fixed in this simple way, for all λ, to leading order in 1/N . This is a

somewhat trivial result since it also follows from demanding that the special conformal generator

K− annihilates the right hand side of (2.85) . We have spelled it out in order to illustrate the use

of the broken symmetry.

As a less trivial example, consider the insertion of the same broken charge conservation identity
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in the three point function of the stress tensor. We will do this to leading order in λ. We get

∑
i

∫
Si

〈jn−−−j2(x1)j2(x2)j2(x3)〉 ∼ a1√
N

∫
d3x〈[∂j̃0j2 −

2

5
j̃0∂j2](x)j2(x1)j2(x2)j2(x3)〉. (2.88)

Now let’s take the large N limit in this equation. In the left hand side we can substitute the action

of the charges on each of the operators. This gives

〈[Q4, j2j2j2]〉 ∼ 1√
N

(
〈∂3j2j2j2〉+ 〈∂j4j2j2〉+ action on the other j2

′s
)

(2.89)

Notice that this is of order 1
N .

In the right hand side of (2.88) the order 1
N terms come from

∫
d3x(∂〈j2(x)j2(x1)〉)〈j̃0(x)j2(x2)j2(x3)〉 ∼ ∂5

1

∫
d3x

1

|x1 − x|
〈j̃0(x)j2(x2)j2(x3)〉 (2.90)

where we have integrated by parts and used that all indices are minus (∂1 = ∂x−1
).

Now the final result of the integral in the right hand side of (2.90) is the same as the three point

function 〈j0j2j2〉. Namely, the three point function involving a twist one scalar, as opposed to the

twist two scalar j̃0 that we started with. This can be seen by the fact that the integral in (2.90)

(before taking the ∂5
1 derivative) has the same conformal properties as 〈j0j2j2〉.

If the current were exactly conserved, we would set (2.89) to zero. In that case, the only solution

is the one corresponding to the free fermion structure in the three point functions. The reason is

that the free boson, or odd solutions of this charge conservation identity require a twist one operator,

j0. Recall that we had said in section six that these three point function ward identities have three

independent solutions involving only the fermion, or only the boson or only the odd structures.

However, in (2.88) something remarkable has happened. The right hand side, which comes from

the lack of conservation of the current, is mocking up perfectly the contribution we would have had

in a theory with a twist one scalar. This allows for more nontrivial solutions which can be the

superposition of all three structures for the three point functions.

Notice that if we consider now the charge conservation identity expanded in the ’t Hooft param-

eter λ, then the λ0 term will satisfy free fermion result. At the λ1 the integral in (2.90) generates

a result equal to the odd structure for 〈j0j2j2〉. Thus, at order λ1, the odd structure for 〈j2j2j2〉 is

generated.

We expect that further analysis along the lines explained above should fix all the leading N three
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point functions, exactly in λ.

We expect to be able to apply a similar ideas to the interacting fixed point of O(N) model. In

this case the spectrum of leading N theory is the same, except that the twist two operator is parity

even.

Finally, let us comment on the case of weakly coupled gauge theories with matter in the adjoint.

In this case we will typically have single trace operators that can, and will, appear in the right hand

side of the divergence of the currents, once we turn on the coupling. In this case, we also expect

to be able to use the broken charge conservation identities to analyze the theory, though it is not

clear whether this will be any simpler than applying usual perturbation theory. One feature is that

we will be dealing purely in terms of observables, without ever discussing things like “gauge fixing”,

etc.

2.8 Case of two conserved spin two currents

In this section we relax the assumption of a single stress tensor and we generalize the discussion to

the case of two stress tensors. Presumably something similar will hold for more than two, but we

have not studied it in detail.

We now consider a CFT that has exactly two symmetric traceless conserved spin two currents.

One of them generates conformal transformations and we denote it by j2. The usual minus generator

built out of it is translation along the minus direction Q2 = P−. Another current we denote as ĵ2

and the correspondent charge would be Q̂2 = P̂−. We assume that these two currents are orthogonal

and we normalize their two point functions as

〈j2−(x1)j2−(x2)〉 = 〈ĵ2−(x1)ĵ2−(x2)〉 = c
(x+)4

(x2)d+2
, 〈j2−(x1)ĵ2−(x2)〉 = 0 (2.91)

here we used the freedom to rescale ĵ2.

The most general form of the transformation consistent with the conformal properties of gener-

ators, two point function charge conservation identities and non-zero three point functions is

[P−, j2] = ∂−j2, [P−, ĵ2] = ∂−ĵ2 (2.92)

[P̂−, j2] = a ∂2j1 + ∂ĵ2 (2.93)

[P̂−, ĵ2] = ∂j2 + b ∂ĵ2 (2.94)
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We then consider the 〈[P̂−, j2j2ĵ2]〉 = 0 charge conservation identity, which sets a = 0.

Now, for any b we can introduce a new basis

J2 =
1

2

(
1 +

b√
b2 + 4

)
j2 −

1√
b2 + 4

ĵ2 (2.95)

Ĵ2 =
1

2

(
1− b√

b2 + 4

)
j2 +

1√
b2 + 4

ĵ2 (2.96)

such that the commutation relations take the form

[QJ2
, J2] = ∂J2, [QĴ2

, Ĵ2] = ∂Ĵ2, (2.97)

[QĴ2
, J2] = 0, [QJ , Ĵ2] = 0. (2.98)

In this new basis there are two orthogonal 〈J2Ĵ2〉 = 0 conserved spin two currents such that each of

them generates translation for itself and leaves intact the other one.

We can now consider the correlation function with J2’s, Ĵ2’s and an insertion of eiQJ2
a

〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)J2(x1)...J2(xn)〉 =〈eiQJ2
aĴ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)J2(x1)...J2(xn)e−iQJ2

a〉

=〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)eiQJ2
aJ2(x1)...J2(xn)e−iQJ2

a〉 (2.99)

where we used the fact that [QĴ2
, J2] = 0. Then using the fact that [QJ2 , P−] = 0 and also the fact

that [QJ2
, J2] = [P−, J2] we can rewrite (2.99) as

〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)J2(x1)...J2(xn)〉 =〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)eiP−aJ2(x1)...J2(xn)e−iP−a〉

=〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)J2(x1 + a−)...J2(xn + a−)〉. (2.100)

where all J2’s are translated along the minus direction. By the cluster decomposition assumption

we get19

〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)J2(x1)...J2(xn)〉 = 〈Ĵ2(y1)...Ĵ2(yn)〉〈J2(x1)...J2(xn)〉. (2.101)

Thus, these correlators are completely decoupled. Notice that, in particular, if we consider collider

physics observables like energy correlation functions for the “energies” defined from J2 or Ĵ2, we

19Let us make this more clear. We first choose the xi and yj to be spacelike separated and such that as a→ +∞ the
distances between any xi and any yj grow. One can check that such a choice of points is possible, and it still allows
us to move all the points in a small neighborhood without violating this property. Once we establish the decoupling
for such points, we can analytically continue the result for all points.
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would obtain completely decoupled answers. However, we cannot conclude at this point that we

have two decoupled theories, since we could still consider two theories that share a global symmetry

and impose a singlet constraint on the operators. However, it is clear that in some sense, the two

theories are dynamically decoupled. All that we have said so far is valid for any theory with two

spin two conserved currents, independently of whether we have any higher spin generator.

2.8.1 Adding higher spin conserved currents

Now we consider a theory with a conserved higher spin current, js, and exactly two stress tensors.

We know that [Qs, j2] ∼ js, which implies that [Qs, js] = j2 + · · · . Thus, the right hand side of

[Qs, js] has either J2 or Ĵ2, or both. Let us first assume that it has J2. Then the Qs ward identity

on 〈J2J2js〉 implies that there is an infinite number of currents in J2J2b
or in J2J2f

. Now, nothing

that appears in the right hand side of these light cone limits can have any non-zero correlator with

Ĵ2, due to (2.100) . Thus, from this point onwards, the analysis is effectively the same as if we had

only one stress tensor. Of course, the same holds if Ĵ2 appears in the right hand side of [Qs, js].

One simple example with two conserved spin two currents is a free N = 1 supersymmetric

theory with N bosons and N fermions, with an O(N) singlet constraint. The two conserved spin

two currents are the stress tensor of the boson and the one of the fermions.

The situation is more subtle when we have more than two spin two conserved currents. For

example, in a theory with two free bosons, φ1, φ2, we have three conserved spin two conserved

currents, schematically ∂φ1∂φ1, ∂φ1∂φ2 and ∂φ2∂φ2. Clearly in this case the theory decouples into

two theories, and not into three!

2.9 Conclusions and discussion

In this article we have studied theories with exactly conserved higher spin currents, with spin s > 2.

We have shown that all correlators of the currents and the stress tensor are those of a free theory.

More precisely, we have made the technical assumption of a single spin two current. Under this

assumption, the only two cases are those of a free scalar or a free fermion. More precisely, we proved

that the correlators of the currents are the same as in the theory of free bosons or free fermions, but

we did not demonstrate the existence of a free scalar or a free fermion operator.

This is in the same spirit as the Coleman-Mandula theorem, [15, 16], extended here to theories

without an S-matrix.

It can also be viewed as a simple exercise in the bootstrap approach to field theories. One simply
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starts with the currents, constructs the symmetries, and one ends up fixing all the correlation

functions. One never needs to say what the Lagrangian is. Of course, the answer is very simple,

because we end up getting free theories!

In this chapter we considered correlators of stress tensors and currents but not of other operators

that the theory can have. In two dimensions, one can find explicitly the correlators of stress tensors,

but that does not mean that the theory is free. On the other hand, in three dimensions we expect that

the simple form of correlators that we obtained will imply that the theory is indeed free. In fact, one

can consider the conformal collider physics observables that come from looking at energies collected

by “detectors” at infinity for a state created by the stress tensor [19, 20]. The n point energy

correlator for a state created by the stress tensor is schematically 〈0|T †(q)ε(θ1) · · · ε(θn)T (q)|0〉,

where T (q) is the stress tensor insertion with four momentum (roughly) q at the origin and ε(θ) are

the energies per unit angle collected at ideal calorimeters sitting at infinity situated at the angle θ.

These can be computed by considering n+2 correlation functions of stress tensors. Since these agree

with the ones in the free theory, we expect that the theory is free. Notice also that these infrared

safe observables are conceptually rather close to the S-matrix, since they are measured at infinity

in Minkowski space. Nevertheless, one would like to be able to understand directly the constrains

of the higher spin symmetry on other operators and their correlators. For example, it is natural to

conjecture that their dimensions are integer or half integer (if the stress tensor is unique). As an

example of a theory that contains an extra operator, we can consider N fermions with an SO(N)

singlet constraint and the operator εi1,··· ,iNψi1− · · ·ψ
iN
− . This can certainly not be produced from the

currents when N is odd. For N odd this has a half integer dimension.

It should be simple to extend these results to four dimensional field theories. In fact, our approach

that uses the light-like limits in section five is expected to work with few modifications. We expect

that we will need light-like limits that pick out the free boson, free fermion and free Maxwell fields.

In higher dimensions we can have other free fields, such as the self dual tensor in six dimensions.

Recently there have been many studies of a four dimensional higher spin gravity theory proposed

by Vasiliev ([24] and references therein) . These theories have higher spin gauge symmetry in the

bulk. They also have an AdS4 vacuum solution. If one chooses AdS boundary conditions that

preserve the higher spin symmetry, then our methods show that the theory is essentially the same

as a free theory on the boundary. Thus, we have proven the conjecture in [11] for the free case.

More concretely it is the theory of N free bosons or free fermions with an O(N) singlet constraint.

Given that the free case works, then [28] showed that the conjecture followed for the interacting case.

Other arguments were presented in [29, 30]. If the boundary conditions break the higher symmetry
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in a slight way, then one can also use the symmetries to constrain the results. Notice also that our

results for the quantization of Ñ show that the coupling constant in a unitary Vasiliev theory with

higher spin symmetric boundary condition is quantized.

It is also interesting that theories with almost conserved higher spin currents can be analyzed in

this spirit. We discussed some simple computations in the case of large N vector models (recently

studied in [44],[45] ). Here one can use the slightly broken symmetries to get interesting results

about the correlators. Of course, our previous analysis of the exact case is the backbone of the

analysis for the slightly broken one. We suspect that correlators in these theories can be completely

fixed by these considerations alone, and it would be nice to carry this out explicitly.

Notice that for any weakly coupled theory we have a slightly broken higher spin symmetry. In

general, the breaking of the higher spin symmetry can occur at the single trace level. This occurs,

for example, in gauge theories with adjoint fields. One might be able to perform perturbative

computations using the higher spin currents and the pattern of symmetry breaking. Of course, one

would recover the results of standard perturbation theory. However, the fact that we work exclusively

with gauge invariant physical observables might lead to important simplifications, particularly in

the case of gauge theories. Notice, by the way, that the bilocal operators that we have introduced

in (2.33) (2.53) are simply the (Fourier transform) of the operators whose matrix elements are the

parton distribution functions. In an interacting theory, these operators also have a Wilson line

connecting the two “partons”.

More ambitiously, one would like to understand large N limits of theories with adjoints, such

as N = 4 super Yang Mills, in the ’t Hooft limit. In general, the single trace higher spin currents

can have large anomalous dimensions compared to one. However, the anomalous dimensions are

still small compared to N . It is natural to wonder whether they continue to impose interesting

constraints. This is closely related to the possible emergence of a useful higher spin symmetry in

string theory at high energies (see e.g. [46] and references therein).

Interestingly, one expects that the absence of single trace higher spin states in the low energy

spectrum, namely the fact that all single trace higher spin operators have large anomalous dimen-

sions, should impose an intriguing constraint: The theory has an AdS dual well approximated by

Einstein gravity. For more discussion of this point see [47, 48, 40].
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2.10 Appendix A. Argument for [Qs, j2] = ∂js + · · ·

We now argue that the action of Qs on the stress tensor produces js in the right hand side, where

js is the current we used to construct Qs,

[Qs, j2] = ∂js + ... , s > 1 (2.102)

This follows from the fact that we know how the charge Qs transforms under the conformal group.

The general form of the commutator is

[Qs, Tµν ] = c∂−J−−···−µν + .... (2.103)

Here we eliminated a possible term like ∂µJν−···− by applying ∂µ to both sides of (2.103) and noticing

that the left hand side, as well as the right hand side of (2.103) are zero, but the extra possible term

would not be zero. Now, let us prove that c is not zero. Imagine it is zero, then contract (2.103)

with dilaton Killing vector and integrate over dd−1x to get

[Qζ ,

∫
dd−1xT0νx

ν ] = [Qζ , D] = 0 (2.104)

which is inconsistent with the fact that [Qζ , D] = (s − 1)Qζ . Note that for s = 1, the current

does not appear in the right hand side. As usual the stress tensor should be invariant under global

symmetries.

2.11 Appendix B. An integral expression for the odd three

point functions

In this appendix we provide a “constructive” way to write it and a nice rationale for its existence.

The idea is inspired by the AdS expressions for the odd pieces for spin one and spin two currents

discussed in [49]. However, we will use something even simpler. We view the three point function as

a correlator on a domain wall defect inside a (non-unitary) four dimensional conformal field theory.

We construct it as follows. We start with four dimensional operators with spins (jl, jr) = (s, 0), (0, s)

at the four dimensional unitarity bound. We then introduce a quartic bulk interaction that preserves

conformal symmetry. We then consider the correlator of three of these fields on a three dimensional

subspace t = 0, to leading order in the interaction, see 2.1.
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t = 0

t

F F F

F̃ F̃ F̃

Figure 2.1: Constructing the three dimensional correlator as arising from a four dimensional integral
in a CFT. The three dimensional space lies at t = 0.

We denote the four dimensional operators with spins (jl, jr) = (s, 0), (0, s) by Fα1...α2s
, F̃α̇1...α̇2s

.

Of course, these operators are at the four dimensional unitarity bound and given in terms of free

fields. The conformal dimension is [F ] = s+ 1 which is the same as dimension of conserved currents

in d = 3 CFT. Their correlators are

〈Fα1...α2s(x1)F̃α̇1...α̇2s(x2)〉 =

∏2s
i=1(x12)αiα̇i
(x2

12)2s+1
(2.105)

we can contract indices with polarization spinors λα and µα̇ so that we get

〈F (x1, λ)F̃ (x2, µ)〉 =
(λ/x12µ)2s

(x2
12)2s+1

= (λ/∂x12
µ)2s 1

x2
12

. (2.106)

Now let’s consider the self dual interaction of the form

g

∫
dtd3~zχF̃s1 F̃s2 F̃s3 (2.107)

where all indices are contracted using εα̇β̇ . Here χ is a scalar operator of dimension [χ] = 1− (s1 +

s2 + s3). The contraction of indices is possible when the triangle inequality is satisfied

si ≤ si+1 + si+2, i = 1, 2, 3 mod 3 (2.108)

This interaction breaks parity in the bulk so that we can expect that it will generate parity breaking

structure for the correlators at t = 0, where t is the fourth coordinate.

Now imagine we are computing correlation functions of three Fα1···α2s inserted at the boundary

t = 0. There is a subset of four dimensional conformal transformations which map this boundary
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to itself. They act on this boundary as the three dimensional conformal transformations. From

that point of view the Fα1···α2s
operators transform as three dimensional twist one operators of spin

s. The contraction with the spinor λα gives us the same as contracting three dimensional currents

with the three dimensional spinors, as in [41]. In addition, one can see that they are conserved

currents from the three dimensional point of view.20 For this purpose it is enough to show that

the propagator is annihilated by three dimensional divergence operator ∂λ/∂x∂λ. The structure of

(2.106) shows that it is enough to check it for s = 1. For s = 1 the current is just ji = Fti + εijkFjk.

Then the divergence is zero due to the Maxwell equation and the Bianchi identity.

We now postulate that χ in (2.107) has expectation value 〈χ〉 = t−∆χ = ts1+s2+s3−1. This

expectation value is consistent with the three dimensional conformal invariance, and can be viewed

as arising from a “domain wall defect” at t = 0.

We can now consider the expression that results from considering the three point correlator at

first order in the interaction (2.107)

〈Fs1(~x1, λ1)Fs2(~x2, λ2)Fs3(~x3, λ3)〉 ∼
∞∫

0

dtd3~x0t
s1+s2+s3−1 (2.109)

(λ1/x10/x02λ2)(s1+s2−s3)(λ1/x10/x03λ3)(s1+s3−s2)(λ2/x20/x03λ3)(s2+s3−s1)

(t2 + (~x1 − ~x0)2)2s1+1(t2 + (~x2 − ~x0)2)2s2+1(t2 + (~x3 − ~x0)2)2s3+1

The operators in the left hand side are inserted at t = 0. They can be viewed as three dimensional

conserved currents.

This is a conformal invariant expression for three dimensional correlators of conserved currents.

It contains both even and odd contributions.

Notice that factors in the numerator of (2.109) have the schematic form

(λ1/xi0/x0jλ2) ∼ t(~n~x12) + εijkn
ixj01x

k
02 (2.110)

where ~n = λα1~σαβλ
β
2 = λα2~σαβλ

β
1 . We see that these two pieces behave differently under three

dimensional parity. Thus, to extract the odd piece we can subtract parity conjugated integral,

which can also be extracted by changing t→ −t. In the end one can show that the parity odd piece

20This needs to be checked separately because the interaction (2.107) is not obviously unitary and, thus, we cannot
use the unitarity bound argument.
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is given by extending the range of integration

〈js1(~x1, λ1)js2(~x2, λ2)js3(~x3, λ3)〉odd ∼
∞∫
−∞

dtd3~x0t
s1+s2+s3−1 (2.111)

(λ1/x10/x02λ2)(s1+s2−s3)(λ1/x10/x03λ3)(s1+s3−s2)(λ2/x20/x03λ3)(s2+s3−s1)

(x2
10)2s1+1(x2

20)2s2+1(x2
30)2s3+1

.

This formula is valid both for integer and half integer spins. If s1 = s2 = s, then one can check

that under the exchange (λ1, x1) ↔ (λ2, x2) we get a factor of (−1)s3+2s. This implies that the

correlator for two identical currents 〈jsjsjs3〉 is zero if s3 is odd. Note that this is also zero when s

is half integer, since in this case we expect an anticommuting result when we exchange the first two

currents.

2.11.1 Light cone limit for the odd three point function

For the odd piece the light cone limit give us

〈js1js2ojs3〉 = ∂s11 ∂s22 Υ(s3), s3 > 0 (2.112)

where

Υ(s) =
1

x̂12

[
x̂12

x̂13x̂23

]s [ s−1
2 ]∑

k=0

Cs−k−1,2k+1
1

2k + 1

[
x̂13x̂23

x̂2
12

]k
(2.113)

here [α] means integer part of α and x̂ were defined in (2.22) . And Cn,m is the usual binomial

coefficient. Interestingly, in this limit the answer can be written explicitly for any s. Notice that we

do not have any square roots of the xij ’s. Essentially for the same reason, we will not have a |y12|

as we the limit y12 → 0, we only get 1/y12. In general, it can be checked from the expressions in

[41] that all square roots disappear from the odd correlator, even away from the light cone limit.

2.12 Appendix C. No odd piece from the one point energy

correlator

Let’s consider the case when 〈j2j2j2〉 is the boson piece plus the odd piece. In other words,

〈j2j2j2〉f = 0.

Consider the one point energy correlator for the state created by a stress tensor at the origin
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with energy q0 and zero spatial momentum. It is characterized by a two dimensional polarization

tensor εijTij . See [20] for more details. The most general O(2) symmetric structure in this case is

given by the following expression

〈E(~n)〉 =
q0

2π

[
1 + t4(

|εijnjnj |2

εijε∗ij
− 1

4
)

]
(2.114)

− q0

2π
d4

[
εij(nin

mεjmε
∗
kpn

knp + nin
mε∗jmεkpn

knp)

2εijε∗ij

]
,

it’s even part was studied in [50], however, the odd piece was missed in the literature before as far

as we know. The positive energy condition 〈E(~n)〉 ≥ 0 becomes

|d4| ≤
√

16− t24. (2.115)

For the case of the boson it is easy to check that t4 = 4. Thus, we are forced to set d4 = 0. We got

that in the theory of Majorana fermion t4 = −4.

More intuitively consider the state created by T11 − T22. Then the one point energy correlator

is given by

〈E(~n)〉 =
q0

2π

[
1 +

t4
4

cos 4θ +
d4

4
sin 4θ

]
(2.116)

where θ is the angle between x1 and the detector.

For a free boson, we have that the energy correlator vanishes at θ = π/4 which forces t4 = 4 .21

Then near θ = π/4 we would have regions with negative energy correlator if d4 was nonzero.

Thus, we are forced to conclude that the odd piece is not allowed by the assumption of the

positivity of the energy flow. In the main text we have also excluded the odd piece in other ways.

Notice also that the energy correlator that we obtain, after setting the fermion and odd parts to

zero, is such that it vanishes for one particular angle. This is already a suggestion that the theory

is probably free, since in an interacting theory we expect showering so the energy distribution will

never be exactly zero. In other words, showering from a neighboring angle would make it non-zero.

In fact, it is natural to conjecture that if 〈j2j2j2〉f = 0 (or 〈j2j2j2〉b = 0), then the theory is free,

without assuming that a higher spin current exist.

21The operator is odd under the exchange of the 1 and 2 axis, but the state of two massless scalars going back to
back along this axis would be even.
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2.13 Appendix D. Half-integer higher spin currents implies

even spin higher spin currents

Here we assume that we start from a higher, half-integer spin current js, s ≥ 5/2. We then argue

that we also have even spin currents. Then we can go back to the case treated in the main text.

The analysis is completely parallel to what was done in section five for integer spin currents. We

simply need a couple of other formulas. For half integer s and s′ we need that

〈js′j2bjs〉 ∝ ∂
s′−1/2
1 ∂2

2〈ψφjs〉free , (2.117)

〈js′j2f js〉 ∝ ∂
s′−1/2
1 ∂2〈φψjs〉free , (2.118)

〈ψφjs〉free ∝
1

x̂
3/2
13 x̂

1/2
23

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s−1/2

(2.119)

〈φψjs〉free ∝
1

x̂
1/2
13 x̂

3/2
23

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s−1/2

(2.120)

It is clear that in a free theory of bosons and fermions these formulas are true. In fact, these formulas

follow from conformal invariance and current conservation of the third current. This can be shown

directly using the methods of appendix I.

We can now use these expressions to consider the Qs charge conservation identity on 〈j2j2bjs〉.

[Qs, js] gives a sum of integer spin currents so that we get a contribution to the charge conservation

identity similar to the second term in (2.29) . The action of [Qs, j2j2b] requires a bit more words.

First [Qs, j2] gives some other half integer spin currents. Then we can do the light-like OPE using

(2.117) for each term and summing all the terms. After the dust settles, such terms give us

〈[Qs, j2j2b]s〉 =∂2
1∂

2
2

(
γ∂

s− 3
2

1

1

x̂13
+ δ∂

s− 3
2

2

1

x̂23

)
1√

x̂12x̂13

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s− 1
2

(2.121)

〈[Qs, j2j2f ]s〉 =∂1∂2

(
γ∂

s− 1
2

1

1

x̂23
+ δ∂

s− 1
2

2

1

x̂13

)
1√

x̂12x̂13

(
1

x̂13
− 1

x̂23

)s− 1
2

(2.122)

here permutation symmetry fixes δ = (−1)s−
1
2 γ.

The analysis of these charge conservation identities is very similar to the one we did before.

Again we can count the number of independent terms in the right hand side and conclude that we

expect a unique solution. This unique solution is the one we get in a free supersymmetric theory.

We conclude that currents jk appear in j2j2 with even spins k = 2, 4, · · · , 2s − 1. If s ≥ 5/2, then

2s− 1 ≥ 4 and we have a higher spin current with integer spin and we can go back to the analysis
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done in section five.

2.14 Appendix E. Functions that are annihilated by all charges

Suppose that we have a function f(xi) of n variables that has a Taylor series expansion and is such

that Qs =
∑
i(∂xi)

s annihilates it for all odd s. We want to prove that the function can be written

as a sum of functions (not all equal)

f(xi) =
∑
σ

gσ(xσ(1) − xσ(2), xσ(3) − xσ(4), ..., xσ(n−1) − xσ(n)) (2.123)

where the sum is over all permutations. Notice that the each function depends on [n2 ] variables,

compared to the original n xi. If n is odd, then we drop the last variable (the function is independent

of the last variable). Here we will not use conformal symmetry. Also we assume that the variables

xi are ordinary numbers and not vectors, etc.

2.14.1 Proof

First if f has a Taylor series expansion, we can organize it in terms of the overall degree of each

term. Say we have a polynomial in xi and we can separate the terms according to the overall degree

of each term. Then Qs should annihilate terms of different degrees. In other words, there is no

mixing between terms of different degrees. Thus, we have to prove the statement for polynomials of

degree k. The statement is obvious for degree k = 0. Now assume it is valid up to degree k and we

want to prove it for degree k + 1.

If we have a polynomial Pk+1 that is annihilated by the charges, then we can take ∂x1
Pk which

is also annihilated and is a polynomial of degree k. Thus, by assumption ∂x1Pk can be written as

in (5.146) . We can now integrate each term in such a way that we preserve its form. For example

if we have a function of the form g(x1 − x2, · · · ), then we integrate it with respect to x12. After we

are done, we would have written Pk+1 =
∑
σ gσ + h(x2, · · ·xn). In other words, we are left with an

integration “constant” which is a function of n−1 variables. Clearly the first term, the one involving

the functions g, is annihilated by the Qs, so h is also annihilated. Now we can repeat the argument

for h, viewing it as a function of n− 1 variables. In this way we eliminate all variables.

Thus, we have proven what we wanted to prove.
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2.14.2 Functions with Fourier Transform

Of course, if the function f has a Fourier transform, then it is even easier to prove the statement. In

that case we have Qs =
∑
i k
s
i . Now we take s→∞, then the largest or lowest value of k dominates

(depending on whether there is a |k| bigger than one or not). There must be an even number of

largest |ki| otherwise for large s we would violate the equality. Say there are two, say k1 = −k2.

Thus, the Fourier transform must have a δ(k1 + k2). We can now repeat the same with the second

largest, etc, to argue that f =
∑
σ g(kσ(2), kσ(4), · · · , kσ(n))δ(kσ(1) + kσ(2)) · · · δ(kσ(n−1) − kσ(n)).

which is the same as saying (5.146) .

The reason we proved it for functions that have a Taylor series expansion, rather than a Fourier

expansion, is that our definition of the quasi-bilocal operators, (2.35) and (2.36) , involve the operator

product expansion. So these are given in terms of power series expansions. In principle, we do not

know how to continue them beyond their convergence radius. For this reason we do not know, in

principle, whether a Fourier transform exists, or whether the action of the higher spin charges (2.38)

continues to be valid beyond that region. Of course, the result proved in this appendix, together

with conformal symmetry and analyticity, allows us to extend the bilocals everywhere.

2.15 Appendix F. Current conservation equation in terms of

cross ratios

We consider parity even correlation functions of a conserved current with two spinning operators of

general twist

〈Oτ1,s1(x1)Oτ2,s2(x2)js3(x3)〉 =
1

|x12|τ1+τ2−1|x13|τ1+1−τ2 |x23|τ2+1−τ1
F (Qi, Pi) (2.124)

where Qi and Pi are the conformal cross ratios introduced in [41], see also [42]. Here τ2,3 are the

twists of the second and third operators. The function F is constrained by current conservation.

Here we give an expression for the condition for current conservation as a function of the cross ratios.

The idea is to write ∂λ3/∂x3∂λ3 , act on (2.124) , and then rewrite the answer in terms of cross ratios.

We end up with an equation for F which can be expressed purely in terms of a differential operator
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acting on F , D3F = 0, with

D3 =− 8(Q2Q3 − P 2
1 )∂Q2∂

2
Q3

+ 8(Q1Q3 − P 2
2 )∂Q1∂

2
Q3

(2.125)

− 4Q2∂Q2
∂Q3

+ 4Q1∂Q1
∂Q3
−Q1∂

2
P2

+Q2∂
2
P1

+

+ 2(−Q1P1 + P2P3)∂P1
∂2
P2
− 2(−Q2P2 + P1P3)∂P2

∂2
P1

+

+ 2(−Q1Q2 + P 2
3 )(∂2

P2
∂Q2
− ∂2

P1
∂Q1

)+

+ 2(P 2
2 −Q1Q3)∂Q3

∂2
P2
− 2(P 2

1 −Q2Q3)∂Q3
∂2
P1

+

+ 8(Q1P1 − P2P3)∂Q1∂Q3∂P1 − 8(Q2P2 − P1P3)∂Q2∂Q3∂P2+

+ (τ2 − τ1)
[
−4∂Q3Q3∂Q3 − 4∂Q3(P1∂P1 + P2∂P2)−Q2∂

2
P1
−Q1∂

2
P2
− 2P3∂P1∂P2

]
In principle one could also write a similar expression for odd structures. One can write the Si in

[41], by taking square roots in (2.18) of [41], and then being careful about the sign of the square

root. Doing this, we can still use (2.125) , for odd structures.

2.16 Appendix G. Four point function of scalar operators in

the fermion-like theory

Using the transformation law for the twist two scalar which we derived in section 6.6

[Q4, j̃0] = ∂3j̃0 + γ(∂2
−j2−⊥ − ∂−∂⊥j2−−) (2.126)

we can solve the charge conservation identity 〈[Q4, j̃0j̃0j̃0j̃0]〉 = 0. The result is

〈j̃0j̃0j̃0j̃0〉 =
f(u, v)

x4
12x

4
34

(2.127)

f(u, v) = f(v, u) =
1

v
f(
u

v
,

1

v
) (2.128)

f(u, v) = α(1 +
1

u2
+

1

v2
) + β

1 + u5/2 + v5/2 − u3/2(1 + v)− v3/2(1 + u)− u− v
u3/2v3/2

(2.129)
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and for 〈J2j̃0j̃0j̃0〉 we get, using the notation of [42],

〈J2(x1)j0(x2)j0(x3)j0(x4)〉 =
ε(Z1, P1, P2, P3, P4)

(P1P2)3(P1P3)(P1P4)(P3P4)2
(2.130)

[Q123f1(u, v) +Q134f2(u, v) +Q142f3(u, v)] , (2.131)

Q1ij =
(Z1Pi)(PjP1)− (Z1Pj)(PiP1)

(PiPj)
, (2.132)

γf1(u, v) =
9

5
β
v3/2

u3/2
, γf2(u, v) =

9

5
β

u

v3/2
, γf3(u, v) =

9

5
β

1

u3/2v3/2
. (2.133)

As in the case of bosons β and γ are fixed as soon as we choose the normalization for the two-point

function of stress tensors.

2.17 Appendix I. Conformal blocks for free scalar

In the main text we introduced the quasi-bilocal operators by taking a particular light-like limit of

stress tensors (2.35) . These are the sum of contributions from several spins. They can be defined

in any theory, even in theories that do not have the higher spin symmetry. In a generic interacting

theory we only get the contribution of the stress tensor. Here we would like to present some explicit

formulas showing that the projection on to a single spin contribution does not define a genuine

bilocal operator.

Let us focus on the contribution with a particular spin s. This is again a quasi-bilocal operator

which can be defined as follows

bs(x1, x2) =
∑

ci,n(x1 − x2)i∂njs(
x1 + x2

2
), (2.134)

〈bs(x1, x2)js(x3)〉 ∼ 〈φ∗(x1)φ(x2)js(x3)〉free. (2.135)

The second line fixes the constants in the first line. We can define it even away from the light

cone limit by this formula. Defined in this way, bs(x1, x2) transforms as a bi-primary operator with

conformal weights (∆x = 1
2 ,∆y = 1

2 ) and obeys the Laplace equation for both points. However, as

we emphasized, this is not the product of two free fields!. In particular, notice that b2(x1, x2) exists

in any CFT.

To see the quasi-bilocal nature of bs(x1, x2) let us consider the two point function of bilocals

〈bs(x1, x2)bs(x3, x4)〉. In d = 3 it is given by the contribution of conserved current of spin s, Js, into

the four point function of free fields. This problem was addressed recently in [51]. The answer is
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given by the formula (6.20) in [51] with a = b = 0, λ1 = s+ 1
2 , λ2 = 1

2 , l = s

〈bs(x1, x2)bs(x3, x4)〉 =
1

|x12||x34|
Fs(u, v) (2.136)

Fs(u, v) =

√
u

π

π∫
0

dθ
4sXs(1 +

√
1−X)−2s

√
1−X

(2.137)

X = z cos2 θ + z sin2 θ (2.138)

u = zz, v = (1− z)(1− z) (2.139)

This integral is not known for general s. Fortunately, for s = 0 it is known and we get

〈b0(x1, x2)b0(x3, x4)〉 =
1

|x13||x24|
2

π

K(− z−z1−z )
√

1− z
(2.140)

where K(y) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

One can check that this solution satisfies the Laplace equation. Also one can check that it has a

singularity at the expected locations. However, the behavior near the singularity is not the one that

is expected for the correlator of local operators. More precisely, in the limit z → 1, with z fixed but

close to one, we get a term log(1− z). For local operators the singularities are power-like.

2.18 Appendix J. Fixing correlators in the light-like limit

Here we would like to show how the three point correlators are fixed in the light-like limit 〈js1js2js3〉.

We use the conventions and notation of Giombi, Prakash and Yin [41]. In the light like limit we

have P3 = 0, the rest of the conformal invariants are non-zero.

The general conformal invariant, without any factor of P3 has the form

〈js1js2js3〉 =
1

|x12||x13||x23|
∑
a,b

cabQ
a
1Q

b
2P

2s1−2a
2 P 2s2−2b

1 Qs3−s1−s2+a+b
3 . (2.141)

We can now use the relation the P ’s and Q’s given in equation (2.14) of [41]. Setting P3 = 0 we get

P 2
1Q1 + P 2

2Q2 = Q1Q2Q3 , ⇒ Q3 =
P 2

1

Q2
+
P 2

2

Q1
(2.142)

We can use this relation to solve for Q3 and eliminate it from (2.141) . Then we find a simpler
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formula

〈js1js2js3〉 =
1

|x12||x13||x23|
f(s1, s2, s3) , (2.143)

f(s1, s2, s3) =

s3∑
a=0

c(a)Qs1−a1 P 2a
2 P

2(s3−a)
1 Qs2−s3+a

2 (2.144)

We would like now to impose current conservation on the third current. The correspondent operator

of the divergence can be obtained from (2.125) by setting P3 to zero. The resulting operator is

D3 = −(1 + 2P1∂P1
+ 2Q2∂Q2

)Q1∂
2
P2

+ (1 + 2P2∂P2
+ 2Q1∂Q1

)Q2∂
2
P1
. (2.145)

By imposing D3f(s1, s2, s3) = 0 we find a recursive relation

c(a+ 1)

c(a)
=

(s1 + a+ 1
2 )

(a+ 1
2 )

(s3 − a− 1
2 )

(s3 + s2 − a− 1
2 )

(s3 − a)

(a+ 1)
(2.146)

This gives a unique solution, which is the one we considered in the main text (2.20) . Once we know

the solution is unique, we can simply use the free boson answer to get (2.20) . But one can check

explicitly that (2.146) gives (2.20) .

2.18.1 Fermions

For fermions we expect a factor of P3. In whatever multiplies this factor, we can set P3 = 0 and use

(2.142) . This means that the conservation condition will act in the same way on what multiplies

P3 as it acted on the boson case. Thus, we get the following structure

ff (s1, s2, s3) = P3P1P2

s̃3∑
b=0

c̃(b)Qs̃1−b1 P 2b
2 P

2(s̃3−b)
1 Qs̃2−s̃3+b

2 (2.147)

where s̃i = si − 1.This looks very similar to (2.143) . In fact, we see that

ff (s1, s2, s3) = P3fh(s1 −
1

2
, s2 −

1

2
, s3) (2.148)

where fh is the same sum as in (2.143) but with a running over half integer values a = 1
2 ,

3
2 , · · · , s3− 1

2 .

Thus, the action of D3, (2.145) , leads to the same recursion relation (2.146) , but now running over

half integer values of a.

This again proves that there is a unique structure, which is (2.23) .
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In the same way one can obtain (2.117) .

2.18.2 General operators

We now explicitly solve the problem of finding the different parity even structures we can have for

the three point function of two operators of the same twist and one conserved current. The problem

is very similar to what we solved above. The main observation is that P3 does not depend on λ3 or

x3. Then if we have a solution to the current conservation condition, we can generate a new solution

by multiplying by P3. Then the general even structures have the form

〈Os1Os2js3〉 ∼
1

|x12|2τ0−1|x23||x13|
∑
l

P 2l
3 [〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉b + 〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉f ] (2.149)

The sum runs over the bosonic and fermionic three point functions of three conserved currents. We

can easily check that these are solutions. The fact that these are all the solutions is obtained by

taking light cone limits. To order P 0
3 the solution is constrained as in (2.146) , which is the same as

what we get from the l = 0 in (3.12) . If we now subtract the l = 0 term, which is a solution, we

can take the light cone limit and focus on the P 1
3 term, etc.

In (3.12) , the sum over the bosonic structures runs over 1 + min[s1, s2] values. The sum over

fermion structures runs over min[s1, s2] values. The total number of structures that we have is

1 + 2 min[s1, s2] (2.150)

These formulas are valid for integer spins. Probably, there is a similar story with half integer spins.

It would be interesting to fix also the structures that appear when the twists of the two operators

are not the same. For that we would have to include the last term in (2.125) when we analyze the

constraints.

2.19 Appendix K. More explicit solutions to the charge con-

servation identities of section five

Here we discuss further the charge conservation identities of section five and we prove that they

have the properties stated there. To find the explicit solution of (2.29) it is convenient to restate

the problem in a slightly different language. First remember that it is easy to prove that there is a

unique solution of (2.29) which coincides with the free field one. However, we need to check that for
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all even k α̃k is non-zero. So we focus on the free field theory.

2.19.1 Expression for the currents in the free theory

The expressions for the conserved currents are bilinear in the fields and contain a combination of

derivatives that makes the field a primary conformal field. These are computed in multiple places

in the literature, (see e.g. [52] [53] and references therein). We would like to start by providing a

derivation for the expression for these currents that is particularly simple in three dimensions.

Consider the Fourier space expression for a current contracted with a three dimensional spinor

λ, λ2s.J(q), where qµ is the three-momentum. We can consider the matrix element

F = 〈p1, p2|(λ2s.J(q))|0〉 (2.151)

here p1 and p2 are two massless three dimensional momenta of the two bosons or two fermions that

make up the current. A massless three dimensional momentum can be written in terms of a three

dimensional spinor, πα. In other words, we write pαβ = pµσµαβ = παπβ . Since we have two massless

momenta we have two such spinors π1 and π2. Of course, q = p1 + p2 and it is not an independent

variable. We can also view (2.151) as the form factor for the current. It is telling us how the current

is made out of the fundamental fields. Clearly, Lorentz invariance implies that (2.151) is a function

F (λ.π1, λ.π2). However, since the current is also conserved, it should obey the equation

0 = qαβ
∂2

∂λαλβ
F = (π1.π2)2

[
∂2

∂(π1.λ)2
+

∂2

∂(π2.λ)2

]
F (2.152)

where we expressed qαβ = π1
απ

1
β + π2

απ
2
β and we acted on the function F (λ.π1, λ.π2). We can now

define the variables

z = π1.λ− iπ2.λ , z = π2.λ+ iπ2.λ (2.153)

Then the equation (2.152) becomes

∂z∂zF (z, z) = 0 (2.154)

The solutions are purely holomorphic or purely anti-holomorphic functions. Since the homogeneity
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degree in λ is fixed to be 2s, we get the two solutions

Fb = z2s + z2s , Ff = z2s − z2s (2.155)

The first corresponds to the expression for the current in the free boson theory and the second to

the expression in the free fermion theory, as we explain below. These expressions contain the same

information as the functions 〈φφ∗js〉free and 〈ψψ∗js〉free that we discussed in section five.

In order to translate to the usual expressions in terms of derivatives acting on fields, without loss

of generality, we can choose λ so that it is purely along the direction λ−. In the boson expression, each

πi.λ appears to even powers, say (π1.λ)2k(π2.λ)2s−2k such a term can be replaced by ∂k−φ
∗∂

2(s−k)
− φ.

The Fb gives the expression

jboss ∼
s∑

k=0

(−1)k
1

(2k)!(2s− 2k)!
∂kφ∗∂s−kφ. (2.156)

Similarly, for the fermion case we have odd powers and we replace (π1.λ)2k+1(π2.λ)2s−2k−1 by

∂k−ψ
∗
−∂

s−1−k
− ψ− and Ff in (2.155) gives

jfers ∼
s∑

k=0

(−1)k
1

(2k + 1)!(2s− 2k − 1)!
∂kψ∗∂s−kψ. (2.157)

where all are minus component.

Notice that we do not even need to go to Fourier space to think about the z and z variables. We

can just think of them as book-keeping devices to summarize the expansions (2.157) , (2.156) via

the simple expressions (2.155) .

2.19.2 Analyzing the charge conservation identity

Symmetries act on free field as

[Qs, φ] = ∂s−1φ, [Qs, φ
∗] = (−1)s∂s−1φ∗ (2.158)

and a similar expression for the fermions. Expressing this in terms of the z and z variables we

rewrite (2.158) as

[Qs, js′ ](z, z) =
[
(z + z)2s−2 − (z − z)2s−2

]
(z2s′ ± z2s′). (2.159)
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where the ± indicate the results in a boson of fermion theory respectively. Then, using the notation

from (2.29), we have

[Qs, js](z, z) =

s−1∑
k=1

α̃2kz
2s−2k−1z2s−2k−1(z4k ± z4k) (2.160)

where we used the map ∂3 → zz. As in the previous subsection this can be seen by ∂3 = ∂x−3
→ λ2q

and λ2.q = (λ.π1)2 + (λ.π2)2 = zz. Expanding the left hand side of (2.159) for s′ = s we get

α̃2k =
2 Γ(2s− 1)

Γ(2k)Γ(2s− 2k)
(2.161)

which are all non-zero. Thus, this solves the problem of showing that α̃k are non-zero for the free

theories. This works equally simply for the boson-like and the fermion-like light like limits.

We can also do a similar expansion for the action of [Qs, js′ ] and find which terms appear in the

right hand side

[Qs, js′ ] =(2s− 2)!

s+s′−2∑
r=−s′−s+2

α̃r∂
s+s′−r−1jr (2.162)

α̃r =
[1 + (−1)s+s

′+r]

2

(
1

Γ(r + s− s′)Γ(s+ s′ − r)
± 1

Γ(r + s+ s′)Γ(s− s′ − r)

)
.

The ± indicates the boson/fermion case.

This is how all the other charge conservation identities we discussed in section five can be ana-

lyzed. Namely, in section five we argued that all solutions are unique. And by computing for free

theories as in this appendix we check which coefficients are non-zero. This works in the same way

for the boson-like and fermion-like light like limits.

We can go over the charge conservation identities and the properties we used.

(2.41) : We used that if s is odd, s > 1, and s′ = 2, then both j1 and js appear in the right hand

side. This simply amounts to checking that for s′ = 2, r = 1, s, the coefficient in (3.81) is non-zero

for any odd s. We can also check that we get a js in the right hand side. This is the case both for

the boson and fermion case.

(2.44) : We used that if s is even and s′ = 2, then we get both a j2 and a js in the right hand

side of (3.81) .

(2.43) : Here we used a slightly different property. The reason is that (2.43) does not correspond

to the transformation of any free field, since an s even charge in free theories acts with + signs in

front of the ∂s−1. In order to analyze (2.43) , it is convenient to view the functions in (2.43) in
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Fourier space, as we have done here. Then we can rewrite (2.43) as

[
(z + z)2s−2 + (z − z)2s−2

]
(z2 ± z2) = (2s− 2)!

s∑
r=−s

β̃r(zz)
s−r(z2r ± z2r) (2.163)

Then one can find that

β̃r =
[1 + (−1)s+r]

2

(
1

Γ(r + s− 1)Γ(s− r + 1)
± 1

Γ(r + s+ 1)Γ(s− r − 1)

)
(2.164)

which is the same expression as before, in (3.81) , for s′ = 1, except for the (−1) dependent prefactor

which now implies that now the sum over r runs from r = −s,−s + 2, · · · , s. Now the important

point is that β̃s is non-zero. We used this in (2.43) .

In the discussion of elimination of j′0, for the boson-like case, we used that [Qs, js′ ] produces both

j0 and j2 in the boson theory and for s, s′ even, with s > s′. This can also be checked from (3.81)

, by setting r = 0, 2. Note that in (3.81) α̃0 = 0 in fermion theory (the minus sign in (3.81)), as

expected.
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Chapter 3

Constraining Conformal Field

Theories With a Slightly Broken

Higher Spin Symmetry

3.1 Introduction

In this paper we study a special class of three dimensional conformal field theories that have a

weakly broken higher spin symmetry. The theories have a structure similar to what we expect for

the CFT dual to a weakly coupled four dimensional higher spin gravity theory in AdS4 [24, 54,

55, 56, 57, 58, 11, 59, 12]. We compute the leading order three point functions of the higher spin

operators. We use current algebra methods. Our only assumption is that the correlation functions

defined on the boundary of AdS4 obey all the properties that a boundary CFT would obey. But

we will not need any details regarding this theory other than some general features which follow

from natural expectations for a weakly coupled bulk dual. This seems a reasonable assumption for

Vasiliev’s theory, since Vasiliev’s theory appears to be local on distances much larger than the AdS

radius. This would imply that the usual definition of boundary correlators is possible [12, 26, 28].

In order to apply our analysis to Vasiliev’s theory we need to make the assumption that these

boundary correlators can be defined and that they obey the general properties of a CFT. Thus we

are assuming AdS/CFT, but we are not specifying the precise definition of the boundary CFT. Since

our assumptions are very general, they also apply to theories involving N scalar or fermions fields
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coupled to O(N) or SU(N) Chern-Simons gauge fields [44, 45]. So our methods are also useful for

computing three point functions in these theories as well.

Our assumptions are the following1. We have a CFT with a unique stress tensor and has a large

parameter Ñ . In the Chern-Simons examples Ñ ∼ N . In the Vasiliev gravity theories, 1/Ñ ∼ ~

sets the bulk coupling constant of the theory. We then assume that the spectrum of operators has

the structure of an approximate Fock space, with single particle states and multiparticle states.

The dimensions of the multiparticle states are given by the sum of the dimensions of their single

particle constituents up to small 1/Ñ corrections. This Fock space should not be confused with the

Fock space of a free theory in three dimensions. We should think of this Fock space as the Fock

space of the weakly coupled four dimensional gravity theory. In order to avoid this confusion we

will call the “single particle states” “single trace” and the multiparticle states “multiple trace”. In

the Chern-Simons gauge theories this is indeed the case. We also assume that the theory has the

following spectrum of single trace states. It has a single spin two conserved current. In addition,

it has a sequence of approximately conserved currents Js, with s = 4, 6, 8, · · · . These currents are

approximately conserved, so that their twist differs from one by a small amount of order 1/Ñ

τs = ∆s − s = 1 +O(
1

Ñ
). (3.1)

In addition, we have one single trace scalar operator. All connected correlators of the single trace

operators scale as Ñ . This includes the two point function of the stress tensor. We also assume that

the spectrum of single trace operators is such that the higher spin symmetry can be broken only by

double trace operators via effects of order 1/Ñ . In particular, we assume that there are no twist

three single trace operators in the theory. With these assumptions, we will find that the three point

functions in these theories, to leading order in Ñ , are constrained to lie on a one parameter family

〈Js1Js2Js3〉 = Ñ

[
λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
〈Js1Js2Js3〉bos +

1

1 + λ̃2
〈Js1Js2Js3〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈Js1Js2Js3〉odd

]
(3.2)

where the subindices bos and fer indicate the results in the theory of a single real boson or a single

Majorana fermion. The subindex odd denotes an odd structure which will be defined more clearly

below. Here λ̃ is a parameter labeling the family of solutions of the current algebra constraints.

More precise statements will be made below, including the precise normalization of the currents.

The class of theories for which our assumptions apply includes Vasiliev higher spin theories in

1These assumptions are not all independent from each other, but we will not give the minimal set.
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AdS4 with higher spin symmetry broken by the boundary conditions [24]. It also applies for theories

containing N fermions [44] or N bosons [45] interacting with an SO(N) or U(N) Chern-Simons

gauge field. We call these theories quasi-fermion and quasi-boson theories respectively. In such

theories 1/Ñ ∝ 1/N is the small parameter. In addition, λ̃ ∼ λ = N/k is an effective ’t Hooft

coupling in these theories. We emphasize that the analysis here is only based on the symmetries

and it covers both types of theories, independently of any conjectured dualities between them. Of

course, the results we obtain are consistent with the proposed dualities between these Chern-Simons

theories and Vasiliev’s theories [11, 58, 12, 44, 45]. We can take the limit of large λ̃ in (3.2) and we

find that the the correlators of the quasi-fermion theory go over to those of the critical O(N) theory.

And we have a similar statement for the quasi-boson theory.

Our analysis is centered on studying the spin four single trace operator J4. We write the most gen-

eral form for its divergence, or lack of conservation. With our assumptions this takes the schematic

form

∂.J4 = a2JJ
′ + a3JJ

′J ′′ (3.3)

where on the right hand side we have products of two or three single trace operators, together

with derivatives sprinkled on the right hand side. The coefficients a2 and a3 are small quantities

of order 1/Ñ and 1/Ñ2 respectively. We will be able to use this approximate conservation law in

the expression for the three point function in order to get (3.2) . Note that in the case that J4 is

exactly conserved, we simply have free boson or free fermion correlators [60]. We should emphasize

that our discussion applies only to the special theories in [44, 45], but not to more general large

N Chern-Simons matter theories. The special feature that we are using is the lack of single trace

operators of twist three. Such operators can appear in the divergence of the spin four current (3.3) .

This can give rise to an anomalous dimension for the higher spin currents already at the level of the

classical theory (or large Ñ approximation). In the theories in [44, 45], we do not have a single trace

operator that can appear in the right hand side of (3.3) . In the language of the bulk theory, we have

the pure higher spin theory without extra matter2. In particular, the bulk theory lacks the matter

fields that could give a mass to the higher spin gauge fields via the Higgs mechanism already at the

classical level. Thus the higgsing is occurring via quantum effects involving two (or three) particle

states [61]. Our analysis can also be viewed as an on shell analysis of the Vasiliev theory with AdS4

asymptotic boundary conditions. If the higher spin symmetry is unbroken, then we can use [60] to

2By “matter” we mean extra multiplets under the higher spin symmetry. The scalar field of the Vasiliev theory is
part of the pure higher spin theory.
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compute all correlators, just from the symmetry. In this paper we also use an on shell analysis, but

for the case that the higher spin symmetry is broken. As it has often been emphasized, on shell

results in gauge theories can be simpler than what the fully covariant formalisms would suggest. For

a more general motivational introduction, see appendix G. The paper is organized as follows. In

section two we discuss the most general form of the divergence of the spin four current. In section

three we present several facts about three point functions which are necessary for the later analysis.

In section four we explain how one can use the slightly broken higher spin symmetry to fix the three

point functions. In section five we present the results and explain their relation to known microscopic

theories. In section six we present conclusions and discussions. Several appendices contain technical

details used in the main body of the paper.

3.2 Possible divergence of the spin four operator

3.2.1 Spectrum of the theory

We consider theories with a large Ñ expansion. We do not assume that Ñ is an integer. We

assume that the set of operators develops the structure of a Fock space for large Ñ . Namely, we can

talk about single particle operators and multiparticle operators. In the case of the Chern-Simons

matter theories discussed in [44, 45], these correspond to single sum and multiple sum operators

(sometimes called single trace or multitrace operators). The spectrum of single trace operators

includes a conserved spin two current, the stress tensor, J2µν . We will often suppress the spacetime

indices and denote operators with spin simply by Js. We have approximately conserved single trace

operators Js, with s = 4, 6, 8, · · · . These operators have twists τ = 1 + O(1/Ñ). In addition we

have a single scalar operator. We will see that the dimension of this operator has to be either

one or two. We denote the first possibility as j0 and the second as j̃0. The theory that contains

j̃0 is called the quasi-fermion theory. The theory with j0 is called the quasi-boson theory. The

theory might contain also single particle operators with odd spins. For simplicity, let us assume

that these are not present, but we will later allow their presence and explain that the correlators of

even spin currents are unchanged. An example of a theory that obeys these properties is a theory

with N massless Majorana fermions interacting with an O(N) Chern-Simons gauge field at level k

[44]. In this theory the scalar is j̃0 =
∑
i ψiψi, which has dimension two, at leading order in N for

any λ = N/k. The name quasi-fermion was inspired by this theory, since we start from fermions

and the Chern-Simons interactions turns them into non-abelian anyons, which for large k, are very
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close to ordinary fermions. Our discussion is valid for any theory whose single particle spectrum

was described above. We are just calling “quasi-fermion” the case where the spectrum includes a

scalar with dimension two, j̃0. A second example is a theory with N massless real scalars, again

interacting with an O(N) Chern-Simons gauge field at level k [45]. This theory also allows the

presence of a (~φ.~φ)3 potential while preserving conformal symmetry, at least to leading order in N .

As higher orders in the 1/N expansion are taken into account this coefficient is fixed, if we want to

preserve the conformal symmetry [45]. Here we will only do computations to leading order in N ,

thus, we have two parameters N/k and the coupling of the (~φ.~φ)3 potential. We call this case the

quasi-boson theory. Again we will not use any of the microscopic details of its definition. For us

the property that defines it is that the scalar has dimension one, j0. A third example is the critical

O(N) theory (as well as interacting UV Gross-Neveu fixed point). Namely, we can have N free

scalars, perturbed by a potential of the form (~φ.~φ)2, which flows in the IR to a new conformal field

theory (after adjusting the coefficient of the mass term to criticality). This is just the usual large N

limit of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point. This theory has no free parameters. Here the scalar operator

j̃0 ∼ φiφi has dimension two. It starts with dimension one in the UV but it has dimension two in

the IR. The UV theory has a higher spin symmetry. In the IR CFT this symmetry is broken by 1/N

effects. This theory is in the family of what we are calling the quasi-fermion case. A fourth example

is a Vasiliev theory in AdS4 (or dS4) with general boundary conditions which would generically

break the higher spin symmetry. Here the bulk coupling is ~ ∼ 1/Ñ . Depending on whether the

scalar has dimensions one or two, we would have a quasi-fermion or quasi-boson case. We should

emphasize that the theories we call quasi-fermion or quasi-boson case are not specific microscopic

theories. They are any theory that obeys our assumptions, where the scalar has dimension two or

one respectively.

3.2.2 Divergence of the spin four current

Let us consider the spin four current J4. We consider the divergence of this current. If it is zero,

then we have a conserved higher spin current and all correlators of the currents are as in a theory of

either free bosons or free fermions [60]. Here we consider the case that this divergence is nonzero.

Our assumptions are that the current is conserved in the large Ñ limit. This means that in this limit

J4 belongs to a smaller multiplet than at finite Ñ . At finite Ñ , J4 combines with another operator to

form a full massive multiplet. More precisely, it combines with the operator that appears in the right

hand side of ∇.J4 = ∂µJ
µ
ν1ν2ν3

. In other words, ∇.J4, should be a conformal primary operator in
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the large N limit [62, 61], see appendix A. ∇.J4 should be a twist three, spin three primary operator.

According to our assumptions there are no single particle operators of this kind. Note that in general

matter Chern-Simons theories, such as theories with adjoint fields, we can certainly have single trace

operators with twist three and spin three. So, in this respect, the theories we are considering are

very special. In our case, we can only have two particle or three particle states with these quantum

numbers. Let us choose the metric

ds2 = dx+dx− + dy2 (3.4)

and denote the indices of a vector by v±, vy. Let us see what is the most general expression we can

write down for (∇.J)−−−. Since the total twist is three, and the total spin is three we can only make

this operator out of the stress tensor, J2, and the scalar field. Any attempt to include a higher spin

field would have to raise the twist by more than three. A scalar field can only appear if its twist

is one or two. Note that we cannot have two stress tensors. The reason is that we cannot make a

twist three, spin three primary out of two stress tensors. Naively, we could imagine an expression

like J2 y−J2−−. But this cannot be promoted into a covariant structure, even if we use the ε tensor.3

Let us consider first the case that the scalar has twist two, j̃0. The most general operator that we

can write down is

∂µJ
µ
−−− = a2

(
∂−j̃0j2 −

2

5
j̃0∂−j2

)
. (3.5)

Here we are denoting by js = Js−···−, the all minus components of Js. In (3.5) we have used the fact

that the right hand side should be a conformal primary in order to fix the relative coefficient. If we

started out from the free fermion theory, then this structure would break parity, since j̃0 is parity

odd. Then we have a2 ∝ N/k, at least for large k. In general j̃0 does not have well defined parity

and the theory breaks parity. If we had the critical O(N) theory, then (3.5) is perfectly consistent

with parity, since in that case j̃0 is parity even.

Let us now consider the case where we have a scalar of twist one, j0. Now there are more

3We could have promoted it if we had two different spin two currents: ε−µνJ
µ
−J̃

ν
−
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conformal primaries that we can write down

∂µj
µ
−−− = a2ε−µν

[
8∂µj0∂

νj−− − 6∂µj0∂−j
ν
− − 5∂−∂

µj0j
ν
− − j0∂−∂µjν−

]
+ a3

[
j0j0∂

3j0 − 9j0∂j0∂
2j0 + 12∂j0∂j0∂j0

]
+ a′3 [∂j2j0j0 − 5j2∂j0j0] . (3.6)

We have only written combinations which are conformal primaries. We have also denoted ∂ ≡ ∂−.

The analysis of the broken charge conservation identities will relate a3 and a′3 leaving us with only

two parameters (besides Ñ). This agrees with the two parameters in the large N limit in the boson

plus Chern-Simons theories of [45].

Here we have concentrated on the case of J4. Let us briefly discuss the situation for higher spin

currents. We focus, as usual, on the all minus component of the current ∂µJ
µ
−−...−. This operator

has twist τ = ∆− S = 3 and spin s− 1. Let us examine possible double particle operators that can

appear. The minimum twist of a double trace operator is 2 = 1 + 1. We should make up the twist

by considering other components, or derivatives other than ∂−, which has twist zero. All of these

should arise from a rotationally invariant structure involving the flat space metric or the ε tensor.

The only structure that can raise the twist by one is ε−µν . For the quasi-fermion theory we can also

use the scalar operator of twist 2, j̃0, and one of the twist one currents.

Matching the scaling dimensions in ∂µJ
µ
s ∝ Js1Js2 (with derivatives sprinkled on the right hand

side) with all minus indices leads to

s+ 2 = (s1 + 1) + (s2 + 1) + n∂ (3.7)

where n∂ ≥ 0 is the number of derivatives which raise the dimension. Thus, we get an inequality

s ≥ s1 + s2, s > s1, s2 , double trace (3.8)

where we show that that s > s1, s2 as follows. For s1 = s, the only operator with the right twist

would be j0Js y−···−, but this is not really a spin s − 1 operator, namely it does not come from

any covariant structure. (3.8) is a constraint on the spins of the operators that can appear in the

divergence of a current of spin s. At the level of triple trace operators the product of three operators

has already twist three. So the only structure which is allowed is ∂− by the twist counting. Matching
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the dimensions in ∂µJ
µ
s ∝ Js1Js2Js3 we get

s+ 2 = (s1 + 1) + (s2 + 1) + (s3 + 1) + n∂ (3.9)

and the constraint

s ≥ s1 + s2 + s3 + 1, triple trace (3.10)

Twist counting prohibits having the product of more than three operators. Now let us comment on

the scaling of the coefficients in (3.3) with Ñ . Let us normalize the scaling of single particle operators

so that their connected n point functions scale like Ñ . Then if we consider a three point correlator

of a given current with the two currents that appear in the right hand side of its divergence we get

Ñ ∼ ∂µ〈Jµs (x)Js1(x1)Js2(x2)〉 = a2〈Js1(x)Js1(x1)〉〈Js2(x)Js2(x2)〉 ∼ a2Ñ
2 (3.11)

with derivatives sprinkled on the right hand side. Thus, we get that a2 ∝ 1

Ñ
. For a3 the same

argument leads to a3 ∝ 1

Ñ2
. This scaling is the only one that is consistent with the Ñ counting and

is such that it leads to non-zero terms in the leading contribution.

3.3 Structures for the three point functions

In this section we constrain the structure of three point functions. When we have exactly conserved

currents the possible three point functions were found in [41] (see also [42] [60] ). They were found

by imposing conformal symmetry and current conservation. The three point functions were given

by three possible structures. One structure arises in the free fermion theory and another arises in

the free boson theory. We call these the fermion and boson structures respectively. Finally there

is a third “odd” structure which does not arise in a free theory. For twist one fields this structure

is parity odd (it involves an epsilon tensor). However, for correlators of the form 〈j̃0Js1Js2〉, the

fermion structure is parity odd (it involves an epsilon tensor) and the “odd” structure is parity even.

This is due to the fact that j̃0 is parity odd in the free fermion theory. Alternatively, if we assign

parity minus to j̃0 and parity plus to all the twist one operators, then the “odd” structures always

violate parity4. The reader should think that when we denote a structure as “odd” we simply mean

4This is not always the natural parity assignment. For example, in the critical O(N) theory j̃0 has parity plus and

the theory preserves parity. In this theory, we have only the “odd” structure for the correlators of the form 〈j̃0Js1Js2 〉.
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“strange” in the sense that it does not arise in a theory of a free boson or free fermion.

In our case, the currents are not conserved, so we need to revisit these constraints. For example,

the divergence of a current can produce a double trace operator. If these contract with the two

remaining operators, as in (3.11) , we get a term that is of the same order in the 1/Ñ expansion

as the original three point function. Notice that only double trace operators can contribute in

this manner to the current non-conservation of a three point function. We emphasize that we are

computing these three point functions to leading order in the 1/Ñ expansion, where we can set their

twist to be one. All statements we make in this section are about the structure of correlators to

leading order in the 1/Ñ expansion.

We will show below that even correlation functions (fermion and boson) stay the same and all

new structures appear in the odd piece. Consider the three point function of twist one operators

〈Js1Js2Js3〉, with si ≥ 2. Let us say that s1 is larger or equal than the other two spins. Then the

Js2 and Js3 currents are conserved inside this three point function, since the spins appearing in the

divergence of a current are always strictly less than those of the current itself (3.8) . On the other

hand, in order to get a non-zero contribution we would need to contract Js1 with one of the two

currents that appears in the right hand side of the divergence of Js2 or Js3 . Thus, we can impose

current conservation on Js2 and Js3 for this three point function. Let us consider the parity even

structures first. As we discussed in [60], for two operators of the same twist and one conserved

current, say js3 , we have the most general even structure

〈Os1Os2js3〉 ∼
1

|x12|2τ0−1|x23||x13|

min[s1,s2]∑
l=0

P 2l
3 [〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉bos + 〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉fer] (3.12)

where Pi are as is [41]. We get this result by considering the light cone limit between Os1Os2 and

imposing the conservation of js3 [60]. We then take light cone limit js1js2 and impose conservation

of js3 . Then we take the light cone limit js1js3 and impose conservation of js2 . From these two

operations we would conclude that

〈js1js2js3〉 =
1

|x12||x23||x13|

min[s1,s2]∑
l=0

P 2l
3 [bl〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉bos + fl〈js1−ljs2−ljs3〉fer] , (3.13)

〈js1js2js3〉 =
1

|x12||x23||x13|

min[s1,s3]∑
l=0

P 2l
2

[
b̃l〈js1−ljs2js3−l〉bos + f̃l〈js1−ljs2js3−l〉fer

]
.

The only consistent solution is b0 = b̃0, f0 = f̃0 and bl and fl with l 6= 0 are equal to zero. This

can be seen by taking the light cone limit in x12 first, which sets to zero all terms of the form P 2l
3 ,
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with l > 0, as well as the fermion terms. In the second line only the boson structures survive, but

only the l = 0 structure is the same as the one surviving in the first line. This shows that all b̃l = 0

for l > 0. Repeating this argument we can show it for the other cases. We can now consider also

the case when one of the particles has spin zero, or is j0. Then any of the expressions in (3.13) only

allows the l = 0 term. Thus, the even structures with only one j0 are the same as in the free boson

theory (the free fermion ones are zero).

For the odd structure the situation is more tricky. Inside the triangle, si ≤ si+1 + si−1 for

i = 1, 2, 3, we have the structures that we had before, since (3.8) does not allow any of the three

currents to have a non-zero divergence. However, outside the triangle we have new structures that

obey (3.11) with a non-zero double trace term. Precisely the existence of these new structures

make the whole setup consistent. The current non-conservation identity has the form of the current

conservation one but with a non-zero term in the right hand side. Since outside the triangle we had

no solutions of the homogeneous equations, this guarantees that the solutions are uniquely fixed in

terms of the operators that appear in the right hand side of the conservation laws. Thus, we have

unique solutions for these structures. One interesting example of this phenomenon is the correlator

〈J4J2j0〉odd, nc ∝ a2
S3Q

2
1

|x12||x13||x23|
[
Q1Q2 + 4P 2

3

]
. (3.14)

where Pi and Qi are defined in [41]. This odd correlator would be zero if all currents were conserved.

However, using the lack of conservation of the J4 current, (3.6) , we can derive (3.14) . Clearly only

a2 contributes to it.

As an another example, consider 〈J4J2j̃0〉. Here we can have structures that are parity odd

and parity even, the fermion and the “odd” structure respectively. Due to the form of the current

non-conservation of J4, (3.5) , we get

〈J4J2j̃0〉odd, nc ∝ a2
Q2

1

|x12||x13||x23|
[
P 4

3 − 10P 2
3Q1Q2 −Q2

1Q
2
2

]
(3.15)

This “odd” structure would vanish if J4 were exactly conserved. Of course, we also have the structure

that we get in the free fermion theory for these case, which is parity odd (while (3.15) is parity even).

In fact, any correlator of two twist one currents and one j̃0, which is parity odd will have the same

structure as in the free fermion theory since (3.5) (or its higher spin versions), will not modify it.

On the other hand, the parity even ones can be modified. Again we find that a structure that was

forced to be zero when the current is exactly conserved can become non-zero when the current is not
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conserved. Finally, we should mention that any correlator that involves a current and two scalars

is uniquely determined by conformal symmetry. In this case the current is automatically conserved.

Of course, the three point function of three scalars is also unique. In summary, we constrained

the possible structures for various three point functions. These are the boson, fermion and odd

structures. When the operator j̃0 is involved we can only have fermion or odd structures. In the

next section we will constrain the relative coefficients of all of these three point functions.

3.4 Charge non-conservation identities

3.4.1 General story

We use the following technique to constrain the three point function. We start from a three point

function 〈O1O2O3〉. We then insert a J4 current and take its divergence, which gives us an identity

of the form

〈∇.J4(x)O1O2O3〉 = a2〈JJ ′O1O2O3〉+ a3〈JJ ′J ′′O1O2O3〉 (3.16)

∼ a2〈JO1〉〈J ′O2O3〉+ a3〈JO1〉〈J ′O2〉〈J ′′O3〉+ permutations

This equation is schematic since we dropped derivatives that should be sprinkled on the right hand

side. The two point functions in the right hand side are non-zero only if J or J ′ is the same as one

of the operators Oi. Thus the the right hand side is non-zero only when any of the operators Oi is

the same as one of the currents that appears in the right hand side of the divergence of J4 (3.3) (3.5)

(3.6) . We have only considered disconnected contributions in the right hand side because those are

the only ones that survive to leading order in 1/Ñ . Here we used the scaling of the coefficients a2

and a3 with Ñ given in (3.11) . Given this equation, we can now integrate over x on the left and

right hand sides. We integrate over a region which includes the whole space except for little spheres,

Si, around each of the points xi where the operators Oi are inserted. The left hand side of (3.16)

contributes only with a boundary term of the form

3∑
i=1

〈
∫
Si

njJj−−−O1O2O3〉 (3.17)

where the integral is over the surface of the little spheres or radii ri around each of the points and

nj is the normal vector to the spheres.

If the current J4 were exactly conserved, these integrals would give the charge acting on each
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Figure 3.1: The action of the charge is given by the integral of the conserved current over a little
sphere around the operator insertion. To derive the pseudo-conservation identity we are integrating
the divergence of the current over all space except for these spheres. The boundary terms give the
pseudo-charges, which have the same expression in terms of the current as in the conserved case.

of the operators. In our case, the charges are not conserved and the integrals may depend on the

radius of the little spheres. This dependence can give rise to divergent terms going like inverse

powers of the radius of the spheres. These terms diverge when ri → 0. These divergent terms

should precisely match similar divergent terms that arise in the integral of the right hand side of

(3.16) . After matching all the divergent terms we are left with the finite terms in the ri → 0 limit.

These also have to match between the left and right hand sides. Demanding that they match we will

get interesting constraints. Notice that, at the order we are working, we do not get any logarithms

of ri since the anomalous dimensions of operators start at higher order of the 1/Ñ expansion. Thus,

the separation of the finite and the divergent terms is always unambiguous. Thus, we define a

pseudo-charge Q that acts on the operators by selecting the finite part of the above integrals in the

small radius limit

[Q,O(0)] =

∫
|x|=r

njJj−−−O(0)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
finite as r→0

(3.18)

This action of this pseudo-charge on single trace operators is determined by the three point functions

we discussed above. It is also constrained by twist and spin conservation to have a similar structure

to the one we had for absolutely conserved currents. For example, on the twist one operators we

have

[Q, js] =
s+3∑
s′=0

cs,s′∂
s−s′+3js′ (3.19)

In concrete computations we found it useful to work in the metric (3.4) and to cut out little

“slabs” of width ∆x+ around the operators, instead of cutting out little spheres.

The advantage is that then the integral involves the all minus component of the current. In
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Figure 3.2: Instead of spheres as in 3.1, we can cut out little slabs of width ∆x+ around the insertion
point of every operator. The charge is given by integrating current over x− and y at the edges of
these slabs. This simplifies some computations compared to 3.1.

addition, minus and y-derivatives can be integrated by parts or be pulled out of the integral

Qs(x
+) =

∫
dx−dy js(x

−, x+, y). (3.20)

The action of the pseudo-charge on Oi comes from three point functions of the form 〈J4OiOk〉. As

we mentioned the structures that arise in the boson or fermion theories will continue to produce

three point functions where the charges are conserved. The odd correlators can give us something

new. The odd structures involving all twist ones fields, such as 〈j4js2js3〉, are parity odd and do

not contribute to the action of Q. This can be seen by setting y2 = y3 = 0. Then the fact that

the three point function is odd under the parity y1 → −y1 implies that the integral over y in (3.20)

must vanish. This implies that commutator must vanish also for arbitrary y2 6= y3 since the two

point function structures that could possibly contribute do not vanish for y2 = y3. When one of the

operators Oi has twist two, we can get non-vanishing contributions to the action of the pseudo-charge

from odd structures.

In conclusion, after integrating (3.16) we get an expression of the form

〈[Q,O1]O2O3〉+ cyclic =

∫
d3x [a2〈J(x)O1〉〈J ′(x)O2O3〉+ (3.21)

+ a3〈J(x)O1〉〈J ′(x)O2〉〈J ′′(x)O3〉+ permutations]finite

where the operators Oi are evaluated at xi. The integral is over the full R3 after subtracting all the

divergent terms that can arise around each of the points xi. This is the main identity that we will

use to relate the various three point functions to each other. We can call it a pseudo-conservation

of the pseudo-charges.
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3.4.2 Constraints on three point functions with non-zero even spins

In this section we will consider the constraints that arise on three point functions of operators with

spins si ≥ 2. We will consider all their indices to be minus. So we take the operators Oi in (3.16)

to be jsi , with si ≥ 2. In this case the action of Q can only produce other twist one fields, which

are only single particle states. As we mentioned above the action of Q is determined by three point

functions of the form 〈j4js1js2〉 or 〈j4js1j0〉. Only the even structures contribute to the charges,

and these are the same (up to overall coefficients) as in the free theories, thus the action of the

pseudo-charge is well defined and produces

[Q, js] = cs,s−2∂
5js−2 + cs,s∂

3js + cs,s+2∂js+2 (3.22)

where ∂ = ∂−. We can always choose the following normalization conditions

c2,0 = 1 , c2,4 = 1, c4,4 = 1, c4,6 = 1, cs,s+2 = 1, s ≥ 2 (3.23)

This can be done in all cases, pure fermions, pure bosons, or the interesting theory we are considering.

We are not setting the normalization of two point function to one. The two point functions are not

used for the time being. The stress tensor is normalized in the canonical way. Notice that, since the

normalization of stress tensor is fixed, c2,4 does not depend on the normalization of j4 and is fixed

by conformal invariance to 3 (recall [Qs, j2] = (s− 1)js [60] ). Thus, we fix it to one by the rescaling

freedom in the definition of Q4 → 1
3Q4. Then we fix c4,4 = 1 by rescaling j4 itself. And cs,s+2 = 1

by rescaling js+2.

Now, in our case, it is clear that if all si ≥ 4, then the right hand side of (3.21) vanishes. In

addition, if one or more, of the si is equal to two, then the following happens. In that case the two

current terms in (3.5), (3.6) could contribute, since we can contract the J2 in the divergence of J4

with the si that is equal to two. It is useful to recall the two point functions of various components

of the stress tensor

〈J−−(x)J−−(0)〉 ∝ (x+)4

(x+x− + y2)5
=

1

4!
∂4
−

1

x+x− + y2
, (3.24)

〈J−−(x)J−y(0)〉 ∝ 2
(x+)3y

(x+x− + y2)5
=

1

4!
∂3
−∂y

1

x+x− + y2
,

〈J−y(x)J−y(0)〉 ∝ − (x+)2(x+x− − 3y2)

(x+x− + y2)5
=

1

4!

(
∂2
−∂

2
y

1

x+x− + y2
− 2∂2

−
1

(x+x− + y2)2

)
.
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where the equations are true up to a normalization factor common to all three equations. If we

look at the first term in the right hand side of (3.21) in the case that O1 = j2, then we can use the

above two point function (3.24) . We can integrate by parts all derivatives so that they act on the

two point function. Then we can write them as derivatives acting on xi and pull them out of the

integral5. Now the result depends on whether we are dealing with the quasi-fermion or quasi-boson

cases. In the quasi-boson case, it is possible to check that the particular combination of currents

that appear in the two current term in (3.6) is, after integrating by parts, ∂yJ2−−−∂−J2 y−. When

this is contracted with j2 = J2−− we get zero after using (3.24) . Thus, the right hand side of (3.21)

vanishes in the quasi-boson case. In the quasi-fermion case, we end up having to compute (the ∂5
−

derivative) of an integral of the form

∫
d3x

1

|x− x1|2
〈j̃0(x)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 ∝ 〈jeff

0 (x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 (3.25)

The factor 1
|x−x1|2 is exactly the one that makes the integral conformal covariant. It gives a result

that effectively transforms as the three point function with the insertion of an operator of dimension

∆ = 1 at x1. We have denoted this in terms of an effective operator, jeff
0 , of dimension one. We

do not have any real operator of this kind in the theory, this is just a mnemonic to help us keep

track of the resulting integral. The net result can be expressed by saying that the action of Q on j2

in the quasi-fermion theory can also produce a jeff
0 . In the free boson theory the action of Q on j2

produces j0 (plus other things). This is not true in the free fermion theory, which does not contain

a j0. However, in the quasi-fermion theory, with the pseudo-conservation property (3.5) (3.21) , we

get terms in these identities that would be identically to what we would get if we had allowed a

jeff
0 in the action of Q on j2. This term is crucial in order to allow a free boson structure in the

pseudo-conservation identities. In other words, we define a new effective pseudo-charge Q̂, which

has the same action as Q on all currents with spin s > 2, but it is

[Q̂, j2] = c2,0∂
5jeff0 + c2,2∂

3j2 + c2,4∂j4 (3.26)

The net result is that when we consider the pseudo-conservation identities acting on 〈js1js2js3〉

becomes identical to a charge conservation identity for Q̂. Note also that after adding jeff0 in (3.26)

the action of Q̂ is essentially the same as the action of Q in the quasi-boson theory. Thus, we can

treat these two cases in parallel, after we remember that jeff0 is not a real operator but just the

5If we work with the “slabs” described in figure 3.2, together with the usual iε prescription, it is clear that these
operations do not produce boundary terms since we only have ∂− or ∂y derivatives.
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integral in (3.25) .

Next we write all twist one three point functions as

〈js1js2js3〉 = αs1,s2,s3〈js1js2js3〉bos + βs1,s2,s3〈js1js2js3〉fer + γs1,s2,s3〈js1js2js3〉odd (3.27)

Here the boson and fermion ones are the three point functions for a single real boson and a single

Majorana fermion, in the normalization of the currents set by (3.23) . The normalization of the

odd piece is fixed so that the identities we describe below are true. In the quasi-fermion theory we

are also including in (3.27) the case with 〈jeff0 js1js2〉, where only the boson and odd structures are

non-zero.

We now consider the charge conservation identities for various cases. An important property of

these identities is that each identity separates into three independent equations which relate only

the boson structures to each other, the fermion structures to each other and the odd structures

to each other. Each equation involves sums of objects of the form ∂ni 〈js1js2js3〉str, where str runs

over boson, fermion and odd. These equations are such that the coefficient in front of each of the

terms is fixed relative to all the other coefficients. In other words, only an overall constant is left

undetermined. See appendix B. This was proven for the boson and fermion terms in [60]. We have

not proved this for the odd case. However, given the existence of the Chern-Simons matter theories

[44, 45] we know that at least one solution definitely exists! For low values of the spins we have

explicitly analyzed the equations and the solution is definitely unique, in the sense that all relative

coefficients are fixed. We think that this is likely to be true for all cases. Focusing first on the

equations that constrain the boson structures we get that the equations arising from pseudo-charge

conservation are

Q〈j2j2j2〉 : c̃2,2α222 = α224 = α022 (3.28)

Q〈j2j2j4〉 : c̃2,2α224 = c̃4,4α224 = α244 = c̃4,2α222 = α226 = α024

Q〈j2j4j4〉 : c̃2,2α244 = c̃4,4α244 = α444 = c̃4,2α224 = α246 = α044

Q〈j2j2j6〉 : c̃2,2α226 = c̃6,6α226 = α246 = c̃6,4α224 = α228 = α026

and we can continue in this way. We are defining c̃s,s′ to be the ratio

c̃s,s′ =
cs,s′

cfree boson
s,s′

(3.29)
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with both in the normalization (3.23) .

We now can start solving (3.28) . We see that the equations (3.28) fix all the α’s in terms of

α222 and the c’s. In addition, we get multiple equations for the same α’s. This fixes the c̃’s. For

example, we start getting things like

α224 = c̃2,2α222 (3.30)

α244 = c̃4,2α222 , c̃2,2 = c̃4,2 , α226 = c̃4,2α222

α444 = c̃4,2c̃2,2α222 , c̃2,2 = c̃4,4 , α244 = c̃4,2α222 , α246 = c̃4,2c̃2,2α222.

where each line in (3.30) comes from the corresponding line in (3.28) . Using the fact that c̃4,4 = 1

we see that c̃2,2 = 1, and also c̃4,2 = 1, and so on. So all the c̃s,s′ = 1. We also find that all the α’s

are also fixed to be equal to α222. If we did the same for the free fermions we would also obtain the

same pattern if we define

c̃s,s′ =
cs,s′

cfree fermion
s,s′

(3.31)

Then we get that all βs1,s2,s3 = β222 and all c̃s,s′ = 1. One subtlety is that we have defined the c̃′s

differently for the bosons than for the fermions. So we can only hope to get both structures present

only if

cfree boson
s,s′ = cfree fermion

s,s′ (3.32)

This can be checked by using form factors (see Appendix C). Of course, the mere existence of the

Chern-Simons matter theories implies that this is true. The conclusion from this analysis is that all

the α’s are equal to α222. Analogously, all β’s are equal to β222. We will also need the coefficients

of the two point functions ns. In a theory of a single free boson or single free fermion, with the

normalization conditions (3.23) , these are given by nboss and nfers respectively. We do not need their

explicit forms, but they can be computed in the free theories. We can now determine the two point

functions in the full theory by demanding that the stress tensor Ward identities are obeyed. In other

words, from the previous discussion we know that α2ss = α222 and β2ss = β222. In addition, the

Ward identity of the stress tensor relates this to the two point function. More precisely,

ns = α222n
bos
s + β222n

fer
s (3.33)
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Notice that nbos2 = nfer2 according to formulas (5.1) and (5.7) of [49] 6. Thus we find

ñ2 ≡
n2

nbos2

= α222 + β222 (3.34)

Notice that the analysis so far is equivalently valid for the theories of quasi-bosons and the theory

of quasi-fermions. Of course, in the latter case, whenever a j0 appeared, it should be interpreted as

jeff
0 . Thus, so far, we have written all correlators in terms of three undetermined coefficients α222,

β222 and γ222. As an aside we should note that when we solve the equations for the γs1s2s3 we need

to use some of the odd correlators that are outside the triangle. These are possible thanks to the

non-conservation of the currents.

3.4.3 Closing the chain. The Quasi-fermion case.

In this section we consider current conservation identities in the case that one of the operators is a

twist two fields such as j̃0 or J2−y. Let us start by discussing the possible action of the pseudo-charge

Q on J−y. All single trace operators that could appear are already fixed by the correspondent three

point functions to be the same as in free fermion theory. The most general expression involving

double trace terms takes the form

[Q, J−y] = ∂4j̃0 + ∂3J−y + ∂J4−−−y +
χ

Ñ
j2j2. (3.35)

The double trace term comes with an 1

Ñ
factor because it enters in the pseudo-conservation identity

with the 〈jj〉〈jj〉 ∼ Ñ2 factor. We have normalized j̃0 by setting the first coefficient to one7. One

can check that χ should be set to zero by considering 〈j2j2J−y〉 pseudo-conservation identity 8. In

addition, we write the possible correlators of j̃0 in terms of free fermion correlators, introducing

a β0̃s1s2
. This is the coefficient that multiplies 〈j̃0js1js2〉fer, which is the correlator in a theory

of a single Majorana fermion in the normalization of j̃0 in (3.35) . Note, that these free fermion

correlators are parity odd. We also introduce a γ0̃s1s2
which multiply the “odd” structures, which

are parity even structures involving j̃0. These structures are more subtle since they can be affected

by the violation of current conservation, as in (3.15) . An additional issue we should discuss is the

type of contribution we expect from the right hand side of (3.21) when the operator is J−y. The

same reasoning we used around (3.25) , together with (3.24) tells us that we also effectively produce

6There the formula for the Dirac fermion is written. Here we consider a Majorana one.
7This is not possible for the critical O(N) theory since in that case parity prevents j̃0 in the right hand side. We

will obtain this case as a limit. It can also be analyzed directly by considering the action of Q on j̃0, etc.
8This double trace structure can arise in a covariant way as [Q, J2µν ] = ε−µρJ

ρ
−Jν− + ε−νρJ

ρ
−Jµ−.
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a jeff
0 . Thus, the net result is that we simply should add terms involving jeff0 in (3.35) , and treat

the charge as conserved. This is necessary for getting all the identities to work. We then find that

β0̃s1s2
= β222 and γ0̃s1s2

= γ222. Interestingly, in this case, in order to satisfy the pseudo-charge

conservation identities for the odd part, we need both j̃0 as well as jeff0 . Let us now consider the

three point function 〈jeff0 j2j2〉. We see that its definition via (3.25) involves a three point function

given by β0̃22 and γ0̃22. But we have just fixed these coefficients. Thus, going back to the first line

(3.28) , we note that α022 is really the coefficient of 〈jeff0 j2j2〉bos. We get this structure from doing

the integral (3.25) with the “odd” structure for the three point function. Using that α022 was fixed

to α222 we get the equation

α222 = x2a2n2γ0̃22 = x̃2a2(α222 + β222)γ222 (3.36)

Similarly, the odd structure gives

γ222 = x1a2n2β0̃22 = x̃1a2(α222 + β222)β222 (3.37)

where x1 and x2 are two calculable numerical coefficients, given by doing the integral in (3.25) , etc.

We used (3.34) and x̃i = xi/n
bos
2 . These are two equations for four unknowns (α222, β222, γ222, a2).

So we have two undetermined coefficients which are Ñ and λ̃. We can define Ñ = ñ2 = α222 + β222

and λ̃ = a2Ñ/
√
x̃1x̃2. With these definitions we get

αs1s2s3 = Ñ
λ̃2

(1 + λ̃2)
, βs1s2s3 = Ñ

1

(1 + λ̃2)
, γs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃

(1 + λ̃2)
. (3.38)

Here we are considering three twist one fields. Similar equations are true for correlators involving

one j̃0 field

βs1s20̃ = Ñ
1

(1 + λ̃2)
, γs1s20̃ = Ñ

λ̃

(1 + λ̃2)
. (3.39)

We will discuss the correlation functions that involve more than one j̃0 separately. In both equations,

(3.38) (3.39), we can choose the (λ̃ independent) numerical normalization of the odd correlators so

that we can replace ∼ by an equality.

The final conclusion is that we expressed all the correlators of the currents in terms of just two

parameters Ñ and λ̃. Since the fermions plus Chern-Simons theory has precisely two parameters,

N and k we conclude that we exhausted all the constraints. Our analysis was based only on general
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symmetry consideration and does not allow us to find the precise relation between the parameters.

However, in the ’t Hooft limit we expect9

Ñ = Nf(λ) , λ̃ = h(λ) = d1λ+ d3λ
3 + · · · (3.40)

where f(λ) = f0 + f2λ
2 + · · · . Where we used the symmetry of the theory under λ → −λ (or

k → −k), together with parity. Note that the function f encodes how the two point function of the

stress tensor depends on λ.

3.4.4 Closing the chain. The Quasi-boson case.

In the quasi-boson theory we will again consider the charge non-conservation identity on 〈j2j2Jy−〉.

Again we need to write the most general action of Q on J3− involving double trace terms. It takes

the form

[Q, J−y] = ∂4∂yj0 + ∂3J−y + ∂J−−−y (3.41)

+
χ1

Ñ
j2j2 +

χ2

Ñ
∂2j0j2 +

χ3

Ñ
∂4j0j0

We have normalized j0 by setting the first coefficient to one10. Notice also that χi ∼ O( 1

Ñ
) to

contribute at leading order in Ñ . We fix χ1 = 0 as in the case of fermions. The presence or absence

of χ2,3 is not important for any of the arguments.

In addition, we need to consider the contribution of J−y to the right hand side of (3.21) . In

other words, we will need to consider the right hand side of (3.21) when the operator Q1 is J−y.

Using (3.24) , we find (derivatives of) an integral of the form

∫
d3x

1

|x− x1|4
〈j0(x)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 ∼ 〈j̃eff

0 (x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉 (3.42)

Here we used that, again, this is a conformal integral which behaves as a correlator with a scalar of

weight ∆ = 2 at x1. We have denoted this by introducing a ficticious operator j̃eff
0 . This is not an

operator that exists in the theory, but it is appearing in three point functions in the same way as an

operator of this form. Thus, the net effect of the action of Q on J−y includes also this operator j̃eff0

in the right hand side of (3.35) . With all these features, we now have a situation which is rather

9For the theory considered in [44] f0 = 2 and d1 = π
2

.
10Again, this is not possible in the critical O(N) Gross-Neveu theory. But we will obtain this case as a limit. It

can also be analyzed directly through a slightly longer route.
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similar to the one we had in the quasi-fermion case and we can relate the different coefficients

β222 = y1a2n2γ022 = ỹ1a2(α222 + β222)γ222. (3.43)

γ222 = y2a2n2α022 = ỹ2a2(α222 + β222)α222.

Again y1 and y2 are some numbers. Defining again Ñ = ñ2 = (α222 + β222) and λ̃ = a2Ñ/
√
ỹ1ỹ2

we get

αs1s2s3 = Ñ
1

(1 + λ̃2)
, βs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃2

(1 + λ̃2)
, γs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃

(1 + λ̃2)
. (3.44)

Here at least two of the spins should be bigger than zero, si ≥ 2. We will discuss the correlation

functions that involve more than one j0 separately.

3.4.5 Three point functions involving scalars. The quasi-fermion case.

Fixing the three point functions in the scalar sector involves several new subtleties that were absent

before. We describe them in detail in the Appendix D and here sketch the method and present

the results. We have already discussed how to fix three point functions which include one scalar

operator. We used the pseudo-conservation identity on 〈J−yjs1js2〉 to get (3.39) . To proceed it is

necessary to specify how Q acts on j̃0. As explained in Appendix D the result is

[Q, j̃0] = ∂3j̃0 +
1

1 + λ̃2
∂ [∂−j−y − ∂3j−−] (3.45)

here the interesting new ingredient is a 1

1+λ̃2
factor. This is obtained by inserting arbitrary coef-

ficients and fixing them by analyzing the 〈j4j2j̃0〉 three point function. To fix the correlators with

two scalars we consider the pseudo-charge conservation identity that is generated by acting with Q

on 〈j̃0j̃0js〉. This identity involves tricky relations (see Appendix D) between different three point

functions. After the dust settles we get that

βs0̃0̃ = β222 , γs0̃0̃ = γ222 (3.46)

The last step is to consider the action of Q on 〈j̃0j̃0j̃0〉 WI to get

γ0̃0̃0̃ = 0. (3.47)
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Note that β0̃0̃0̃ = 0 by definition, since this correlator vanishes in the free fermion theory (due to

parity). From these three point function it is also possible to extract the normalization of the two

point function 〈j̃0j̃0〉. This is two point function is related by a Ward identity to 〈j2j̃0j̃0〉. We then

get

ñ0̃ ≡
n0̃

nfree fermion
0̃

= β20̃0̃ = β222 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
(3.48)

This can be used, together with (3.5) , to compute the anomalous dimension for the spin four current,

as explained in appendix A.

3.4.6 Three point functions involving scalars. The quasi-boson case.

For the quasi-boson sector the story is almost identical. We put details of the analysis in the

Appendix E and here again sketch the general idea and present the results. We have already

discussed above how to fix three point functions which include one scalar operator. Then the charge

conservation identity on 〈j2js1js2〉 fixes

α0s1s2 = α222 , γ0s1s2 = γ222. (3.49)

For the action of the charge on the scalar we get

[Q, j0] = ∂3j0 +
1

1 + λ̃2
∂j2. (3.50)

By considering the pseudo-conservation of 〈jsj0j0〉 when s > 2 we get

αs00 = β222 , γs00 = γ222. (3.51)

We now need to consider the pseudo-conservation identities for 〈j2j0j0〉 and 〈j0j0j0〉.

A new feature of these two cases is that the triple trace terms in (3.6) contribute. Analyzing

these we obtain that (3.51) is also true for s = 2. The triple trace terms contribute as follows. Let us

first consider the pseudo-conservation identity for 〈j0j0j0〉. The triple trace non-conservation term

takes the form

a3n
3
0

3∑
i=1

∂3
i 〈j0(x1)j0(x2)j0(x3)〉. (3.52)
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where n0 is the coefficient in the two point function for the scalar. Thus, we get the equation

α000 =
1

1 + λ̃2
α222 + z1a3n

3
0 (3.53)

where z1 is a numerical constant and b3 is the coefficient in (3.6) . Notice that the double trace

deformation does not influence this computation. This fact is established in the Appendix C. The

triple trace term in the pseudo-conservation identity for 〈j2j0j0〉 is

a′3n2n
2
0∂

5
1〈j0(x1)j0(x2)j0(x3)〉. (3.54)

leading to

α000 =
1

1 + λ̃2
α222 + z2a

′
3n

2
0n2 + ... (3.55)

with z2 a numerical constant and the dots stands for the contribution of the double trace non-

conservation piece whose coefficients are already known. Importantly, we conclude that two triple

trace deformations are not independent. In other words, a3 and a′3 are related by equating (3.55)

and (3.53) . Thus, we recover the known counting of marginal deformation of free boson in d = 3,

namely there are two parameters. Microscopically, one corresponds to the Chern-Simons coupling

and the second one to adding a (~φ.~φ)3 operator. On the Vasiliev theory side, the freedom to add this

φ6 deformation translates into the fact that we can choose a non-linear boundary conditions for the

scalar which preserves the conformal symmetry. These were discussed in a similar situation in [63].

In our context, we have a scalar of mass (mRAdS)2 = −2) which at infinity decays as φ = α/r+β/r2.

Then the boundary condition that corresponds to adding the λ6φ
6 deformation is β = λ6α

2 [63].

Also the whole effect of the presence of the triple trace deformations, at the level of three point

functions, is to change 〈j0j0j0〉. Finally, the two point function of j0 can be fixed by using the usual

stress tensor Ward identity via 〈j2j0j0〉. We obtain

ñ0 ≡
n0

nfree boson
0

= α222 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
(3.56)

Recall that the normalization of j0 was given by setting c2,0 = 1 in (3.23) .
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3.4.7 Comments about higher point correlation functions

We can wonder whether we can determine higher point correlation functions. It seems possible to

use the same logic. Namely, inserting ∇.J4 into an n point function and then integrating as in (3.21)

. This relates the action of Q on an n point function to integrals of disconnected correlators. These

integrals involve also n point functions. (Recall that for three point functions the integrals involved

other three point functions). When the charge is conserved this is expected to fix the connected

correlation uniquely to that of the free theory. This was done explicitly in [60] for the action of

Q on 〈j0j0j0j0〉. Now that the right hand side is non-zero, we still expect this to fix uniquely the

correlator, though we have not tried to carry this out explicitly. It is not totally obvious that this will

fix the correlators because the integral terms also involve n point functions. But it seems reasonable

to conjecture that this procedure would fix the leading order connected correlator for all n point

functions of single particle operators. It would be interesting to see whether this is indeed true!

3.5 Final results

In this section we summarize the results for the three point functions. The normalization of the

stress tensor is the canonical one. The normalization of the charge is Q = 1
3

∫
j4. This sets c2,4 = 1 in

(3.22) . The normalization of j4 is fixed by setting c4,4 = 1. Then all other operators are normalized

by setting cs,s+2 = 1. The operator j̃0 is normalized by setting c2,0̃ = 1 in (3.35) . We have the two

point functions

〈js(x1)js(x2)〉 = ns
(x+

12)2s

|x12|4s+2
. (3.57)

For three point functions

〈js1(x1)js2(x2)js3(x3)〉 = αs1s2s3〈js1(x1)js2(x2)js3(x3)〉bos+ (3.58)

+ βs1s2s3〈js1(x1)js2(x2)js3(x3)〉fer + γs1s2s3〈js1(x1)js2(x2)js3(x3)〉odd

where the bos and fer denote the three point functions in the theory of free boson and free fermion in

the normalization of currents described above. Their functional form can be found in [41]. The odd

generating functional for the spins inside the triangle can be found in appendix B of [60]. Outside

the triangle the odd correlation functions are the ones that satisfy the double trace deformed non-

conservation equations. We do not know their explicit form in general but nevertheless we know
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that they exist and know how the dependence on the coupling will enter. We fix the numerical

normalization of the odd pieces to be such that the pseudo-charge conservation identities are obeyed.

In a similar fashion we define the correlators involving a j̃0 (j0) operator, except that there is no

free boson (fermion) structure.

3.5.1 Quasi-fermion theory

The interacting theory two point functions are given by

ns = Ñ
λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
nfree boson
s + Ñ

1

1 + λ̃2
nfree fermion
s = Ñnfree boson

s , s ≥ 2, (3.59)

n0̃ = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
nfree fermion

0̃

where nfree boson
s and nfree fermion

s are two point functions computed in the theory of single free boson

or single fermion with normalization of operators such that (3.23) (and (3.35) ) holds. We also used

in the first line the fact that nfree boson
s = nfree fermion

s in the normalization that we adopted. This is

explained in the appendix C. The three point functions in the interacting theory are then given by

αs1s2s3 = Ñ
λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
, βs1s2s3 = Ñ

1

1 + λ̃2
, γs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
(3.60)

βs1s20̃ = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
, γs1s20̃ = Ñ

λ̃

1 + λ̃2

βs10̃0̃ = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2

γ0̃0̃0̃ = 0

All coefficients not explicitly written do not appear because there is no corresponding structure. The

two parameters are defined as follows. We take the stress tensor to have a canonical normalization.

We then set

Ñ =
n2

nfree boson
2

, (3.61)

λ̃2 =
α222

β222
.

From the bounds on energy correlators discussed in [60] it follows that λ̃2 ≥ 0. Note that one would

then find that λ̃ ∝ a2Ñ , with a2 defined in (3.5) . We have also computed the anomalous dimension
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of the spin four current (see appendix A)

τ4 − 1 =
32

21π2

1

Ñ

λ̃2

(1 + λ̃2)
(3.62)

3.5.2 Quasi-boson theory

The interacting theory two point functions are given by

ns = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
nfree boson
s + Ñ

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
nfree fermion
s = Ñnfree boson

s , s ≥ 2, (3.63)

n0 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
nfree boson

0

and the three point functions are

αs1s2s3 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
, βs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
, γs1s2s3 = Ñ

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
(3.64)

αs1s20 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2
, γs1s20 = Ñ

λ̃

1 + λ̃2

αs100 = Ñ
1

1 + λ̃2

α000 = Ñ
1

(1 + λ̃2)2
+ z1a3n

3
0

were we have separated out the correlators involving the scalar. Two of the parameters are defined

by (taking into account that stress tensor has a canonical normalization)

Ñ =
n2

nfree boson
2

, (3.65)

λ̃2 =
β222

α222
.

Again one can see that λ̃2 ≥ 0 from the bounds on energy correlators discussed in [60]. A third

parameter can be introduced which is the combination involving a3 that shifts the three scalar

correlator in (3.64) . Again we find that λ̃ ∝ a2Ñ in (3.6) . Thus we find a three parameter family

of solutions, as expected to leading order in the large N limit.

3.5.3 The critical point of O(N)

The critical point of O(N) is a theory that we obtain from the free boson theory by adding a j2
0

interaction and flowing to the IR, while tuning the mass of the scalars to criticality. Then the
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operator j0 in the IR gets to have dimension two, for large N . Thus, we can view it as a j̃0 scalar

operator of dimension two. This is a theory that fits into the quasi-fermion case. Namely the

divergence of J4 is given by (3.5) . By the way, if we assume that the IR limit has a scalar operator

of dimension different from one, then since (3.5) is the only expression we can write down for the

divergence of the current, we conclude that the operator has to have dimension two. Notice that

in this case j̃0 is parity even and (3.5) is consistent with parity. Thus, we could in principle do the

same analysis as above. The only point where something different occurs is at (3.35) where j̃0 cannot

appear in the right hand side, since it is inconsistent with the parity of the theory. In addition, all

parity odd correlators should be set to zero. In this case, parity implies that

[Q, j̃0] = ∂3j̃0 (3.66)

In principle, we have an arbitrary coefficient in this equation but the coefficient is then fixed by

considering various charge conservation identities we mention below. When we write the conservation

identity for 〈j2j2j2〉 we will get the correlator 〈j̃0j2j2〉 as the integral term in the right hand side.

Again, considering the ward identity on this last one will require 〈j̃0j̃0j2〉 in the right hand side.

In this fashion one can determine the solution. Note that in this case there is only one parameter

which is Ñ .

Interestingly, we can get these correlators by taking the large λ̃ limit of (3.59) (3.60) . At the

level of three point functions of currents the limit is simple to take, namely we see that for any s ≥ 2

〈s1s2s3〉 → 〈s1s2s3〉bos (3.67)

so that all three point functions become purely boson ones. For j̃0, due to (3.59) it is necessary to

rescale the operator and define a new operator
̂̃
j0 = λ̃j̃0. The two point function of

̂̃
j0 remains finite.

This also has the nice feature of removing
̂̃
j0 from the right hand side of (3.35) . The three point

functions of the form 〈 ̂̃j0js1js2〉 loose their β structure and remain only with the parity preserving

γ0̃s1s2
structure. The three point structures involving two scalars survive through a β structure,

after rescaling the operator. And γ0̂0̂0̂ stays being equal to zero, which is consistent with the large

N limit of the critical O(N) theory. This three point function becomes non-zero at higher orders

in the 1/N expansion. Notice that at λ̃ = ∞ the three point functions become parity invariant.

However the parity of the operator j̃0 got flipped compared to the one at λ̃ = 0. This suggests that

the large λ̃ limit of the fermions plus Chern-Simons matter theory should agree with the critical
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O(N) theory, at least in the large N limit. This was conjectured in [44]. But this conjecture appears

to require a funny relation between the N ’s and k′s of both theories. In other words, if we start

with the quasi-fermion theory with N and k and take the limit where λ, defined in [44], goes to one,

then the conjecture would say that this should be the same as the critical O(N ′) theory with some

k′ in the limit that k′ →∞. But the behavior of the free energy in [44] would require that

N ′ ∝ N(λ− 1)[− log(λ− 1)]3 (3.68)

as λ→ 1. Here the proportionality is just a numerical constant. This formula is derived as follows.

First notice that [44] derived a formula for the free energy, in the large N limit, for a theory of N

fermions with a Chern-Simons coupling k. The conjecture is that this matches a critical bosonic

O(N ′) theory perturbed by a Chern-Simons coupling k′. When λ → 1 we expect that k′ → ∞. So

we can compute the free energy of the critical bosonic O(N ′) ignoring the Chern-Simons coupling.

The free energy of the O(N ′) theory with no Chern-Simons coupling goes like N ′, for large N ′ [64].

Matching the two expressions for the free energy we get the relation (3.68) . At first sight, (3.68)

seems incompatible with the fact that N ′ should be an integer. However, we should recall that (3.68)

is only supposed to be true in the large N (and N ′) limit. Thus, it could be that there is an integer

valued function of N and k which reduces to the right hand side of (3.68) in the large N limit. Note

that if this were true, we would also find the same function in the two point function of the stress

tensor, the function f discussed in (3.40) . Of course, here we are assuming that our λ̃ → ∞ limit

is the same as the λ→ 1 limit in [44].

3.5.4 The critical O(N) fermion theory

Starting from N free fermions, we can add a perturbation j̃2
0 . This is the three dimensional Gross-

Neveu model [65]. This is an irrelevant perturbation. And one can wonder whether there is a UV

fixed point that leads in the IR to the free fermion plus this perturbation. In the large N limit, it is

easy to see that such a fixed point exists and it is given by a theory were the operator j̃0 in the UV

has dimension one [66]. Thus it has the properties of the quasi-boson theory. Again, this is a theory

that is parity symmetric. In [66] this theory was argued to be renormalizable to all orders in the

1/N expansion. We can now take the large g limit of the quasi-boson results (3.63) (3.64) . Again,

we need to rescale ĵ0 = λ̃j0. Only the βs1,s2,s3 survive in this limit. With one scalar operator, we

get only the γ0s1s2 structure surviving, which is consistent with parity since now ĵ0 is parity odd.

Notice that, after the rescaling of the scalar operator, α0̂0̂0̂ still goes to zero if we hold a3 fixed. This
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Figure 3.3: The analysis of three point functions can be summarized by this picture. The quasi-
fermion theory is the top line and the quasi-boson is the bottom line. At the two end points we have
the free boson or fermion theory on one side and the interacting O(N) theories on the other. This is
a statement about the three point functions. It would be interesting to understand whether we have
a full duality between the two theories. Notice that the duality would relate a theory of fermions
with a theory with scalars. This duality would be a form of bosonization in three dimensions. We
also expect an RG flow connecting the quasi-boson theory on the top line and the quasi-fermion
theory on the bottom line for general values of the Chern-Simons coupling.

is necessary because the three point function of 〈ĵ0ĵ0ĵ0〉 should be zero by parity.

In principle, we could also introduce, in the large N limit, a parity breaking interaction of the

from ĵ3 which would lead to a non-zero three point function. This could be obtained by rescaling

a3 in (3.64) , so that a finite term remains.

3.5.5 Relation to other Chern-Simons matter theories

Thoughout this paper we have focused on theories where the only single trace operators are given by

even spin currents, plus a scalar operator. This is definitely the case for theories with N bosons or

N fermions coupled to an O(N) Chern-Simons theory. If instead we consider a theory of N complex

fermions coupled to a U(N) or SU(N) Chern-Simons gauge field, then we have additional single

trace operators. We still have the same spectrum for even spins, but we also have additional odd

spin currents. However, the theory has a charge conjugation symmetry under which the odd spin

currents get a minus sign. Thus, the odd spin currents cannot appear in the right hand side of [Q, js]

where s is even. These odd spin currents can (and do) appear in the right hand side of ∇.J4 in

bilinear combinations. However, since we only considered insertions of J4 into correlators involving

operators with even spin, these extra terms do not contribute. Thus, the whole analysis in the paper

goes through, for these Chern-Simons theories. Our results give the three point functions of even

spin currents11. Presumably a similar analysis can be done for correlators of odd spin currents,

but we will not do this here. It is also worth mentioning that these theories do not have a single

trace twist three operator which could appear in the right hand side of ∇.J4. Thus the higher spin

11The result for the anomalous dimension (3.62) would be changed by the presence of the odd spin currents.
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symmetry breaking only happens through double trace operators.

3.5.6 Comments about higher dimensions

We can consider the extension of the small breaking ansatz that we explored for d = 3 to higher

dimensions. For simplicity we limit ourself to the case of almost conserved currents which are

symmetric traceless tensors. We assume that the presence of a conserved J4 will again fix all three

point functions12. Thus, we are interested in the vector-like scenarios when the conservation of J4 is

broken at 1
N . To analyze this possibility we consider ∂µJ

µ
−−− in an arbitrary number of dimensions.

This operator has twist d while the conserved currents has twist d − 2. Matching also the spin we

get that we can write the following equation

∂µJ
µ
−−− = a∂−OJ−− + bO∂−J−−. (3.69)

where b
a is fixed by the condition that the right hand side is a primary operator. The scalar operator

O has scaling dimension ∆ = 2 by matching the quantum numbers. First, notice that the unitarity

bound for the scalar operators is d−2
2 . And, thus, if we restrict our attention to unitary theories,

the equation (3.69) can be only valid in d ≤ 6. We also need to check that there exists a three

point function 〈J4J2O〉 that reproduces (3.69) . Imposing the conservation of J2 leads tho the result

(3.69) as long as ∆O 6= d − 2. When d = 4, and ∆O = 2, the correlator 〈J4J2O〉 obeys J4 current

conservation automatically once we impose the J2 current conservation 13. Thus, we conclude that

the scenario that we considered in d = 3 is impossible to realize in d = 414. In d = 5 it seems

possible to realize the scenario via the UV fixed point of a −(~φ.~φ)2 theory. This is a sick theory

because the potential is negative, but one would probably not see the problem in 1/N perturbation

theory. In d = 6 we do not know whether there is any example.

3.5.7 A comment on higher order parity violating terms

The parity breaking terms in Vasiliev’s theories are characterized by a function θ(X) = θ0+θ2X
2+· · ·

[24]. The computations we have done are sensitive to θ0. At tree level, the term proportional to

θ2 would start contributing to a planar five point function, but not to lower point functions [44].

12Though we have not proved this, the discussion of [60] looks almost identical in higher dimensions for symmetric
traceless tensors.

13We thank David Poland for providing us with the Mathematica code to analyze the relevant three point functions
in the case of higher dimensions.

14Notice that in d = 4 we can write also j−j−−. However, in this case J4 is automatically conserved as soon as we
impose conservation of J2 and J1.
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However, if we start with θ = 0 and we tried to add θ2 (keeping θ0 = 0), we run into the following

issues. For θ0 = 0 we can choose boundary conditions that preserve the higher spin symmetry. That

symmetry fixes all n point functions [60]. Thus, if turning on θ2 modifies a five point function, then

it must be breaking the higher spin symmetry. But if we break the higher spin symmetry we need

to modify a three or four point function at the same order. (To see this, we can just consider the

correlator of J4 together with the currents that appear in the right hand side of (3.3) ). However,

θ2 would only contribute to the five point function. Thus, our conclusion is that the function θ(X)

is either constrained to be constant, or it’s non-constant part can be removed by a field redefinition.

In this argument we have assumed that these deformations of Vasiliev’s theory in AdS4 also lead to

boundary correlators that obey all the properties of a CFT.

3.6 Conclusions and discussion

In this paper we have computed the three point correlation functions in conformal field theories with

a large Ñ approximation, where the higher spin symmetry is broken by 1/Ñ effects. Equivalently,

we have performed an on shell analysis of Vasiliev theories on AdS4, constraining the boundary

three point correlators. These constraints also apply to the dS4 case, where they can be viewed

as computing possible non-gaussianities in Vasiliev’s theory. From the dS4 point of view we are

computing the leading non-gaussianities of the de Sitter wavefunction15.

We restricted the theories to contain a single trace spectrum with only one spin two current (the

stress tensor) and only one scalar. The scalar can only have dimensions either one or two at leading

order in Ñ . This defines two classes of correlators which we called quasi-fermion (scalar of dimension

two) and quasi-bosons, where the scalar has dimension one. These are the only possible dimensions

that enable the 1/Ñ breaking of the higher spin symmetry. The final three point functions depend

on an overall constant, Ñ , which is also the two point function of the stress tensor. Thus we can

view 1/Ñ as the coupling of the bulk theory. In addition, they depend on an extra parameter which

selects the relative weights of the three possible structures in the correlators. The final results are

given in (3.60) , (3.64) . These results apply, in particular, to theories of N bosons or N fermions

coupled to an SO(N) Chern-Simons gauge field. Here Ñ scales with N and the extra parameter

λ̃ is a function of N/k, where k is the Chern-Simons level, see (3.40) . These results also apply

to Vasiliev’s theories which have parity breaking terms in the Lagrangian [24]. It also applies to

Vasiliev’s theories with boundary conditions that break the higher spin symmetry, but preserve

15Of course, for gravitons these match the particular structures discussed in [49], but with particular coefficients.
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conformal invariance. At strong coupling the quasi-fermion three point functions go into the three

point functions of the critical O(N) theory. This suggests that there should be a duality between the

small k limit of the Chern-Simons theories and the critical O(N) theory [44]. However, the thermal

partition function computed in [44] suggests that if this duality is true, the connection between the

values of N and k of the two theories is rather intricate, see (3.68) . It would be nice to further

understand this issue, and to find the correct duality, if there is one. Naively, if our methods

actually fix all n point functions, then all leading order correlators would be consistent with the

duality. This duality would be a three dimensional version of bosonization.

Our method was based on starting with the simplest possible even spin higher spin current,

J4, and writing the most general form for its divergence. We then noted that the violation of

conservation of the J4 current leads to constraints on three point functions, which we solved. These

equations were mostly identical to the ones one would get in the conserved case, except when acting

on correlators with spins two or lower. In these cases we obtained some relations which eliminated

some of the free parameters and left only two parameters in the quasi-fermion theory and three

parameters in the quasi-boson case. These parameters match with the free parameters that we have

in large N Chern-Simons models.

Since we only considered the current J4 one can wonder whether it is possible to add other

deformation parameters which affect current conservation for higher spin currents but not J4. We

argue in appendix F that this is not possible. An interesting extension of these results would be to

carry out this procedure for higher point functions. This is in principle conceptually straightforward,

but it seems computationally difficult. Note that this analysis amounts to an on-shell study of the

Vasiliev theory. We study the physical, gauge invariant, observables of this theory with AdS4 or dS4

boundary conditions. As it has often been emphasized, the on shell analysis of gauge theories can

be simpler than doing computations in a fully Lorentz invariant formulation.

The methods discussed in this paper could be viewed as on-shell methods to compute correlation

functions in certain matter plus Chern-Simons theories. Note that we did not have any gauge fixing

issues, since we never considered gauge non-invariant quantities. These methods apply only to the

special class of theories that do not contain a twist three, spin three single trace operator that

can directly Higgs the J4 higher spin symmetry already at leading order in N . It would also be

interesting to consider cases where this Higgsing can happen already for single trace operators. If the

mixing with this other operator is small, which occurs in weakly coupled theories, we can probably

generalize the discussion of this paper. We would only need to add the twist three single trace

operator in the right hand side of the divergence of the current, ∇.J4. This would lead to an on shell
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method for computing correlators. Something in this spirit was discussed in [67], [68]. This Higgsing

mechanism, named “La Grande Bouffe” in [69] is also important for understanding the emergence

of a more ordinary looking string theory in AdS from the higher spin system.

Our analysis also works for higher spin theories on de-Sitter space. In that case, we are con-

straining the wavefunction of the universe. It is valid for the proposed examples of dS-CFT [27, 70],

as well as further examples that one might propose by looking at the parity violating versions of

the Vasiliev theory. To consider these cases one should set Ñ < 0 in our formulas . Of course, the

constraints hold whether we know the CFT dual or not! We have restricted our analysis to the case

of AdS4/CFT3. Recently, examples of AdS3/CFT2 theories with higher spin symmetry have been

considered. See for example [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. In lower dimensions the higher spin symmetry

appears less restrictive, so one would need a more sophisticated analysis than the one presented in

this paper. On the other hand, in higher dimensions the higher spin symmetry is more constraining.

The higher dimensional case will hopefully be discussed separately. We have used conformal sym-

metry in an important way, it would also be interesting to study non-conformal cases. For example,

we can expect to constrain the flows between the top and bottom lines of figure 3.

3.7 Appendix A. Why the divergence of the currents should

be conformal primaries

In this appendix we show that the divergence of an operator with spin becomes a conformal primary

when τ − 1→ 0. What happens is that the large representation with twist τ and spin s is splitting

into a representation with τ = 1 and spin s plus a representation with τ = 3 and spin s − 1. This

second representation is what appears in the right hand side of the divergence of Js as τ → 1.

This is well known fact, that was used in the past in [62, 67, 68, 61]. Here we recall its proof for

completeness. Let us normalize the current to one, 〈Js|Js〉. Let us define

∂.Js = αOs−1 (3.70)

where Os−1 is also normalized to one. Then we have

〈∂J |∂J〉 ∝ (τ − 1)〈J |J〉 = τ − 1 (3.71)

〈∂J |∂J〉 = α2
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Where in the first line we converted the derivative in the bra into a special conformal generator in

the ket, and then commuted it through the derivative in the ket using the conformal algebra. We

ignored numerical factors. In the second line we used (3.70) . The conclusion is that

τ − 1 ∝ α2 (3.72)

We now act on both sides of (3.70) with the special conformal generator Kν . On the left we use the

conformal algebra to evaluate the answer. We then get that αKµOs−1 ∝ (τ − 1)Jµ ∝ α2Jµ. The

conclusion is that 〈KµOs−1|KµOs−1〉 ∝ α2. Thus we see that, to leading order in α, the operator

Os−1 is a conformal primary. Of course this is true regardless of whether Os−1 is a single trace or

multitrace operator, as long as τ − 1 is very small. Finally, note that if we know α appearing in

(3.70) then we can compute the anomalous dimension τ −1 of the current via the same formulas. In

particular, in the quasi-fermion theory we have argued around (3.38) that a2 ∼ λ̃/Ñ . This together

with the value of the j̃0 two point function (3.48) implies that for the spin four current we have

τ4 − 1 =
32

21π2

1

Ñ

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
(3.73)

This formula should be applied to O(N) theory. For general group and arbitrary spin s we expect

the following formula to be true

τs − 1 = as
1

Ñ

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
+ bs

1

Ñ

λ̃2

(1 + λ̃2)2
(3.74)

where as and bs are some fixed numbers. In principle these arguments allow us to fix the overall

numerical coefficient. However, as a shortcut, we have used the formula for the anomalous dimensions

for the critical O(N) theory given in eqn. (2.20) of [77]. Thus, we fixed the overall coefficient in

(3.73) so that the λ̃→∞ limit matches [77]. This also fixes as = 16
3π2

s−2
2s−1 .

3.8 Appendix B. Structure of the pseudo-charge conserva-

tion identities

In this appendix we recall how the various coefficients that appear in the charge conservation identity

are fixed. Assume that we consider only twist one three point functions, and that the spins are all

non-zero. Then we can use (3.22) , perhaps including a jeff
0 operator when it acts on j2. Then the
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action of Q on 〈js1js2js3〉 gives an expression of the form

 ∑
i=0,±2

rbos,1,i∂
3−i〈js1+ijs2js3〉bos + cyclic

+ [bos→ fer] + [bos→ odd] (3.75)

Here we have the set of coefficients rtype,a,i. Here type goes over bos, fer, odd. a labels the point

and runs over 1,2,3. Finally i runs over ±2, 0. In total there are up to 33 = 27 coefficients. These

coefficients result from multiplying the cs,s′ in (3.22) and the α, β and γ in (3.27) . These equations

split into three sets of equations, one for each type. In each set of equations the coefficients in front

of different three point functions are all fixed up to an overall constant, except in the cases where

the corresponding three point structure vanishes automatically, where, obviously, the corresponding

coefficient is not fixed. For the boson and fermion types this follows from the discussion in appendix

J of [60]. One simply needs to take successive light-cone limits of the three possible pairs of particles

to argue that the coefficients are all uniquely fixed. For the odd structure the situation is more

subtle since some of the equations do not have any non-zero solutions if we restrict to structures

inside the triangle rule si ≤ si+1 + si−1. However, there are non-zero solutions once we take into

account that the current non-conservation allows solutions outside the triangle. We have checked

this in some cases, and we think it is likely to be true in general, but we did not prove it. We know

that there is at least one solution with non-zero coefficients, which is the one that the Chern-Simons

construction would produce. Thus, in order to show that the solution is unique, we would need to

show that there is no solution after we set one of the coefficients to zero. We leave this problem for

the future.

3.9 Appendix C. Compendium of normalizations

Here we would like to present more details on the normalization convention that we chose for the

currents. Noticed that we have set them by the choice (3.23) . Here we will check that with (3.23)

the coefficients of all the terms in (3.22) are the same for the single free boson and single free fermion

theory. This is related to the fact that the higher spin algebra is the same for bosons and fermions in

three dimensions (see, for example, [59]). In this appendix we do computations in the free theories.

Then it is convenient to consider the matrix elements of the currents in Fourier space. As explained

in the Appendix J of [60] it is convenient to introduce a combination of the two momenta that

appear in the on shell matrix elements of a current with two on shell fermions or bosons . The idea

is roughly to change ∂mψ1
− → (z + z)2m+1, ∂kψ2

− → (−1)k(z − z)2k+1. Where the indices 1 and 2
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denote the two fermion fields that make up the current. Then currents take a form

js = αs
[
z2s − z2s

]
(3.76)

where we introduced normalization factor αs explicitly. The charge generated by j4 that we consider

in the main text is given then by

Q = αQ
[
(z + z)6 − (z − z)6

]
∝
[
∂3
x−1

+ ∂3
x−2

]
(3.77)

where we again introduced the normalization factor for the charge. We have written the action of

the charge on the two free fields that make the current. Also notice that α2 is fixed in a canonical

way. Now we can start fixing the normalizations. We start from c2,4 = 1. Using [Q, j2] we get

αQ =
α4

12α2
(3.78)

then we consider [Q, j4] to fix c4,4 = 1, c4,6 = 1. It gives

α4 =
3

10
α2 (3.79)

α6 =

(
3

10

)2

α2

simple analysis further shows that

αs =

(
3

10

)
αs−2 (3.80)

this follows from the formula (J.12) in [60] which can be written as

[Qs, js′ ] = (2s− 2)!

s+s′−2∑
r=0

α̃r(s, s
′)∂s+s

′−r−1jr (3.81)

α̃r(s, s
′) =

[
1 + (−1)s+s

′+r
]( 1

Γ(r + s− s′)Γ(s+ s′ − r)
± 1

Γ(r + s+ s′)Γ(s− s′ − r)

)
.

Notice that in this normalization c2,2 is also fixed to one automatically. Here the ± sign corresponds

to the boson or fermion case. The case of bosons is almost identical. It is important that that the

term with ± in (3.81) is zero for all terms α̃r(4, s
′) with r, s′ ≥ 2. These are all the cases where

we can compare the normalization between fermions and bosons. This implies that all constants
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cs,s and cs,s±2 that appear in (3.22) , are the same in the free boson or free fermion theories. The

case when one of the spins is zero, corresponds to the appearance of the scalar operator of twist

one j0 which is only present in the free boson theory. Moreover, using the formulas above and the

results of [78] one can check that in the normalization we are using nfree boson
s = nfree fermion

s . More

precisely, one can first relate the normalization used in [78] to the normalization here and then used

the results of [78] for two point functions to get that

nfree boson
s = nfree fermion

s = α2
sΓ(1 + 2s) (3.82)

α2 =
1

16π
, αs = (

3

10
)αs−2.

We used this result in the main text. After we fix all normalizations of currents in this way we can

compute all three point functions in the free fermion theory 〈js1js2js3〉fer (as well as in the theory of

free boson to get 〈js1js2js3〉bos). These are the solutions that we use in the main text, for example,

in (3.27) .

3.10 Appendix D. Exploring the scalar sector for the quasi-

fermion

In this appendix we explain how the scalar sector correlation functions could be recovered. We start

from writing the general form of the variation of the scalar operator j̃0 under the action of Q

[Q, j̃0] = c̃0̃,0̃c0̃,0̃∂
3j̃0 + c̃0̃,2c0̃,2∂ (∂−Jy− − ∂yJ−−) (3.83)

[Q, 0̃] = c̃0̃,0̃c0̃,0̃∂
30̃ + c̃0̃,2c0̃,2∂

2⊥2

where remember coefficients c are the ones we would get in the theory of free fermion with the

normalization of the operators that we chose. The interesting part is a deviation from the free

theory which we denoted by c̃ following the notations used in the main text. On the second line we

introduce a shortened notation where we replaced js → s and in addition, we also introduced the

symbol ∂2⊥ to denote the combination of derivatives and indices of J2 that appear in the first line.

To fix some of the coefficients we use the 〈420̃〉 three point function. It has two different structures:

fermion and odd ones and we have already determined their coefficients. It is easy to see that it
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leads to the identities

γ420̃ ∝ λ̃n0̃ (3.84)

c̃0̃,2c0̃,2n2 = β420̃

In the first line we took the divergence of the J4 current and compared to (3.5) . In the second line

we integrated the current to get the charge acting on j̃0. From the first line we get that ñ0̃ = 1

1+λ̃2

where we used the fact that at λ̃ = 0 it should be equal to 1. The second equation then fixes

c̃0̃,2 =
1

1 + λ̃2
. (3.85)

3.10.1 Fixing c̃0̃,0̃ and nontrivial consistency check

Here we fix c̃0̃,0̃ by considering the pseudo-conservation identities for 〈0̃s1s2〉 where both s1 and s2

are larger than 2 for simplicity. We will encounter a rather intricate structure for this identity. We

schematically write relevant terms in pseudo-conservation identities with their λ̃ scaling

c̃0̃,0̃
1

1 + λ̃2
〈∂30̃s1s2〉fer + c̃0̃,0̃

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈∂30̃s1s2〉odd+

1

1 + λ̃2

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉odd +

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉bos

)
+

1

1 + λ̃2
〈0̃ standard terms〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈0̃ standard terms〉odd =

=
λ̃

1 + λ̃2
∂x−1

∫
1

|x− x1|4

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈2s1s2〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈2s1s2〉odd +

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
〈2s1s2〉bos

)
(3.86)

Here, except for the terms involving ∂2⊥2 all components of the currents are minus, as are all

derivatives. Now let’s start looking for a solution. All λ̃ dependence is explicit in this equation.

Note that the equations contain terms with various λ̃ dependence. First we match the double poles

at λ̃2 = −1. This requires the following two identities

〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉odd = ∂x−1

∫
1

|x− x1|4
(〈2s1s2〉fer − 〈2s1s2〉bos) , (3.87)

∂x−1

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈2s1s2〉odd = −〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉fer + 〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉bos. (3.88)

The second line can also be used to make all terms of the fer terms work. This would work nicely

if we set c̃0̃,0̃ = 1, which is what we wanted to argue. In fact, replacing the second line, we get all
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the parity odd pieces in the full equation work out. By parity odd we mean the terms that are odd

under y → −y.

To summarize, in this subsectiontion we fixed c̃0̃,0̃ = 1 and presented the self-consistency relations

(3.87) (??) that are necessary for the whole construction to work. We checked one of the (3.87) in

the light cone limit and it indeed works. It would be nice to check these identities more fully.

3.10.2 Fixing 〈s0̃0̃〉

To fix these three point functions we consider pseudo-conservation identities that we get from 〈s0̃0̃〉.

Notice that we already know that 〈20̃0̃〉 and 〈40̃0̃〉 functions are given by β222. The first follows

from the stress tensor Ward identity and the two point function. The second follows from the action

of the charge Q on j̃0, with c̃0̃,0̃ = 1 that we derived above. Starting from this we can build the

induction. Consider first pseudo-conservation identity for 〈40̃0̃〉. We get schematically

β60̃0̃〈∂60̃0̃〉fer +
1

1 + λ̃2

(
〈∂520̃0̃〉fer + 〈∂340̃0̃〉fer

)
+ (3.89)

1

1 + λ̃2

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂2⊥20̃〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂2⊥20̃〉odd + 〈4∂30̃0̃〉fer + λ̃〈4∂30̃0̃〉odd

)
+ x2 ↔ x3

=
λ̃

1 + λ̃2
∂x−2

∫
1

|x− x1|4

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈420̃〉fer +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈420̃〉odd + [x2 ↔ x3]

)
,

Again, matching the double poles at λ̃2 = −1 requires

〈4∂2⊥20̃〉odd = ∂x−2

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈420̃〉fer, (3.90)

〈4∂2⊥20̃〉fer = −∂x−2

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈420̃〉odd. (3.91)

Then replacing these identities in the equations implies that the odd piece cancels and the fermion

piece works if

β60̃0̃ = β222 =
Ñ

1 + λ̃2
. (3.92)
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Then we proceed by induction. Considering pseudo-charge conservation identities for 〈s0̃0̃〉 we get

a similar story. Double pole matching leads to

〈s∂2⊥20̃〉odd = ∂x−2

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈s20̃〉fer, (3.93)

〈s∂2⊥20̃〉fer = −∂x−2

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈s20̃〉odd, (3.94)

and the fermion piece fixes

βs0̃0̃ = β222 =
Ñ

1 + λ̃2
. (3.95)

This fixes the three point function involving two j̃0 operators.

3.10.3 Fixing γ0̃0̃0̃

To fix the last three point function we consider the WI 〈0̃0̃0̃〉. We get schematically the equation

γ0̃0̃0̃(∂3
1 + ∂3

2 + ∂3
3)〈0̃0̃0̃〉odd =

λ̃n0

Ñ
β20̃0̃

∑
perm

∂x−1

∫
1

|x− x1|4
〈20̃0̃〉fer. (3.96)

The right hand side of this equation can be computed explicitly using the star-triangle identity (see,

for example, [79]). More precisely, each term in the right hand side of (3.96) can be rewritten (thanks

to our sandwich geometry as we can pull out the derivatives) as

1

x
3/2
23

∂x−1

(
∂2
x−2

+ ∂2
x−3
− 6∂x−2

∂x−3

)∫
d3x

1

|x− x1|2|x− x2|3|x− x3|
+ perm. (3.97)

The integral is finite and is given by x23

x2
12x

2
13

. By taking the derivatives and summing over permutations

which come from different contractions in (3.96) one can check that the sum is actually zero. Thus

we are forced to set

γ0̃0̃0̃ = 0. (3.98)

This is nicely consisted with the critical O(N) limit.
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3.11 Appendix E. Exploring the scalar sector for the quasi-

boson

Now we would like to go through the same analysis but for the quasi-boson theory. We start by

writing the general form of the variation of the scalar operator j0 under the action of Q

[Q, j0] = c̃0,0c0,0̃∂
3j0 + c̃0,2c0,2∂j2 (3.99)

Recall that coefficients c are the ones we would get in the theory of free boson with the normalization

of the operators that we chose. The interesting part is a deviation from the free theory which we

denoted by c̃ following the notations used in the main text. First we consider the 〈420〉 three point

function. It has two different structures: boson and odd ones. This leads to the identities

γ420 ∝ λ̃n0 (3.100)

c̃0,2c0,2n2 = α420 = α222

In the first line we simply have taken the divergence of J4 and used (3.6) . In the second line we

have integrated J4 around j0. From the first line we get that ñ0 = 1

1+λ̃2
where we used the fact that

at λ̃ = 0 it should be equal to 1. The second equation then fixes

c̃0,2 =
1

1 + λ̃2
. (3.101)

3.11.1 Fixing c̃0,0

To fix c̃0,0 we are analogously considering the pseudo-conservation identities for 〈0s1s2〉 where both s1

and s2 are larger than 2 for simplicity. We schematically write relevant terms in pseudo-conservation

identities with their λ̃ scaling

c̃0,0
1

1 + λ̃2
〈∂30s1s2〉bos + c̃0,0

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈∂30s1s2〉odd+

1

1 + λ̃2

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2s1s2〉bos +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2s1s2〉odd +

λ̃2

1 + λ̃2
〈∂2s1s2〉fer

)
+

1

1 + λ̃2
〈0 standard terms〉bos +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈0 standard terms〉odd =

=
λ̃

(1 + λ̃2)2

∫
1

|x− x1|2
(
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉bos + λ̃〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉odd + λ̃2〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉fer

)
(3.102)
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Again we match the double poles at λ̃2 = −1 to obtain

〈∂2s1s2〉odd =

∫
1

|x− x1|2
(
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉bos − 〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉fer

)
(3.103)

− 〈∂2s1s2〉bos + 〈∂2s1s2〉fer =

∫
1

|x− x1|2
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉odd

Now using these equations, we find that the all the even pieces under y → −y work properly only if

c̃0,0 = 1. Then the odd piece reduces to the condition

〈∂30s1s2〉odd + 〈0 standard terms〉odd =

∫
1

|x− x1|2
〈∂2⊥2s1s2〉fer (3.104)

We have not checked explicitly whether (3.104) and (3.103) are true, but they should be for consis-

tency.

3.11.2 Fixing 〈s00〉

To fix these three point functions we consider pseudo-conservation identities that we get from 〈s00〉.

Notice that we already know that 〈200〉 and 〈400〉 functions are given by α222. This follows from

the stress tensor Ward identity and from the action of Q on j0, together with the normalization of

j0.

Starting from this we can build the induction. Consider first pseudo-conservation identity for

〈400〉. We get schematically

α600〈∂600〉bos +
1

1 + λ̃2

(
〈∂5200〉bos + 〈∂3400〉bos

)
+

+
1

1 + λ̃2

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂20〉bos +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂20〉odd

)
+

+
1

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂300〉bos +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂300〉odd + [x2 ↔ x3] =

=
λ̃

1 + λ̃2

∫
1

|x− x1|2

(
1

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂2⊥20〉bos +

λ̃

1 + λ̃2
〈4∂2⊥20〉odd + [x2 ↔ x3]

)
, (3.105)

Again looking at the double pole at λ̃2 = −1 we get the equations

〈4∂20〉bos = −
∫

1

|x− x1|2
〈4∂2⊥20〉odd, (3.106)

〈4∂20〉odd =

∫
1

|x− x1|2
〈4∂2⊥20〉bos (3.107)
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This implies that α600 = α222.

By induction through the identities

〈s∂20〉bos = −
∫

1

|x− x1|2
〈s∂2⊥20〉odd, (3.108)

〈s∂20〉odd =

∫
1

|x− x1|2
〈s∂2⊥20〉bos (3.109)

we get that

αs00 = α222. (3.110)

Again, we did not verify the identities (3.108) but they are necessary for consistency.

3.11.3 Vanishing of the double trace term in the 〈000〉 identity

When we studied the pseudo-charge conservation identity for the triple scalar correlator 〈j0j0j0〉 in

the main text we said that the double trace term in the divergence of J4, (3.6) , vanishes. Here we

prove that assertion. We start from the following integral

I(x1, x2, x3) = a2

∫
d3x〈j0(x)j0(x1)〉〈∂2⊥J2(x)j0(x2)j0(x3)〉 (3.111)

where operator j0(x)∂2⊥J2(x) comes from an insertion of the double trace term in (3.6) . After

some algebra one can re-express this as the following integral

I(x1, x2, x3) ∼ ∂x−1
(
∂x−2
− ∂x−3

)(
∂x−2

∂y3
− ∂x−3 ∂y2

)∫
d3x

1

|x− x1|2|x− x2||x− x3|
(3.112)

written in this way it is manifestly finite. However, we rewrite it again as follows

I(x1, x2, x3) ∼ ∂x−1
(
∂x−2
− ∂x−3

)[
y23∂x−3

J(x1, x2, x3)− 1

2
x+

23∂y3J(x1, x2, x3)

]
(3.113)

where

J(x1, x2, x3) =

∫
d3x

1

|x− x1|2|x− x2|3|x− x3|
(3.114)

is the conformally invariant integral. It is divergent, however, the difference in (3.113) is, of course,

finite. We can take this integral using the well-known star-triangle identity. We regularize the
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integral as

Jδ(x1, x2, x3) =

∫
d3+δx

1

|x− x1|2+δ|x− x2|3|x− x3|
(3.115)

using the star-triangle formula, expanding in δ and plugging into (3.112) we see that the divergent

piece cancels and the finite piece is given by

I(x1, x2, x3) ∼ 1

|x23|

(
∂x−1

∂x−2
− ∂x−1 ∂x−3

) x+
1 y23 + x+

2 y31 + x+
3 y12

|x1 − x2|2|x1 − x3|2|x2 − x3|
. (3.116)

The total contribution to the pseudo-charge conservation identity is given by the sum of three terms

which is zero

I(x1, x2, x3) + I(x2, x3, x1) + I(x3, x1, x2) = 0. (3.117)

Thus, double trace non-conservation does not contribute to the 〈000〉 pseudo-charge conservation

identity.

3.12 Appendix F. Impossibility to add any further double

trace deformations

Our whole analysis was based on studying the possible terms that appear in the divergence of the

spin four current J4. We could wonder whether we can add further double terms to the divergence

of higher spin currents which are not fixed by the analysis we have already done. In other words,

these would be terms that appear for higher spin currents but not for the spin four current. This

would only be possible via the odd terms, which are the only ones that could have a non-conserved

current. We suspect that all odd terms are fixed by the J4 pseudo-conservation identities, but we

did not prove it. Therefore we will do a separate analysis to argue that we cannot continuously

deform the divergence of the higher spin currents once we have fixed the J4 one.

Let us imagine that it is possible to introduce an additional parameter for the breaking of some

higher spin current. We will focus first on possible double trace terms. Consider the lowest spin s
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at which the new term enters16

∇.Js = qJs1Js2 + rest (3.118)

By assumption s > 4. The rest denotes terms that are required by J4 non-conservation. This extra

term contributes to the 〈JsJs1Js2〉odd three point function. Consider then pseudo-conservation

identity for the J4 current on 〈js−2js1js2〉. For s1, s2 < s− 2 we get

0 = q〈jsjs1js2〉odd + rest = q〈jsjs1js2〉odd (3.119)

where by “rest” we denote the terms that were present when q = 0. These sum up to zero by

construction so we have to conclude that q = 0. The argument slightly changes when one of the

spins is equal to s− 2. Below we discuss this case separately for the quasi-boson and quasi-fermion.

3.12.1 Case of quasi-fermion

In this case if, say, s1 = s− 2 we have two possibilities for s2: 2 or 0̃. So we write schematically

∇.Js = q(εJs−2J2 + ∂Js−2J̃0) + rest (3.120)

where ε is the three dimension Levi-Civita tensor. This modifies the correlators 〈JsJs−2J2〉odd and

〈JsJs−2j̃0〉odd. Consider now pseudo-conservation of the J4 current for 〈js−2js−2j2〉 we get

q (∂1〈jsjs−2j2〉odd + ∂2〈js−2jsj2〉odd) = 0. (3.121)

To check this identity it is convenient to introduce in the formula above the dependence on the

insertion of j2(x) and consider the integral

∂x−3

∫
d3x

1

|x− x3|4
(∂1〈s s− 2 2(x)〉odd + ∂2〈s− 2 s 2(x)〉odd) = 0 (3.122)

16This expression is schematic. We require and ε tensor in the right hand side if the two operators Js1 and Js2
have twist one.
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Using formula (3.87) we get that it is equivalent to the identity

∂1〈s s− 2 ∂2⊥2〉fer + ∂2〈s− 2 s ∂2⊥2〉fer (3.123)

−∂1〈s s− 2 ∂2⊥2〉bos − ∂2〈s− 2 s ∂2⊥2〉bos = 0

We now take a light cone limit 〈s1s2∂
2⊥2〉. More specifically we take the limits limy→0 y|y| limx+→0

and limy→0 y
2 limx+→0, which pick out the boson and fermion pieces respectively. Then one can

check that (3.123) does not have a solution. The next case to consider is 〈s− 2 s− 2 0̃〉. In this case

we have

q
(
∂1〈s s− 2 0̃〉odd + ∂2〈s− 2 s 0̃〉odd

)
= 0. (3.124)

Again we introduce the explicit dependence on the insertion point 0̃(x) and integrate to get

q

∫
d3x

1

|x− x3|2
(
∂1〈s s− 2 0̃(x)〉odd + ∂2〈s− 2 s 0̃(x)〉odd

)
= 0 (3.125)

Using (3.25) this becomes

q [∂1〈s s− 2 0〉bos + ∂2〈s− 2 s 0〉bos] = 0. (3.126)

This identity does not hold and we conclude that q = 0.

3.12.2 Case of quasi-boson

In this case if, say, s1 = s− 2 we have two possibilities for s2: 2 or 0. So we write schematically

∇.Js = q(εJs−2J2 + ε∂2Js−2J0) + rest (3.127)

We modify the correlators 〈JsJs−2J2〉odd and 〈JsJs−2j0〉odd. Consider now the J4 pseudo-conservation

identity for 〈js−2js−2j2〉. The argument is then identical to the fermion one. We conclude that the

first term in (3.127) is not possible. Then we consider the J4 pseudo-conservation on 〈js−2js−2j0〉.

In this case we have

q (∂1〈jsjs−2j0〉odd + ∂2〈js−2jsj0〉odd) = 0. (3.128)
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we introduce the explicit dependence on the insertion point 0(x) and integrate to get

∫
d3x

1

|x− x3|4
(∂1〈s s− 2 0(x)〉odd + ∂2〈s− 2 s 0(x)〉odd) = 0 (3.129)

Using (3.42) we find

∂1〈s s− 2 0̃〉fer + ∂2〈s− 2 s 0̃〉fer = 0. (3.130)

This identity does not hold and we conclude that q = 0.

3.12.3 Triple trace deformation

Here we would like to analyze the new triple trace deformations.

∇.Js = qJs1Js2Js3 + rest. (3.131)

First notice that this deformation does not affect any of three point functions. Thus, it does not

affect any of the identities that we got using J4. Thus, if our assumption that the identities for the

three point functions fix the odd pieces completely is correct then any of these terms will not affect

any of our conclusions. Applying arguments similar to the above ones for pseudo-conservation of J4

on 〈js−2js1js2js3〉 we expect to find that we cannot add the q deformation. However, we did not

perform a complete analysis.

3.13 Appendix G. Motivational introduction

In this appendix we give a longer motivational introduction for the study of the constraints imposed

by the higher spin symmetry. As it is well known, the structure of theories with massless particles

with spin is highly constrained. For example, massless particles of spin one lead to the Yang Mills

theory, at leading order in derivatives. Similarly massless particles of spin two lead to general

relativity. We also need the assumption that the leading order interaction at low energies is such

that the particles are charged under the gauge symmetries or that gravitons couple to energy in

the usual way. Now for massive spin one particles, what can we say? If we assume that we have

a weakly interacting theory for energies much bigger than the mass of the particle, and we assume

a local bulk lagrangian without other higher spin particles, then we find that the theory should

contain at least a Yang-Mills field plus a Higgs particle. We can then view the theory as having
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a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. Notice that we are assuming that the theory is weakly

coupled. Now consider a theory that has massless particles with higher spin, s > 2. If we are in flat

space and the S-matrix can be defined, then we expect that the Coleman-Mandula theorem should

forbid any interaction [15, 16]17. Here we are assuming that the couplings of the higher spin fields

are such that particles are charged under the higher spin transformations. This is the case if we have

a graviton in the theory, the same vertex that makes sure that the graviton couples to the energy of

the higher spin particle also implies that the particles transforms under a higher spin charge.

Now we can consider theories that contain massive particles with spin s > 2. We assume

that we have a weakly coupled theory at all energies, even at very high energies. In other words,

we assume a suitable decay of the amplitudes at high energy (such as the one we have in string

theory). Then it is likely that the theory in question is a full string theory. In other words, we can

propose the following conjecture: A Lorentz invariant theory in three or more dimensions, which

is weakly coupled18, contains a massive particle with spin s > 2, and has amplitudes with suitably

bounded behavior at high energies, should be a string theory.19 Of course, there are many string

compactifications, so we do not expect this to fix the theory uniquely. This is precisely the problem

that the old dual models literature tried to solve, and string theory was found as a particular solution.

The above conjecture is just that it is the only solution. As an analogy, in gauge theories with a

spontaneously broken symmetry we can have many realizations of the Higgs mechanism. However,

the paradigm of spontaneously broken gauge symmetry constrains the theories in an important way.

In string theories, or theories with higher spin massive particles, we also expect that their structure

is constrained by the spontaneous breaking of the higher spin symmetry. For example, we expect

that once we have a higher spin particle, we have infinitely many of them. It is notoriously difficult

to study infinite dimensional symmetries. It is even more difficult if there is no unbroken phase that

is easy to study. These ideas were discussed in [80, 81] (see [82] for a recent discussion containing

many further references).

Here is where the AdS case appears a bit simpler. In AdS space, as opposed to flat space, it is

possible to have a theory which is interacting (in AdS) but that nevertheless realizes the unbroken

higher spin symmetry [24, 54, 55]. The fact that these theories exist can be understood from

17The Coleman-Mandula theorem assumes that we have a finite number of states below a certain mass shell. For
the purpose of this discussion we assume that it still applies...

18The weak coupling assumption is important. In fact, the reader might think of the following apparent counter
example. Consider the scattering of higher spin excited states of hydrogen atoms. These are higher spin states, but
they are not strings! However, these states are not weakly coupled to each other in the particle physics sense.

19One probably needs to assume some interactions between the massive spin particles which makes sure that the
particles are “charged” under the higher spin symmetry. This would be automatically true if we also include an
m = 0, s = 2 graviton. This should also apply to theories like large N QCD, which have a conserved stress tensor
leading to massless graviton in the bulk.
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AdS/CFT, they are duals to free theories [56, 57, 58, 11, 59, 12]. In any example of AdS/CFT that

has a coupling constant on the boundary we can take the zero coupling limit. In this limit, the

boundary theory has single trace operators sitting at the twist bound. These are all states that are

given by bilinears in the fields. Furthermore, this forms a closed subsector under the OPE [52]. Thus

we can always find a Vasiliev-type theory as a consistent truncation of the zero coupling limit of the

full theory. The Vasiliev-type theories contain only the higher spin fields (perhaps plus a scalar).

They are analogous to the Yang Mills theory without an elementary Higgs particle. For example, if

we take the zero λ limit of the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, we get a certain theory with higher

spin symmetry. Besides the higher spin currents, this theory contains lots of other states that are

given by single trace operators which contain more than two field insertions, say four, six, fields in

the trace. Here the Vasiliev-like theory is the restriction to the bilinears. In AdS4 we can realize the

dream of constraining the theory from its symmetries. If the higher spin symmetry is unbroken, we

can determine all the correlation functions on the AdS boundary. This can be done not only at tree

level, but for all values of the bulk coupling constant (1/N). This is one way of reading the results

of [60]. Here we are assuming that the AdS theory is such that we can define boundary correlators

obeying the usual axioms of a CFT. In other words, we are assuming the AdS/CFT correspondence.

In Vasiliev-type theories the higher spin symmetry can be broken only by two (or three) particle

states, which is what we study in this article. Finally, one would like to study theories that, besides

the higher spin fields, also contain enough extra fields that can Higgs the higher spin symmetry at

the classical level. In such theories the mass of the higher spin particles would be nonzero and finite

even for very small bulk coupling. First one needs to understand what kind of “matter” can be added

to the Vasiliev theory and still preserve the higher spin symmetry. Since the higher spin symmetry

is highly constraining, it is likely that the only “matter” that we can add is what results from large

N gauge theories. As far as we know, this is an unproven speculation, and it is closely related to

the conjecture above. Note that such gauge theories have a Hagedorn density of states, so that the

bulk theories would look more like ordinary string theories. Once, this problem is understood, one

could consider a case where the Higgs mechanism can be introduced with a small parameter (as in

N = 4 SYM, for example). Here we will have single trace terms in the divergence of the higher spin

currents. This breaking mechanism will be constrained by the higher spin symmetry. Understanding

how it is constrained when the coupling is small will probably give us clues for how the mechanism

works for larger values of the coupling. In addition, it could give us a way to do perturbation theory

for correlators in gauge theories in a completely on shell fashion. Whether this idea is feasible or

not, it remains to be seen...
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Chapter 4

Convexity and Liberation at Large

Spin

4.1 Introduction

Even though conformal field theories (CFTs) have been studied for many years, very little is known

about the general structure of their operator spectrum and three-point functions. The interest in

conformal field theories stems from their role in the description of phase transitions [83] and from

their relation to renormalization group flows.1 In addition, significant motivation to study conformal

field theories is derived from the connection between quantum gravity in AdS and conformal field

theories [6, 7, 8].

A classic result is that, in unitarity CFTs, operators obey the so-called unitarity bounds [91] (see

also [92]). For example, the dimension of primary symmetric traceless tensors of spin s ≥ 1 satisfies

the following inequality

∆ ≥ d− 2 + s . (4.1)

(Here and below d is the dimension of space-time.)

Primary operators that saturate the bound are known to be conserved, namely, they satisfy the

equation ∂µJ
µ
... = 0 inside any correlation function. Similarly, scalar operators (s = 0) are known

1A priori there may also be renormalization group flows where one finds scale invariant theories at the end points
without the special conformal generators. The feasibility of this scenario has been discussed recently, for example,
in [84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90]. See also references therein. To date, scale invariant but non-conformal theories have
not been constructed.
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to satisfy ∆ ≥ d−2
2 . If this inequality is saturated, a second order differential equation holds true

�O = 0.

The unitarity bounds above are traditionally derived from reflection positivity of Euclidean

correlation functions. It has been known for a while that considering processes in Lorentz signature

can lead to further constraints on quantum field theory, and often such constraints do not seem to

admit a straightforward derivation in Euclidean space. Simple examples based on an application of

the optical theorem are discussed in [93, 94, 95, 96].

In this note we will use some properties of quantum field theory that are particularly easy to

understand in Minkowski space in order to derive various constraints. In addition, we will find it

useful to embed our conformal field theories in renormalization group flows that lead to a gapped

phase.

Before we plunge into a detailed summary of our results, we would like to review quickly some

basic notions in conformal field theory, mostly in order to set the terminology we will be using

throughout this note. Given scalar operators O1(x), O2(x) we can consider their OPE

O1(x)O2(0) ∼
∑
s

α(s)∑
k=1

Cks x
−∆1−∆2+∆k

s−sxµ1xµ2 · · ·xµsOkµ1,µ2,...,µs(0) . (4.2)

Clearly, only symmetric traceless representations of the Lorentz group can appear. The sum over

s is the sum over spin and the sum over k is the sum over all the operators that have spin s. The

sum over k is a finite sum. One can further re-package the sum above in terms of representations of

the conformal group by combining the contributions of all the operators that are derivatives of some

primary operator. (The coefficients Cks are fixed by conformal symmetry in terms of the coefficients

of primary operators.)

In Euclidean space it is natural to consider x2 → 0 which means that all the components of xµ

go to zero. In this case the terms that dominate the sum (4.3) are the operators Okµ1,...,µs with the

smallest dimensions ∆k
s .

In Minkowski signature we can send x2 → 0 while being on the light cone. For convenience,

we can take light-cone coordinates on a two-dimensional plane x−, x+, and set xi = 0. Then we

consider the light-cone limit x+ → 0 while x− is finite. The operators that dominate then are

O−,−,...,− and their contribution to the OPE goes like x−∆1−∆2+∆k
s−s, hence the strength with

which they contribute is dictated by the twist τks ≡ ∆k
s − s. We denote τ∗s ≡ mink(τks ), i.e. τ∗s is the

minimal twist that appears in the OPE for a given spin. Another useful notation is τmin ≡ mins τ
∗
s ,

that is, the overall minimal twist that appears in the OPE, excluding the unit operator, which has
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twist zero.

The twists of conformal primaries are constrained by (4.1). Traceless symmetric conformal

primaries of spin s ≥ 1 must have twist at least d − 2 and a scalar conformal primary must have

twist at least d
2 − 1. The unit operator has twist zero. The energy momentum tensor and conserved

currents have twist d− 2.

When two points are light-like separated, the group SL(2, R) preserves the corresponding light-

ray. It is therefore natural to consider representations of it. The representations are classified by

collinear primaries of dimension ∆ and spin s+− in the two dimensional plane. We can act on

this collinear primary any number of times with ∂− in order to generate the complete collinear

representation. The twist of a collinear primary is defined as τ coll ≡ ∆− s+−.

A conformal primary Oµ1,...,µn can be decomposed into (generally infinitely many) collinear

primaries. In this decomposition, the collinear primary with the smallest collinear twist is clearly

O−,...,−, and this minimal collinear twist coincides with the conformal twist.

It would be useful for our purposes to rewrite the OPE (4.3) in terms of collinear representations.

From the discussion above we see that it takes the form as x+ → 0

O1(x+, x−)O2(0, 0) ∼ (x+)−
1
2 (∆1+∆2)× (4.3)∑

τcoll,s+−,...

C̃ks (x+)
1
2 τ

coll

F(x−, ∂−)Ok−,−, ...,−︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2

(s+s+−)

,+,+...,+︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
2

(s−s+−)

(0) .

The functions F are determined from representation theory, see [97] for a review. The important

message in (4.3) is that the approach to the light cone is controlled by the collinear twists.

Having introduced the basic terminology that we will employ, let us now summarize the con-

straints we discuss in this note.

First, we merely extend the observations of Nachtmann [98] about the QCD sum rules to an

argument pertaining to arbitrary CFTs. In [98] it was pointed out that the Deep Inelastic Scattering

(DIS) QCD sum rules imply certain convexity properties of the high energy limit of QCD. We discuss

such constraints on the operators in the OPE in the context of a generic CFTs. We emphasize the

assumptions involved in this argument.

To this end, we consider an RG flow where the CFT of interest is the UV theory and in the IR

we have a gapped phase. We consider an experiment with the operator of interest, O(x), playing

the role of the usual electromagnetic current in DIS. Assuming Regge asymptotics of the amplitude
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in the gapped phase (namely, the amplitude is bounded by some power of s)

lim
s→∞

A(s, t = 0) ≤ sN−1 (4.4)

one is led to a convexity property of the minimal twists τ∗s of operators appearing in the O(x)O†(0)

OPE

τ∗s3 − τ
∗
s1

s3 − s1
≤
τ∗s2 − τ

∗
s1

s2 − s1
, s3 > s2 > s1 ≥ sc . (4.5)

Here sc is the minimal spin above which the convexity property starts. From (4.4) we know that

sc is finite and certainly does not exceed N . The argument leading to the convexity property (4.5)

depends on the following three assumptions:

• a) unitarity;

• b) the CFT can flow to a gapped phase;

• c) polynomial boundedness of the DIS cross section in the gapped phase (4.4).

Assumption c) may seem as the least innocuous. However, there are formal arguments connecting

it to causality and other basic properties of QFT. See for example [99], and a more recent discussion

in [100]. In addition, we do not know of field theories violating assumption b) (such theories are

known to exist in the realm of critical phenomena, but, to our knowledge, there are no concrete

examples of unitary Lorentz invariant theories that cannot be deformed to a gapped phase). Hence,

convexity of the function τ∗s is established under very general assumptions. Moreover, in all the

examples we checked, the convexity above holds true starting from sc = 2. We do not prove here

that this is the case in most generality.

A second topic we study here is the crossing symmetry (i.e. the bootstrap equations) in

Lorentzian signature. The bootstrap equations were introduced long ago by [101, 102, 103]. It has

been demonstrated recently, starting from [104], that one can go about and systematically bound

numerically solutions to these formidable equations. Sometimes these numerical bounds seem to

be saturated by actual CFTs, as has been demonstrated, for example, in [105]. These methods

of bounding solutions to the bootstrap equations are easily described in Euclidean space, and the

consistency of the procedure follows from the fact that the contribution of the operators with high

dimension to the OPE in Euclidean space is exponentially suppressed [106].
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By contrast, as we recalled above, the structure of the operator product expansion in Minkowski

space is such that we can probe directly operators with very high spin and small twist. We therefore

use the bootstrap methods in Lorentzian signature to constrain operators with high dimension and

high spin, but with low twist.2

Studying the light-cone OPE and bootstrap equations in the appropriate limit, we conclude that

starting from any two primaries with twists τ1 and τ2, operators with twists arbitrarily close to

τ1 + τ2 are necessarily present. This can be regarded as an additivity property of the twist spectrum

of general CFT. In the derivation of this result, it is important to assume that d > 2. Indeed, this

additivity property is definitely violated in two-dimensional models, such as the minimal models.

The condition d > 2 comes from the fact that we need to separate the contribution of the unit

operator from everything else in the light-cone OPE.

In particular, this means that the minimal twists appearing in the OPE of an operator O1 with

any other operator O2 are bounded from above as follows (in d > 2):

lim
s→∞

τ∗s ≤ τO1
+ τO2

. (4.6)

We conclude that there should not be unitary solutions of the crossing equations with τ∗s >

τO1 + τO2 . This could be useful to bear in mind when trying to bound solutions to the crossing

equations along the lines of [104].

Additivity implies that for large enough spin there are operators whose twists are arbitrary

close to τO1 + τO2 . We refer to these operators as double-twist operators. We also denote these

operators symbolically as O1∂
sO2. Similar argument shows that operators with twists asymptoting

to τO1
+ τO2

+ 2n for any integer n are present as well. Those can be denoted symbolically as

O1∂
s�nO2. We do not discuss the case n 6= 0 in as much detail as n = 0. In addition, it also makes

sense to talk about multi-twist operators.

Given that their twists approach τO1
+ τO2

for large enough spin, it is interesting to ask how

precisely this limit of τO1 + τO2 is reached. It has been argued in [110] that for sufficiently large spin

we can parameterize the twists of these operators as follows

τ(s) = τO1
+ τO2

− cτmin

sτmin
+ · · · . (4.7)

2Different applications of the bootstrap equations in Lorentzian signature were discussed in [107, 108, 109]. In
these papers the properties of operators with both high spin and high twist were analyzed.
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Here τmin is the twist of Omin which is the operator of smallest twist exchanged by O1 and O2.3 (As

in the definition before, we exclude from this the unit operator.) In many cases we would expect

this to be the energy momentum tensor, thus τmin = d− 2.

The essence of the argument of [110] for (4.7) is as follows. One maps conformally the CFT

from flat space to an AdS3 × Sd−3 background. By choosing special coordinates in AdS3 one can

think about the four-point functions above as being described by a two-dimensional gapped theory

embedded in AdS3. The energy in this theory is the twist, and (4.7) corresponds to the leading

interaction between separated localized excitations where the separation is governed by the spin.

Here we arrive at the same conclusion (4.7) by studying the crossing equation in flat Minkowski

space. Furthermore, by using the bootstrap equations, we compute the coefficient cτmin in (4.7)

analytically in every d > 2 CFT. The simplest case is when we consider the OPE of an operator

with its Hermitian conjugate O(x)O†(0). Then the coefficient governing the asymptotic twists of

double-twist operators is

cτmin
=

Γ(τmin + 2smin)

2smin−1Γ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 Γ(∆O)2

Γ(∆O − τmin

2 )2
f2 , f2 =

C2
OO†Oτmin

COOCO†O†COτmin
Oτmin

, (4.8)

where smin and τmin are the spin and the twist of the minimal twist operator (other than the unit

operator) appearing in the OPE of O with its conjugate. Hence, cτmin is fixed by some universal

factors and the two- and three-point functions of the operators O and Oτmin
. As we remarked, in

many models one would expect Oτmin
to be the stress tenors, in which case the three-point function

above is fixed in terms of ∆O and the two-point function of the stress tensor (which is some measure

of the number of degrees of freedom of the theory).

Note that in unitary CFTs we have τmin ≤ 2∆O, and an equality can only be reached for free

fields. In general, there could be several operators of the same minimal twist τmin. In this case c

is the sum over all of these operators. It is worth mentioning that (4.8) provides another point of

view on convexity. Since all the leading contributions to c are manifestly positive, the spectrum

of double-twist operators at large enough spins is convex. This statement is slightly different from

the one outlined in (4.5), which is about the minimal twists in reflection positive OPEs.4 Here the

statement is about double-twist operators in reflection positive OPEs.

We also consider non-reflection positive OPEs, such as those of a charged operator (with charge q

under some U(1) global symmetry, with the generalization to non-Abelian symmetries being straight-

3By this we mean it appears both in the OPE of O1O†1 and O2O†2.
4In this note when we say “reflection positive OPE” we mean an OPE of the type O(x)O(0)†.
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forward) O with itself, O(x)O(0). The double-twist operators O∂sO with twists that approach 2∆O

are necessarily present. Here we can compute the corrections to the twists at large spin τs−2∆O and

we find a formula very similar to (4.8) (we will describe it in detail in the text) with one small but

important difference, a factor of (−1)s. Hence, the conserved current and the energy momentum

tensor, both of which have twist d − 2 contribute with opposite signs. We assume those are the

minimal twist operators in the OPE OO†. The spectrum is non-concave at large enough spin if and

only if

∆ ≥ d− 1

2
|q| , (4.9)

in some normalization for the two-point function of the U(1) current that we define carefully in the

main text. Hence convexity at large spin of such operators is related to whether or not the operator

O satisfies a BPS-like bound.

In SUSY theories, for chiral primaries, (4.9) is saturated (the charge q is that of the supercon-

formal U(1)R symmetry) and the leading corrections to the anomalous twists vanish. For chiral

operators that are not superconformal primaries, (4.9) is satisfied in unitary theories. Hence, the

spectrum of twists of the double-twist operators O∂sO is convex. It would be interesting to under-

stand more generally whether convexity at large spin is a general phenomenon or not. The arguments

in this note show that a large class of OPEs is consistent with being convex.5

If we combine (4.5) and (4.6) (i.e. convexity and additivity) we are led to rather stringent

predictions concerning interesting models. In particular, we predict that in the 3d critical O(N)

models (which are highly relevant for 3d phase transitions) there is a set of almost conserved currents

of spin s ≥ 4 with the dimension ∆s = s+ τ∗s with

1 ≤ τ∗s ≤ 2∆σ , (4.10)

where ∆σ is the dimension of the spin field σi. Furthermore, we can argue using additivity that

lim
s→∞

τ∗s = 2∆σ , (4.11)

and we can characterize in detail how this limit is approached via (4.7) and (4.8). One can use

the numerical results from the literature [111] to arrive at concrete predictions. Furthermore, the

function τ∗s is monotonically rising and convex as a function of the spin.

5Throughout the chapter, convexity is to be understood as non-concavity.
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In the case of the 3d Ising model, it is known that there is a spin 4 operator with the twist

τ∗4 ∼ 1.02, which agrees with our expectations. Using convexity, this allows us to further narrow

down the possible window for higher spin currents and predict that in the 3d Ising model (which

describes, among others, boiling water)

1.02 ≤ τ∗s ≤ 1.037, s ≥ 6 , lim
s→∞

τ∗s = 2∆σ ≈ 1.037. (4.12)

Recall that τ∗s is again monotonic and convex as a function of the spin. In addition, the upper

bound above is in fact saturated for s→∞ (this follows from additivity and the fact that the set of

operators of the Ising model is continuously connected to free field theory). We will present several

other examples in the text.

We also discuss the relation of some of our results to small breaking of higher spin symmetry

and, through AdS/CFT, to quantum gravity in AdS.

For the parity preserving Vasiliev theory in AdS4 [24] with higher spin breaking boundary con-

ditions, (4.11) implies for the masses of the higher spin bosons in the bulk

m2
s ≈ 4γσs+O(1), s� 1 (4.13)

here γσ is the anomalous dimension of the spin field in a non-singlet O(N) model and the result is

exact in N .

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In section 2 we discuss DIS and establish (4.5). In section

3 we consider the bootstrap equations in Lorentz signature and derive (4.6),(4.7),(4.8). We also

review the argument of [110] in this section. In sections 4,5 we consider examples and applications.

In section 6 we describe some open problems and conclude. Five appendices complement the main

text with technical details.

4.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering

In this section we explain how one can derive inequalities about operator dimensions in CFT by

considering RG flows that start in the ultraviolet from the CFT and end up in the gapped phase.

The basic ingredients are as follows.

Take any CFT (in any number of space-time dimensions, d) and assume it can be perturbed by

a relevant deformation to a gapped phase (see 4.1). Then we take the lightest particle in the Hilbert
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Figure 4.1: A relevant perturbation of a CFT that leads to a gapped phase.

space, and denote this particle by |P 〉. Its mass is denoted by M .

There may exist CFTs which have no relevant operators whatsoever (“self-organizing” CFTs),

or CFTs which have relevant operators but can never flow to a gapped phase. We are not aware of

such examples, and we will henceforth assume that flowing to a gapped phase is possible. In the

critical O(N) models one can make the following heuristic argument to support this scenario.

The critical O(N) models can be reached if one tunes appropriately the relevant perturbations

of free N bosons. On the other hand, if the mass parameter in the UV is large enough, the model

clearly flows to a gapped phase. Now we can decrease the mass gradually until the RG flow hovers

very close to the critical O(N) model. In this case we can describe the late part of the flow as a

perturbation of the O(N) model by the energy operator,
∫
d3xε(x). Indeed, it is a primary relevant

operator in the critical O(N) models.6 If there are no phase transitions as a function of this mass,

then it means that the critical O(N) models, perturbed by the energy operator, flow to a gapped

phase. This is also consistent with the fact that the energy operator corresponds to dialing the

temperature away from the critical temperature.

This heuristic argument is summarized in fig. 4.2. In the following we discuss general CFTs,

assuming they can be deformed to a gapped phase by adding relevant operators (and maintaining

unitarity).

6This is known to be certainly true at large N and at some small values of N . It seems natural that this would be
indeed the case for any N .
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Figure 4.2: When we add a large mass m in the ultraviolet, the model clearly flows to a gapped
phase. We can gradually reduce the mass and tune the flow such that it passes close to the critical
model. The flow after this stage can be interpreted as a perturbation of the critical O(N) model by
the energy operator, ε(x).

l l

*q

P

Figure 4.3: A lepton emits a virtual, space-like, photon that strikes a hadron. As a result, the
hadron generally breaks up into a complicated final state.

4.2.1 General Theory

Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) allows to probe the internal structure of matter. One bombards

some state with very energetic (virtual) particles and examines the debris. Of particular interest is

the total cross section for this process, as a function of various kinematical variables.

Traditionally, the most common setup to consider is that of fig. 4.3. A lepton emits a virtual,

space-like, photon that strikes a hadron.

To study the inner structure of |P 〉 we can try to shoot various particles at it. If the theory (i.e.

the CFT and the relevant deformations) preserves a global symmetry, we can couple the conserved

currents to external gauge fields and repeat the experiment of fig. 4.3. (We can introduce arbitrarily
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Figure 4.4: The total inclusive cross section can be extracted from the imaginary part of a Compton-
like scattering where the momenta of the outgoing states are identical to the momenta of the incoming
states.

weakly interacting charged matter particles and make the gauge field dynamical in order to have a

perfect analog of fig. 4.3.) A more universal probe that exists in any local QFT is the EM tensor.

We can couple it to a background graviton and consider the same experiment. We can also perform

DIS with any other operator in the theory. Let us start by reviewing the kinematics of DIS in the

case of a scalar background field J(x). In other words, a background field that is coupled to some

scalar operator in the theory O(x) via
∫
ddxJ(x)O(x). (J(x) and O(x) are taken to be real.)

The optical theorem allows to extract the inclusive amplitude for DIS via the analog of Compton

scattering (see fig. 4.4). The amplitude in our “scalar DIS” setup is

A(qµ, Pµ) ≡
∫
ddyeiqy〈P |T (O(y)O(0)) |P 〉 , (4.14)

where we have denoted the momentum of the target |P 〉 by Pµ. We will only discuss the case of

q2 < 0, i.e. space-like momentum for the virtual particle. The above amplitude obviously depends on

the mass scales of the theory (we set P 2 = 1 for convenience), and the two invariants q2, ν ≡ 2q · P .

We can promote ν to a complex variable. Since we have assumed the particle |P 〉 is the lightest

in the theory, the above amplitude has a branch cut for ν ≥ −q2 and ν ≤ q2. The ν plane is

depicted in fig. 4.5. The optical theorem connects the discontinuity along the branch cut of (4.14)

to the square of the DIS amplitude. (There are no other cuts since q is space-like.)

To get a handle on (4.14), we can invoke the OPE expansion. In the case that O(x) is real, only

even spins contribute. (Odd spins would be allowed if O+ 6= O.)

O(y)O(0) =
∑

s=0,2,4,...

∑
α∈Is

f (α)
s (y)yµ1 ...yµsO(α)

µ1...µs(0) . (4.15)
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22

Figure 4.5: The analytic structure in the ν plane.

Here s labels the spins, and we only write primary fields and ignore descendants since they do not

contribute to the correlation function under consideration. The set Is corresponds to the collection

of operators of spin s.

Conformal symmetry at small y fixes the OPE coefficients in (4.15) to be

f (α)
s (y) = C(α)

s yτ
(α)
s −2∆O (1 + · · · ) , (4.16)

where τ
(α)
s = ∆O(α)

µ1...µs
− s is the twist of the operator. The · · · denote corrections suppressed by

positive powers of y2. These corrections depend on the relevant operators. Parameterizing these

corrections would be unnecessary for our purposes.

The expectation values of Oαµ1...µs in the state P are parameterized as follows

〈P |Oαµ1...µs(0)|P 〉 = A(α)
s (Pµ1

Pµ2
· · ·Pµs − traces) , (4.17)

with the A(α)
s some dimensionful coefficients.

We can now insert the expansion (4.15) into (4.14) and find

A(qµ, Pµ) ≡
∑

s=0,2,4,...

∑
α∈Is

A(α)
s

((
P · ∂

∂q

)s
− traces

)
f̃ (α)
s (q) . (4.18)

Here “traces” stands for terms of the form P 2
(
P · ∂∂q

)s−2 (
∂
∂q ·

∂
∂q

)
etc.

At this point it is natural to switch to the variable x = −q2/ν, and write the answer in terms of

x, q2. The OPE allows to control easily the leading terms as −q2 →∞. Hence, for any given power

of x we keep only those terms that are leading in the limit of large −q2.
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The leading terms take the form

A(x, q2) ≡
∑

s=0,2,4,...

A∗sC∗nx−s(q2)−
1
2 τ
∗
s+∆O−d/2 . (4.19)

Among the set of operators of given spin s, Is, we select the one that has the smallest twist and

denote the corresponding coefficients and twists with an asterisk. In the limit of large −q2 the

“traces” appearing in (4.18) can be dropped.7

We see that the OPE expansion is useful for finite ν and large q2 (i.e. large x and large q2).

The physically relevant configuration is, however, large q2 and x ∈ [0, 1]. These two regimes can be

related by the usual contour deformations in the complex plane.

To this end we promote x to a complex variable and recall that the branch cut extends over

x ∈ [−1, 1]. Being careless for a moment about the behavior near x ∼ 0, we write sum rules by

following the usual trick of pulling the contour from infinite x to the branch cut. We define µs(q
2)

as the s-th moment

µs(q
2) =

1∫
0

dxxs−1ImA(x, q2) , (4.20)

and from (4.18) we infer the sum rule for large −q2

µs(q
2)→ (q2)−

1
2 τ
∗
s+∆O−d/2A∗sC∗s . (4.21)

The finiteness of these moments depends on the small x behavior. Equivalently, it depends on the

behavior of the amplitude for fixed q2 and large ν. This is the Regge limit. We would like to take a

conservative approach to the problem of determining the asymptotics in the Regge limit. We simply

7The reason is as follows. The nature of the expansion is that we keep all powers of x and for each power we only
retain the most dominant power of q2. The trace terms are negligible, because, for instance, the first “trace term”

scales as x−s+2(q2)−
1
2
τ∗s+∆O−d/2−2. This has to be compared to the contribution from the spin s − 2 operator,

x−s+2(q2)−
1
2
τ∗s−2+∆O−d/2. We see that the “trace terms” can be indeed consistently neglected, for example, if the

smallest twist of a spin n operator, τ∗s , is monotonically increasing as a function of the spin. We will justify this
assumption self-consistently later. This subtlety is apparently overlooked in various places. Another way to avoid this
issue is to use the spin projection trick [98].
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assume the amplitude is bounded polynomially8

lim
x→0

A(x, q2) ≤ x−N+1 , (4.22)

for some integer N . Polynomial boundedness is discussed in [99]. A recent discussion and more

references to the original literature where polynomial boundedness is discussed can be found in [100].

In this case the contour manipulation leading to (4.20) can be justified only for s ≥ N . This has

to be borne in mind in the following, where we derive some consequences of (4.20) using convexity

properties. The first place we are aware of where convexity properties appear in this context is [98].

4.2.2 Convexity

We will discuss various simple inequalities that the moments µs(q
2) have to satisfy. These properties

follow simply from unitarity

ImA(x, q2) ≥ 0 , (4.23)

which is nothing but saying that the cross section for the process of DIS is nonnegative. In fact,

ImA(x, q2) must be nonzero at least around some points, otherwise, the scattering is trivial.

The general inequalities stated below can be proven with the method we are using only for s ≥ N

with some finite N . However, they may or may not be true for smaller spins as well. We will denote

the spin from which these inequalities become true by sc. We see that sc is finite and it is at most

N .

From (4.20) it is clear (because of (4.23)) that µs > µs+1, which together with the sum rule (4.21)

leads to

τ∗s ≤ τ∗s+1 . (4.24)

Hence, the smallest twist as a function of the spin is a nondecreasing function. There is a stronger

conclusion that follows from (4.20),(4.21),(4.23). That is, take three ordered even integers s1 < s2 <

8For on-shell scattering processes, we have the bound of Froissart-Martin [112, 113] σ ≤ C(log(s))2, where C is
some dimensionful coefficient. In deep inelastic scattering we are dealing with an amplitude involving an off-shell
particle (for example, a virtual photon), so the argument of Froissart-Martin does not carry over. In the context
of QCD, one can use various phenomenological approaches to model the small x behavior. For example, see the
review [114]. The result of these phenomenological models is that the amplitude grows only as a power of a logarithm
with 1/x. This may be more general than QCD, for example, it would be interesting to understand the small x
asymptotics in N = 4 [115]. We thank M. Lublinsky and A. Schwimmer for discussions about the Regge limit.
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Figure 4.6: The generic structure of the spectrum of minimal twists in a CFT.

s3, then

(
µs3
µs1

)s2−s1
≥
(
µs2
µs1

)s3−s1
. (4.25)

This implies for the twists

τ∗s3 − τ
∗
s1

s3 − s1
≤
τ∗s2 − τ

∗
s1

s2 − s1
. (4.26)

Hence, the twist is a monotonic, convex (more precisely, non-concave) function of the spin.9 We

remind again that these inequalities start from some finite spin, sc. In all the examples we checked

they are in fact true for all spins above two (at spin two we have the energy momentum tensor,

which has the minimal possible twist allowed by unitarity, d− 2).

The typical resulting spectrum of minimal twists is depicted in fig. 4.6. This is consistent with

the known examples of CFTs in d > 2. The situation is slightly subtler in d = 2. In two-dimensional

CFTs there are infinitely many operators with vanishing twist (these are found in the Verma module

of the unit operator). Hence, the minimal twist is zero for all spins. This is however consistent with

our analysis here, as we have only shown that τ∗s is non-concave. (When all the minimal twists

are identical, unitarily (4.23) simply translates to inequalities between the coefficients appearing

in (4.21).)

9Let us first prove this in the case s3 = s2 + 2 = s1 + 4, and we denote s ≡ s1. In this case, (4.25) is true due to
the simple identity

0 <
1

2

∫
(x,y)∈[0,1]2

dxdyxs−1ys−1(x2 − y2)2ImA(x, q2)ImA(y, q2) = µsµs+4 − µ2
s+2 .

This establishes local convexity, namely,

τ∗s+4 − τ∗s ≤ 2
(
τ∗s+2 − τ∗s

)
.

From this, global convexity (4.26) follows trivially. One can also show that without further assumptions on ImA(x, q2)
(or some extra input) there is no stronger inequality that follows from (4.20),(4.21),(4.23).
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So far we have established convexity and monotonicity (starting from some finite spin). It is also

natural to ask what is the asymptotic limit of the minimal twist as the spin goes to infinity. We will

see that τ∗s has a finite and determined limit as s→∞. This is the topic of the next section.

4.3 Crossing Symmetry and the Structure of the OPE

In this section we analyze the crossing equations in Minkowski space. Using a conformal transforma-

tion we can always put any four points on a plane. On this plane it is natural to introduce light-like

coordinates, such that the metric on Rd−1,1 takes the form ds2 = dx+dx− + (dxi)2. We study the

crossing equations in the limit when one of the points approaches the light cone of another point. We

have explained in the introduction that one should distinguish between the collinear twist ∆− s+−

and the conformal twist ∆− s.

Our analysis consists of two parts. First, we analyze how the unit operator constrains general

CFTs via the crossing equations. We conclude that in any unitary CFT in d > 2, given any two

operators with collinear twists τ coll
1 and τ coll

2 , we either have in the theory operators with collinear

twist precisely τ coll
1 + τ coll

2 , or there exist operators whose twists are arbitrarily close to τ coll
1 + τ coll

2 .

Combined with convexity (which holds in reflection positive OPEs), this implies that in any

unitary CFT the minimal twist obeys the following inequality10

lim
s→∞

τ∗s ≤ 2τO . (4.27)

So far we have discussed additivity in the space of collinear twists. We then give an argument of

why in fact additivity holds in the space of the ordinary conformal twists. Namely, given any two

operators of twists τ1 and τ2, there will be an operator with twist arbitrary close to τ1 + τ2. This

sharper statement motivates the symbolic notation O1∂
sO2 introduced above.

We present several arguments for this stronger statement, and we also emphasize that it can

be understood in the analysis of Alday and Maldacena [110]. The arguments we give and the

discussion in [110] provide very compelling reasons for making this stronger claim. We leave the

task of constructing a detailed proof of this statement to the future.11

Thus, the spectrum of any CFT has an additivity property in twist space. It makes sense to talk

10In some sense, a predecessor of this statement is the so-called Callan-Gross theorem [116]. It was derived for
Lagrangian scalar theories.

11In the setup of [110] this would amount to understanding better some analytic continuations. In our setup this
presumably amounts to understanding in more detail the structure of the decomposition of a conformal primary into
collinear primaries.
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about double- and multi-twist operators. We denote the double-twist operators appearing in the

OPE of O1 and O2 symbolically as O1∂
sO2. The three-point functions 〈O1O2 (O1∂

sO2)〉 are given

by the generalized free fields values to leading order in 1
s . By analyzing terms that are sub-leading

in the small z limit we conclude that operators which can be symbolically denoted as O1∂
s�nO2

appear as well, and for large spin their twist asymptotes to τ1 + τ2 + 2n. Again the three-point

functions 〈O1O2 (O1∂
s�nO2)〉 approach the generalized free fields values to leading order in 1

s . In

the current analysis we do not discuss the case n 6= 0 in detail.

We then include in the crossing equations the operator with the minimal twist after the unit

operator. Using the crossing equations we characterize how the limiting twist τ1 + τ2 is approached

as the spin is taken to infinity. The corrections to the twist, τs − τ1 − τ2, go to zero at large s as

some power of s that we characterize in great detail below. For simplicity, we mostly concentrate

on the case where O1 and O2 are scalar operators.

4.3.1 The Duals of the Unit Operator

As a warm-up, consider any large N vector model, and a four-point function of some flavor-neutral

operators. (With minor differences the same holds for adjoint large N theories.) We decompose the

four-point function into its disconnected and connected contributions

〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(x4)〉 = 〈O(x1)O(x2)〉〈O(x3)O(x4)〉+ 〈O(x1)O(x3)〉〈O(x2)O(x4)〉

+ 〈O(x1)O(x4)〉〈O(x2)O(x3)〉+ 〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(x4)〉conn. (4.28)

For any configuration of points and large enough N , this correlator is dominated by the disconnected

pieces. The connected contribution is suppressed by 1
N compared to the disconnected pieces. This

fact by itself guarantees the existence of the double trace operators, which, as a matter of definition,

we can denote O∂sO, with the scaling dimensions ∆s = 2∆O + s+O( 1
N ).

To see that these operators are present and that their dimensions are as above, we simply expand

the disconnected pieces in a specific channel. This exercise is reviewed in appendix B. Of course, it

is well known that such operators indeed exist in all the large N theories, and the notation O∂sO

makes sense because the dimensions of these operators are very close to the sum of dimensions of

the “constituents.”

We would like to prove that a similar structure exists in arbitrary d > 2 CFT, where for asymp-

totically large spins we find operators whose twists approach τ1 + τ2.

This universal property of higher-dimensional CFTs can be seen from crossing symmetry and the
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Figure 4.7: We consider all four points to lie on a plane, with the following light cone (z, z) coor-
dinates: x1 = (0, 0), x2 = (z, z), x3 = (1, 1), x4 = (∞,∞). We consider the light-cone OPE in the
small z fixed z channel and then explore its asymptotic as z → 1.

presence of a twist gap. By the twist gap we mean the non-zero twist difference between the unit

operator that is always present in reflection positive OPEs and any other operator in the theory.

This fact follows from unitarity.

To establish this we consider a four-point correlation function in the Lorentzian domain.12 The

main idea is to consider the consequences in the s-channel of the existence of the unit operator in

the t-channel. In Euclidean space, the consequences of the unit operator in the dual channel were

recently discussed in [106]. It turns out to constrain the high energy asymptotics of the integrated

spectral density. Here we would like to exploit the presence of the unit operator in the Lorentzian

domain.

For simplicity we consider the case of four identical real scalar operators O of dimension ∆ and

then generalize the discussion. The argument in the most general case goes through essentially

verbatim.

Consider the four-point function

〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(x4)〉 =
F(z, z)

(x2
12x

2
34)∆

, (4.29)

u =
x2

12x
2
34

x2
13x

2
24

= zz , v =
x2

14x
2
23

x2
13x

2
24

= (1− z)(1− z) . (4.30)

Let us introduce two variables which will parameterize the approach to different light cones σ, β ∈
12We thank Juan Maldacena for many useful discussions on this topic.
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(0,∞). In this domain all points are space-like separated. The cross ratios are related to σ and β

as follows

z = e−2β , z = 1− e−2σ. (4.31)

Note that z and z are two independent real numbers. The reason for the notation we are using is

that in Euclidean signature z is a complex number and z is its conjugate. A convenient choice of a

four-point function realizing the notation above is depicted in fig. 4.7.

Below we present two versions of the argument. In the first version we exploit crossing symmetry

in Minkowski space. We use some basic properties of the light-cone OPE and show how crossing

symmetry can lead to certain constraints on the operators spectrum of the theory. We find that

crossing symmetry leads to a certain “duality” between fast spinning operators with very large

dimensions and the low-lying operators of the theory. Here we compute the first two orders in the

large spin expansion that we introduce. The second version of the argument relies on the picture

of [110] for fast spinning operators. In this nice, intuitive, picture many facts that we derive from

the bootstrap equations have a straightforward interpretation in terms of particles that interact

weakly with each other in some gapped theory. We begin by presenting the approach based on the

bootstrap equations, and then re-interpret some of the facts we find using the ideas of [110].

4.3.2 An Argument Using the Light-cone OPE

We would like to consider the s-channel light-cone OPE expansion z → 0+ and z fixed. As we

have reviewed in the introduction, this expansion is governed by the twists of the operators. More

precisely, it is governed by the collinear twist ∆ − s−+. Any primary operator can be decomposed

into irreducible representations of the collinear conformal group and one can easily see that, for any

operator, the minimal collinear twist coincides with the usual conformal twist ∆ − s. An operator

with collinear twist τ coll contributes F(z, z) ∼ z τ
coll

2 F(z). The function F(z) is a partial wave of the

collinear conformal group. We quote some properties of it when needed. As usual, by re-summing

the light-cone OPE expansion we can recover the correlation function at any fixed z and z.

In the notation we defined after (4.29), the light-cone OPE expansion in the s-channel corresponds

to a large β, fixed σ, expansion

F(β, σ) =
∑
i

e−τ
coll
i βfi(σ) =

∞∫
0

dτe−τ
collβf(σ, τ). (4.32)
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We assume this OPE to be convergent in the region where all points are spacelike separated, namely

σ, β ∈ (0,∞).

The s-channel unit operator gives the most important contribution for finite σ and large β. Let us

now consider a different regime. We keep β fixed and start increasing σ. In this way our coordinate

z approaches 1 and hence gradually becomes light-like separated from the insertion x3. If we take

σ � β the four-point function is dominated by the t-channel OPE, and the most dominant term

comes from the unit operator in the t-channel. We can estimate the behavior of (4.32) in this limit:

F(β, σ) ∼ e−2τOβe2τOσ
(
1 +O(e−σ)

)
. (4.33)

Operators other than the unit operator in the t-channel contribute to the exponentially suppressed

terms. Here we are using the fact that there is a twist gap in d > 2 CFTs.

One can naively conclude that (4.33) implies that the spectral density is non-zero at τ coll = 2τO.

This is, however, not necessarily true. Imagine we have a series of operators with twists 2τO+ai such

that ai → 0 when i→∞. Then for arbitrary large σ there will be ai < e−τminσ such that their twist

will be effectively 2τO to the precision we are probing the correlation function. Thus, equation (4.33)

only implies that the spectral density f(σ, τ) is non-zero in any neighborhood of τ coll = 2τO. This

shows that there are operators with collinear twist in any neighborhood of τ coll = 2τO.

The discussion above concerned with the collinear twists. As mentioned in the introduction to

this section, we claim a slightly stronger result – that there are operators whose conformal twists

are arbitrarily close to τ = 2τO.

Let us explain the motivations for this stronger claim. First of all, as we will review later, this

follows from the construction of [110]. Second, if τ = 2τO had not been the minimal collinear twist

in the decomposition of a conformal primary into collinear primaries, then the conformal twist of

the corresponding conformal primary would have been 2τO − n for some nonzero integer n. That

conflicts with unitarity for some choices of O. Finally, a heuristic argument: different collinear

primaries that follow from a single conformal primary are obtained by applying ∂z to the collinear

primary with the lowest collinear twist. However, since we are interested in the behavior for small

1 − z (this is the e2τOσ in (4.33)), higher collinear twists are expected to produce the same (or

weaker) singularity as they roughly transport O in the z direction.

We conclude that there must be operators with twists arbitrarily close to 2τO. This follows from

the presence of the unit operator in the t-channel. We can say more about these operators. An easy

lemma to prove is that we must have infinitely many operators with twists 2τO (or arbitrarily close
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to it). The argument is simply that conformal blocks behave logarithmically as z → 1 and hence

any finite number of them cannot reproduce the exponential growth of (4.33).

Let us also comment about the three-point functions of these operators. To fix them we expand

the leading term z∆

(1−z)∆ in terms of s-channel collinear conformal blocks. This can be done using the

generalized free fields solution of the crossing equations. The z → 1 limit is dominated by the large

spin operators. To reproduce the leading z → 1 asymptotics correctly, the three-point functions

〈O1O2 (O1∂
sO2)〉 should coincide with the ones of generalized free fields to the leading order in 1

s .

So far we analyzed the consequences of matching the z∆

(1−z)∆ piece from the unit operator contri-

bution to the s-channel OPE. However, we can consider the complete dependence on z coming from

the unit operator in the t-channel, z∆

(1−z)∆(1−z)∆ . Clearly, the primary operators discussed so far are

not enough. Again the theory of generalized free fields reproduces the necessary function by means

of additional primary operators of the form O∂s�nO. By taking the large spin limit of this solution

(equivalently, z → 1) we conclude that operators with twists 2τO + 2n and three-point functions

approaching those of generalized free fields are always present in the spectrum, of any CFT.

All these facts naturally combine into the following picture (that we will henceforth use): CFTs

are free at large spin – they are given by generalized free fields. More precisely, in the OPE of two ar-

bitrary operators O1(x) and O2(x), at large enough spin, there are operators whose conformal twists

are arbitrarily close to τ1 + τ2. We denote these operators symbolically by O1∂
sO2. Their twists

behave as τ1 + τ2 +O( 1
sα ) where the power correction will be discussed in the next subsectiontion (α

is some positive number). These operators, O1∂
sO2, are referred to as double-twist operators. Their

three-point functions asymptote the ones of the theory of generalized free fields. Similar remarks

apply to O∂s�nO.

In principle, one can have either of the following two scenarios:

• a) Operators with the twist τ = τ1 + τ2 are present in the spectrum.

• b) The point τ = τ1 + τ2 is a limiting point of the spectrum at infinite spin.

By option b) we mean that in a general CFT there is a set of operators with large enough spin

such that their twist is τ1 + τ2 − O( 1
sα ) with α > 0. In this way, for arbitrary ε > 0, there will be

operators X with twist τ1 + τ2 − τX < ε. They will be responsible for the behavior (4.33).13

Strictly speaking, so far we only discussed scalar external operators. However, the generalization

to operators with spin is trivial in this case. Indeed, the usual complication of having many different

13At one loop this was observed, for example, in [117],[118]. Here we see this is a general property of any CFT
above two dimensions.
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structures in three point functions for operators with spin is irrelevant for us. The reason is that

our problem is effectively two dimensional, and by considering, for example, operators with all the

indices along the z direction 〈Oz...zÕz...zÕz...zOz...z〉 the argument above goes through.

Indeed, in the case of four identical real operators, by keeping only unit operators in the s- and

t-channel we get

〈Oz...zOz...zOz...zOz...z〉 =
z2s

(zz)∆+s
+

(1− z)2s

[(1− z)(1− z)]∆+s
(4.34)

=
z2s

(zz)∆+s

[
1 +

(
z

1− z

)∆−s(
z

1− z

)∆+s
]
.

Again we see that z∆−s corresponds to the τ coll = 2τO = 2(∆ − s) operators in the s-channel.

The crucial simplification is that our perturbation theory is effectively 2d and, thus, all the usual

complications of three-point functions of operators with spin are absent.

Notice that our conclusion are obviously incorrect in d = 2. There are many 2d theories where

the double-twist operators are absent. As we have mentioned above, this is due to the fact that in

two dimensions there is no twist gap above the unit operator.

This is also related to why some theories in 2d can be very simple: the absence of the twist gap

provides a way out from this additivity property. Then we can have a very simple twist spectrum.

For example, in minimal models the twist spectrum takes the form τi + n, where n is an integer

that corresponds to the presence of the Virasoro descendants, and τi is some finite collection of real

numbers. Such a spectrum is generally inconsistent in higher dimensions.

As a simple illustration of how this result is evaded in two dimensions, we can consider the four-

point function of spin fields in the 2d Ising model [103]. In this case the only Virasoro primaries have

quantum numbers (0, 0), ( 1
2 ,

1
2 ), and ( 1

16 ,
1
16 ) for the spin field. One can check explicitly that the

leading piece in the z → 1 limit has the the leading twist contribution z
τ
2 with τ = 0, consistently

with the known spectrum. The spectral density around 2τσ vanishes.

4.3.3 Relation to Convexity

The discussion above allows us to put an upper bound on the minimal twist of the large spin

operators appearing in the OPE of any operator with its Hermitian conjugate in d > 2 CFTs. The

upper bound is, thus, 2τO. This leads to a compelling picture of the spectrum of general CFTs if we

combine this observation with the main claims of section 2, (4.24),(4.26). τ∗s is thus a nondecreasing

convex function that asymptotes to a finite number, not exceeding 2τO. See fig. 4.8. In addition,
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Figure 4.8: The general form of the minimal twist spectrum in an arbitrary CFT in d > 2.

as we emphasized above, there must be some operators populating the region of twists around 2τO.

These may be operators of non-minimal twist in the OPE.

An interesting direct application of these results is for the Euclidean bootstrap algorithm of [104].

If we assume that sc = 2 (which is consistent with all the examples we know), then we see that

imposing the gap condition for operators with s > 2, τ∗s > τ1 + τ2 should not have any solutions (in

unitary conformal field theories) .

4.3.4 The Leading Finite Spin Correction

Let us, for simplicity, focus on the case of four scalar operators of the type 〈OO†OO†〉 where the

dimension of O is ∆. (The case of non-identical scalar operators is considered in appendix B.) The

crossing equation in this case takes the form

F(z, z) =

(
zz

(1− z)(1− z)

)∆

F(1− z, 1− z) . (4.35)

So far we have focused on the limit where we probe the t-channel OPE, z → 1 with z finite. We have

taken into account the contribution of the unit operator in this limit. Let us now consider the next

operator that contributes in this limit. This operator has the smallest twist among the operators

appearing in the OPE (excluding the unit operator). We denote this smallest twist by τmin. We

denote the dimension and spin of this operator by ∆min, smin such that ∆min − smin = τmin. The

twist gap τmin > 0 in theories that live in more than two space-time dimensions guarantees that the

contribution of such operators in (4.33) is exponentially suppressed by e−στmin compared to the unit

operator contribution.

It would be very important for our purpose to determine the contribution of this operator in

more detail. For this we need the conformal block corresponding to this operator. The general

conformal block entering the s-channel is denoted by g∆,s(z, z). Since in this case we are doing it
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for the t-channel we need to evaluate it with the arguments g∆,s(1− z, 1− z).

One useful property of conformal blocks that we need is their behavior near the light-cone. In

the limit z → 0 with fixed z the conformal block is given by z
τ
2F(z), where F is simply related to

the hypergeometric function 2F1. This is true in any number of dimensions. We can consider F(z)

as z approaches 1. We find the following leading asymptotic form [51]

g∆,s(z, z)→ −
Γ(τ + 2s)

(−2)sΓ
(
τ+2s

2

)2 z τ2 (log (1− z) +O(1)) . (4.36)

In (4.36) we have taken the limit z → 0 first and subsequently we let z approach 1.

Combining all the factors we arrive at the following result for (4.32) in the limit σ � β

F(z, z) =

(
zz

(1− z)(1− z)

)∆O
(

1− f̃2 Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 (1− z)
τmin

2 log (z)

)
+ · · · . (4.37)

Here · · · stand for operators with higher twist than τmin and for various subleading contributions

from the Omin conformal block. The contributions from operators with higher twist than τmin are

further suppressed by powers of 1 − z (this translates to exponential suppression in σ in the limit

σ � 1 and β fixed). f2 is the usual coefficient appearing in the conformal block decomposition. It

is fixed by the three point function 〈OminOO†〉 and the two-point functions of these operators.

We rewrite (4.37) in terms of β and σ. We get

F(β, σ) =

(
e−2β(1− e−2σ)

(1− e−2β)e−2σ

)∆O
(

1 + 2βf̃2 Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 e−τminσ

)
+ · · · . (4.38)

Now we need to interpret this result in the s-channel. Consider first the case of unit operator. Its

contribution can be accounted for in terms of the s-channel conformal blocks of operators that have

twist 2∆ and large spin (as in the theory of generalized free fields). In fact, as we show in appendix

B, by doing a saddle point analysis one can see that the leading contribution comes from operators

with spin

log sdom = σ + log
(2∆− 1)

3
2 (2∆ + 1)

1
2

4∆
+O(e−σ) . (4.39)

The second derivative at the saddle point is parametrically large only when ∆ → ∞. (In this case

the formula simplifies to log sdom = σ+log ∆+O(e−σ).) Otherwise, the saddle point is not localized

and its precise location is not very meaningful. It is however meaningful that when σ becomes large

the dominant spins are large approximately as (4.39) dictates, sdom ∼ eσ. Below we will “re-sum”
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all the contributions around the saddle point in order to get various detailed predictions.

Thus, we are building a perturbation theory around the point s = ∞, which is dominated

by the unit operator in the t-channel and double-twist operators in the s-channel. Note that this

perturbation theory is very different from the one in [47], where the expansion is for large N theories.

The expansion we are considering is valid in any CFT in d > 2.

In (4.38) we have included the contribution of the first leading operator in the t-channel, after

the unit operator. Unitarity guarantees that τmin < 2∆. Notice that τmin ≤ d − 2 (the upper

bound comes from the energy momentum tensor, which is always present), while ∆ ≥ d−2
2 . Thus,

equality is only possible for free fields. This is important because it means that this contribution to

F(β, σ) from τmin is rising exponentially. Hence, it cannot be accounted for by adding finitely many

operators in the s-channel, or changing finitely many three-point functions. The saddle point (4.39)

suggests that this contribution from τmin should be accounted for by introducing small corrections

to operators with very large spins.

Taking into account the exponentially suppressed correction proportional to e−τminσ in (4.38),

the twists of the operators propagating in the s-channel are now modified. The modification is very

small for large enough spin because of the relation (4.39) between the spin and σ. Treating this term

proportional to e−τminσ as a perturbation, to leading order we can thus replace e−τminσ by 1/sτmin ,

where s is the spin. Then we can interpret this perturbation as a correction to the twist, δτs, of

such high spin operators by matching the dependence on β.14 We find that for large s

δτs = − cτmin

sτmin
+O

(
1

sτmin+ε

)
, (4.40)

where c is some constant independent of the spin and ε > 0. If these double-twist operators are

also the minimal twist operators in the OPE (as we will discuss in some examples), then we know

from monotonicity of the twist that cτmin
> 0. We see that the limiting twist 2τO is approached

in a manner that is completely fixed by the operator with the lowest lying nontrivial twist in the

problem. For example, it could be some low dimension scalar operator, or the energy momentum

tensor (for which τmin = d− 2).

It is natural to ask what can be said about cτmin
. Here we compute it for the case of external

scalar operators of dimension ∆. As explained in appendix B, the relevant contribution from the

14In other words, we use e−βτ−βδτ = e−βτ (1− βδτ + · · · ).
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s-channel takes the form15

−1

2
log z z∆ × lim

z→1

∞∑
s=Λ

cτmin

sτmin
csz

∆+s
2F1(∆ + s,∆ + s, 2s+ 2∆, z) . (4.41)

First we switch from the sum to the integral
∑∞
s=0 →

∫
ds and also make a change of variables

motivated by the saddle point analysis of appendix B, s→ s√
1−z . Denoting ε = 1− z and using for

the ε→ 0 limit

2F1(
h√
ε
,
h√
ε
, 2

h√
ε
, 1− ε) ∼ 4

h√
ε

√
hK0(2h)
√
πε

1
4

, (4.42)

(which can be derived using the integral representation for the hypergeometric function) we get (in

the small ε limit) that (4.41) is equal to

cτmin

(1− z)∆− τmin
2

4

Γ(∆)2

∞∫
0

ds s2∆−τmin−1K0(2s) (4.43)

=
cτmin

(1− z)∆− τmin
2

Γ(∆− τmin

2 )2

Γ(∆)2
.

Thus, the crossing equation, i.e. the requirement that (4.41) is equal to (4.37), takes the form

cτmin

Γ(∆− τmin

2 )2

Γ(∆)2
= 2f̃2 Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 , (4.44)

which can be solved for cτmin
to get

cτmin
=

Γ(τmin + 2smin)

2smin−1Γ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 Γ(∆)2

Γ(∆− τmin

2 )2
f2, (4.45)

f2 =
C2
OO†Oτmin

COOCO†O†COτmin
Oτmin

= (−1)smin f̃2 .

The additional factor (−1)smin in the second line of (4.45) comes about because COO†Oτmin
differs

from CO†OOτmin
by a minus sign for odd spins. This will be important below.

For convenience, above we have included the expression connecting f2 with various two- and

three-point functions (our conventions for two- and three-point functions are summarized in appendix

A). Thus, we have computed the coefficient that controls the leading correction to the anomalous

dimension of double-twist operators in any CFT τO∂sO† = 2τO −
cτmin

sτmin
+ · · · . Let us emphasize

15For the small spin cut-off we chose Λ. Since the sum is dominated by large spin operators in the limit we are
considering, nothing will depend on Λ in an important way.
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several features of this formula:

• - It is manifestly invariant under redefinitions of the normalizations of operators;

• - The formula is valid for any d > 2 CFT and does not depend on the existence of any

perturbative expansion parameters. Thus, it is an exact result.

• - The sign of all the corrections is positive, both for odd and even spins. In the next section we

will consider more general situations where different contributions come with different signs.

Here, since all the contributions are positive, the spectrum of twists of O∂sO† is clearly convex

for large enough spin, in any CFT.

• - If the minimal twist operator Omin is not unique, we just have to sum the different contri-

butions c =
∑
ci;

• - From unitarity we know that τmin < 2∆, and also τmin ≤ d − 2. In section 5 we will see an

example where all the contributions with τmin ≤ 2∆ cancel out. Then the leading contribution

to the asymptotic anomalous twist will come from τmin > 2∆, and our formula reproduces it

correctly.

• - The formula should be modified to incorporate the case when the external operators are

not scalars. We expect that this should be manageable because the problem is effectively two

dimensional and all conformal blocks are known [119]. We do not pursue this here.

This formula has several interesting consequences and applications that we study in the next section.

The following subsectiontion is dedicated to a brief review of the picture of [110] and its connection

to the discussion above.

4.3.5 An Argument in the Spirit of Alday-Maldacena

The general results discussed in the previous subsectiontions can be naturally understood at the

qualitative level using the ideas of [110]. Such ideas were also applied in [120].

One can think about the four-point correlation function in a d-dimensional CFT as a four-point

function in a two-dimensional gapped theory. Denote the coordinates on this two-dimensional space

by (u, v). The gap in the spectrum is the twist gap of the underlying d-dimensional CFT. More

generally, the evolution in the u direction is dictated by the twist of the underlying d-dimensional

CFT. The operators could be thought as being inserted at (±u0,±v0).
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When operators are largely separated in the v direction the interaction is weak and corrections

to the free propagation e−2τOu0 are small. The corrections are governed by the separation v0. Since

the theory is gapped, the correction to the energy due to the exchange of a particle of “mass” τexch

takes the form e−τexchv0 , which could be made arbitrarily small by taking large enough v0.

Since ∂u measures the twist we see that in this limit of large v0 we have a propagating state with

the twist arbitrarily close to 2τO. By the state-operator correspondence we have to identify it with

some operators in the theory. This is the additivity property alluded to above.

Moreover, [110] identified how the v0 separation is related to the spin of the operators. They

suggested the relation log sdom ∼ v0. That allows to interpret the correction potential energy due

to the leading interaction, e−τexchv0 , in terms of a correction to the twist of high spin operators,

δτ ∼ c
sτexch . For large v0 we the most important exchanged particle is the one with the smallest

twist, hence τexch is identified with τmin. This is the statement of (4.40). The fact that at large

spin we approach the generalized free field picture corresponds to the fact that at large separations

excitations do not interact and propagate freely. (In other words, locality in the v coordinate.)

We see that the free propagation in the Alday-Maldacena picture corresponds to the unit operator

dominance in the OPE picture. Corrections due to the exchange of massive particles in the Alday-

Maldacena picture correspond to the inclusion of the next terms in the light-cone OPE. Also in this

picture the state-operator correspondence plays an important role.

The relation log sdom ∼ v0 of [110] is qualitatively correct, but there are very important cor-

rections to it that we could determine precisely in our formalism (4.39). (And as we explained,

the saddle point itself is wide unless ∆ → ∞, so one needs to re-sum the corrections around it.

This is what we have essentially done in (4.42),(4.43).) Those corrections play a central role in the

determination of the precise shift in the twists of fast spinning operators. In the picture of [110]

those corrections should result from taking into account the finite width of the wave function in the

v coordinate. This would be interesting to understand better, perhaps along the lines of [120].

4.4 Examples and Applications of (3.17)

In this section we study the correction formula (4.45) in different regimes and circumstances, com-

paring it to known results when possible.
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4.4.1 Correction due to the Stress Tensor and Theories with Gravity

Duals

It is well known that in the case of the stress tensor the coupling of it to other operators is universal

and depends only on the dimension of the operator and two-point function of the stress tensor. More

precisely, in (4.45) f2 = d2∆2

(d−1)2c2T
so that we get

cstress =
d2Γ(d+ 2)

2cT (d− 1)2Γ(d+2
2 )2

∆2Γ(∆)2

Γ(∆− d−2
2 )2

. (4.46)

Let us consider a CFT where in the OPE of certain operators the minimal twist (after the unit

operator) is realized by the stress tensor. Simple examples of such CFTs arise in the context of

holography. In this case the two-point function is given by (see for example [121])

cT =
d+ 1

d− 1

Ld−1

2πG
(d+1)
N

Γ(d+ 1)π
d
2

Γ(d2 )3
, (4.47)

so that we get for the leading correction

cstress =
4Γ(d2 )

π
d−2

2 (d− 1)

G
(d+1)
N

Ld−1

Γ(∆ + 1)2

Γ(∆− d−2
2 )2

. (4.48)

We can apply this formula, for example, in the case of N = 4 SYM theory. We substitute d = 4 and

G
(d+1)
N

Ld−1 = π
2N2 so that cT = 40N2 and we get that the correction due to the stress tensor exchange is

given by

cN=4
stress =

2∆2(∆− 1)2

3N2
. (4.49)

One of the first computations of a four-point function at strong coupling was 2-2 dilaton scattering.

in this case the anomalous dimensions of double trace operators are known [122]

τ:O∂sO: = 8− 96

(s+ 1)(s+ 6)

1

N2
. (4.50)

In the formula above O stands for the operator dual to the dilaton. The only twist 2 operator in

the t-channel is the stress tensor. By plugging ∆ = 4 into our formula we correctly reproduce 96
N2 !

For other computations of the anomalous dimensions of double-trace operators in theories with

gravity duals see [123, 124]. In all those cases we found that the sign of the correction is consistent

with convexity, and the leading power of s is as predicted. However, often more than one operator
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of twist 2 is exchanged in the t-channel and (4.49) will not be the complete answer. To get the

complete answer we just have to sum over finitely many contributions.

4.4.2 The large ∆ Limit

It is curious to consider large ∆ limit of (4.45) . The factor
Γ(∆− τmin

2 )2

Γ(∆)2 becomes ∆τmin and, thus,

cτmin has a simple dependence on ∆, cτmin ∼ ∆τminf2 where f2 is the combination of three- and

two-point functions written in (4.45). The limit of large ∆ is also nice in that the saddle point

described in appendix B becomes exact and simplifies as described after (4.39).

The point we would like to make in this subsectiontion is that since for large ∆ the saddle

point (4.39) becomes exact, the idea of [110], which we outlined in subsectiontion 3.5, can be made

precise.

According to the picture we reviewed in subsectiontion 3.5, the scaling dimensions of the double-

twist operators are related to the total energy of two static charges in some two-dimensional space

interacting through a Yukawa-like potential

∆1 + ∆2 + gq1q2e
−mv0 , (4.51)

where v0 is the separation between the particles. We assume for simplicity ∆1 = ∆2 ≡ ∆. Now

we use the fact that the saddle point is exact if ∆ is large and the relation at the saddle point is

v0 = log s
∆ . Additionally, from our formula for the leading correction to the dimensions of double-

twist operators we read gq1q2 ∼
C2

OO†Oτmin

COOCO†O†COτmin
Oτmin

. The mass m appearing in (4.51) corresponds

to the minimal twist that we exchange (this is directly related to the fact that the lightest particle

that we exchange leads to the longest range interactions).

These identifications are natural, for example, the sign of the correction has a very simple in-

terpretation. Gravity is always an attractive force, thus, the correction from the potential energy is

always negative. This is reflected by the fact that for the energy momentum tensor we have g ∼ − 1
cT

and q ∼ ∆. However, if we have a U(1) current the force could be either attractive or repulsive

depending on the signs of the charges.

The identification v0 = log s
∆ and the relation between gq1q2 and various two- and three-point

functions all receive nontrivial corrections in ∆−1. We have accounted for all of them precisely in

the previous section.
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4.4.3 The Case of Parametrically Small ∆− τmin

2

The formula (4.45) goes to zero when ∆ = τmin

2 . This is consistent because such an equality could

only be realized in free field theory (or, if one abandons unitarity it could be realized in models such

as generalized free fields). And indeed, in free field theory (or generalized free fields) the answer is

zero; there are no corrections to the twists of double-twist operators.

However, the case of small ∆ − τmin

2 is in fact more subtle. For example, consider some weakly

coupled CFT. Then if we choose the external state appropriately, the leading twist operators in the

OPE would have τmin very close to 2∆. But there would be infinitely many such operators. In order

to get the right answer for the anomalous dimensions of fast spinning operators we would generally

have to sum them all and be careful about performing the perturbation theory consistently.

An example is the φ4 theory in 4− ε dimensions. We consider the φ(x)φ(0) OPE, which includes

many operators whose twists are very close to 2. In order to obtain the right anomalous twists of fast

spinning operators of the type φ∂sφ as discussed in section 3, we have to sum all of those operators

up. In this case ε breaks a higher spin symmetry and so the infinitely many operators with twists

close to 2 can be regarded as due to a slightly broken higher spin symmetry.

More generally, imagine we have a CFT which contains a small parameter ε. Imagine we also

know the twist τO∂sO(s, ε) of some double-twist operators exactly as a function of ∆ and s. From

the discussion above we know that at sufficiently large spin we expect it to have the form

τO∂sO(s, ε) = 2∆− c2(ε)

sd−2
− c4(ε)

sd−2+γ4(ε)
− ... (4.52)

where γ4(ε) is the anomalous dimension of the minimal twist spin-four operator. In the above

we have assumed that the minimal twists are realized by the energy-momentum tensor, spin-four

operators etc. Of course it could also be that O2 has a twist smaller than d−2 (and hence dominates

over the energy momentum tensor) but that won’t change the point we would like to make. Clearly,

if ε is small, the expansion (4.52) is only useful for spins much larger than any other parameter in

the theory (including e
1

γ4(ε) that would naturally arise in a situation like (4.52)).

If one decides to fix the spin and take ε arbitrarily small, then all the operators in (4.52) become

important. In this regime, the problem we are discussing is essentially that of solving perturbative

CFTs via the bootstrap program. This is not our goal here, and we will not comment on it further.

The interested reader should consult [47, 125] for interesting recent progress in this direction.

In any given CFT, the results (4.40),(4.45) always apply for sufficiently large spin. For example,
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in the Ising model

τ3d Ising
σ∂sσ ∼ 1.037− 0.0028

s
+ ... (4.53)

where we have used here the numerical value for the central charge found in [105]. This is an analytic

result about the Ising model, but in practice its power is limited because one has to go to quite large

spin s in order for the next terms to be suppressed (the next term is controlled by the anomalous

twist of the spin 4 operator, which is 0.02, and thus the formula (4.53) is useful only for exponentially

large spins). In the next section we will discuss some results about the Ising model that are more

powerful from the practical point of view.

4.4.4 The Charge to Mass Ratio is Related to Convexity

As we explained above, the correction cτmin
in (4.40) could have either sign depending on which

operators propagates in the t-channel and depending on the precise form of the four-point func-

tion we study. We demonstrate this point here by considering four point functions of the form

〈Oi(x1)Oj(x2)O†
i
(x3)O†

j
(x4)〉 where Oi and Oi are operators charged under global symmetries. In

the expansion in the s-channel we necessarily encounter double-twist operators of the type O∂sO

which are charged under some global symmetries. We cannot directly apply the results of section 2

for such operators since we do not have positivity of the cross section argument. It is thus interesting

to ask whether such operators approach the limiting twist 2∆ in a convex, flat, or concave manner.

Here we will explain that under some very general circumstances this is, roughly speaking, fixed by

the charge to dimension ratio of O. Let us set up the framework more precisely.

Imagine we have Nf flavor currents JµK . And imagine also we have a set of scalar operators Oi

charged under this symmetry so that

[Q,Oi] = −(TK)jiOj (4.54)

This means that the OPE includes

JµK(x)Oi(0) ∼ −i
Sd

xµ

xd
(TK)jiOj(0). (4.55)

where Sd is the surface area of a d− 1 sphere.
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Let us define the two-point functions

〈Oi(x)O†
i
(0)〉 =

gii
x2∆

, 〈JµI (x)JµJ (0)〉 =
τIJ
S2
d

Iµν

x2(d−1)
. (4.56)

Using these and the OPE (4.55) we can fix the three-point functions to be

〈Oi(x1)O†
j
(x2)JµI (x3)〉 =

−i
Sd

(TI)
j
igjj

Zµ

x
2∆−(d−2)
12 xd−2

13 xd−2
23

(4.57)

where Zµ =
xµ31

x2
31
− xµ32

x2
32

.

Now we consider the four-point function 〈Oi(x1)Oj(x2)O†
i
(x3)O†

j
(x4)〉. Using (4.45) we can

account for the contributions of the conserved currents in the t-channel to δτs. We find

(δτs)currents ∼ −
∑
I,J

COiO†i J
ICOjO†jJ

J

COiO†i
COjO†j

CJIJJ
= −

∑
I,J

(TI)
k
i gki(TJ)mj gmj
τIJgiigjj

. (4.58)

Restoring the pre-factors from (4.45) (for a configuration of four insertions like we consider here

there is an additional factor of (−1)s) we get for the sum of the stress-tensor and repulsive flavor

corrections (here we have assumed that the minimal twists that appear in the t-channel are the EM

tensor and conserved currents)

δτs ∼ −
1

sd−2

 d2∆2

4(d− 1)2cT

Γ(d+ 2)

Γ(d+2
2 )2

− Γ(d)

2Γ(d2 )2

∑
I,J

(TI)
k
i gki(TJ)mj gmj
τIJgiigjj

 . (4.59)

In general, the odd spin contributions are always repulsive in the context considered in this subsec-

tiontion and the even spin contributions (including scalar and stress tensor exchange) are attractive.

Therefore, whether δτs is convex, flat, or concave for large spin is determined by the ratio of ∆/cT

compared to, roughly speaking, q2/τIJ where q is the charge of the operators (more generally, the

representation). Therefore, the question of convexity at large spin is determined by whether O sat-

isfies a BPS-like bound. The BPS-like bound that controls convexity for the simple case of stress

tensor and a single U(1) symmetry is

∆
√
cT
≥ 1√

2

d− 1√
d(d+ 1)

|q|√
τ
. (4.60)

Let us now mention that if we consider instead the correlation function in the ordering 〈Oi(x1)O†
i
(x2)Oj(x3)O†

j
(x4)〉
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Figure 4.9: The correction due to the U(1) current exchange has the opposite sign for the anomalous
twists of O∂sO and O∂sO†. At the level of the bootstrap equations, it corresponds to the fact that
the three-point function 〈OO†Js〉 is odd under a permutation of O and O† when s is odd. (Here Js
is an operator of spin s.)

and study the s-channel expansion, then we encounter double-twist operators of the type O∂sO†.

In this case, the t-channel expansions gives a different results from before. Because we flipped two

operators (see fig. 4.9), all the even spins still contribute positively to c but now the odd spins con-

tribute positively as well. Hence, this essentially proves convexity in a new way (without alluding to

an RG flow) for large enough spins! In fact, in some sense, it proves a slightly different result than

the one in section 2, since here we do not need to assume that the double-twist operators are the

minimal twist operators to get convexity – the convexity of section 2 is always about the minimal

twist operators.

As an example of the discussion above let us consider an N = 1 SCFT in four dimensions. In

the case of SCFT we have a U(1)R global symmetry. The two-point function of the R-current is

related via supersymmetry to the two-point function of the stress tensor (see, for example, formula

(1.11) in [126] 16). The relation in our conventions is

cT
τ

=
d(d+ 1)

2
. (4.61)

16Our conventions are related to theirs by τhere
S2
d

=
2(d−1)(d−2)

(2π)d
τthere and

cT ;here

S2
d

= cT ;there .
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Now consider the correlation function 〈O(x1)O(x2)O†(x3)O†(x4)〉 where O is a chiral primary and

O† is an anti-chiral primary. We can use the formula (4.59) to evaluate the asymptotic corrections to

the operators O∂sO appearing in the chiral×chiral OPE. Using the relation (4.61) and the fact that

for chiral primaries ∆ = 3r
2 where r is the R-symmetry charge of O, we find that the correction (4.59)

precisely vanishes. Furthermore, if O carries some global symmetry quantum numbers other than

the R-symmetry, we should include the contributions to δτs from the exchanges in the t-channel of

the flavor supermultiplet (this is a linear multiplet of N = 1). We find that this contribution again

vanishes identically.

One could ask why these corrections to δτs vanish identically for chiral primaries. In the OPE

of two chiral primaries one finds short representations with twists precisely 2∆ and long represen-

tations with twists larger than 2∆. (There are no smaller twists.) The cancelation above may be

related to the presence of infinitely many short representations in the OPE. It would be nice to

understand whether the OPE of two chiral primaries contains infinitely many protected operators,

as the computations above hint. For completeness, the structure of the OPE of two chiral primaries

is reviewed in appendix D.

Another curiosity that we would like to note is that if O is chiral but not a chiral primary, then

∆ > 3r
2 and the exchange of the stress tensor dominates over the R-current. Thus, we have convexity

again. We see that the general connection between the BPS-like bound (4.60) and convexity is

realized very naturally in SUSY.

4.5 Applications of Convexity

In this section we consider different known examples and verify that the convexity and asymptotic

form of the twists hold true. Moreover, we will see that in all known examples the convexity starts

from spin 2 (thus sc = 2).

4.5.1 Free Theories and Weakly Coupled Theories

It is easy to see that the propositions made in the previous sections are true in free theories. In this

case we have an infinite set of conserved currents js with the minimal possible twist τ = d− 2.

For a generic operator O we expect the three-point functions 〈OO†js〉 to be non-zero. This is

suggested by the way higher spin symmetry is realized in the sector of conserved currents as well as

from the way it acts on the fundamental field.
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Figure 4.10: The form of the minimal twist spectrum in free theories.

The conserved currents will be the leading twist operators. In this way convexity with sc = 2 is

realized in the case of free theories. See fig. 4.10.

It is also trivial to see that there exist operators with twist arbitrarily close to 2τO. Indeed, for

any composite operator O in a free theory, in the OPE of this operator with itself there will appear

the operators O∂sO† (written schematically). Those have twist precisely 2τO. If the operator O

is the elementary free field itself, then these operators are the higher spin currents. Their twist

is precisely d − 2, which coincides with twice the dimension (and hence twice the twist) of the

elementary scalar field.

Weakly coupled CFTs inherit some of their OPE structure from their higher spin symmetric

parents. (The OPE coefficients and the dimensions change a little. Various short multiplets could

combine, for example, the exactly conserved higher-spin currents undergo a “Higgs mechanism” and

acquire a small anomalous twist. Also new operators that were not present in the free field theory

could appear.) If the CFT is sufficiently weakly coupled, the almost conserved currents will still be

the minimal twist operators in the OPE of any operator with itself. This means that in this case our

statement from section 2 boils down to the convexity of twists of almost conserved currents. The

examples below are of this type.

Notice that in the case when we have a flux (e.g. in gauge theories) the situation is different.

The almost conserved currents universally receive a correction to the twist of the form log s. Thus,

for large enough spin, their twist could be arbitrary large so that they cease to be the minimal

twist operators. In this case some other operators (the double twist operators) ensure additivity

and convexity.
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4.5.2 The Critical O(N) Models

Let us consider the O(N) critical point in 4− ε dimensions. We can use the results of [127] for the

anomalous dimensions. We have

δτσi∂sσi − 2γσ = −ε2 N + 2

2(N + 8)2

6

s(s+ 1)
, (4.62)

δτσ(i∂sσj) − 2γσ = −ε2 N + 2

2(N + 8)2

6(N + 6)

(N + 2)s(s+ 1)
, (4.63)

where γσ is the anomalous dimension of the spin field. The operators σi∂
sσi are singlets under the

global symmetry O(N), and σ(i∂
sσj) are symmetric traceless representations of O(N).

Let us make several comments about the formulae above. First of all, both formulae have a

well-defined large s→∞ limit that implies δτs − 2γσ → 0.17 This means that the prediction (4.27)

is saturated, as it must in weakly coupled CFTs where we consider operators that are bilinear in the

fundamental field. Second, the leading correction around infinite spin in both cases is of the form

1
s2 . This is what we expect due to the presence of the stress tensor and other currents which are

conserved at this order. (To this order also σ2 has twist d− 2.) Third, the convexity starts from the

energy momentum tensor, s = 2. At higher orders in ε, the higher spin-currents will lead to different

typical exponents at large spin, 1
sτmin(ε) . The dominant exponent at very large spin will still be due

to the stress tensor, 1
s2−ε . (The reason for that is that higher spin currents have a larger anomalous

twist and the operator σ2 appears to have dimension, and thus twist, larger than d− 2 as well. This

information about σ2 is suggested from the epsilon expansion, from the known results about low N

critical O(N) models, and the results of large N .)

Alternatively, we can consider the case of large N with the number of space-time dimensions

being d. In this case we can use the results of the large N expansion [128],[129]

δτσi∂sσi = 2γσ
4

(d+ 2s− 4)(d+ 2s− 2)

[
(d+ s− 2)(s− 1)− 1

2

Γ[d+ 1]Γ[s+ 1]

2(d− 1)Γ[d+ s− 3]

]
, (4.64)

δτσ(i∂sσj) = 2γσ
4(d+ s− 2)(s− 1)

(d+ 2s− 4)(d+ 2s− 2)
, (4.65)

γσ =
2

N

sinπ d2
π

Γ(d− 2)

Γ(d2 − 2)Γ(d2 + 1)
. (4.66)

17To leading order 2γσ = N+2
2(N+8)2

ε2.
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In the large s limit these formulae become

δτσi∂sσi − 2γσ
2γσ

∼ −Γ(d+ 1)

2(d− 1)

1

sd−2
− d(d− 2)

4

1

s2
, (4.67)

δτσ(i∂sσj) − 2γσ

2γσ
∼ −d(d− 2)

4

1

s2
. (4.68)

These results are consistent with the fact that at leading order in N we have conserved currents

operators with the twist τ = d− 2, and we also see 1/s2 coming from the operator σ2.

The difference in the coefficients of 1
sd−2 for the operators σi∂

sσi and σ(i∂
sσj) comes from the

fact that different conserved higher spin currents contribute. We see that the sum over all the

higher spin currents (each contributing to 1/sd−2) actually vanishes for the symmetric combination.

However, the 1
s2 contribution is governed solely by the three point function 〈σiσiσ2〉 and, thus, the

coefficient of 1/s2 is the same for both operators σi∂
sσi and σ(i∂

sσj).
18 We can easily reproduce

the coefficient of 1/s2 using our formula (4.45) and the known two- and three-point functions in this

model (at large N). We find a precise match between the perturbative calculation (4.67) and our

general methods using the bootstrap equations. The necessary details are collected in appendix E.

Now we can turn to predictions using convexity. We consider arbitrary N and ε. Of particular

interest are three-dimensional small N models (for which there is no small parameter in the problem).

They describe many second order phase transitions. For example, in the case of N = 1 we have the

3d Ising model which describes the vapor-liquid critical point of water.

All these theories are known to contain an almost free scalar operator (the spin field) ∆σ ∼ 0.5,

thus, the prediction is that all these theories contain operators of spin 4, 6, ...,∞ with twists

1 < τs < 2∆σ . (4.69)

This happens to be a rather stringent constraint on the spectrum of the leading twist higher spin

operators. For example, in the case of the 3d Ising model, it is known that ∆σ = 0.5182(3) (see

e.g. [105]). Thus, we would predict that there is an infinite set of operators with 1 < τs < 1.037.

Moreover, based on other examples and on the known twist of the spin four operator that nicely

satisfies (4.69) (τ4 ∼ 1.02), we expect that these operators are present starting from s = 2.

Using monotonicity and the known twist of the spin four operator, we can further make the

prediction that there is an infinite set of almost conserved currents in the 3D Ising model starting

18The cancelation of 1/sd−2 in the second line of (4.67) is easily understood in our language. Consider the four-point
function of spin fields 〈σ1σ2σ2σ1〉. The only operator in the t-channel that can propagate is the interacting field σ2.
The higher spin currents cannot propagate because they behave essentially like free fields and so contribute zero to
the t-channel diagrams. This shows that the operators σ1∂sσ2 do not have a piece that goes like 1/sd−2 at large spin.
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Figure 4.11: The form of the minimal twist spectrum implied by convexity in the 3D Ising model.
The shaded region describes the allowed values for almost conserved currents of spin s ≥ 6.

Figure 4.12: The form of the minimal twist spectrum implied by convexity in a theory described by
supergravity.

from s = 6 with the twists

1.02 < τs < 1.037 , s = 6, 8, ...,∞ . (4.70)

This is illustrated in fig. 4.11.

4.5.3 Strongly Coupled Theories and AdS/CFT

For theories with gravity duals, convexity could be tested via AdS/CFT. One may be able to think

about convexity as some hidden constraint on the low-energy effective actions in AdS in the spirit

of [94]. We leave the exploration of this question for the future. A typical characteristic of theories

with gravity duals is that these theories possess a large gap in the spectrum. See [47] for a systematic

approach to analyzing such theories.

In this context, convexity is at statement about the anomalous dimensions of various double-

trace operators, which are the double-twist operators in this case. For very large spins convexity

was proved using the crossing equations in section 3 while for spins of order O(1) we can use the

argument of section 2. In the bulk gravity duals, this corresponds to the energy of various spinning
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two-particle states. Hence, convexity implies that the binding energy of fast spinning operators in

the bulk is always negative (i.e. the particles have net attraction) and the binding energy approaches

zero in a power law fashion. This is depicted schematically in fig. 4.12, where 2τO is the twist of the

two-particle state at very large spin (hence, the binding energy goes to zero). We emphasize that

all these binding energies are of order 1/N or less. Hence, the properties delineated above are about

various 1/N corrections that come from tree-level diagrams in supergravity.

4.5.4 Higher Spin Symmetry Breaking

Recently there was some progress in understanding the higher spin symmetric phase of the AdS/CFT

correspondence [11, 25, 12]. On the CFT side one can notice that such symmetries fix correlations

functions up to a number [60].19

However, in the case when higher spin symmetry is broken the situation is much less clear. On the

boundary sometimes it is possible to use the constraints to get some general predictions [44, 45, 131].

But they are very limited and are not applicable in the general situation. In the bulk the situation

is even less clear. It would be very interesting to understand higher spin symmetry breaking in the

bulk better.

Convexity is a generic constraint on any possible higher spin symmetry breaking. On the bound-

ary, slightly broken higher spin symmetry currents are the minimal twist operators discussed before.

In the bulk, this maps to a statement about the masses of Higgsed gauge bosons.

The scaling dimensions of operators with spin s are mapped to the masses of the dual states in

the bulk [132]

m2 = C2(∆, s)− C2(d− 2 + s, s) = δτs(δτs + 2s+ d− 4). (4.71)

here C2 is the quadratic Casimir of SO(d, 2) and δτs is the anomalous twist (when it is zero the

particle is massless).

Thus, convexity is some general constraint on the higher spin symmetry breaking in quantum

gravities in AdS. It could be applied both to Vasiliev theories [24] and tensionless limits of string

theories [56].

Consider as an example case of parity preserving Vasiliev theory in AdS4 with higher spin

breaking boundary conditions. We know from additivity that for large spins τs = d−2+2γσ+O(s2−d)

19The expression for n-point correlation functions of currents was recently found in [130].
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so we can approximate the masses of the higher spin bosons in the bulk as

m2
s ≈ 4γσs+O(1) . (4.72)

Here γσ is the anomalous dimension of the spin field in the O(N) model (the singlet O(N) model

was first considered in [11]).

In the singlet O(N) model, σ is not part of the spectrum, but we can nevertheless define its

anomalous dimension:

γσ = lim
s→∞

1

4

∂m2
s

∂s
= lim
s→∞

1

2
(τs − 1) . (4.73)

Hence, it is defined from the limit of anomalous dimensions of almost conserved currents (alterna-

tively, from the masses of bulk gauge bosons).

4.6 Conclusions and Open Problems

In this chapter we investigated unitary CFTs in the Lorentzian domain. By flowing to the gapped

phase and using positivity of a certain cross section, we established a convexity property of the

minimal twists in the O(x)O†(0) OPE (4.26). Studying the crossing equations in the light-cone

limit we found that there is an additivity property in the twist space and that the inequality (4.27)

has to hold. Additivity means that in d > 2 it is meaningful to talk about double- and multi-twist

operators, in any CFT. We also computed explicitly the leading large spin corrections to the twist of

double-twist operators in the case of scalar operators and explained how to compute it for arbitrary

operators. We discussed various double-twist operators and the leading correction to their twists at

large spin. This led to a purely CFT-based proof of a certain convexity property of the twists of

double-twist operators.

Our general findings are related naturally to the picture of [110], where 4d CFT correlators look

like correlators in a 2d gapped local theory. In the original CFT this locality is realized in log s. We

reformulated their picture in terms of the OPE and that allowed us to extend the analysis of [110]

and compute the leading spin corrections exactly.

We proceeded by studying various examples and applications of these general properties. We

have found that convexity is a recurring theme at large spin. We checked that the general picture

that we obtained is indeed realized in known theories (mostly weakly coupled theories or theories
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with gravity duals).

We concluded that there should not be solutions of the crossing equations with τ∗s > τ1 + τ2 and

we checked our picture against the available numerical results [105]. We emphasized some predictions

for the 3d critical O(N) models that are relevant for phase transitions. One can set bounds on an

infinite set of operators in the critical O(N) models (4.69) . In the case of the 3d Ising model one

can do better (4.70) .

Another example we considered is the correction to the twists of chiral operators in N = 1

SCFTs. We found that to the order we computed the twist spectrum of chiral primaries remained

flat at large spin (in principle it could have been concave). If we consider chiral operators that are

not chiral primaries, then, as we have explained in section 4, the usual superconformal unitarity

bound leads to convexity at large spin.

For a generic CFT we found that there is a relation between the convexity/concavity of the large

spin twists of double-twist operators and the mass/charge ratio. More precisely, assuming that the

minimal twist operators are the stress tensor and a U(1) current we found that

O∂sO convexity↔ ∆ ≥ (d− 1)

2
|q| , (4.74)

where we used the freedom to normalize the current to choose cT
τ = d(d+1)

2 (we can always do this

for Abelian currents. For concavity the inequality works in the opposite direction.)

Hence, by studying the dimensions and charges of arbitrary primary operators in various CFTs

one can conclude about convexity/concavity of the large spin anomalous dimensions.

Our results are also relevant for the high spin symmetry breaking in CFTs and through AdS/CFT

to theories of quantum gravity in the bulk. As higher spin symmetry breaks, higher spin gauge bosons

become massive through the Higgs mechanism. The minimal twists discussed above correspond to

almost conserved higher spin currents. For the case of parity preserving Vasiliev theory, from the

property of additivity of the twists we infer that the masses of these gauge bosons at high spin follow

a Regge-like formula, with the prefactor fixed by the dimension of the spin field.

There are several concrete open questions which would be interesting to address.

One obvious generalization would be to compute the next, subleading, orders in the 1
s expansion.

Another concrete problem that would be nice to address is the computation of the coefficients

controlling the power law corrections for the operators O1∂
s�nO2. Finally, it would be interesting

to derive convexity using the ideas of [20]. It was noticed in [20] that the Regge limit of the DIS

amplitude we considered in section 2 is related through a conformal transformation to the problem
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of measuring energy distributions in the final state created by some operator. Moreover, the fact

that the energy distributions are integrable may constrain the Regge asymptotics of graviton deep

inelastic scattering. It would be interesting to understand whether this is indeed the case.

4.7 Appendix A. Normalizations and Conventions

Here we collect our normalization and conventions for two- and three-point functions as well as the

normalizations of conformal blocks. We mostly follow the conventions of [133]

rij = (xi − xj)2, Iµν(x) = δµν − 2
xµxν

x2
, (4.75)

Zµ =
xµ13

r13
− xµ12

r12
.

Then for the two- and three-point functions contracted with polarization tensors Cµ we have

〈Ol · C1(x1)Ol · C2(x2)〉 = cOlOl
(Cµ1 IµνC

ν
2 )
l

r∆
12

, (4.76)

〈O∆1(x1)O∆2(x2)Ol · C3(x3)〉 = cOOOl
(Z · C)l

r
1
2 (∆1+∆2−∆)
12 r

(∆1+∆−∆2)
13 r

(∆2+∆−∆1)
23

. (4.77)

For the conformal block we have the following asymptotic behavior [134]

Gd,∆,s(z, z) ∼z→0 (−1

2
)sz

∆−s
2 z

∆+s
2 2F1(∆ + s,∆ + s, 2s+ 2∆, z) . (4.78)

This leading behavior is independent of the number of space-time dimensions.

In the text various notions of twist, minimal twist etc. appeared. For convenience, we summarize

here some of the notation and terminology we used.

• - Conformal twist. It is given by τ = ∆ − s and governs the DIS experiment we considered.

Unless stated otherwise, by twist we always mean the conformal twist.

• - Collinear twist. It is given by τ coll = ∆− s+− and the light-cone OPE is arranged according

to collinear twists of operators.

• - By τ∗s we denote the conformal twist of the spin s minimal conformal twist operator that

appears in the OPE of some operator with its conjugate O(x)O†(0). This is again relevant for

DIS.

• - By τmin we denote the minimal twist among the operators different from the unit operator
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that appear in the t-channel of various four point functions. The spin of the corresponding

operator could be arbitrary.

• - By τs we denote the twists of double-twist operators that appear in the s-channel and corre-

spond via the bootstrap equations to low twist operators in the t-channel.

4.8 Appendix B. Relating Spin to σ

4.8.1 A Naive Approach

Consider the disconnected part of the four-point function of real scalar operators with dimension ∆.

In our notation for the cross ratios, the four point function takes the form

F(z, z) = 1 + (zz)∆ +

[
zz

(1− z)(1− z)

]∆

. (4.79)

As in the main text, we take z to be small and consider the piece z∆ only. This corresponds to

focusing on the contributions of the leading collinear twist “double-trace” operators. This leading

piece in the four-point function takes the form z∆f(z) where

f(z) = z∆

[
1 +

1

(1− z)∆

]
. (4.80)

We can decompose this function in terms of collinear conformal blocks

f(z) =

∞∑
s=0

csz
∆+s

2F1(∆ + s,∆ + s, 2s+ 2∆, z) , (4.81)

where the cs are known to be (see e.g. [47])

cs = (1 + (−1)s)
Γ(∆ + s)2Γ(2∆ + s− 1)

Γ(s+ 1)Γ(∆)2Γ(2∆ + 2s− 1)
. (4.82)

This expansion is valid in any number of dimensions even though the full conformal blocks for

generic d are not known. The simplification is due to the fact we consider small z and thus collinear

conformal blocks, which are much simpler than the full conformal blocks.

Let us now substitute 1 − z = e−2σ. We would like to study where does the contribution come

from in the sum (4.81) for some given σ. In other words, we would like to find the typical spin of

operators that dominate the contribution for some given σ. It is helpful to replace the sum over
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spins by an integral and also utilize the integral representation of the hypergeometric function. We

get for f(z)

1∫
0

dt

∞∫
∆

dŝ
2(2ŝ− 1)Γ(∆ + ŝ− 1)

Γ(∆)2Γ(1 + ŝ−∆)

[
(1−e−2σ)t(1−t)

1−(1−e−2σ)t

]ŝ
t(1− t)

, (4.83)

We expect the large σ � 1 limit to be dominated by the high spin operators. Thus, we expand to

the leading order in ŝ

2(2ŝ− 1)Γ(∆ + ŝ− 1)

Γ(∆)2Γ(1 + ŝ−∆)
=

4ŝ2∆−1

Γ(∆)2
+O(

1

ŝ
) , (4.84)

so that we get for the integral

4

Γ(∆)2

1∫
0

dt

∞∫
∆

dŝ
e

(2∆−1) log ŝ+ŝ log

[
(1−e−2σ)t(1−t)

1−(1−e−2σ)t

]
t(1− t)

. (4.85)

We perform the integral over ŝ by the saddle point approximation. We get for the extremum value

ŝ0

ŝ0 = − 2∆− 1

log
[

(1−e−2σ)t(1−t)
1−(1−e−2σ)t

] . (4.86)

After evaluating the integral we get

4e1−2∆
√
π(2∆− 1)2∆− 1

2

√
2∆− 1Γ(∆)2

1∫
0

dt

(
− log (e2σ−1)(1−t)t

e2σ(1−t)+t

)−2∆

t(1− t)
. (4.87)

Next we use the saddle point approximation to evaluate the t integral. The extremal value for t is

t0 = 1−
(

2∆− 1

2∆ + 1

) 1
2

e−σ +O(e−2σ) . (4.88)

Plugging it back to (4.86) we see that the dominant spin, sdom, is

log sdom = σ + log
(2∆− 1)

3
2 (2∆ + 1)

1
2

4∆
+O(e−σ) . (4.89)

The leading term in the relation (4.89) coincides with the identification of [110]. Notice that for
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∆� 1 the expression (4.89) further reduces to

log sdom ≈ σ + log ∆ . (4.90)

It is important to remark that the saddle point above is only localized when ∆ � 1, hence, one

cannot perform reliable computations (for finite ∆) by the usual saddle point approximation method

(one needs to re-sum various corrections). The purpose of this discussion is to motivate the claim

that for z → 1 the important terms in the sum (4.81) are those with large spin, according to the

relation log sdom ≈ σ.

In the next subsectiontion we will present a more rigorous approach to the problem. This

approach allows us to control the sum (4.81) efficiently. The following discussion is crucial for

reproducing the main results of section 3.

4.8.2 A Systematic Approach

In the previous subsectiontion we learned that the spins dominating the s-channel expansion which

reproduces the unit operator in the t-channel are given by s ∼ 1

(1−z)
1
2

. We denote ε = 1 − z and

plug this into the hypergeometric function. Below we will discuss the leading terms are ε→ 0. From

the integral representation of the hypergeometric function we see that it behaves as follows in this

scaling limit (A is an arbitrary coefficient that stays finite as ε→ 0)

2F1

(
A√
ε
,
A√
ε
, 2

A√
ε
, 1− ε

)
=

Γ( 2A√
ε
)

Γ2( A√
ε
)

1∫
0

dt(1− t)
A√
ε
−1
t
A√
ε
−1

(1− t+ εt)
− A√

ε . (4.91)

We approximate the pre-factor using the Stirling formula as
√

A
4π

1
ε1/4 e

2A log(2)√
ε and so

2F1

(
A√
ε
,
A√
ε
, 2

A√
ε
, 1− ε

)
=

√
A

4π

1

ε1/4
4
A√
ε

1∫
0

dt(1− t)
A√
ε
−1
t
A√
ε
−1

(1− t+ εt)
− A√

ε . (4.92)

Now we need to take the ε→ 0 limit of this integral.

From the analysis of the previous subsectiontion we are inspired to make a change of variables

1− t = λ
√
ε and find

2F1

(
A√
ε
,
A√
ε
, 2

A√
ε
, 1− ε

)
=

√
A

4π

1

ε1/4
4
A√
ε

1/
√
ε∫

0

dλ

λ
(1− λ

√
ε)

A√
ε
−1

(1 +

√
ε

λ
)
− A√

ε . (4.93)
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We take the ε→ 0 limit and get

2F1

(
A√
ε
,
A√
ε
, 2

A√
ε
, 1− ε

)
=

√
A

4π

1

ε1/4
4
A√
ε

∞∫
0

dλ

λ
e−λA−

A
λ . (4.94)

This is a nicely convergent integral, given by the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Thus

2F1

(
A√
ε
,
A√
ε
, 2

A√
ε
, 1− ε

)
→
√
A

π

4
A√
ε

ε1/4
K0(2A) . (4.95)

We can now use this limiting expression and reconsider (4.81) using this approximation for the

hypergeometric function. We find

f(z) =
4

Γ2(∆)ε∆

∞∫
0

dAA2∆−1K0(2A) . (4.96)

It is encouraging to see that the dependence on ε is correct in the small ε limit. Now let us consider

the pre-factor. This would be another test for the fact that the procedure above indeed captures

the important contributions in the small ε limit. We use the integral
∞∫
0

dAA2∆−1K0(2A) = 1
4Γ2(∆).

Plugging this back into (4.96) we find

f(z) =
1

ε∆
(1 +O(ε)) . (4.97)

This is precisely the correct asymptotics for small ε, including the pre-factor.

4.8.3 The Coefficient cτmin
in (3.12)

In the main text in section 3 we have seen that since the correction to the anomalous dimension

is of the form e−τmin and log sdom = σ, we expect the anomalous twist at large s to take the form

cτmin

sτmin
. Here we would like to compute cτmin exactly. The idea is that the small corrections to the

anomalous twists in the s-channel reproduce the contribution of the operator Omin in the t-channel.

This contribution in the t-channel is given by

− Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 C2
OOOτmin

C2
OOCOτmin

Oτmin

log z e(2∆−τmin)σ . (4.98)

It is easy to match this in the s-channel because of the log z. We reproduce this logarithm by

summing the corrections to the twists in the s-channel z∆+ δτs
2 ∼ δτs

2 z∆ log z. Setting δτs =
cτmin

sτmin
,
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we get the basic equation that determines cτmin

− 2

cτmin

Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 C2
OOOτmin

C2
OOCOτmin

Oτmin

e(2∆−τmin)σ (4.99)

=

∞∑
s=0

cs
sτmin

z∆+s
2F1(∆ + s,∆ + s, 2s+ 2∆, z),

where z = 1− e−2σ and the equality should be understood in terms of leading pieces in σ.

Solving for cτmin we get

cτmin
= −2

Γ(τmin + 2sτmin
)

(−2)sτmin Γ
(
τmin+2sτmin

2

)2

C2
OOOτmin

C2
OOCOτmin

Oτmin

f(τmin,∆) , (4.100)

f(τmin,∆) = lim
σ→∞

e(2∆−τmin)σ∑∞
s=Λ

cs
sτmin

z∆+s
2F1(∆ + s,∆ + s, 2s+ 2∆, z)

. (4.101)

and since the sum is dominated by the large spins we expect the result to be independent of Λ.

We compute f(τmin,∆) by performing the sum in the denominator carefully. We first switch to

an integral and repeat the procedure of the previous subsectiontion, including the double scaling

limit for the hypergeometric function (4.95). Doing the integral we finally find

f(τmin,∆) =
Γ(∆)2

Γ(∆− τmin

2 )2
. (4.102)

4.8.4 The Most General (Scalar) Case

We are interested in generalizing the computation of the correction cτmin
to the case when not

all the operators are identical and ∆1 6= ∆2. This is relevant for a variety of applications in

the main body of the text. More precisely, we are considering the following correlation function

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O2(x3)O1(x4)〉. What we call the s-channel is the OPE 12 → 34. What we call the

t-channel is the OPE 23→ 14. Let us write the OPE expansion in each of the channels.

For the s-channel OPE we have

〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O†2(x3)O†1(x4)〉 =

(
x24x13

x2
14

)∆1−∆2 ∑
∆,s

p∆,sg∆,s(z, z)

x∆1+∆2
12 x∆1+∆2

34

. (4.103)

And for the t-channel OPE we have

〈O†2(x3)O2(x2)O1(x1)O†1(x4)〉 =
∑
∆,s

p̃∆,sg∆,s(1− z, 1− z)
x2∆2

23 x2∆1
14

. (4.104)
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The crossing equation takes the form

∑
∆,s

p∆,sg∆,s(z, z) =
z

∆1+∆2
2 z

∆1+∆2
2

(1− z)∆2(1− z)∆2

∑
∆,s

p̃∆,sg∆,s(1− z, 1− z) . (4.105)

As before we focus on the unit operator in the t-channel. It is dominant when z → 1 so that the

RHS at leading order takes the form z
∆1+∆2

2

(1−z)∆2
where we again keep only the leading piece in the z

expansion. This is so that we only have to deal with the collinear conformal blocks instead of the

full ones.

The collinear conformal blocks in this case are slightly different from the case ∆1 = ∆2, so that

we get the following equation

lim
z→1

∞∑
s=Λ

csz
s

2F1(s+ ∆2, s+ ∆2, 2s+ ∆1 + ∆2) =
1

(1− z)∆2
. (4.106)

We know that the coefficients of the theory of generalized free fields solve this problem. They could

be easily found using the results of [135]

cs =
Γ(∆1 + s)Γ(∆2 + s)Γ(∆1 + ∆2 + s− 1)

Γ(s+ 1)Γ(∆1)Γ(∆2)Γ(∆1 + ∆2 + 2s− 1)
. (4.107)

The limit z → 1 in (4.106) is again dominated by large spins with the scaling as before. We have a

similar double scaling limit of the hypergeometric function

2F1(
s√
ε

+ ∆2,
s√
ε

+ ∆2, 2
s√
ε

+ ∆1 + ∆2) ∼ 2∆1+∆2ε
∆1−∆2

2 4
s√
ε

√
sK∆2−∆1

(2s)
√
πε

1
4

. (4.108)

Switching from the sum (4.106) to an integral we get

4(1− z)−∆2

Γ(∆1)Γ(∆2)

∞∫
0

ds s∆1+∆2−1K∆2−∆1
(2s) =

1

(1− z)∆2
. (4.109)

This is analogous to (4.96) and (4.97). It serves to check that we have understood correctly how to

resum the hypergeomtric functions on the LHS of (4.106) in this subtle limit.

To compute the correction to anomalous dimension we need a slightly different integral

4

Γ(∆1)Γ(∆2)

∞∫
0

ds s∆1+∆2−τmin−1K∆2−∆1(2s) =
Γ(∆1 − τmin

2 )

Γ(∆1)

Γ(∆2 − τmin

2 )

Γ(∆2)
. (4.110)
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So that the crossing equation becomes

cτmin

Γ(∆1 − τmin

2 )

Γ(∆1)

Γ(∆2 − τmin

2 )

Γ(∆2)
= 2f2 Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 , (4.111)

and we have for the correction to the twist of O1∂
sO2 in this case

cτmin
= 2f2 Γ(τmin + 2smin)

(−2)sminΓ
(
τmin+2smin

2

)2 Γ(∆1)

Γ(∆1 − τmin

2 )

Γ(∆2)

Γ(∆2 − τmin

2 )
, (4.112)

f2 =
CO1O†1Oτmin

CO†2O2Oτmin

CO1O†1
CO2O†2

COτmin
Oτmin

. (4.113)

If we take O2 = O†1, the coefficient cτmin
is positive for any intermediate operator Omin.

4.9 Appendix C. OPE of Chiral Primary Operators in SCFT

Here we discuss d = 4 N = 1 SCFTs (see also [136] and references therein). The superconformal

algebra contains as a bosonic sub-algebra the conformal algebra times U(1)R. Performing radial

quantization, we label representations by the quantum numbers (∆, j1, j2, R), where ∆ is the di-

mension of the operator.

Superconformal primaries are annihilated by Sα and Sα̇. This implies that they are annihilated

by special conformal transformations as well, hence, they are primaries in the usual sense. The

complete representation can be constructed by acting with Q and Q on the superconformal primary.

The quantum numbers of Qα are (1/2, 1/2, 0,−1) and of Qα̇ are (1/2, 0, 1/2, 1). Given a super-

conformal primary in the representation (∆, j1, j2, R), we can act on it with Qα and find states in

the representation (∆ + 1
2 , j1 −

1
2 , j2, R− 1)⊕ (∆ + 1

2 , j1 + 1
2 , j2, R− 1). Similarly, we can act with

Qα̇ and find states in (∆ + 1
2 , j1, j2 −

1
2 , R+ 1)⊕ (∆ + 1

2 , j1, j2 + 1
2 , R+ 1).

In both cases the irreducible representation with the smaller norm is then one with the smaller

spins. Demanding therefore that the states above have non-negative norm we find two inequalities

∆ + 2δj1,0 −
(

2 + 2j1 −
3r

2

)
≥ 0 ,∆ + 2δj2,0 −

(
2 + 2j2 +

3r

2

)
≥ 0 . (4.114)

If one of the inequalities above is saturated, the superconformal primary is annihilated by some

supercharges.

In the special case that either j1 = 0 or j2 = 0 (or both), there is more information that can

be extracted by considering states at level 2. (This is similar to the case j1 = j2 = 0 in the
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ordinary conformal group.) Let us take for example j1 = 0. Then states at level 2 transform in

(∆ + 1, 0, j2, R− 2). The norm of these states is such that the window

−3r

2
< ∆ < 2− 3r

2
(4.115)

is excluded. The norm of this state at level 2 precisely vanishes when ∆ = −3r/2 or ∆ = 2− 3r/2.

Similarly, if j2 = 0, the disallowed range is 3r
2 < ∆ < 2 + 3r

2 .

Chiral primaries are annihilated by all the Qα̇, which means they carry j2 = 0, and thus satisfy

∆ = 3r/2.

We will now use these facts to analyze the operator product expansion of two chiral primaries

Φ(x)Φ(0). It is well known that there are no singularities in this OPE. Let us examine all the

possible primaries that can appear in this OPE. (The operators that appear on the right hand side

are not necessarily superconformal primaries.) We denote R(Φ) ≡ RΦ = 2∆Φ/3.

• A Chiral primaries, i.e. states with j2 = 0. Those must have R = 2RΦ and thus ∆ = 2∆Φ.

So this is just the operator Φ2 in the OPE. It has j1 = j2 = 0.

The other operators in the OPE must still be chiral (because the LHS is chiral) but they

cannot be chiral primaries. So we have to write general supeconformal descendants that are

chiral (annihilated by Q) and are primaries of the usual conformal group. So we can have

• B Q
(α̇1Oα̇2...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) with O a superconfromal primary. This is a conformal primary, and

to make sure it is chiral we need the superconformal primary to obey Qα̇O(α̇...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) = 0.

This first order condition guarantees that Q
(α̇1Oα̇2...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) is a chiral field. By matching

the R-charge we also find RO = 2RΦ − 1. The shortening condition and the R-charge imply

immediately from (4.114) that ∆O = 2 + 2j2 + 3RΦ− 3/2. We dropped the term δj2,0 because

we know that O has to have half-integer spin in the α̇ indices. (In other words, l is even.)

Finally, we substitute j2 = l/2− 1/2 and find ∆O = l + 2∆Φ − 1/2, and hence the dimension

of Q
(α̇1Oα̇2...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) is l + 2∆Φ. This means that the twist of these operators is precisely

2∆.20

• C We can have Q
2O(α̇1...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) for O superconformal primary. We immediately find that

RO = 2RΦ − 2 and plugging this into the unitarity bounds we obtain ∆(Q
2O) ≥ 1 + 2 + l +

20Another closely related class of operators one could think of would be obtained by antisymmetrizing the spinor
index of Q with some superconformal primary O and imposing a first order equation that the symmetrization gives
zero. (This equation is necessary for chirality.) This is clearly inconsistent, since, as we explained, among the
descendants, the state of lowest norm is always the state of smallest spin.
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3RΦ − 3 = l + 2∆ and ∆(Q
2O) ≥ 1 + 2 + l− 3RΦ + 3 = l + 6− 2∆. Either way, the twists of

these operators are clearly not smaller than 2∆.21

4.10 Appendix D. DIS for Traceless Symmetric Representa-

tions

Consider a symmetric traceless operator of spin s, Oµ1...µs(y). We can contract it with a light

like complex polarization vector ζµ, ζ2 = 0. We denote the result as O(ζ, y). The object we are

interested in is

A(ν, q2, ζ) =
i

π

∫
ddyeiqy〈P |T (O(ζ∗, y)O(ζ, 0)) |P 〉 , ν = 2q · P . (4.116)

The imaginary part of A is related to the total cross section for DIS.

Let us consider the most general possible form for the operator product expansion

O(ζ∗, y)O(ζ, 0) =
∑

s=0,2,4...

∑
α∈Is

f (α)
s (y, ζ, ζ∗)µ1...µsO(α)

µ1...µs(0) , (4.117)

where the symbols s, Is represent the same objects as in section 2. If the operator Oµ1...µs(x) is

conserved that would constrain the allowed structures in (4.117). In the OPE (4.117) we retain only

primary symmetric traceless operators on the right hand side. The other operators are discarded

because they do not contribute to DIS as long as the target particle |P 〉 is a scalar. (We will

henceforth assume the target is a scalar particle for simplicity.)

We substitute the OPE expansion (4.117) in (4.116) and evaluate the expectation values of the

operators according to

〈P |Oαµ1...µs(0)|P 〉 = A(α)
n (Pµ1

Pµ2
· · ·Pµs − traces) . (4.118)

The kinematics is a little more complicated than in the scalar case of section 2 because of the

polarization vector ζ. However, there is a simple choice for ζ which makes the problem virtually

21One can in fact argue the twist must be strictly larger than 2∆. Suppose the twist were 2∆. Then the sec-
ond inequality in (4.114) would have been saturated. In this case Qα̇O(α̇...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) = 0. But in this case

Q
2O(α̇1...α̇l),(α1,...,αl) = 0 and thus there is no such operator in the OPE.
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isomorphic to the scalar case. We can always pick

ζ · P = 0 . (4.119)

In this case, the contribution from the Pµ1
Pµ2
· · ·Pµs term in (4.118) automatically selects the same

kinematic structure as in the scalar case, and all the arguments from section 2 go through.22 One

finds the same sum rules and obtains convexity under the same assumptions as in section 2.

4.11 Appendix E. The 1
s2 Correction in the Critical O(N)

Model

Here we would like to show how one can use the general formula for the coefficient cτmin
in order to

compute the 1
s2 tem in (4.67). The correction 1/s2 arises from the exchange of the σ2 operator in

the t-channel.

To contrast (4.67) with our formula (4.45) we need to compute the three-point function 〈σi(x1)σj(x2)σ2(x3)〉.

For the two-point functions we have [12]

〈σi(x)σj(0)〉 =
δij
N

Γ(d2 − 1)

4π
d
2

1

xd−2
=
γs
N

1

xd−2
, (4.120)

〈σ2(x)σ2(0)〉 =
γφ2

N

1

x4
, γφ2 =

2d+2 sin
(
πd
2

)
Γ(d−1

2 )

π
3
2 Γ(d2 − 2)

.

The three-point function 〈σi(x1)σi(x2)σ2(x3)〉 at leading order is given by the diagram fig. 4.13,

where the interaction vertex is −N2 σ
2
i . So that we get

〈σi(x1)σi(x2)σ2(x3)〉 = −γσ
2γ2
s

N2

∫
ddx0

1

xd−2
10 xd−2

20 x4
30

(4.121)

= −γσ
2γ2
s

N2

π
d
2 Γ(d2 − 2)

Γ(d−2
2 )2

1

xd−4
12 x2

13x
2
23

.

22Again, we need to be careful that the “trace” terms in (4.118) do not overwhelm contributions coming from lower

spins (with a different power of ν). In section 2 we have already analyzed this for the case f
(α)
s (y, ζ, ζ∗)µ1...µs ∼

yµ1 · · · yµs . Here we could obtain new structures, such as f
(α)
s (y, ζ, ζ∗)µ1...µs ∼ ζµ1 (ζ∗)µ2yµ3 · · · yµs . Due to (4.119),

this could contribute only when dotted into the “trace” terms, e.g. gµ1µ2Pµ3 · · ·Pµs . A simple calculation shows that

this would scale like (at large −q2) x−s+2(q2)−
1
2
τ∗s+∆O−d/2. Comparing this to the already existing contribution

from spin s− 2, x−s+2(q2)−
1
2
τ∗s−2+∆O−d/2, we see that again it is sufficient that the twists τ∗s are nondecreasing, as

found in (4.24).
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Figure 4.13: The diagram for the three-point function 〈σi(x1)σi(x2)σ2(x3)〉.

(We used the standard formula [79], and there is no summation over i ). Thus, we get

C2
σσσ2

Cσ2σ2C2
σσ

=
1

N
γσ2γ2

s

πdΓ(d2 − 2)2

Γ(d−2
2 )4

. (4.122)

Now we have everything we need to apply (4.45). (Notice that in this case τmin > 2∆, but we can

think about our formula in terms of an analytic continuation.) Thus we set smin = 0, τmin = 2 and

∆ = d−2
2 to get

cσ2 =
2d−1Γ(d−1

2 ) sin(πd2 )

Nπ3/2Γ(d2 − 2)
, (4.123)

which can be easily checked to reproduce the result (4.67) precisely.
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Chapter 5

Causality Constraints on

Corrections to the Graviton

Three-Point Coupling

5.1 Introduction/Motivation

In this chapter we consider weakly coupled gravity theories in the tree-level approximation. It is well-

known that at long distances such theories should reduce to the Einstein gravity theory. However,

at intermediate energies we can have higher derivative corrections. By intermediate energies we

mean those that are low enough that the theory is still weakly coupled but high enough that we are

sensitive to possible higher derivative corrections. An example of such a theory is weakly coupled

string theory where the corrections appear at a length scale
√
α′, which is much larger than the

Planck length. The theory at energies comparable to 1/
√
α′ is still weakly coupled. In this case, the

higher derivative corrections are accompanied by extra massive higher spin particles which appear at

the same scale. For higher energies the description is via a string theory which departs significantly

from ordinary local quantum field theory. It is reasonable to expect that this is a generic feature.

Namely, that higher derivative corrections only arise due to the presence of extra states with masses

comparable to the scales where the higher derivative corrections become important. The objective

of this chapter is to sharpen this link for the simplest possible correction, that of the graviton three-

point coupling. Due to the fact that the graviton has spin, the flat space on-shell three-point function
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is not uniquely specified. In general, it has three different possible structures. The most familiar is

the one we get in the Einstein theory. The others can be viewed as arising from higher derivative

terms in the gravitational action. The first new structure has two more derivatives. Relative to the

size of the Einstein-Hilbert term, it scales like αp2, where α is a new quantity with dimensions of

length squared which characterizes the relative importance of the new term. Here p is the typical

scale of the momenta, it is not a Mandelstam invariant, since they all vanish for on-shell three-point

functions. We work in a regime where both of the three-point vertices are small, so that gravity is

weakly coupled. We find that new three-point vertices lead to a potential causality violation unless

we get contributions from extra particles. This causality violation is occurring when the theory is

still weakly coupled. It occurs in a high-energy, fixed impact parameter, scattering process at a

center of mass (energy)2, s, which is large compared to 1/α but still small enough for the coupling

to be weak. In general relativity this scattering process leads to the well-known Shapiro time delay

[137], which is one of the classical tests of general relativity [138]. See also [139]. When the graviton

three-point vertex is corrected, the new term can lead to a time advance, depending on the spin

of the scattered graviton. At short enough impact parameter this time advance can overwhelm

Shapiro’s time delay and lead to a causality problem. This troublesome feature arises at an impact

parameter of order b2 ∼ α. At tree-level, this problem can only be fixed by introducing an infinite

number of new massive particles with spin J > 2 and m2 comparable to α−1.1 In other words,

it cannot be fixed by adding particles with spins J ≤ 2, or by considering the existence of extra

dimensions. These causality constraints are similar in spirit to those considered in [140, 94] but they

differ in two ways. First of all, here the problem will be shown to arise for small t/s, but large s.

Second, the fact that the graviton has spin is crucial. On the other hand, in both cases we have

locally Lorentz-invariant Lagrangians that nevertheless can lead to causality violations in non-trivial

backgrounds. An example of a theory that is constrained by these considerations is given by the

action

S = l2−Dp

∫
dDx
√
g
[
R+ α

(
R2
µνρσ − 4R2

µν +R2
)]

, (5.1)

where the second term is the Lanczos-Gauss-Bonnet term.2 The constant α has dimensions of length

squared. For α � l2p, we will show that the theory is not causal. Furthermore, there is no way to

1In D > 4 dimensions by spin J > 2 particles we mean particles in the representations of little group SO(D − 1)
with both of the following two properties (see also appendix H): a) their maximal spin projection J+− ≥ 2; b) their
representations are labeled by Young tableaux with three or more boxes.

2It is the dimensional continuation of the four-dimensional Euler density. In four dimensions it is a topological
term, while in higher dimensions it is not topological, in fact it contributes to the three-point coupling of the graviton.
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make it causal by adding local higher curvature terms. In fact, our discussion refers to on-shell data,

namely the three-point function, which reflects the real physical information and does not depend on

the particular way that we write the Lagrangian. In other words, the discussion is invariant under

field redefinitions. Note that if we view gravity as a low-energy effective theory with a UV cutoff

of order Mpl and we add higher derivative terms with dimensionless coefficients which are of order

one, then we have nothing to say. The remarks in this chapter only apply for theories where the

coefficients of the higher derivative terms are much larger. The “natural” value for the coefficient α

if we view (5.1) as an effective gravity theory is α ∼ l2p. We will only constrain larger values of α.

Of course, we are discussing this problem because it is indeed possible to have theories with α� l2p,

for example a weakly coupled string theory. Another example where this discussion is relevant is

the following. Imagine that we consider a large N gauge theory. Such a gauge theory is expected to

have a weakly coupled string dual. This theory will have a weakly coupled graviton corresponding

to the stress tensor operator [6, 8, 7]. However, we are not guaranteed that the dual will be an

ordinary Einstein gravity theory. It might even be a Vasiliev-like gravity theory [54, 37]. The field

theory three-point functions of the stress tensor [141, 142] determine the three-point functions of

the gravity theory [143, 20]. One can imagine a theory where the only light single trace operator

is the stress tensor. It is natural to expect that this theory will have an Einstein gravity dual. It

would be nice to prove that. For scalar interactions, [47] argued that the solutions of the crossing

equation have solutions that correspond to local vertices in the bulk, see also [48] . However, one

can worry that the size of the vertices with higher derivatives might be comparable to the one in

the Einstein theory. As a case in point, we can think about the graviton three-point coupling.

This is constrained to be a linear combination of three structures, only one of which is the Einstein

one. Here we will argue that the other ones lead to a causality problem unless we introduce new

higher spin particles at the scale that appears in these new three-point functions. Thus we link the

three-point function of the stress tensor to the operator spectrum of the theory. These three-point

functions were constrained by causality in [20] . Here we get stronger constraints because we are

making further assumptions about the operator spectrum of the theory. As another application

we consider the possibility that gravity waves during inflation were generated by a theory that

indeed had these higher derivative corrections with a size comparable to the Hubble scale. This is

a possibility which is allowed by conformal invariance and would be realized if the dual description

to inflation (in the spirit of dS/CFT [144, 145, 146]) was a weakly coupled theory or if inflation

occurs in a string theory where the string scale is close to the Hubble scale. The theory is still

weakly coupled, so that scalar and tensor fluctuations are small. In this case the gravity wave non-
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gaussianities would be different from the ones in the Einstein theory [49, 147]. The observation of

such gravity wave signals, combined with the arguments in this chapter, would imply the existence of

extra particles with spin J > 2 during inflation. Finally, as a further motivation we should mention

the grand dream of deriving the most general weakly coupled consistent theory of gravity. It is quite

likely that the only such theory is a string-like theory, broadly defined. We are certainly very far

away from this dream, but hopefully our simple observation about three-point functions could be

useful. In particular, this observation highlights the importance of spin. Spin is likely to grow in

importance as we consider constraints on the four-point function, given what we got for the much

simpler three-point function. In [?, 149, 150] various interesting constraints were derived by using

crossing symmetry and the correct factorization on the pole singularities. The constraints discussed

in this chapter are additional constraints, not covered by their analysis. This chapter is organized

as follows. In section two we discuss the notion of asymptotic causality, both for flat space and AdS

space. We also discuss the propagation of particles and fields through a shock wave. The purpose

of this discussion is to set the stage for the more general argument in the following section so that

it becomes more intuitively clear. In section three, we present the main thought experiment which

involves only on-shell amplitudes and does not refer explicitly to the the shock waves. In section

four we discuss the effects of adding extra massive particles. We show that particles with spins two

or less cannot solve the problem. We also discuss the appearance of these massive particles among

the final states of the scattering process. In order to argue that the problem persists we present an

alternative presentation of the problem where we consider the analyticity properties of the S matrix

in impact parameter representation. In section five we discuss various aspects of the AdS version

of the thought experiment and its implications for properties of the dual theory. In section 6 we

briefly mention the implications of a possible time advance in the context of wormholes. In section

7 we discuss a cosmological application, where we link the possible existence of new structures for

the gravity wave non-gaussianity to the presence of higher spin massive particles during inflation.

5.2 Flat Space Causality and Shock Waves

In this section we consider the problem in asymptotically flat space. We start by discussing the

causal structure in asymptotically flat space. As a motivation for our later discussion we analyze

the scattering of a probe graviton from the shock wave. We then present the argument for causality

violation in purely on-shell terms.
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5.2.1 Statement of Flat Space Causality

When we consider a gravity theory in asymptotically flat space we expect to be able to define

scattering amplitudes. In particular, this presupposes that one can fix the asymptotic structure of

the spacetime so that we can compare times between the past and the future asymptotic regions.

In dimensions D > 4 we expect to be able to do this. Let us give a simple argument. Imagine we

have a series of observers that sit at a large distance L from each other, and also from the center.

For simplicity imagine them at the vertices of a large spatial hypercube and moving along the time

direction. We would like to argue that they can synchronize their clocks. If they were in flat space,

they can just send signals to each other. On the other hand if there is an object of mass m in the

interior, then the metric components decay as 1/rD−3. This gives rise to a redshift of order Gm
LD−3 at

the position of the detectors. More importantly, as a signal travels from one detector to the other,

staying at a distance of order L from the center, it will get delayed by an amount δt = δL ∼ Gm
LD−4

(see appendix A). In D ≥ 5, we can make this as small as we want by moving out to large enough L.

For D = 4 this delay does not go to zero and we have a problem. This problem has been discussed in

[151] , and it seems closely related to the soft graviton issues that arise in perturbative attempts to

define the gravitational S-matrix. This issue is not present in AdS4. In order to deal with the D = 4

case, Gao and Wald [152] have introduced another notion of causality saying that we cannot send

signals faster than what is allowed by the asymptotic causal structure of the spacetime. In general

relativity, with the null energy condition, they argued that this notion of causality is respected, see

[152] for a precise statement of the theorem. This holds in any number of dimensions. For D > 4

this becomes the more naive notion of causality introduced above. We expect that this notion

of causality is actually a requirement for any theory of quantum gravity. For asymptotically AdS

theories we expect that we should not be able to send signals through the bulk faster than through

the boundary. For theories of gravity that are dual to a quantum field theory in the boundary,

this is implied by causality in the boundary theory. Also, since we expect that quantum gravity in

asymptotically flat space is Lorentz invariant, then these time delays can lead to acausality or closed

time-like curves (see appendix G). Another reason to require this notion is to ensure that Lorentzian

wormholes, such as the one obtained form the eternal Schwarzschild black hole and discussed in [153]

, do not lead to causality violations in the ambient spacetime. This is required by the ER=EPR

interpretation of such geometries [154, 155, 156]. In the rest of the chapter we will assume this

notion of causality and derive constraints on some higher derivative corrections.
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Figure 5.1: A particle creates a shock wave localized at u = 0. A second probe particle propagates on
the geometry and experiences a time delay, ∆v. The two particles are separated along the transverse
directions, which are suppressed in this diagram.

5.2.2 Scattering Through a Plane Wave in General Relativity

A well-known general relativistic effect is that light going near a massive body (e.g. the Sun) would

suffer a time delay relative to the same propagation in flat space. This is known as the Shapiro time

delay [137] and constitutes one of the classical tests of general relativity (see appendix A). We will

recall here the derivation of this time delay in the shock wave approximation, which will be all we

need for our purposes. First we review the basic properties of shock wave solutions in gravitational

theories [157]. This solution describes the gravitational field of an ultrarelativistic particle in a

generic theory of gravity [158, 159] and is directly relevant for the high-energy scattering.

A generic shock wave solution in flat space can be written in the following form

ds2 = −dudv + h(u, xi)(du)2 +

D−2∑
i=1

(dxi)
2. (5.2)

This geometry admits a covariantly constant null Killing vector lµ∂µ = ∂v. See (5.1).

We will be interested in the case when this geometry is sourced by a particle that moves very

fast in the v direction. Classically, we can model such particle via the stress tensor [158]

Tuu = −Puδ(u)δD−2(~x) (5.3)

where r =
√∑D−2

i=1 x2
i and Pu < 0 is momentum of a particle. The Einstein equations then take the
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Figure 5.2: Left: we consider a particle propagating through the superposition of two left moving
shock waves localized at u = 0. The particle trajectory is given by the arrows. Right: in the
transverse plane we separate shock waves by distance 2b and send the particle between them so that
the net deflection angle is zero. The time delay is the sum of the time delays due to each shock
wave.

form

∂2
⊥h(u, xi) = −16πG|Pu|δ(u)δD−2(~x). (5.4)

The solution is

h(u, xi) =
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

δ(u)
G|Pu|
rD−4

. (5.5)

Now we consider a probe particle that moves in the other light cone direction with momentum pv

and is such that it crosses the shock with impact parameter b. In other words, the displacement in

the transverse dimensions is r = b. The metric (5.2) is a bit peculiar because of the delta function

δ(u) in h(u, xi). We can remove this delta function at the transverse position b by defining a new

coordinate

v = vnew +
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

θ(u) (5.6)

This then cancels the δ(u) term in the metric at r = b. Thus, the geodesic that goes through this

point is continuous in the vnew coordinates. This means that in the original coordinates it suffers a

shift

∆v = vAfter crossing − vBefore crossing =
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

> 0 (5.7)

This represents the Shapiro time delay, see (5.1).

In addition to this time delay, the trajectory also is subject to a deflection angle. We might worry
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that the deflection angle would hamper our ability to see a possible time delay or time advance from

far away. In fact, we could consider two shocks in succession, but separated in the transverse

direction. We set one at r = 0 and another at r = 2b. See (5.2). In this case, the probe particle

coming at impact parameter b, or r = b, does not get a net deflection, but the time delays add. It

is instructive to reproduce this formula for the time delay when we treat the probe as a quantum

mechanical particle. The wave equation for a scalar field takes the form

∇2φ = 0 −→ ∂u∂vφ+ h∂2
vφ−

1

4
∂2
i φ = 0, (5.8)

Let us now consider the change in the value of φ from u = 0− to u = 0+. Since the variation of the

h term is much faster than the variation in the other variables, we neglect the ∂i derivatives and

write

φ(u = 0+, v, xi) = e
−

0+∫
0−

duh∂v

φ(u = 0−, v, xi) (5.9)

= e−∆v∂vφ(u = 0−, v, xi) = e−i∆vpvφ(u = 0−, v, xi)

where ∆v is given in (5.7) . Thus we see that we reproduce the answer we had with the geodesic

analysis. Note that pv = −i∂v is the generator of translations in v. In quantum field theory we would

end the discussion here. A time advance in v, relative to the background Minkowski metric would

be a problem. In gravity, the situation is more subtle, in principle, we need to make observations

from asymptotically far away. However, in that case, the pu energy also has a pv dependence and

it contributes positively to the time delay. Since pu = ~q2/4pv, this is a small effect for large pv.

However, if we multiply by the total u−time elapsed, it can add to a very big time delay. Here

we will assume that we can sit far enough from the shock to be able to neglect the dynamics of

spacetime, but close enough that we can neglect the v−time delay produced by the pu energy. This

seems possible for small G.

subsectionConnection with the Scattering Amplitude Computation Let us reproduce the computa-

tion above using scattering amplitudes [139] . It is well-known that the shock wave computation can

be reproduced using the so-called eikonal approximation [160]. Consider the scattering amplitude

for gravitating scalar particles. It is given by

Atree(s, t) = −8πG
s2

t
. (5.10)
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The eikonal approximation resums a particular set of diagrams (horizontal ladders) in the deflection-

less limit when t
s → 0. Under favorable circumstances,3 the amplitude exponentiates in the impact

parameter space (see e.g. [161, 162] )

iAeik = 2s

∫
dD−2~b e−i~q.

~b
[
eiδ(b,s) − 1

]
(5.11)

where the phase is given by

δ(b, s) =
1

2s

∫
dD−2~q

(2π)D−2
e~q.
~bAtree(s,−~q 2) =

Γ(D−4
2 )

π
D−4

2

Gs

bD−4
. (5.12)

This result matches the shock wave computation

δ(b, s) = −pv∆v|r=b, (5.13)

where we used s = 4Pupv. As we will see below this picture can be naturally generalized to the

scattering of particles with spin.

5.2.3 The Effect of Higher Derivative Interactions on Particles with Spin

If we had a photon propagating through the plane wave, it will have the same time delay we computed

above (5.7) . However, if the Lagrangian contains certain higher order interactions, such as

§ =

∫
dDx
√
−g 1

4

[
FµνF

µν + α̂2R
µν
σδFµνF

σδ
]

(5.14)

then the second term gives rise to a time delay that depends on the polarization of the electromagnetic

wave. The equations of motion take the form

∇µFµν − α̂2R
µαβ

ν ∇µFαβ = 0 (5.15)

In the shock wave background we have Ruiju = 1
2∂i∂jh. In the high energy limit (5.15) is reduced

to

∂uFvi + (δijh+ α̂2∂i∂jh) ∂vFvj = 0. (5.16)

3This particular point will be discussed later in more detail.
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The total time delay then has the form

∆v =

[
1 + α̂2

εiεj∂bi∂bj

εiεi

]
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

(5.17)

=
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

[
1 +

α̂2(D − 4)(D − 2)

b2

(
(ε.n)2

ε.ε
− 1

D − 2

)]

where ε is the (real) transverse linear polarization direction of the electromagnetic wave. We also

introduced ~n ≡ ~b
b . The derivatives in (5.17) come from the derivatives present in the Riemann

tensor. The second term in (5.14) can be viewed as a spin dependent gravitational force. We see

that as b becomes small, b2 < α̂2, the second term in (5.17) can overwhelm the first and will lead to

time advance instead of time delay. The crucial feature of this new term is that it can be positive or

negative, depending on the choice of polarization. If the polarization is along ~b, it has one sign, while

if the polarization vector is orthogonal to ~b, ~ε.~n = 0, then it has the other sign. If the polarization

is a linear combination of these two, we first decompose the wave in linear polarizations along and

perpendicular to ~b and then exponentiate (5.17) for each of these two cases separately, and then

add the two results. In other words, the expression for the time delay is now a matrix that can be

diagonalized by choosing the polarizations to be along ~b or perpendicular to ~b. In conclusion, for

either choice of the sign of α̂2, there is a choice of polarization that can lead to time advance. Thus,

if we require the theory to be causal, we see that α̂2 should be set to zero. More precisely, it should

be small enough so that the computation we did above breaks down for some reason. An example

of a theory where the coupling in (5.14) arises at tree level is bosonic string theory [163, 164]. We

will see later that in string theory the potential causality problem is fixed by the presence of extra

massive states.

As another example, let us consider the Gauss-Bonnet theory. This consists of the usual gravity

action plus a specific R2 interaction of the form

S =
1

16πG

∫
dDx
√
−g
(
R+ λGB

[
RµνρσR

µνρσ − 4RµνR
µν +R2

])
. (5.18)

The term in brackets is a topological invariant in D = 4, but it is not topological for D > 4. This

theory has been extensively studied because it has the nice feature that the equations for small

fluctuations around any background are second order [165] .

As explained in [159] the shock wave solution (5.2) is also an exact solution in the Gauss-Bonnet

theory as well. We can consider propagation of a gravitational perturbation through the shock wave

background. Before and after the shock the graviton moves as in flat space. All we need to know is
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what happens when it crosses the shock.

We consider a high-energy graviton δhij that propagates in the v direction with momentum pv

and traceless polarization in the transverse plane. Near the shock we approximate the equations as

∂u∂vδhij + (δik + 4λGB∂i∂kh) ∂2
vδhkj = 0 (5.19)

Using (5.19) we can find the time delay which takes the following form

∆v = [1 + 4λGB
εikεjk∂bi∂bj

ε.ε
]
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

(5.20)

=
4Γ(D−4

2 )

π
D−4

2

G|Pu|
bD−4

[
1 +

4λGB(D − 4)(D − 2)

b2

(
(ε.n)2

ε.ε
− 1

D − 2

)]

Again, by choosing different polarizations we can get time advance for b2 ∼ |λGB | for any sign of λGB .

Notice that the formula for the time delay is very similar to the ones discussed in the context of energy

correlators in AdS/CFT with the parameters depending on the impact parameter of scattering b (see

e.g. [50]). We will see below that in the case of AdS the causality constraint interpolates between the

usual energy correlator bounds and the flat space bounds obtained above. So we see that imposing

positivity in all channels exclude λGB completely unless new physics kicks in. In other words, the

purely Gauss-Bonnet theory (5.18) is acausal. As an aside, the Gauss-Bonnet theory was found in

[166] to violate the second law of black hole thermodynamics in certain processes.4 We could also

consider fermions coupled to gravity. At the level of the on-shell scattering amplitudes there is an

additional spin-flipping structure that leads to time advance. This additional structure does not

come from any known local Lagrangian and is known to be ruled out by considering consistency

conditions imposed on the four-point amplitude [150] , at least, in four dimensions. If the same is

true in all dimensions then the effects that we are discussing could not be observed for fermions. We

leave exploration of this point for the future. Note that having an explicit local Lagrangian which

leads to second order equations of motions guarantees that all consistency conditions for the four-

point amplitude imposed in [150] are obeyed. Thus, none of the problems discussed in [150] arise in

the case of photons or gravitons with the modified three-point functions that we are discussing.

4More precisely, [166] considered the compactification of the Gauss-Bonnet theory to four dimensions on a circle.
Then the Gauss-Bonnet term becomes topological. This leads to a constant contribution to the black hole entropy.
The sign of this constant contribution depends on the coefficient λ. When this contribution is negative, a small
enough black hole can have negative entropy. When the constant is positive, a merger of two black holes can violate
the second law. The constraints arise when the Schwarzschild radius r2

s ∼ λGB . In this sense they are similar to the
ones we have. In both cases one needs λGB � lPlanck in order to have a meaningful statement. [166] has the nice
feature of also constraining purely topological terms in four dimensions. On the other hand, they might be modified
by higher derivative corrections to the action, which could also modify black hole thermodynamics.
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Figure 5.3: Kinematics of the two-to-two scattering that we are interested in. Particle 1 has a very
large momentum pu and particle two has a very large momentum pv.

5.3 General Constrains on the On-Shell Three-Point Func-

tions

The examples we have discussed so far have shown that there are causality issues with specific

theories. In this section we will isolate the crucial elements that produce the problem. It turns

out that these causality problems are produced purely and exclusively by the form of the on-shell

three-point functions of the theory. Therefore they are insensitive to higher order contact terms.

First we will explain why the three-point functions determine the time delay. Then we will recall

some of the properties of three-point functions. Finally, we will present a thought experiment that

makes the causality violation more manifest.

5.3.1 The Phase Shift in Impact Parameter Representation From Three-

Point Functions

Let us consider the tree-level four-point amplitude A4. It depends on the kinematic invariants

that we can produce with the four on-shell conserved momenta and polarization tensors of the

external particles. Since it is a tree-level amplitude its only singularities are poles in the s, t and u

Mandelstam variables. We can now consider external momenta such that s� t, but s small enough

that the theory is still weakly coupled. We can take the first incoming particle to have very large

momentum along pu and the second with large momentum pv.

One can show that, in impact parameter space the amplitude is given by (for review see appendix
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C)

δ(~b, s) =
1

2s

∫
dD−2~q

(2π)D−2
ei~q.

~bA4(~q). (5.21)

where A4(~q) is really a short-hand for the four-point amplitude evaluated in the following momentum

configuration

p1µ =

(
pu,

q2

16pu
,
~q

2

)
, p2µ =

(
q2

16pv
, pv,−

~q

2

)
, (5.22)

p3µ =−
(
pu,

q2

16pu
,−~q

2

)
, p4µ = −

(
q2

16pv
, pv,

~q

2

)
,

s '4pupv , t ' −(~q)2

where in all cases we indicated only the leading order term in the t/s expansion, assuming t/s� 1. If

we had scalar particles, the amplitude would depend only on the Mandelstam invariants and we can

write A4(~q) = A4(s, t = −~q 2). However, in the case of particles with spin, the amplitude depends

also on the polarization vectors contracted with the various momenta. Let us assume that~b in (5.123)

is chosen along ~b = (b, 0, 0, · · · ), b = |~b|. Then let us consider the integral over the first component

of ~q, call it q1. Due to the exponential factor in (5.123) this integrand is suppressed in if we give q1

a positive imaginary part. Here we assumed that the amplitude does not grow exponentially. This

is true if we consider particles with polynomial interactions. Setting q1 = iκ+real, we see that the

exponential in (5.123) is suppressed in this region as e−κb, κ > 0. Thus we would get a vanishing

result (in the large κ limit) unless we cross poles under this contour shift. In fact, we do cross poles.

For example the pole at t = m2 coming from the exchange of a particle of mass m in the t-channel

leads to a pole at

κ2
∗ = m2 + (~qrest)

2 (5.23)

where ~qrest are the rest of the components of ~q except the first one. These are still real. The residue

of the pole is given by a product of on-shell three-point functions. These three-point functions

are non-vanishing because the intermediate momentum has one imaginary and one real component.

Thus, we can think of the whole on-shell three-point function as being in two time directions. Note

that this is a particular computation where the on-shell three-point function is relevant in ordinary

signature. Notice that somewhat abstract notion of complex factorization in mixed signature [167,

149] spacetimes has a direct physical meaning in the context of computing scattering amplitudes in
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Figure 5.4: At fixed impact parameter we find a contribution to the amplitude given by the on-shell
propagator in the intermediate channel, labeled by the letter I. The contribution involves a product
of two on-shell intermediate amplitudes, A13I and AI24, which are circled in the figure. Particles 1
and 3 carry a large momentum pu and 2 and 4 have a large pv. We get a factor of sJ from contracting
pu on the left side with pv on the right side through the sum over polarizations of the intermediate
particle.

the impact parameter representation. The pole (5.23) gives a contribution to the amplitude of the

form e−κ∗b. For a massive particle this gives something going like e−mb for large bm, a Yukawa-like

potential.5 For a massless particle, the integral over the rest of the components of ~q produces an

inverse power of b, 1/bD−4. In addition, factors of ~q which are contracted with the polarization

tensors give derivatives with respect to ~b. In a theory which only contains a massless graviton we

just get the massless graviton pole. It should be noted that in impact parameter representation,

for non-zero b, we only get a contribution from the diagram that contains an on-shell particle in

the t-channel. In particular, s-channel exchanges do not contribute. The reason is that the two

incoming particles have to actually overlap in order to give rise to the intermediate particle in the

s-channel. Similarly, a four point contact interaction does not contribute for the same reasons. In

both of these remarks we used that we are looking at the tree level diagrams to leading order in the

weak coupling expansion. At higher orders there can be other contributions. However, since we are

at weak coupling, we can ignore them. In these paragraph, we have used that the interactions are

local. Any non-local effect has to come from the propagation of a physical particle in the t-channel.6

We are interested in the part of the amplitude that increases fastest with the Mandelstam variable

s. Since there are no kinematic invariants in the on-shell three-point amplitudes, a factor of s can

5More precisely, after we integrate over the rest of the components of ~q we get (2π)
2−D

2
(
m
b

)D−4
2 KD−4

2
(mb).

6If our theory contains extended objects, such as strings, we can actually create particles in the s-channel by going
to small enough (but non-zero) impact parameter. We discuss this below.
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only come from factors of pu or pv that are in each of the three-point function contracted, via the

sum of the polarizations of the intermediate particle, see figure (5.4). With a particle of spin J ,

the maximum power we can get in the amplitude is A4 ∼ sJ . This leads to a factor of sJ−1 in

the phase shift (5.123). In fact, this sum over polarizations over the intermediate state receives a

large contribution only from one specific polarization, when the intermediate state has all u indices.

In other words, the polarization tensor in the intermediate state appearing in the left three-point

function has the form εI u···u and the one in the right three-point function is εI v···v. These are

contracted with the corresponding factors of the large momentum to give (pupv)
J ∼ sJ . The

polarization tensors of the external particles can be written as products of vectors εµν = εµεν where

for particles one and three we can write

ε1µ = (−~q.~e1

2pu
, 0, ~e1) , ε3µ = (

~q.~e3

2pu
, 0, ~e3) (5.24)

where ~e1,3 are vectors in the purely transverse directions. The on-shell three-point functions will

contain factors of the form

ε1.ε3 = ~e1.~e3 , ε1.p3 = ~q.~e1 , ε3.p1 = ~q.~e3 (5.25)

The conclusion is that we can think of the polarizations of the external particles as contained

effectively in the transverse space. In addition, when we contract them with the external states we

get factors of ~q. These translate into derivatives with respect to ∂~b.

The final result from a massless pole is

δ(~b, s) =
A13I

3 (−i∂~b)A
I24
3 (−i∂~b)

2s

∫
dD−2~q

(2π)D−2

ei~q.
~b

~q2
(5.26)

=
Γ(D−4

2 )

4π
D−2

2

A13I
3 (−i∂~b)A

I24
3 (−i∂~b)

2s

1

|~b|D−4
.

where the three-point functions are evaluated on three momenta (5.22) . As explained above, in

each three-point function there is only one relevant polarization for the intermediate state that

produces the factor of sJ . The polarizations of the external particles can be viewed as living purely

in the transverse space, after we use (5.24) (5.25) . In this way we can compute δ(~b, s) using on-shell

methods. For more details see appendix B. This gives the phase shift to leading order in perturbation

theory. The answers agree with with the infinitesimal form of the phase shift computed using the

shock wave computation. In fact, the shock wave itself can be viewed as the on-shell graviton
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intermediate state we discussed above. The fact that the metric contains only the huu component

is related to the fact that only one polarization of the intermediate state produces the most factors

of s.

5.3.2 The Possible Forms of Three-Point Functions in Various Theories

Given that the answer for the time delay depends on the on-shell three-point functions, it is useful

to recall the possible three-point functions. In four dimensions we can use the usual helicity basis.

The usual Einstein gravity action gives rise to the + +− and −−+ three-point functions. We can

also have + + + and − − − structures which could come from (Riemann)3 terms. There are two

combinations, one of them is parity violating. In higher dimensions, D > 4 we have three possible

structures for the graviton three-point functions, all parity preserving. They have the schematic

structure, writing εµν = εµεν ,

AR =(ε1.ε2ε3.p1 + ε1.ε3ε2.p3 + ε2.ε3ε1.p2)2 (5.27)

AR2 =(ε1.ε2ε3.p1 + ε1.ε3ε2.p3 + ε2.ε3ε1.p2)ε1.p2ε2.p3ε3.p1 (5.28)

AR3 =(ε1.p2ε2.p3ε3.p1)2. (5.29)

The first is the usual one from Einstein gravity, the second can arise from the Gauss-Bonnet term

(5.18) . The third one can arise from a (Riemann)3 term.7 They can be viewed as products of the

two possible structures that we can have for on-shell spin one particles. In a given theory, the total

three-point function is given by a linear combination of these three answers

Aggg =
√

32πG [AR + α2AR2 + α4AR3 ] (5.30)

where α2 and α4 are two parameters with dimension of (length)2 and (length)4 respectively. Notice

that we have an overall coupling, given by G, which we take to be parametrically smaller than the

other two parameters. In the high energy limit the three-point functions appearing in (5.26) simplify

7(Riemann)3 = RµνσδR
σδργR µν

ργ . In four dimensions we can replace one of the curvatures by Rµνσδ → R̃µνσδ =
εµνργR

ργ
σδ to obtain the parity violating term. This parity violating term gives rise to the three-point vertex

εµνδσp
δ
1p
σ
2 ε1,µµ′ε2,νν′p

µ′

2 pν
′

1 ε3,γρp
ρ
1p
γ
2 , which, despite appearances, is properly symmetric under exchange of any of

the three particles. When this term is present the coefficient of the + + + amplitude is complex and the coefficient
of the −−− amplitude is the complex conjugate.
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further and become

A13I
R =2p2

u(~e1.~e3)2 (5.31)

A13I
R2 =2p2

u(~e1.~e3)(~q.~e1)(~q.~e3) (5.32)

A13I
R3 =2p2

u(~q.~e1)2(~q.~e3)2 (5.33)

for the three terms in (5.27) . We used (5.24) . The amplitude AI24 has a similar expression

with pu → pv and 1, 3 → 2, 4. The reader can express these in terms of transverse traceless

two index tensors by using the replacement rule eiej → eij in (5.31) , where i, j are indices in

the D − 2 transverse directions. Note that the third structure in (5.27) or (5.31) is not allowed

in a supersymmetric theory. This can be seen as follows. In D = 4 this structure gives rise

to + + + and − − − amplitudes. However, by the methods described in [168] it is possible to

show that supersymmetry implies that this structure should be set to zero. This is actually true

in all dimensions. The reason is that we can start with a theory in D dimensions and consider

external graviton three-point functions with four-dimensional kinematics. If we had a non-zero

contribution from the third structure in D dimensions, then it would lead to a contribution to the

+ + + or −−− amplitudes in four-dimensional kinematics. Since the arguments in [168] are purely

kinematical, based on the symmetries of the theory, then they also force the amplitudes to vanish.

In conclusion, supersymmetry implies that α4 = 0. In the heterotic string we have a non-zero α2.

And this is also true for compactifications of the string to D dimensions. Thus α2 is compatible

with half maximal supersymmetry. With maximal supersymmetry, e.g. N = 8 in D = 4, we should

also have α2 = 0. This can be understood from the fact that the four point amplitude for the

full supergravity multiplet is determined up to a unique function. Thus, there is no freedom to

introduce the polarization dependent terms that would arise if we had the freedom to switch on α2.

Of course, in standard maximal supergravity α2 is not present, therefore the only value consistent

with maximal supersymmetry is α2 = 0. As an aside, notice that this is also related to the fact that

in four-dimensional N = 4 superconformal theories, the three-point functions of the stress tensor

are completely fixed by supersymmetry in terms of the two-point functions. There are two possible

three-point functions between a graviton and two photons.

AF 2 = εµν [pµ1p
ν
3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1pν3(ε3.p1)− εµ3pν1(ε1.p3)] , (5.34)

ARFF = εµνp
µ
1p
ν
3(ε1.p3)(ε3.p1), (5.35)
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Figure 5.5: We imagine a particle going through a set of successive scattering events. The intrinsic
quantum uncertainty in v is ∆qv. We have drawn a situation where there is a final time advance
after going through all the shocks that is larger than the quantum uncertainty. In this figure we
have neglected the delay of the u-localized particles.

so that Agγγ =
√

32πG [AF 2 + α̂2ARFF ]. One arising from pure gravity and the other from the

second term in (5.14) . Again this second structure is forbidden in a supersymmetric theory. As we

did in (5.31) , in the high energy limit we can write them as

A13I
F 2 =2p2

u(~e1.~e3), (5.36)

A13I
RFF =2p2

u(~q.~e1)(~q.~e3). (5.37)

We emphasize that we work here with the on-shell three-point functions, independently of the precise

way we write the Lagrangian. This discussion depends only on on-shell three-point functions and

not on other contact terms. Any contact four point interaction does not give rise (at tree level) to

the long range force at a non-zero value of the impact parameter.

5.3.3 Problems with Higher Derivative Corrections to the Three-Point

Functions

Above we discussed how the three-point functions lead to the leading order expression for the phase

shift δ(~b, s) = sF (~b). If this result were exponentiated, as eiδ, then we could get a time advance

problem similar to what we found for the shock waves. Here we would like to explain how to get a

time advance problem without using the particular non-linear structure of shock waves. The goal

is to present the problem in a way that depends only on very general principles. First note that in
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order for time delay to be a problem we would like to find that the time delay ∆v = ∂p2,vδ is larger

than the quantum mechanical uncertainty that is implicit in the definition of the wave packet for a

particle of of momentum p2,v. This uncertainty is of the order of ∆qv ∼ 1/p2,v. Thus the figure of

merit is

∆v

∆qv
= p2,v∂p2,v

δ = δ (5.38)

here we used that δ is linear in s, and therefore linear in p2,v (s ∝ p1,up2,v). Thus in order to

see a problem, we expect that δ should be greater than one. On the other hand, the validity of

perturbation theory suggests that δ should be much less than one. In order to amplify the effect,

we imagine that particle number two undergoes N successive instances of particle number one, see

(5.5). Through each instance it gets a small phase shift which leads to a factor in the out state of

the form (1 + iδ) with small δ. If we repeat this N times we get

(1 + iδ)N ∼ eiNδ δ � 1 , N � 1. (5.39)

This is the total phase shift, and as explained in (5.38), we want Nδ to be of order one. This can be

achieved by taking N ∼ 1/δ. In addition, we would like to make sure that the approximations that

we used remain valid. In particular, we have said that particle 2 remains localized at some distance

b through the whole process. We can choose light-cone coordinates for the evolution of particle two

so that u is time, then we have a non-relativistic problem with mass m ∼ pv. The spreading of the

wavefunction during the time U that the whole process takes is ∆b ∼
√
U/pv. The time U that

the process takes is determined as follows. We want to separate the N instances of the scattering

process from each other so that we can view them as independent and we can use (5.39) . The best

we can localize each of the N particles of type 1 is by an amount ∆qu ∼ 1/pu. Thus U = N/pu and

then ∆b ∼
√

N
s . We want ∆b� b. This translates into the condition

N � sb2 −→ 1

sb2
� δ (5.40)

where we used that N ∼ 1/δ in order to have a problem. We see that the simultaneous validity of

(5.40) and (5.39) can be achieved if sb2 � 1 and if s can also be increased so as to achieve

1

sb2
� δ � 1 (5.41)
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which can be done if δ grows with s. An additional issue is that we wanted to neglect the deflection

angle. Then we can replace each of the 1 particles by a pair of particles localized in the transverse

dimension at the origin and at 2~b, with particle number 2 still localized at ~b in the transverse plane,

as shown in (5.2) . Notice that if we had a gφ3 vertex, then the exchange of the spin zero particle

leads to δ ∼ 1
s

g2

bD−4 . In this case we cannot obey the conditions (5.41) to obtain a possible causality

problem. In fact, (5.40) implies that g2/bD−6 > 1, which means that we are at strong coupling.

Thus we see that a crucial feature that we used is that the phase shift increases as a function of s.

In the case that we exchange a spin one field, δ is independent of s and there is also no causality

issue. The reason is simple, the spin two field is effectively changing the metric and causal structure

while the spin zero or one fields are not.

The conclusion is that we have justified the exponentiation (5.39) and thus the derivation of the

time delay problem in a way that does not depend on the details of the shock wave solution. Let us

emphasize that the preceding shock wave discussion was motivational, but the thought experiment

that we have set up in this section does not require us to rely on the non-linear structure of the shock

wave. It was all derived from the on-shell three-point functions plus certain assumptions about the

locality of the theory that allowed us to view each shock as an independent event. In fact, there are

some cases where the shock wave computation does not give the right answer. For example, consider

the pure gravity case, where δ = Gs/bD−4. If the energy is large enough to form a black hole, then

the time delay computed from the shock wave is not the correct description for the physics. We

expect to form a black hole when the center-of-mass energy is such that the associated Schwarzschild

radius rD−3
s =

√
sG is larger than b [169, 170, 171]. It is easy to check that this never happens if

(5.41) is obeyed. It is not obeyed even if we consider the energy of the N particles that we used

for the argument (with N ∼ 1/δ). There is still one more complication that we need to deal with

in order to make the argument clearer. In the shock wave discussion of section two, the spin of the

particle creating the shock did not matter. However, with the modified three-point functions, the

spins of the scattered particles can change. The full interaction is a spin dependent force which acts

of both spins. It acts on both the spin of the left and the right moving particles (particle one and

two, see (5.3) ). I will be necessary for us to be able to fix the polarizations of particles one and

three, see (5.3) . This can be achieved by replacing particle one, by a coherent state of particles. In

this case, due to the usual Bose enhancement factor, particle three will have a larger probability of

remaining with the same polarization. In this set up we can set the spins, or polarization vectors, of

particles one and three to be the same. Or, more precisely, ε3 = ε∗1. Since we are at weak coupling we

can consider a coherent state with a mean occupation number which is large enough for us to be able
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to neglect the spin flips but small enough that the total scattering amplitude is still small. In other

words, the use of coherent states allows us to effectively select the final state for particle 3. More

explicitly, say that we form a coherent state for the oscillator mode created by a†, eλa
† |0〉. We could

then have terms in the interaction Hamiltonian that leave this oscillator the same H1,int = h1a
†a or

that mix it with a second oscillator H2,int = h2b
†a+ h.c.. Here h1 and h2 can act on other degrees

of freedom. Then, for a coherent state, the matrix elements where there is no change are enhanced,

due to the usual Bose enhancement factors, relative to the ones where there is a change

〈0|eλaH1,int e
λa† |0〉 ∝ |λ|2〈h1〉 (5.42)

〈0|eλabH2,int e
λa† |0〉 ∝ λ〈h2〉 (5.43)

We see that for large λ the first term is enhanced. We have not indicated explicitly the initial and

final states on which h1 and h2 act, since they involve other oscillators. Since we are at weak coupling,

we can choose λ large enough so that the first term dominates relative to the second term, while

still the whole process is in the weakly coupled approximation, or the total effect of the interaction

Hamiltonian is small. Of course an alternative way to say this is that we are creating a classical

background with the particles of type 1 in (5.3) the terms that have a non-zero expectation value

in this classical background dominate over the others. We want a classical background with small

enough amplitude that we can still trust the leading order perturbative expansion of the interaction

Hamiltonian. The use of coherent states also allows us to select final states for particle 3 in (5.3)

with a a small momentum pv. Namely, we form a coherent state out of a superposition of particles

with large momenta p1,µ. We need a superposition since we need to localize this particles within

the transverse plane to a location smaller than b. Thus we have some dispersion in the transverse

momenta ~q. With a large pu component of the momentum, we then get a small momentum along

the pv = ~q 2

4pu
direction. Since we have a coherent state, the particle 3 is also taken out of this

superposition and has the same range of values for the momentum. Therefore the total momentum

transfer in the t-channel along the vdirection is very small. Then the kinematics chosen in (5.22) is

representative for the process in question. This still allows a possibly large amount of momentum

transfer along the u direction. We will discuss this in subsection 4.3 . Another minor point, is that

the phase shift δ represents a time delay for both particles, it affects both particle 1 and particle 2.

So far we have been focusing only on the effects on particle 2. These coherent states also allow us

to effectively select a final state for particles 3, so that we can focus more clearly on the time delay

with which particle four emerges, see (5.3) .
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5.3.4 Scattering of Gravitons in D > 4 Dimensions

It is also easy to argue that α2 and α4 structures lead to causality problem in D > 4. To show this

we consider the probe graviton that scatters off the coherent state. The phase shift takes in this

case the following form (see appendix B for details)

δ ∼ Gs(eij1 e
ij
3 + α2e

ij
1 e

ik
3 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
1 e

kl
3 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl)× (5.44)

(eij2 e
ij
4 + α2e

ij
2 e

ik
4 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
2 e

kl
4 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl)

1

|~b|D−4
.

In order to find problems we will be choosing various polarizations for the particles. For example,

let us firt consider particle 1 with polarization e1
xx = −e1

yy and the other components equal to

zero. Here x, y represent to two directions in the transverse plane. We call this the ⊕ polarization.

We also choose e3 = e1. We enforce this by sending a coherent state with this polarization. Now

for particle 2 we can choose the same polarization or the crossed polarization, called ⊗, given by

e2
xy = e2

yx = 1/
√

2 and all other components equal to zero. Then we find the following. If ~b is along

the x̂ direction, then these two different polarizations for particle two do not mix as they go through

the shock. They diagonalize the phase shift matrix. For small enough b the α2
4 terms dominate since

they are the most singular in the small b expansion. These terms have the form

δ⊕⊕ ∼Gsα2
4O⊕O⊕

1

bD−4
=
Gsα2

4

bD+4
(positive) (5.45)

δ⊕⊗ ∼Gsα2
4O⊕O⊗

1

bD−4
=
Gsα2

4

bD+4
(negative) (5.46)

O⊕ =(∂2
bx − ∂

2
by )2 , O⊗ = 4∂2

bx∂
2
by (5.47)

where we take the derivatives first and then set ~b = (bx, 0, · · · , 0). Where the terms in parenthesis

are polynomials in D which are positive or negative definite.8 Notice that the positivity of the first

case is due to the following argument. If the polarizations of particle 2 and 4 are the same as those

of 1 and 3, then the configuration is constrained by unitarity along the t-channel.9 Therefore in this

case we should get a strictly positive answer for the time delay for the contribution of any particle

with a non-zero coupling. Since we obtained a negative time delay for the second case in (5.54) ,

we conclude that α4 should be set to zero unless new particles are present. Once α4 has been set to

zero, we can discuss α2. In that case we can still choose the ⊗xy polarization for particles 1 and 3

8For D > 4, (positive)= (D − 4)(D2 − 4)D(336 + 128D + 20D2 + 4D3 + D4) and (negative)= −4(D − 4)(D2 −
4)D(D + 3)(20 + 6D +D2). For D = 4 the derivatives act on − log b and we get (positive) = -(negative) =80640.

9t-channel unitarity is the following statement. When the polarizations of 2 and 4 are related by conjugation and
reflection along the ~b axis to the polarizations of 1 and 3 respectively, then the residue of the t-channel pole is positive.
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and the ⊗yz polarizations for particles 2 and four. We then focus on the terms proportional to α2
2

since they are the dominant terms at small b (once we have set α4 = 0). We then get

δ⊗xy,⊗yz ∼Gsα2
2ÔxyÔyz

1

bD−4
= −Gsα

2
2

bD
2(D − 4)(D − 3)(D − 2) (5.48)

Ôxy =− ∂2
bx − ∂

2
by , Ôyz = −∂2

by − ∂
2
bz (5.49)

Then we conclude that α2 should also be set to zero unless new massive particles appear.

5.3.5 Scattering of Gravitons in Four Dimensions

Let us now discuss in more detail the four-dimensional case, D = 4, which is a bit special. First,

need to take into account that the Einstein term produces a log(L/b) time delay, where L is an IR

cutoff. Second we need to take into account the parity violating structure. The logarithm can be

taken into account by modifying the causality criterion in the form suggested by Gao and Wald,

who define it by comparing to the behavior of the same metric far away. In this way the logL

term is eliminated and it is easy for a power law behavior produced by α4, which goes as 1/b4 to

overwhelm the logarithm. Also we will later repeat the computations for AdS4 space and we will

see that L→ RAdS4
. In conclusion, this is not a real issue.

Note that in four dimensions the α2 structure is identically zero. This is related to the fact that

the Gauss-Bonnet term becomes topological in four dimensions. Thus, we have only the Einstein

term structure and the α4 one. With four-dimensional kinematics, we can consider the situation

with coherent states of particles of type 1. Let us choose the spin of these particles to be plus. Due

to the coherent state considerations, the spin of particle 3 also needs to be plus (in the outgoing

notation, or minus in the incoming notation). In other words the amplitude does not have a spin

flip. In fact, without a spin flip the α4 structure does not contribute in four dimensions. Thus in the

vertex involving particles one, three, and the intermediate one, the only structure that contributes

is the Einstein one. This contribution is effectively the same as the spin zero one. Then we can run

an argument similar to the one above. Let us now discuss the parity violating structure, together

with the parity preserving one. By considering the coherent state for particle one (see (5.3) ), with

definite helicity (positive or negative) we get that only the Einstein structure contributes to the

A13I three-point amplitude (see (5.4) ). The we get the following matrix form for the phase shift
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for particle two

δ =2Gs
(
1 + γ∂4

β |−〉〈+| + γ∗∂4
β∗ |+〉〈−|

)
(− log |β|) (5.50)

=2Gs

(
−1 log |β| +

3γ

β4
|−〉〈+| +

3γ∗

β∗4
|+〉〈−|

)

where we introduced a complex variable β = b1 + ib2 in the two dimensional transverse space. We

also used ∂β = 1
2 (∂b1 − i∂b2) and e± ∝ ex∓ iey. Here γ is the coefficient of the +++ amplitude and

γ∗ the coefficient of the −−− one. Notice that these physically imply that the particle two undergoes

a spin flip. We see that δ is a two by two matrix in the space of helicities. In (5.50) , 1 represents the

identity matrix in this two dimensional space. The matrix in (5.50) can be diagonalized by choosing

the polarization directions

p1,2 ∝ |+〉 ±

√
γ β∗4

γ∗ β4
|−〉 (5.51)

Then we find that

δ1,2 = 2Gs(− log |β| ± 3
|γ|
|β|4

) (5.52)

Thus we see that we have a causality problem at small enough b = |β|.

5.4 Fixing the Causality Problem by Adding Massive Parti-

cles

Let us discuss how to evade the causality problem that we found above. This problem can be evaded

by adding new particles at the scale α2 or α4. We will discuss the case of a weakly coupled theory

where the problem should be fixed at tree level. This is indeed what happens in string theory, see

appendix D. For a case involving loops see appendix C. Let us first consider the corrections to the

time delay due to new particles being exchanged in the t-channel. The new particles have to lead

to a phase shift growing like s, or a higher power of s. Thus, we should add massive particles with

spin J ≥ 2.

We will now argue that massive spin two particles do not help and that we need particles of

higher spin. In particular, this will then rule out a solution involving Kaluza-Klein gravity, which

would be a special example of the addition of massive spin two particles. For this reason we will
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Figure 5.6: Consider the coupling of a massive spin two particle to two massless gravitons. Let us
choose the kinematic configuration so that the massive particle decays into two massless gravitons
along the ẑ axis. The +− helicity configuration is impossible since the angular momentum along
the z axis would be +4. The ++ configuration is allowed.

analyze it in detail.

5.4.1 Massive Spin Two Particles Do Not Fix the Problem in D = 4.

Let us first discuss the four-dimensional case. Since the external states are massless spin two particles,

the on-shell three-point vertices involve two massless particles and a massive spin two particle.

In four dimensions, we can label the massless particles by their helicities. An important result

is that, in all incoming notation, the only non-zero amplitudes involve ++ or −− helicities for the

massless particles. In particular the +− combinations are zero. The argument is essentially the

same as in the Weinberg Witten theorem [172] , or the statement that gravity does not have a local

stress tensor operator.10 Imagine that we have the massive spin two particle in its rest frame. We

let it decay into two massless spin two particles. Let us suppose that the two decay products move

in opposite directions along the ẑ axis, see (5.6) . In the +− configuration the total sum of the spins

of the decay products along the ẑ axis is +4 or −4. However, the initial massive particle had spin at

most ±2. Therefore a +− configuration is impossible. With a ++ or −− configuration there is not

problem because the sum of the spins is zero. One can also write down explicitly the corresponding

three-point amplitude

α̃4ε
I
µνp

ν
1p
µ
3 [(ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)− (ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)]

2
(5.53)

→ 2α̃4p
2
u

[
(~e1.~q)(~e3.~q) +

m2
I

2
(~e1.~e3)

]2

10The matrix elements of the stress tensor operator between two on-shell graviton states is like the coupling to a
massive spin two particle, where the square of the momentum of the stress tensor, q2 corresponds to the mass of the
massive spin two particle.
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where ε1µν = ε1µε
1
ν , and we used that the component of εIµν that contributes the largest factor of s in

the sum over intermediate states is εIuu = 2. We have denoted the coupling by α̃4 since it reduces

to the α4 structure in the massless limit. Here 1 and 3 are the massless particles. Of course, p1.p3

is given by the mass of the massive particle. We see that this result is invariant under ε1 → ε1 + p1,

and so on. In the second line of (5.53) we have written the three-point amplitude including the

leading terms in the high energy limit. This is written in terms of the purely transverse polarization

vectors (or tensors) introduced in (5.24) . In D = 4 there is also a parity violating structure which

we will not need to write explicitly. If we now consider particles 1 and 3 in (5.3) to be associated

to a coherent state with definite spin, then we have no spin flip allowed and this coherent state

does not couple to the massive spin two particles. Therefore in four dimensions the massive spin

two particles cannot solve the problem, they simply do not couple to the type of source that we are

considering. Note that it is important that the massless intermediate gravitons are still coupling to

the 1-3 coherent state through the Einstein three-point function, and as discussed in section 3.5, it

leads to a causality problem for particle two in (5.3) . We can further show that the massive spin

two particle with a coupling (5.53) by itself also leads to a causality problem and should therefore

not be present. In fact, it will be useful for our later argument to understand this in more detail.

For simplicity let us set to zero the parity violating massive structure. For the coherent state that

involves particles one and three in (5.3) we choose the ⊕ polarization with e1
xx = −e1

yy and the

other components equal to zero, and the same for e3. Here x, y represent the two directions in the

transverse plane. Now for particle 2 we can choose the same polarization or the crossed polarization,

called ⊗, given by e2
xy = e2

yx = 1/
√

2 and all other components equal to zero. Then we find the

following. If ~b is along the x̂ direction, then these two different polarizations for particle two do not

mix as they go through the shock. They diagonalize the phase shift matrix. If the polarizations of

particle 2 and 4 are the conjugate to those of 1 and 3, and reflected along ~b, then the configuration

is constrained by unitarity along the t-channel to give a strictly positive answer for the contribution

to the time delay of any particle with a non-zero coupling. On the other hand, if we average over

all polarizations for particle 2, it is possible to see that the terms involving α4 or α̃4 (the massive

particle contributions) all vanish. Thus, the contribution from the crossed polarization has to have

the opposite sign. In other words, unitarity fixes a plus sign for the time delay for one polarization

and this implies a negative sign for the other. Indeed, it is possible to see this explicitly by computing
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the massive particle contribution to both answers, which are

δ⊕,⊕ =4Gs(
∑
m

α̃2
4OmOm)K0(mb) (5.54)

δ⊕,⊗ =− 4Gs(
∑
m

α̃2
4OmOm)K0(mb) (5.55)

Om ≡∂2
bx∂

2
by −

m4

8
(5.56)

where the first subindex of δ is the polarization of particles 1 and 3 and the second that of particles 2

and 4 in (5.3) . By acting with this operator explicitly one can see that it gives a negative answer in

the second case. This is independent of the sign of α̃4. In fact, it is also negative for the contribution

of the massless case when we have the α4 structure on both sides. The full phase shift also has the

general relativity contribution. Once we have a single massive particle, it is possible to go to a small

enough b so that we overwhelm the positive contributions from the General Relativity vertices. This

shows that in a theory with up to spin two particles we cannot solve the causality problem that

arises when α4 is nonzero. In addition, we see any massive spin two particles, even if present, they

should have α̃4 = 0 in order not to cause further causality problems.

5.4.2 Massive Spin Two Particles Do Not Fix the Problem in D > 4.

Now we now move on to a higher dimensional gravity theory, D > 4. The three-point amplitudes

for two gravitons and a massive spin two particle now have two possible structures, first the one in

(5.53) , which can be multiplied by a coefficient which we will still call α̃4. And a second one of the

form

α̃2ε
I
µν [εµ1p

ν
3(ε3.p1) + εµ3p

ν
1(ε1.p3)− pµ1pν3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1 εν3(p1.p3)]× (5.57)

[(ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)− (ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)]

→ 2α̃2p
2
u

[
e1
kiq

ie3
kjq

j +
m2

2
e1
ije

3
ij

]

where again εIµν is the intermediate state polarization vector and we used that we only care about

its εIuu = 2 component. We have introduced a new coefficient α̃2. In the second line we have

indicated the form that it takes in the high energy limit. In the last line the polarization tensors

are purely in the transverse directions and q is the momentum transfer. We can first consider a

setup with four-dimensional kinematics. Namely, we can consider particles 1 and 3 to be associated

to a coherent state which is uniformly distributed along D − 4 of the original dimensions. In this
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case the problem is essentially four-dimensional and the three-point amplitudes involving α2 and

α̃2 (both massless and massive) do not contribute. If we want to avoid causality problems, and

without spin > 2 particles, we conclude that both α4 and α̃4 should be zero. The argument is the

same as the one we presented in the four-dimensional discussion. Note that since we are getting to

four dimensions by effectively dimensionally reducing the higher dimensional theory, then the parity

violating four-dimensional structure does not arise. We would now like to rule out the possibility of

having contributions with non-zero α2. For this we will assume that α4 and α̃4 are zero, as shown

by the previous argument. Let us first consider the case D = 5. Now we have three transverse

directions, let us call them x, y, z. We choose the polarizations of 1 and 3 to be of the ⊕xy type.

Inserting this into (5.57) we see that this produces a factor of Oxy = m2 − ∂2
bx
− ∂2

by
acting on the

massive propagator, which is simply 1
b e
−mb. For the particles 2 and 4 we choose the polarization

⊗yz, which also produces a similar operator Oyz. The final result has the form

δ⊕xy,⊗yz ∼ Gs

(∑
m

(α̃2)2OxyOyz
1

b
e−mb

)
(5.58)

= −Gs
∑
m

(α̃2)2 (b3m3 + 5b2m2 + 12bm+ 12)

b5
e−mb

where we have set ~b = (b, 0, 0) after taking the derivatives. We see that for any sign of α̃2 this

produces a negative result. Furthermore, in the massless case, m = 0, this also gives the part

of the graviton contribution proportional to α2
2. The graviton also contains other contributions

involving the ordinary Einstein piece on both three-point functions, as well as a mixed term. These

contributions behave like 1/b and α2/b
3 respectively. Thus, for small b, the graviton contribution

involving α2
2 dominates, since it goes as α2

2b
−5. Therefore, we conclude that if α2 is non-zero, then

by going to small enough b we get a causality problem. Furthermore, this problem cannot be fixed

by adding massive spin two particles. For D > 5 one can run a similar argument. But of course,

we could also set up the problem with five-dimensional kinematics. In other words, we choose a

coherent state spread over D−5 of the dimensions and we get the same as what we discussed above.

The final conclusion is that if we have extra structures in the graviton three-point function (if α2 or

α4 are nonzero), they lead to a causality problem which cannot be fixed by adding massive particles

with spins J ≤ 2.

With a risk of being repetitive, let us summarize the argument that rules out massive spin

two particles. First we go to four-dimensional kinematics where the massless or massive couplings

proportional to α2 or α2 do not contribute and we rule out both α4 and the similar coupling α̃4
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Figure 5.7: When the particles scatter, the graviton can become another massive particle, here
labeled by X.

to massive intermediate gravitons. Then we go to five (or higher) dimensional kinematics and we

rule out both α2 and α̃2. In particular, notice that, even in the case of ordinary Einstein gravity,

with α2 = α4 = 0, we have rule out tree level couplings to massive gravitons (or massive spin two

particles).

5.4.3 Exciting the Graviton Into New Particles

In the above discussion we ignored the possibility of exciting a graviton when it passes through the

shock and transforming it into a new state.11 In this section we discuss this possibility and conclude

that it cannot fix the problem. Since the available energy is large, compared to 1/b, it is possible

to turn the incoming graviton into an outgoing massive particle, let us call it X. If we use coherent

states for particles 1 and 3 in (5.3) , then we suppress the processes where particle 3 becomes a new

massive particle and we only have to worry about the possibility of particle 2 turning into this new

massive particle. This can happen even if the mass of the new particle, call it X, is much larger than

b−1, but smaller than
√
s. The reason is that there can be some pu energy transfer from particles

1 and 3 to particle 4 in (5.3) . Let us view the process of the graviton 2 passing through the shock

as a signal transmission problem. Focusing on the v dependence of the signal we can say that the

out-signal, given an in-signal must be causal. Namely, if the in-signal vanishes for v < 0, then the

out-signal must vanish for v < 0. In Fourier space these signals are related by fout(ω) = S(ω)fin(ω),

with ω = −pv. Here we are using that particles 1 and 3 carry a negligible amount of pv, since we

are using v−translation invariance. Of course, if we have physical particles, we cannot localize them

sharply in v because they only have positive frequencies. In order to obtain a sharp causality bound

we need to invoke the vanishing of the field commutators, [φout(v), ∂vφin(v′)] = 0 for v < v′ (we

put the derivative to remove possible zero mode issues).12 As reviewed in appendix D , causality

11In string theory these are called tidal excitations of the string.
12In a theory of gravity we do not have local field operators. However, we can imagine defining such operators in

the asymptotic past and future. More precisely, in order to run into the causality problems we need to put them far
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implies that S(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane. In addition, the fact that we can produce

other particles can only make the strength of the graviton signal in the future smaller. This, in

turn, implies that the S matrix element for graviton going into graviton, call it Sgg(ω) should be be

smaller than one in the upper half plane,

|Sgg(ω)| ≤ 1 , for Im(ω) > 0 (5.59)

See appendix D for further discussion. In situations where we have some time advance for the

graviton, we are getting an infinitesimal matrix element of the form

Sgg = 1− i∆vpv = 1 + i∆vω (5.60)

with ∆v < 0. Then if we set ω → iγ, with γ > 0 we get Sgg = 1− γ∆v which is bigger than one in

the upper half plane. Note that we do not need to go to very large values of γ to obtain a violation,

we only need pv or γ, to be large enough so that this impact parameter description is good enough.

In this presentation of the argument, it is clear that adding extra particles as possible extra final

states does not help. We need to modify Sgg. In other words, the transformation of the graviton to

X is irrelevant for this argument because we are considering the graviton-graviton S matrix element.

The transformation to X and then back to the graviton can contribute to this matrix element at

higher orders in G. But, this cannot fix the problem we run into (5.60), which is of first order in G.

5.4.4 Massive Higher Spin Particles Can Solve the Problem

Now we consider the exchange of a massive spin J > 2 particle in the t-channel. Its contribution

to the phase shift will rise with energy like GsJ−1 and at high energies it will dominate over the

graviton contribution. This can happen even in the regime that the theory is weakly coupled. If we

have a single contribution of this type, we also run into a problem. The problem is the following.

We can think of the propagation of the particle number 2 as signal transmission problem where time

is v. In other words, we start with a signal fin(v) which vanishes for v < 0, then the out-signal

fout(v) should be zero for v < 0. In addition we want that the total norm of the out wave should

not grow. From these two conditions we can deduce that the S(ω) matrix as a function of the

“energy”, ω = −pv, should be analytic in the upper half complex ω-plane and, in addition, it should

enough to the past and future that we can neglect the change in the spacetime metric but close enough so that the
quantum mechanically dictated momentum pu of the signal particles does not wash out the possible time advance.
Here we will assume that it is possible to do this.
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be bounded |S(ω)| ≤ 1 in the upper half plane. See appendix D for a review of these properties.

However, a particle of spin J > 2 leads to a contribution S ∝ 1+ iGsJ−1 + · · · which becomes bigger

than one in some regions of the upper half complex s plane. Notice that the problem arises already

at weak coupling, for a small value for GsJ−1.

Thus, a finite number of higher spin particles does not fix the problem. In fact, it generates

problems of its own. On the other hand, an infinite number of particles with higher spin can solve

the problem. An example is string theory. This problem has been discussed extensively in the classic

papers by Amati, Ciafaloni and Veneziano [173, 174, 175, 176, 177] (see also [178] ). In fact, the

amplitude Reggeizes

δ ∝ Gs

t
s
α′
2 te−iπ

α′
4 t (5.61)

for large s small t (sα′ � 1, tα′ � 1). This expression has a cut in the s-channel, due to the

creation of physical states along the s-channel. These are simply the massive closed string that are

present along the s-channel. For spacelike t, t < 0, we see that this effectively leads to a phase shift

that decreases faster than s at large s. Taking (5.61) and transforming to the impact parameter

representation we find that for b2 � α′ log s we get a behavior [175]

δ ∼ (Pol)

[
Gs

(D − 4)(log s)
D−4

2

(1− b2

log s
+ · · · ) + iπ2 Gs

(log s)
D−4

2

+ · · ·

]
(5.62)

where Pol = 1+α2ε.∂bε.∂b+ · · · is the part coming from the polarization tensors, which includes the

new structures in the three-point functions.13 This is indeed compatible with causality. We also get

a large imaginary part that is reflecting the fact that we are creating strings along the s-channel.

Notice that we had argued before that in a local theory we expect that by going to impact parameter

space we can suppress tree level s-channel processes. This is not true in string theory, which contains

extended objects. Furthermore, since their size increases with mass logarithmically, we see that at

high energies their effects appear at b2 ∼ α′ log(sα′) rather than the more naive expectation of

b2 ∼ α′. This justifies the small t expansion used in (5.61) . Further aspects of the string case are

discussed in appendix E.

The conclusion is that an infinite number of higher spin particles can solve the problem. We need

a tower of particles with increasing spins and intricate relations between them so that the expansion

can be resummed into an amplitude that does not have a problem. Besides string theory, we do not

13For type II superstrings Pol= 1.
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know if there are other ways of doing this.

5.4.5 Compositeness and the Extra Structures for Graviton Scattering

In this subsection, with the string theory case as an inspiration, we make some remarks about the

extra structures for the graviton scattering. Imagine that the graviton has a composite structure.14

Let us imagine that the graviton is given by a pair of particles which are in a bound state given by

a wavefunction ψ(r) where r is the relative distance. We further assume that these particles scatter

through the shock via the usual general relativity three-point functions. However, since the two

particles feel slightly different forces we find that the total scattering amplitude will have the form

δ0(b0) + ∂i∂jδ0(b)〈ψε|rirj |ψε〉+ · · · (5.63)

where δ0 is the general relativistic expression (5.12) , and the subindex ε indicates the spin of the

graviton. Notice that since the Laplacian ∇2
bδ0 = 0, the only terms that can contribute to the

second part are those which are not rotationally invariant in the relative coordinates. These are

possible because the graviton spin or polarization ε. Notice that this is a simple argument for the

presence of extra structures in the graviton three-point function. Even though we motivated this

with a graviton composed with two particles, the same final formula works if the graviton is made

out of many more elementary constituents as it happens in string theory, when it is a string. In

any case, the size of the new structure,α2, due to compositeness, is of order α2 ∼ r2
s where rs is the

typical size of the graviton. Given that the bound state has this typical size, then we also expect

that it can be excited to other states with masses m2 ∼ 1/r2
s . Indeed, by imposing the causality

constraint, we found that there should be new particles with masses of this order of magnitude.

5.5 Anti-de Sitter Discussion

The case of asymptotically AdS space is very similar to the asymptotically flat space one. The

causal structure is defined by the causal structure of the boundary. We then require that signals

that go through the bulk cannot go faster than signals that remain on the boundary. As argued in

[179, 152], general relativity with the null energy condition implies that this is obeyed. In terms of

the dual CFT, this is just the statement that CFT observers cannot exchange information faster

than light. Equivalently boundary CFT operators commute outside the boundary light-cone.

14Note that we cannot make the graviton as a zero energy bound state in a local relativistic quantum field theory
that contains a stress tensor operator [172] .
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5.5.1 Motivation: The Emergence of Bulk Locality Should Happen in the

Classical Theory

In this subsection we discuss in more detail the AdS considerations that motivated the present

chapter. We expect that the dual of a large N gauge theory should be a weakly coupled string

theory with coupling gs ∼ 1/N . This should be true both at weak and strong ’t Hooft coupling.

As we increase the ’t Hooft coupling we are supposed to interpolate between a Vasiliev-like theory

and an ordinary Einstein-like theory at strong ’t Hooft coupling. This whole interpolation happens

within the classical string theory in the bulk. Of course, in the ordinary Einstein description we

see a local theory in the bulk. Thus the emergence of bulk locality is something that should be

contained within classical string theory. It is for this reason that it is interesting to understand the

constraints of tree level interactions of gravitons and the link between the masses of the higher spin

particles and the size of the corrections to Einstein gravity. Here we attempted to link them via the

causality considerations for the simplest gravitational interactions. Given the interest of the AdS

case, we will discuss in more detail some of its features.

5.5.2 Statement of AdS Causality

In asymptotically AdS gravitational theories the causal structure given by the Minkowski light-cone

on the boundary of AdS. This allows us to formulate the causality criterion in a very simple manner.

None of the subtleties that existed in flat space regarding the definition of causality appear for

gravitational theories in AdS. The basic condition we would like to impose is that

〈Ψ|[Tµν(y), Tρσ(0)]|Ψ〉 = 0, y2 > 0, (5.64)

where Ψ is some nontrivial state in the theory. We will be interested in the commutator computed

on the shock wave background [107, 180, 181, 182, 183]. The Aichelburg-Sexl shockwave in AdS

can be created by inserting a pair of operators creating a coherent state bulk wavefunctions that

localize the bulk stress tensor on the light ray [107, 108, 109]. As before, instead of computing the

commutator, we study propagation of an energetic graviton through the bulk and impose positivity

of the time delay. The whole discussion is similar to the flat space one. The only difference is

that the t-channel propagator is now in AdS. Instead to computing it directly, we consider plane

wave solutions which encode intermediate state gravitons with the properties we need. Plane wave
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solutions in AdSD have the form

ds2 =
−dudv + h(u, yi, z)(du)2 +

∑D−3
i=1 dy2

i + dz2

z2
(5.65)

Here the function h is only constrained by the Laplace equation in the transverse hyperbolic space

zD−2∂z(z
−(D−2)∂zh) + ∂2

yih = 0 (5.66)

which can be equivalently written as

∇2
D−2f − (D − 2)f = 0 (5.67)

where f = h
z . In appendix F we give an argument that this is a solution, to all orders in the

derivative expansion. We can also a plane wave with a delta function source so that instead of (5.66)

we write

zD−2∂z(z
−(D−2)∂zh) + ∂2

yih = −16πG|Pu|δ(u)zD−2
0 δD−3(~y − ~y0)δ(z − z0). (5.68)

where the RHS corresponds to an insertion of a delta-function source in the hyperbolic space in

(5.67) . The Green’s function in the hyperbolic space is well-known, so that we get

h =
z$(ρ)

1− ρ2
δ(u) = 16πG|Pu|δ(u)

z(4π)
2−D

2 Γ(D2 )

(D − 1)(D − 2)

(
ρ2

1− ρ2

)2−D

2F1(D − 2,
D

2
, D;−1− ρ2

ρ2
),

(5.69)

ρ =

√
(z − z0)2 + |~y − ~y0|2
(z + z0)2 + |~y − ~y0|2

. (5.70)

where ~x0 and z0 are the coordinates of the source in the bulk. It can be checked that Pu is also the

total momentum from the boundary point of view by integrating the boundary stress tensor (read

off from the small z expansion of this metric) on the boundary. For example, in AdS4 and AdS5

(5.69) takes the following form

$4(ρ)/(G|Pu|) = −8
(
1− ρ2 + (1 + ρ2) log ρ

)
, (5.71)

$5(ρ)/(G|Pu|) = 2
(1− ρ)4

ρ
. (5.72)
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More generally, we have

lim
ρ→0

$(ρ) ∼ 1

ρD−4
, (5.73)

lim
ρ→1

$(ρ) ∼ (1− ρ)D−1. (5.74)

Let us understand better the symmetries of the problem. The shock wave is localized around u = 0

and is probed by a particle which is localized in v. The role of the transverse plane in flat space is

played here by the transverse HD−2. It is convenient to think of the probe crossing this hyperbolic

space at the center.15 The shock centered at (~y0, z0) has a number of Killing vectors that depend

on f(u). For arbitrary f(u) the background has an obvious SO(D − 3) symmetry that rotates ~y

and a translation in v. For f(u) = δ(u) the geometry has extra Killing vectors which enhance the

rotational symmetry to SO(D − 2), as we had in flat space. In the original coordinates (5.65) ,

some of the extra symmetries involve special conformal generators. Since we are working in the

high energy limit, we effectively have a delta function in u, so that we also expect to have this

extra SO(D − 2) symmetry. See [182] for a coordinate system that makes this manifest. General

properties of the AdS shock wave and its different limits are considered in appendix F. In particular,

when the center of the shock goes to the boundary z0 → 0 the problem becomes very similar to the

one arising in the computation of energy correlators [20], whereas in the limit z0 →∞ it reduces to

the setup used in [183] to study causality. Our formulas will reduce to the ones considered before in

those limits.

5.5.3 The Effect of Higher Derivative Interactions on Particles with Spin

Now we would like to consider different type of probes and compute the time delay for them. We

start with a simple example of a scalar probe and then move to the case of particles of spin one and

two. If we consider a minimally coupled scalar in the shock wave background its equation of motion

takes the form

∇2φ = 0. (5.75)

15From the CFT point of view we can create such a probe by acting with the operator of given energy and zero
momentum in the AdS Poincare coordinates for which u = 0 is the future null infinity as explained in [20] . In
[20] terms we are working here in the y-coordinates, while the operator with given momentum is inserted in the
x-coordinates. In pure AdS case isometries of HD−2 at fixed u = 0 correspond to the usual Lorentz symmetry group
in the x-coordinates of [20].
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In our setup we are interested in corrections to this equation which are second order in derivatives.16

Considering terms yielding two derivative equations of motion for φ we have to consider terms like

Hµν∇µ∇νφ (5.76)

where the tensor H is made from the background metric, Riemann and covariant derivatives. How-

ever one can check that there is no two index symmetric tensor that is not vanishing on-shell [182]

. Of course, this statement is equivalent to the uniqueness of the scalar-scalar-graviton three-point

vertex. In the high energy limit we get similar to flat space

∂u∂vφ+ f(u)h(z, ~y)∂2
vφ = 0 (5.77)

which produces the time delay

∆v =
$(ρ)

1− ρ2
(5.78)

reproducing the flat space computation for small ρ. We assumed that the perturbation crosses the

shock at z = 1 and ~y = 0. For the gauge boson we imagine at the level of two derivative the following

equation

∇µFµν +H µαβ
ν ∇µFαβ = 0 (5.79)

where H is built out of the Riemann tensor and its covariant derivatives. Using the properties of

the background discussed above (we defer the details to appendix G) one can check that the only

term that we can have is the correction that appeared in the case of flat space

∇µFµν − α̂2 Ř
µαβ

ν ∇µFαβ = 0. (5.80)

If we compute the time delay using the same action (5.80), considering that each mode corresponds

to a different constant polarization, εi, we get

∆v =
$(ρ)

1− ρ2

(
1− α̂2

(
1− ρ2

)2 $′(ρ)− ρ$′′(ρ)

4ρ$(ρ)

(
ε.n2

ε.ε
− 1

D − 2

))
. (5.81)

16Since we need derivatives to bring down large factors of momentum.
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The final result is very similar to the one obtained in flat space. The only different is that the

polarization dependent delay is slightly more complicated. The flat space limit is reproduced by

considering ρ → 0 limit, whereas the energy correlator constrained is recovered in the limit ρ → 1.

Similarly, in the case of gravity we are interested in the most general form of the second order

equations. We choose to parameterize the equations of motions for perturbations as follows

δRµν + α2 Ř
ραβ

(µ δRν)ραβ +
α4

2
[∇(µ∇ν)Ř

αβρσ]δRαβρσ = 0 (5.82)

where the parameters αi are in units of the AdS radius RAdS that we set to one. The time delay

for these equation of motion is then given by

∆v =
$(ρ)

1− ρ2

(
1 + t2(ρ)

(
(ε.n)2

ε.ε
− 1

D − 2

)
+ t4(ρ)

(
(ε.n)4

(ε.ε)2
− 2

D(D − 2)

))
, (5.83)

t2(ρ) =
(
1− ρ2

)2 $′ − ρ$′′
4ρ$(ρ)

(
−α2 + α4

D(1 + ρ2)2 − 2ρ2

ρ2

)
, (5.84)

t4(ρ) = −Dα4

(
1− ρ2

)2 $′ − ρ$′′
4ρ$(ρ)

D(1 + ρ2)2 + 2(1 + ρ4)

4ρ2
. (5.85)

where ~n is a vector pointing from the center of the shock to the probe particle, and ε is the polarization

of the probe particle. These time delays can become negative for small enough ρ if α2 or α4 are non-

zero. These results can be also reproduced using slightly different method of evaluating the on-shell

in an explicit gravitational theories in the shock wave background like Lovelock or quasi-topological

theories (see e.g. [184, 185]). In the limit ρ→ 0 these constraints reproduce the flat space analysis

with ρ = b
2 . In the ρ→ 1 limit the above result reproduces constraints discussed in the past. If we

take the limit ρ→ 1 by taking the shock center to the boundary z0 → 0 we recover energy correlator

computation [20]. If we on the other hand consider ρ ∼ 1 by taking the shock center to the horizon

z0 →∞ we recover the shock wave discussed by Hofman [183].

5.5.4 Implications for a, c in Theories with Large Operator Dimensions

Imagine an abstract CFT4 with large N � 1 and large gap ∆gap � 1, where ∆gap is the dimension

of the lightest higher spin single trace operator. This theory is described by a gravitational theory

in the bulk with potentially some higher derivative corrections. String theory inspired intuition

suggests that higher derivative corrections should be suppressed by the 1
∆gap

factor. Our argument

shows that this is indeed the case for the simplest corrections, which are the ones affecting the three-

point function of stress tensor. Indeed, as we showed in (5.83) , we run into a potential problems
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with causality at impact parameters ρc ∼ (α2)1/2, (α4)1/4. Since this can only be fixed by higher

spin particles, we conclude that ∆gap has to be small enough so that it can start correcting the

amplitude before we run into this problem.

For ∆gap � 1 then the relevant impact parameters are such that we can approximate the formulas

by the flat space limit. Thus, we get the bound of the type

(α2)1/2 .
1

∆gap
, (α4)1/4 .

1

∆gap
, (5.86)

where . stands for some numerical coefficient that we cannot fix using our simple analysis. In the

case of N = 1 superconformal theories, α4 = 0 by supersymmetry and α2 ∝ a−c
c . Then we get

∣∣∣∣a− cc
∣∣∣∣ . 1

∆2
gap

. (5.87)

In the case of N = 4 SYM (5.86) is satisfied trivially since ∆gap ∼ λ1/4 and a = c. It will be very

interesting to find an independent field theoretic argument that leads to the bounds of the type

(5.86), (5.87) . It would also be nice to find the precise numerical coefficients in (5.86) , (5.87) .

5.5.5 Implications for Dimensions of Double Trace Operators

This computation of the time delay can be viewed as a special four-point correlation function with

particular wave functions for external operators. We can use the OPE to expand the four-point

function computation in terms of the time evolution eigenstates (or, equivalently, local operators).

One can ask then the following question: what is the relation between the time delay and the OPE

data? This question was addressed in a nice series of papers [107, 108, 109] where the time delay was

shown to be equal to anomalous dimension of double trace operators of the type O(∂2)n∂µ1 ...∂µjO

for large n and large j

δ(s, ρ) = −πγ(n, j), ρ =
j

j + 2n
, s = 4n(j + n). (5.88)

where the relations between parameters on both sides of the equation are reviewed below. Intuitively,

(5.88) follows from the fact that the phase shift of the correlator eiδ is given by e−i(∆∗−2∆O)∆τ where

∆∗ is the dimension of the operator that dominates the OPE, and ∆τ is the global AdS time that

passed from the beginning to the end of the process. The time delay that we computed corresponds

to particles starting at the boundary, getting close to each other at the center and then reaching
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ρ

Figure 5.8: We consider two energetic particles in AdS that oscillate back and forth with energy E
and angular momentum J . This models the high twist, high spin double trace operator in the dual
CFT.

the boundary again, see (5.8) . It takes ∆τ = π for this process to occur. From this fact (5.88)

follows. Even though (5.88) was derived in general relativity in the limit when δ � 1 it follows

simply from the AdS graviton diagram exchanged. In the impact parameter representation, only

the on-shell t-channel exchange diagram constributes. This diagram is fixed in terms of three-point

function 〈OOTµν〉 in a generic gravitational theory with generic three-point couplings similar to

our flat space analysis. Let us briefly review the results in [107, 108, 109]. The basic idea is the

following: the state created by O(∂2)n∂µ1
...∂µjO for large n and large j can be thought of as two

highly energetic particles that follow null geodesics in AdS, see (5.8) . For two geodesics that are

characterized by total energy E and spin J the minimal separation is achieved in global coordinates

at

ρ =
J

E
' j

j + 2n
. (5.89)

where we matched energy and spin of the pair of particles to the ones of the double trace operator

J = j, E = 2∆ + 2n + j and used that n, s � 1, with ∆ also of order one. Thus, we see that

probing distances much smaller than AdS radius (ρ� 1) corresponds to considering operators with

n � j. On the other hand n � j corresponds to scattering at very large impact parameters. The

Mandelstam variable s is given by

s = E2 − J2 ' 4n(j + n) (5.90)
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and the relation to the anomalous dimensions is that

πγ(n, j) = pv∆v = −Gs $(ρ)

1− ρ2
. (5.91)

Let us consider different limits of this formula. First, consider very large impact parameters ρ ∼ 1

or j � n. In this limit we get

γ(n, j) ∼ −Gn
D−1

jD−3
(5.92)

which is in agreement with the general results derived using the crossing equation [110, 186, 187].

In the opposite limitof small impact parameters scattering, n� j and j
n >

1
∆gap

, we have

γ(n, j) ∼ −Gn2

(
n

j

)D−4

. (5.93)

We have several comments to add to this story. First, these results should be universal and applicable

to generic CFTs with large N and large gap. To write the answer in an abstract form we have to

use the relation of G to the two-point function of stress tensors which is well-known and is roughly

G ∼ 1
cT

. It means that it should be possible to derive them using crossing equation which still be

dominated by the stress tensor exchange. Probably the relevant limit is z → 0, z → 1 with z
1−z being

fixed. It would be nice to reproduce the formulas above using crossing equations. Second, we see

that causality, or positivity of the time delay, implies the constraint γ(n, s) < 0, which generalizes

the ones that were previously known [98, 186, 187] for asymptotically large s � n. Again it would

be very interesting to understand how to prove these constraints purely from the field theory point

of view. Third, we see that considering double trace operators of the type Tµν(∂2)n∂µ1
...∂µjTρσ

we get new structures due to the dependence on polarization which potentially lead to causality

violations and bounds (5.86), (5.87) . Of course, the same is true about the double trace operators

that involve the conserved current Jµ. It will be very interesting to understand them from the

purely CFT viewpoint. Note that in the scattering process the polarizations of particles 3 and 4 in

(5.3) can change relative to those of particles 2 and 4, so that the phase shift is an operator that

acts on this space of polarization tensors. Both t-channel unitarity, as well as our considerations,

constrain only some matrix elements of this general matrix. While we leave the general case for the

future, we note that, in some cases, we can ensure that the polarizations of 3 and 4 do not change by

using conservation of angular momentum along the directions orthogonal to the impact parameter
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(a)
(b)

delay advance

Figure 5.9: We consider a Lorentzian wormhole configuration that is described, near each wormhole,
by the maximally extended Schwarzschild solution. We send a (green) particle from the left very
close to the past horizon. We then send a (purple) particle from the right. (a) If this particle gets a
time delay, it will fall into the singularity. (b) If the particle gets a time advance, then it can make it
out of the other black hole and we would have a way of sending signals through the wormhole. Here
the blue lines represent the average position of the horizon of the black hole, defined by null lines
that are very far away from the two particles we send in. We assume that the impact parameter is
much smaller than the Schwarzschild radius.

direction. In these cases our considerations apply and we can say that the anomalous dimensions

of the corresponding double trace operators should be negative. The positivity statement applies

to the part of the phase shift that grows with the Mandelstam invariant s, which translate into the

growth with n via (5.90) . However, in our case, this positivity requirement is not obvious from the

CFT point of view. It would be nice to see whether this is a general requirement or is one that is

present only in theories with a local bulk dual.

sectionWormholes and Time Advances General relativity has Lorentzian wormhole solutions that

join far away points by short Einstein-Rosen bridges. The simplest configuration is the maximally

extended Schwarzschild solution interpreted as an approximation to the metric of two distant black

holes which share a single interior. As discussed in [153] , these solutions do not lead to a violation

of causality in the ambient space because it is not possible to send signals through the wormhole

[188] .

The inability to send signals through the wormhole depends crucially on the fact that we have a

Shapiro time delay as opposed to a time advance. For example, if one sends a fast moving particle

from the left side, then a particle send from the right will suffer a time delay that will make it go into

the singularity, see e.g. [158, 189] . However, if that particle were to suffer a time advance, as opposed

to a time delay, then it would be able to go through the wormhole and we would have a violation

of causality, see (5.9) . Note that we can make the wormhole big enough that we can neglect the

higher derivative corrections in the description of the background metric. It can also be big enough

that we can neglect the backreaction of the two particles. So we are considering a situation where
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the impact parameter b�(Schwarzschild radius). In the D = 4 case, the Schwarzschild radius acts

at the IR cutoff of the logarithm. This impossibility of sending signals is crucial for interpreting the

wormhole as an EPR state of two disconnected systems [154, 155, 156].

5.6 Cosmological Applications

The gravity wave non-gaussianities produced by inflation are a direct measure of the graviton three-

point vertex during inflation [144, 49]. To leading order in the slow roll approximation we can do

the computation in de Sitter space. The symmetries of de Sitter imply that only two different parity

preserving structures are possible. These correspond to the two parity preserving structures that

we have in four-dimensional flat space. One is the one produced by the Einstein action and the

other can be produced by a term in the action of the form M2
plα4R

3, where R is a Riemann tensor

(not the Ricci tensor). The relative size between the two types of gravity wave non-gaussianity is

proportional to

〈hhh〉R3

〈hhh〉Einstein
∝ α4H

4 (5.94)

where H is the Hubble scale during inflation. Of course, both are small compared to the two point

function, 〈3point〉
〈2point〉3/2 ∼ H

Mpl
. See [49] for the explicit expressions. Thus, if the gravity wave three-

point function was measured and it was found that this exotic new structure is present at a level

comparable to the Einstein one, then one concludes that α4 is of the order of the Hubble scale. The

considerations in this chapter imply that there should also be new particles with spins J > 2 with

masses comparable to the Hubble scale during inflation. Thus, this would be an indirect evidence for

string theory during inflation. Note that α4H
4 ∼ 1 implies that supersymmetry had to be broken

at the Planck scale and not at a lower scale, since the + + + and − − − structures are forbidden

by supersymmetry.17 Let us be a bit more explicit about this point. If the short distance theory

is supersymmetric, then the field theory Lagrangian does not contain the couplings giving rise to

α4. Now, since supersymmetry is broken, this three-point function could arise from integrating out

massive particles. These are expected to contribute to α4 as

α4 ∼
1

M2
pl

(
1

m2
B

− 1

m2
F

)
, −→ α4H

4 ∼ H2

M2
pl

� 1 (5.95)

17We thank Nima Arkani-Hamed for emphasizing this to us.
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which is very small. Where, to maximize the effect, we assumed that the masses of the bosons and

fermions, as well as their differences, are of order H. We then see from (5.94) and (5.95) that in

this supersymmetric scenario the contributions are very small. Thus, in order for the right hand

side of (5.94) to be of order unity (or say a few percent) the supersymmetry should be broken at

the Planck scale (during inflation) so that the three-point vertex is present in the original classical

theory. Notice that most of the string inflation models do not predict a large α4 since they are

based on compactifications of the ten dimensional superstring. It should be a model where the

string length is comparable to the Hubble radius and with a very weak coupling to account for the

small experimental upper bound for H/Mpl [190] . Note that if one imagines that inflation is given

a dual description in the spirit of dS/CFT and the dual field theory is weakly coupled, then one

expects that α4H
4 ∼ 1. This is what happens in the Vasiliev theory [27] . Of course, this theory

also contains massless higher spin particles. It is also not suitable for building an inflationary model

because the scalar does not appear to obey the slow roll conditions. If the gravity waves produced

by inflation are as large as to explain the signal seen by BICEP2 [191] , then probing the gravity

wave three-point functions might be possible (with a lot of optimism!).18

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we studied causality constraints on higher derivative corrections to the graviton

three-point function. We considered a weakly coupled theory and studied higher derivative correc-

tions which are important before the theory becomes strongly coupled. These are higher derivative

corrections that arise in the classical regime of the theory. The constraints arise from a thought

experiment where we scatter two gravitons at relatively high energy and fixed impact parameter.

The energy is high compared to the inverse of the impact parameter but low compared to the scale

where the theory becomes strongly coupled. More explicitly, we have the very small overall coupling

G and we consider corrections to the three-point functions which scale as powers of αp2 relative to

the Einstein one. The three-point amplitudes are very small because G is very small. But α is a fixed

quantity and we look at impact parameters of the order of b2 ∼ α. We found that when the impact

parameter b2 ∼ α, then we see a causality violation. In this impact parameter representation, and in

the field theory regime (without higher spin particles), the time delay comes from the singularities

in the t-channel, which is simply a pole at t = 0 for the massless theory. More precisely it comes

from the part that is quadratic in s of its residue. In other words, terms going like s2/t at t = 0.

18At this time, there are alternative explanations for this signal [192, 193], so we might have to wait till the dust
settles.
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It is important that while t = 0, the momentum transfer itself is non-zero.19 The overall sign of

the time delay, then depends on the contractions of the polarization tensors of the external particles

with the momentum transfer in the t-channel.

We have argued that this type of tree level causality violation can only be fixed, at tree level,

by higher spin particles at a mass scale m2 ∼ 1/α. In string theory, this issue is fixed because

the amplitude Reggeizes. Namely, it has a behavior s2+α′t
2 for large s and fixed t. This is due to

extended strings being exchanged in the s-channel. If the amplitude Reggeizes, then corrections

appear at a scale b2 ∼ α′ log(sα′). Due to the presence of the logarithm we did not find a sharp

bound between the corrections to the graviton three point amplitude, α, and the Regge slope α′.

We should stress that in this discussion we have assumed that we have a weakly coupled gravita-

tional theory. We have also assumed the notion of asymptotic causality which says that the causal

structured determined by the far away regions of spacetime cannot be violated by its interior re-

gions. The analysis in this chapter was also motivated by trying to understand better the AdS/CFT

correspondence. In particular, if we consider large N gauge theories we know that we have a weakly

coupled theory in the bulk. However, we do not know under what conditions that weakly coupled

theory is a local in the bulk. It is clear that the absence of light massive higher spin states is a

requirement. Here we have tried to address the question of whether it is sufficient. We have only

studied the simplest possible correction to gravity, its three-point function. We have argued that,

as long as higher spin particles are very massive, there cannot be higher derivative corrections to

the three-point functions. Previous discussions argued against such corrections by saying that they

would make the theory strongly coupled at energies that are lower than the Planck scale [47, 48],

but still parametrically larger than the scale of the corrections.20 Here we have strengthened the

bound by linking the scale of corrections to the appearance of new particles at the same scale. As

a more concrete statement, we are linking the values of the constants appearing in the stress tensor

three-point functions to the dimensions of the lightest particles with higher spins, J > 2. In other

words, a−c
c .

1
∆2
gap

. Unfortunately, we could not determine the precise numerical constant in this

inequality. Using the results in [107, 108, 109], we can link the time delay for a high energy scattering

process in the bulk to the anomalous dimensions of certain double trace operators. These double

trace operators have the rough form T∂j+(∂2)nT . They have both relative spin and relative radial

excitations. The anomalous dimensions are γ(n, j) ∼ −δ(s, b)/π, where the values of b and s are

19It is a null, non-zero momentum.
20In [47, 48], or in talks referring to those papers, they impose the bound α . 1

G(∆gap)4
(with G ∼ 1/N2). This

bound comes from demanding that the theory remains perturbatively unitary at the scale ∆gap where new particles
appear. Here we argued for the stronger bound α . 1

∆2
gap

.
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given in terms of j, n in (5.89) (5.90) . The requirement that the time delay is positive leads to the

statement that the anomalous dimensions for some of these operators should be negative.

For the de Sitter case, this analysis has potentially interesting phenomenological applications.

If the gravity wave three-point functions were measured, we expect to see the structure predicted

by Einstein theory. However a new structure is also possible. This new structure is the only one

allowed by the approximate scale and conformal invariance of the inflationary phase. If such new

structure was found with a strength comparable to the Einstein one, then it would be a direct signal

of dramatically new physics at the Hubble scale: a tower of higher spin particles. Which is a rather

drastic departure from ordinary field theory at the inflationary scales. It is not clear how likely this

inflationary scenario is in the space of possible inflationary theories.

5.7.1 Open Problems

It would be nice to derive these constraints in a more direct way. If one understood directly the

constraints of unitarity and causality at the level of the four point function, then one would not need

to resort to the exponentiation argument we discussed in section 3.3. Furthermore, it might lead to

sharper bounds that include numerical factors.

Our discussion of massive intermediate particles in mixed representations was not complete.21

These are representations that have maximal spin two in the uv-plane, but have additional indices

in the other directions (see appendix H). We suspect that a finite number of these cannot solve the

causality problem, but we did not prove it.

In the AdS case, it would be nice to derive the constraints from the conformal bootstrap point

of view. This is in the spirit of [47] , but it would involve the stress tensor as an external state.

One of the main messages from this chapter is the importance of spin in order to derive constraints.

The structure constants (or three-point functions) of operators with spin are very numerous but,

as we have shown, there can be powerful constraints on them. These constraints are not so easily

seen when we scatter external operators with no spin. Notice that, even the simplest bounds for

a and c discussed in [20] , which should be valid for arbitrary CFTs, have not been derived from

the conformal bootstrap approach. It would be nice to further constrain the interactions of all the

higher spin particles and derive the general structure of the tree level theory. This is the program

that was pursued in the sixties and that led to string theory. However, we would like to know how

21These are not present in D = 4, so that the existence of an infinite tower of higher spin states is clear in D = 4,
or if α4 6= 0 in higher dimensions. In higher dimensional theories with only α4 = 0 but non-zero α2, in order to
establish that the tower is really infinite we need to rule out the possibility that the causality problem is fixed with a
finite number of mixed representations. We leave this to the future.
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2b

b

Figure 5.10: We consider the metric produced by two massive sources at distance 2b. We then send
a particle between them and measure the time delay. There is no deflection angle, but there is a
non-zero time delay. We do the computation to leading order in the rS/b expansion, by simply
consider a linear superposition of the two metrics.

unique string theory is. Methods developed to tackle this problem might also be useful for analyzing

large N gauge theories such as large N QCD. It would also be nice to see whether in the de Sitter

context there is a sharp bound for the gravity wave three-point correlators analogous to the one in

[20] for AdS correlators. Our de Sitter discussion assumed the local gravity description and a locally

flat space discussion in the bulk, so it applies most clearly when α4H
4 is somewhat smaller than

one, but still of order one compared with H/Mpl.

5.8 Appendix A. Shapiro Time Delay

The physical effect discussed in the chapter is known in general relativity as the Shapiro time delay

[137] . The usual setup to discuss the Shapiro time delay is to consider propagation of light near

a massive body (a star or a planet). Here we would like to consider a slight variation of it by

considering propagation of light between two massive bodies. We consider the masses to be equal

and consider the geodesic that is equally separated from each of them, such that the deflection is

absent (each of the masses bends the trajectory in the opposite direction such that the net deflection

is zero). The time delay on the other hand accumulates. Recall that the Schwarzschild metric takes

the form

ds2 = −
(

1− rD−3
s

rD−3

)
dt2f +

dr2

1− rD−3
s

rD−3

+ r2dΩ2 (5.96)

We are interested in the metric produced by the superposition of two equal masses. In the
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Schwarzschild coordinates to first order in the mass, or rS , we get

ds2 = ds2
Mink +

∑
i

rD−3
s

rD−3
i

(dt2 + dr2
i ) (5.97)

with ri = |~x−~xi|. Let us now consider two masses separated along the direction x1, one at x1 = −b

and one at x1 = b. Then we consider a probe particle moving along the direction xD−1 = z. By

symmetry, it will stay at x1 = ... = xD−2 = 0 if it starts there with velocity along the z direction.

We have that r =
√
b2 + z2 for both masses. We also find that dr = dzz/r. We get

dt2(1− 2
rD−3
s

rD−3
) = dz2(1 +

rD−3
s

rD−3
z2/r2) (5.98)

Then the time delay is

∆t =

∞∫
−∞

dzrD−3
s

1

(b2 + z2)
D−3

2

(1 +
z2

z2 + b2
) =

rD−3
s

bD−4

(D − 2)
√
πΓ(d2 − 2)

2Γ(D−1
2 )

(5.99)

We now do the same for a particle moving at a velocity v. We find

dt2(1− 2
rD−3
s

rD3
) = dz2

(
1 +

rD−3
s

rD3

z2

z2 + b2

)
+ dτ2 (5.100)

dt

dτ
(1− 2

rD−3
s

rD3
) = γ , γ−2 = 1− v2 (5.101)

dt =
dz

v

(
1 + (2 +

z2

z2 + b2
− 1

v2
)
rD−3
s

rD3

)
(5.102)

The result of doing the integral over z is the same as in (5.99) multiplied by a factor of

∆t =
1

v

(2 + 1
D−3 −

1
v2 )

(1 + 1
D−3 )

∆trelativistic (5.103)

We see that for slow velocities, we indeed find a negative time delay (time advance) proportional to

1/v3. This is time advance relative to the particle moving with the same velocity v in flat space (not

relative to a particle moving at the speed of light!). We could have repeated the computation in

different coordinate system. For example, we can consider the computation in the so-called isotropic
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coordinates given by

ds2 = −

(
1− rD−3

s

4rD−3

1 + rD−3
s

4rD−3

)2

dt2 +

(
1 +

rD−3
s

4rD−3

) 4
D−3 D−1∑

i=1

dx2
i , (5.104)

r2 =

D−1∑
i=1

x2
i . (5.105)

One can easily check that the time delay for the geodesic in this coordinates coincides with the one

computed in Schwarzschild coordinates to leading order in rS .

5.9 Appendix B. Three-Point Amplitudes and Their Sums

In this appendix we recollect different three-point amplitudes that involve a graviton and two other

particles and present different polarization sums that appear in the time delay. In particular cases

we reproduce the shock wave computations but the results obtained using on-shell amplitudes are

much more general and are valid in any theory with given on-shell three-point amplitudes. Let us

be more explicit on the kinematics we are interested in. As defined in the bulk of the chapter we

consider the following kinematics

p1µ =

(
pu,

q2

16pu
,
~q

2

)
, p2µ =

(
q2

16pv
, pv,−

~q

2

)
, (5.106)

p3µ =−
(
pu,

q2

16pu
,−~q

2

)
, p4µ = −

(
q2

16pv
, pv,

~q

2

)
,

s '4pupv , t ' −(~q)2

We define the polarization tensors as follows

ε1µ = (−~q.~e1

2pu
, 0, ~e1) , ε3µ = (

~q.~e3

2pu
, 0, ~e3), (5.107)

ε2µ = (0,
~q.~e2

2pv
, ~e2) , ε4µ = (0,−~q.~e4

2pv
, ~e4).

An important point is that all εi.pj are of order 1 and, thus, are sub-leading in the high energy

limit compared to powers of s. Thus, in all our computations we can think of polarization tensors as

being purely transverse, see (5.25) . We focus on the massless scalar, vector and graviton three-point
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amplitudes which are parameterized as follows

Ahhg =
√

32πGεµνp
µ
1p
ν
3 (5.108)

Aγγg =
√

32πGεµν ([pµ1p
ν
3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1pν3(ε3.p1)− εµ3pν1(ε1.p3)] + α̂2p

µ
1p
ν
3(ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)) , (5.109)

Aggg =
√

32πG
[
(ε1.ε2ε3.p1 + ε1.ε3ε2.p3 + ε2.ε3ε1.p2)2 (5.110)

+α2(ε1.ε2ε3.p1 + ε1.ε3ε2.p3 + ε2.ε3ε1.p2)ε1.p2ε2.p3ε3.p1

+α4(ε1.p2ε2.p3ε3.p1)2
]
.

where we used the εµν → εµεν form of the polarization tensor for the graviton . Using these three-

point amplitudes we can compute the time delay using (5.123) in the high energy limit. In the high

energy limit the relevant part of the sum over graviton polarization tensors takes a very simple form

∑
i

εiµν(q)(εiρσ(q))∗ ∼ 1

2
(ηµρηνσ + ηµσηνρ) (5.111)

so that it leads to factors of s2 when we contract with the p1 or p3 momenta from the left side and

with p2 or p4 momenta on the right side, see (5.4) . Note that the large components of the external

momenta are transverse to the momentum ~q of the intermediate particle, p1 + p3 = (0, 0, ~q), see

(5.106) . The results are the following

∑
Ahhg(−i∂~b)Ahhg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2, (5.112)∑
Ahhg(−i∂~b)Aγγg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2 (e2.e4 + α̂2e2.∂be4.∂b) , (5.113)∑
Ahhg(−i∂~b)Aggg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2

(
eij2 e

ij
4 + α2e

ij
2 e

ik
4 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
2 e

kl
4 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl

)
, (5.114)∑

Aγγg(−i∂~b)Aγγg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2 (e1.e3 + α̂2e1.∂be3.∂b) (ε2.e4 + d2e2.∂bε4.∂b) , (5.115)∑
Aγγg(−i∂~b)Aggg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2 (e1.e3 + α̂2e1.∂be3.∂b) (5.116)

(eij2 e
ij
4 + α2e

ij
2 e

ik
4 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
2 e

kl
4 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl),∑

Aggg(−i∂~b)Aggg(−i∂~b) = 8πGs2(eij1 e
ij
3 + α2e

ij
1 e

ik
3 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
1 e

kl
3 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl) (5.117)

(eij2 e
ij
4 + α2e

ij
2 e

ik
4 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
2 e

kl
4 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl).

where all of the operators are acting on the propagator 1/bD−4. To reproduce the usual shock wave

computations only the first three formulas are relevant. In the case of electrodynamics matching

with (5.17) is manifest. In the case of Gauss-Bonnet theory we have from (5.20) α2 = λGB
4 , α4 = 0.

Consider now the coupling of the graviton to a massive spin two particle which is a relevant amplitude
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for the discussion in the bulk of the chapter. We get

Aggg̃ = α̃2εµν [εµ1p
ν
3(ε3.p1) + εµ3p

ν
1(ε1.p3)− pµ1pν3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1 εν3(p1.p3)] (5.118)

[(ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)− (ε3.p1)(ε1.p3)]]

+ α̃4εµνp
µ
1p
ν
3 [(ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)− (ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)]

2
.

Notice that instead of three structures that are present in the massless amplitude we have only two.

For the coupling to spin four particle or higher we can have three structures [42] . They take the

same form as above with extra indices of particle of spin J being contracted with momenta. An

additional structure takes the form

c̃extraεµνρσ.p1...p1 [εµ1p
ν
3(ε3.p1) + εµ3p

ν
1(ε1.p3)− pµ1pν3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1 εν3(p1.p3)] (5.119)

[ερ1p
σ
3 (ε3.p1) + ερ3p

σ
1 (ε1.p3)− pρ1pσ3 (ε1.ε3)− ερ1εσ3 (p1.p3)] .

We are interested in the contribution of new particles to the time delay. The computation is almost

identical to the one we did for the graviton exchange. The first difference is that we have to

compute the Fourier transform of the massive propagator in D − 2 dimensions. The result is given

by (mb )
D−4

2 KD−4
2

(mb) which decays exponentially fast for mb � 1. The second difference comes

from slightly different structure of the three-point functions. Similarly, we can write down the

contribution to the time delay of some higher spin particle the difference being that the sum of

three-point amplitudes give sJ and we have an extra structure in the three-point amplitude for

external gravitons which is an analogous to the Einstein one. The formulas above are valid in

D > 4, whereas in D = 4 α2 and α̃2 structures above are absent22 but instead we have a parity odd

structure. In D ≥ 5 parity odd structures are absent in the class of amplitudes considered above.

5.9.1 Scattering of a Scalar and a Graviton

As an example let us reproduce the computation for the graviton that we did using the shock wave.

It corresponds to scattering from the energetic scalar particle (we could have considered graviton-

graviton scattering as well if we average of all polarizations of gravitions 1 and 3).23

As an example let us reproduce the computation for the graviton that we did using the shock

22They are identically zero.
23More precisely we set polarizations one and three to be equal and then we sum over all of them. Physically we

are considering a sequence of coherent state with the various alternative polarizations. This makes the α2 and α4

contributions vanish in the A13I part of the amplitude.
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wave. It corresponds to scattering from the energetic scalar particle (we could have considered

graviton-graviton scattering as well).

∑
states

Ahhg(−i∂~b)A
ggg(−i∂~b) ∝ Gs

2(eij2 e
ij
4 + α2e

ij
2 e

ik
4 ∂bj∂bk + α4e

ij
2 e

kl
4 ∂bi∂bj∂bk∂bl)

1

bD−4
(5.120)

Setting α4 = 0, α2 = −λGB4 we reproduces the computation from the previous section (5.20) . Let

us now study the constraints that follow from the positivity of the time delay. Introducing new

variables

t2 =
(D − 2)(D − 4)α2

b2
− 4(D − 4)(D − 2)Dα4

b4
(5.121)

t4 =
(D − 4)(D − 2)D(D + 2)α4

b4
(5.122)

we can write the phase shift in the form familiar from the study of the energy correlators

δ(s,~b) ∼ 1 + t2

(
(e.n)2

e.e
− 1

D − 2

)
+ t4

(
(e.n)4

(e.e)2
− 2

D(D − 2)

)
(5.123)

which coincides with the formula (3.6) in [194, 50].24 Here ~n =
~b

|~b|
and ~e is the graviton polarization of

particles two and four. Thus, positivity constraints from causality are identical to the ones obtained

in their analysis with identification of parameters as above (5.121), namely

1− t2
D − 2

− 2t4
D(D − 2)

≥ 0 (5.124)(
1− t2

D − 2
− 2t4
D(D − 2)

)
+
t2
2
≥ 0 (5.125)(

1− t2
D − 2

− 2t4
D(D − 2)

)
+
D − 3

D − 2
(t2 + t4) ≥ 0 (5.126)

So we get the bounds on α2 and α4 depending for how small a b we can trust the computation. If

the computation is trustworthy for arbitrarily small b we are forced to set α2 and α4 to zero.

5.10 Appendix C. The QED case

Note that the action (5.14) also arises in QED (quantum electrodynamics) after we integrate out the

massive electron [195] . In that case α̂ ∝ e2

m2 . This is a one loop effect, suppressed by the coupling

e2. In this chapter we have taken the coupling to be very small, so that we would have treated this

24In [50] d = D − 1 .
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α̂ as being essentially zero. The discussion of this chapter concentrated on the case that the higher

curvature corrections were present at tree level, so that the causality problem had to be solved by

tree level physics. In this appendix, we consider this loop generated term in QED and we will show

that the potential causality problem is solved by one loop effects.

In QED, when we get to an impact parameter of order m−1 we cannot be satisfied with the low

energy action (5.14) . Fortunately the necessary diagrams were computed in [196] . Using their

results it is possible to go to the impact parameter representation (doing the Fourier transform)

and check that for b > 1/m we get a result that agrees with the the simple Lagrangian (5.14) ,

but for b < 1/m we get a different result which displays no causality problem. In other words,

the potential causality problems arising from (5.14) appear at b ∼ 1/
√
|α| ∼ e/m, but at a larger

distance, b ∼ 1/m, the computation should be already modified and we obtain results consistent

with causality.25 We can view this modification as arising from the propagation of electron positron

pairs along the t-channel. Notice, that, in addition, when the photon goes through the shock we

can have electron positron pair creation. We can view this an another example of tidal excitations.

Indeed in QED, the photon has a non-zero probability of being an electron positron pair.

5.11 Appendix D. Causality and Unitarity for a Signal Model

In this appendix we review the constraints from causality and unitarity in the context of a simple

signal model. We imagine a signal propagating along one dimension. We have an initial signal

which is a function of time fin(t) and an out-signal fout(t) which, in Fourier space is given by

fout(ω) = S(ω)fin(ω) or

fout(t) =

∫
dt′
∫
dωS(ω)e−iω(t−t′)fin(t′) (5.127)

Causality implies that if fin(t′) = 0 for t′ < 0, then fout(t) = 0 for t < 0. By unitarity we mean that

the L2 norm of the out-signal should be smaller than that of the in-signal
∫
dt|fout(t)|2 ≤

∫
dt|fin(t)|2.

Now it is well known that the Fourier transform of a function which vanishes for t < 0 is analytic

in the upper half ω plane. This follows directly from the explicit integral expression for the Fourier

transform. Then if fin = 0 for t < 0 we find that both fin(ω) and fout(ω) are analytic in the upper

half plane. This also implies that S(ω), which is given their ratio, is also analytic. One might worry

that S(ω) could have poles at zeros of fin(ω). However, we can change the location of the zeros of

25See [197] and references therein for a related discussion of this problem.
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u
v

u
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in

out

Figure 5.11: We consider a v independent perturbation that is localized in the u direction, given
here by the shaded region. We then consider signal propagating along the u direction, which are v
dependent and demand causality. We can consider an S matrix that connects the region before the
perturbation to the region after the perturbation.

fin(ω) by choosing different functions. Therefore S(ω) is analytic in the upper half plane. We will

now prove that unitarity implies that |S(ω)| ≤ 1 in the upper half plane. With some foresight, we

pick a particular fin(t) of the form

fin(t) = e−γte−iω0tθ(t)
√

2γ (5.128)

with γ > 0 and ω0 real. Note that ||fin||2 =
∫
dt|fin(t)|2 = 1. For Im(ω) > 0 we can now write

|fout(ω)|2 ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫

0

dteiωtfout(t)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∞∫

0

dt|eiωt|2
∞∫

0

dt|fout(t)|2 =
1

2Im(ω)
||fout||2 (5.129)

|fout(ω)|2 ≤ 1

2Im(ω)
(5.130)

|S(ω)|2 =
|fout(ω)|2

|fin(ω)|2
≤ 1

2Im(ω)

1

|fin(ω)|2
(5.131)

Here we used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Note that |eiωt|2 = e−2Im(ω)t. We also used that

||fout||2 ≤ ||fin||2 = 1. We can now set ω = ω0 + iγ and find that fin(ω0 + iγ) = 1/
√

2γ for the

specific function (5.128) . Inserting this into (5.129) we then find that |S(ω0 + iγ)| ≤ 1, which is

what we wanted to prove, since ω0 and γ are arbitrary. In conclusion, we find that S(ω) should

be analytic and bounded |S(ω)| ≤ 1 in the upper half plane. These are necessary and sufficient

conditions.26 Let us now briefly mention how this is connected to the field theory situation. We

consider light cone coordinates u and v. We consider a perturbation that is translation invariant

in v but is localized in the u coordinate. We call this “the shock”. We expand the fields in the

26Note that some functions which are analytic in the upper half plane, such as S(ω) = eiω
3

are actually not causal.
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v coordinate at some uin and then we expand them again at some uout after the shock. To make

contact with the above discussion we call t = v and pv = −ω. We can expand the field as

φ(t) =

∞∫
0

dω√
ω

(aωe
−iωt + a†ωe

iωt) (5.132)

We can do this for φin and φout in terms of ain and aout. These oscillators then are related by

aω,out = S(ω)aω,in , a†ω,out = S(ω)∗a†ω,in (5.133)

This defines S(ω) for positive ω. For negative ω we can define S(−ω) = S(ω)∗. Alternatively, we

can define

S(ω) = −
∞∫
−∞

dteiωt[φout(t), i∂tφin(0)] = −
∞∫

0

dteiωt[φout(t), i∂tφin(0)] (5.134)

The commutation relations for the in and out oscillators require that |S(ω)|2 = 1. In a case where

there is particle mixing, but no particle creation, then the fields have indices φiin and φjout. Now

S is a matrix which obeys Sij(−ω) = Sij(ω)∗ and Sij(ω)Skj(ω)∗ = δik due to the commutation

relations of the oscillators before and after the shock. In the preceding discussion we have neglected

the transverse dimensions. We can now remedy that by including the momentum in the transverse

dimensions as part of the indices we are discussing here. If we consider a signal that is made out of

physical particles, one might correctly worry that the fact that ω > 0 will preclude us from localizing

the signal in time. In order to avoid this issue we can consider a coherent state of the form

|Ψ〉 = ei
∫
dtfin(t)φin(t)|0〉 (5.135)

with a real function fin. This is a state that could be produced by adding a hermitian term to the

Hamiltonian at some early time uin. On this state we have the expectation values

〈Ψ|∂tφin(t)|Ψ〉 = fin(t) , 〈Ψ|∂tφout(t)|Ψ〉 = fout(t) (5.136)

where the functions are related as in the signal model.27 Here we assumed a linear relation between

the in- and out-signals. Furthermore, we can also consider the expectation values of the normal

ordered product Tvv = Ttt =: ∂tφ(t)∂tφ(t) :. When this is evaluated on the state (5.135) , and

27fout is real if fin is real when S(−ω) = S(ω)∗.
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integrated over t we find that the answer is given by

−P in,out
v =

∫
dvTvv =

∫
dt(fin,out(t))

2 = ||fin,out||2 (5.137)

Thus, the condition that the total light-cone momentum Pv should not increase implies the norm

condition ||fout||2 ≤ ||fin||2. More precisely, we can consider the signal fin exciting a mode involving

a graviton with a given polarization. The signal fout is the same mode of the graviton. In addition,

the initial graviton could go into other massive particles. Then the condition that the total Pv in the

out-graviton mode should be no bigger than the initial Pv, which was all contained in the graviton

mode, leads to the norm condition (or unitarity condition) for the signal model. In conclusion, the

graviton-graviton matrix element Sgg(ω) obeys all the assumptions of the signal model. Therefore,

it should be analytic and |Sgg(ω)| ≤ 1 in the upper half plane. Note that we have assumed here

a perfect v-translation symmetry for the perturbation that creates the shock. In our scattering

problem, see (5.3) , particles 1 and 3 have small pv momentum. Thus, in this discussion, we have

neglected this small momentum. This is reasonable for sb2 � 1.

5.12 Appendix E. Scattering in String Theory

String theory in flat space is the simplest example of a theory that follows into the category of weakly

coupled gravitational theories with higher derivative corrections that are subject of our analysis. As

explained in the introduction, a motivation for this work was actually to argue that string theory is

inevitable, at least, under certain assumptions. It is well known that effective gravitational actions

in string theory contain higher derivative corrections at the string scale [198, 199]. In particular

graviton three-point amplitudes can contain the higher derivative terms that we constrained in this

chapter using causality. The potential problem is fixed by extra particles with string scale masses.

Here we would like to understand how this is happening in detail. Let us first recall the form of the

three-point gravity amplitudes in bosonic, heterotic and type II string theories [200]

Aggg =
√

32πGε
µ1µ

′
1

1 ε
µ2µ

′
2

2 ε
µ3µ

′
3

3 Nµ1µ2µ3Nµ′1µ
′
2µ
′
3

(5.138)

Nµ1µ2µ3 = kµ1

2 ηµ2µ3 + kµ2

3 ηµ1µ3 + kµ3

1 ηµ1µ2 +
α′

2
εkµ1

2 kµ2

3 kµ3

1 (5.139)
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and we have εbos = εbos = εhet = 1 and εII = εII = εhet = 0 . Translating it to our notations we get

αbos2 = 2αhet2 = α′, αII2 = 0, (5.140)

αbos4 =
(α′)2

4
, αhet4 = αII4 = 0. (5.141)

The vanishing of some of these corrections can be understood from supersymmetry, as explained in

section 3.2. For the purposes of this chapter, the type II case is not interesting since there are not

corrections at all for the graviton three-point function. The high energy scattering problem in string

theory was studied in a nice series of papers by Amati, Ciafaloni and Veneziano [173, 174, 175, 176,

177], see also e.g. [?, 201]. Let us first review their picture. The scattering can be described in

terms of a phase shift defined as

δ(~b, s) = [POL]δACV (~b, s), (5.142)

δACV (~b, s) =

∫
dD−2~q

(2π)D−2
ei~q.

~bC(s, t, u), (5.143)

C(s, t, u) =
Γ(−α

′s
4 )Γ(−α

′t
4 )Γ(−α

′u
4 )

Γ(1 + α′s
4 )Γ(1 + α′t

4 )Γ(1 + α′u
4 )

, (5.144)

where [POL] represents a factor that depends on the polarizations and is polynomial in the momenta.

We will only need its form in a specific limit. In the high energy limit C(s, t, u) has the celebrated

Regge behavior

C(s, t, u) ∼
Γ(−α

′t
4 )

Γ(1 + α′t
4 )

(
−isα

′

4

)−2+ tα′
2

. (5.145)

This Regge form is reflecting the creation of particles in the s-channel. The infinite sequence

of s-channel poles is becoming a cut, the cut arising when s → se2πi. The creation of the massive

s-channel states is also related to the fact that we get an imaginary part from the (−i) tα
′

2 factor

in (5.145) is saying that the most likely process is to create a massive closed string, rather than

scattering the gravitons.

For large s, only small q will contribute and we can approximate the prefactor in (5.145) by 1/t.

Then the integral becomes

δ[ACV ] ∝
∫

dD−2~q

2(2π)D−2

ei~q.
~b
(
−i sα

′

4

)− ~q 2α′
2

~q 2
=

1

(α
′Y
2 )

D−4
2

1∫
0

dρρ
D−6

2 e−
b2

2α′Y ρ (5.146)
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Figure 5.12: We display the complex q1 plane. We have displayed the poles in the t-channel by black
crosses. The saddle point (5.148) of the Gaussian integral has been denoted by a red cross. We have
shifted the original integration contour for q1, which was along the real axis, to the complex plane
so that it passes through the saddle point (5.148) . In the process we have picked up some of the
poles in the t-channel.

where Y = log(−isα′/4). We have two characteristic behaviors, depending on whether b2 is larger

or smaller than α′ log(sα′). For large b we get the usual 1/bD−4 behavior. For small b we get the

result in brackets in (5.62) . Note that since the transition region occurs for a b2 which is larger than

α′ by a log s factor, we can, a posteriori, justify the fact that we have approximated the prefactor

in (5.145) by 1/t.

In our field theory discussion we had represented the phase shift as a sum over poles. We can

wonder how this applies to the string theory discussion. Notice that from (5.145) we get a Gaussian

integrand factor of the form

ei~q.
~be−(~q)2 α′

2 log(−isα′/4) (5.147)

Let us assume that ~b = (b, 0, · · · , 0), so that it points along the first coordinates. When we do the

integral over the first component of ~q, call it q1, we get a saddle point for (5.147) at

qs = i
b

α′ log(−isα′/4)
(5.148)

It is thus convenient to shift the contour to this location, (5.148) , where this saddle point contri-

bution gives something of the order of

e
− b2

2α′ log(−isα′/4) (5.149)

This is not the whole answer, since by shifting the contour to this location, we can pick up some
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poles from the prefactor (5.145) , see (5.12) . We always pick up the pole at t = 028, which was the

center of our gravity discussion, but we can also pick up the poles at t = 4
α′n for n < −q2

s , where qs is

given in (5.148) . Notice that at these saddles the t dependent part of the exponent gives us factors

of s2n as we expect for the corresponding spins29, once we take into account that [POL] contains

a factor of s4. When b is large b2 � α′ log(sα′), we pick up many poles, but when b is small we

only pick up the t = 0 pole, but, even then, the integral is more accurately computed using (5.146)

. Note that the factor [POL] in string theory phase simplifies at t = 0 and becomes the product of

three-point amplitudes we discussed in the body of the chapter and that we added as Pol in (5.62)

. In other words [POL]→Pol as t → 0. In particular, note that the residues of poles associated to

the massive states go as 1
(n!)2 e

−b
√

4n
α′ s2n. As a function of n, these contributions decrease and then

start increasing again with a transition at a value of n corresponding to the saddle point (5.148) 30.

We can ask: Why don’t we include all poles in the t-channel?. If we were to include all poles in

the t-channel, we would obtain the wrong answer. The reason it is wrong is that in string theory

the argument that we can shift the contour is not correct because of contributions for large values

of q. Such large values of q were never meant to be included in the integral, since the kinematics of

the process we consider restricts the real values of ~q 2 to be much smaller than s. In deriving the

physical picture, we certainly assumed that ~q 2 � s.31 Indeed, if we look at (5.145) we get a very

small contribution from large real values of ~q 2. On the other hand, if we were to keep s fixed and we

formally look at large real values of ~q 2 in the original expression, (5.142) , then we would encounter

the u channel poles. The conclusion is that shifting the contour for the q1 integral, while it can be

done formally, it does not represent the real physical computation we want to do. Approximating

the integrand using (5.145) , and then integrating gives the physically correct answer. One can

qualitatively say that, for large b2/(α′ log sα′), we get a contribution of some of the t-channel poles,

as in (5.12) , and then the rest of the poles are completely resummed via the saddle point integral

in (5.12) . Their contribution should be better thought of as coming from the creation of extended

objects in the s-channel. Another remark we want to make is the following. It was shown in [159]

that the plane wave solution is a solution to all orders in the α′ expansion. This gravitational plane

wave encodes the contribution from the t = 0 pole. However, we have seen that sometimes we get

a subleading contribution from the other poles, due to massive states along the t-channel. These

28The location of this pole in the q1 plane depends on ~qrest which we take to be real.
29For a closed string with NL = NR = n, the maximum spin is J = 2 + 2n.
30Here we are assuming that both b2 and log sα′ are large with a ratio larger than one but fixed, so that we can

neglect the 1/(n!)2 in this discussion. This last factor makes the sum converge for large n, but this convergent answer,
as discussed below, is not the correct one.

31 Momentum conservation and on-shell conditions impose q2 < s
4

.
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mean that the physical scattering process contains extra contributions not captured by the plane

wave32.

In string theory we can also take into account the tidal excitations. In this case the phase shift

can be viewed as an operator that maps the two initial gravitons to two final generic string states.

[173, 174, 175, 176, 177] have shown that this operator has the remarkably simple expression δ̂ ∝∫
dσdσ′δgrav(X̂L(σ) − X̂R(σ′)) where XL and XR are the transverse space positions of the string

on the worldsheet and δgrav(b) is the ordinary gravity phase shift. This is valid for distances b2 �

α′ log(sα′). The effects of these tidal excitations do not help in resolving the causality issues discussed

here and are unrelated to the appearance of closed strings in the s-channel discussed above. See

[173, 174, 175, 176, 177] for further discussion.

5.13 Appendix F. Properties of the AdS Shock Wave

Let us first examine the problem of higher derivative corrections for the AdS shock wave. As in the

case of flat space the shock wave at hand continue to be an exact solution when arbitrary higher

derivative corrections are included. The argument for this is identical to the one in section 5 of

[182] . The vector lµ = ∂µu = {1, 0, 0, 0..} in coordinates u, v, yi, z. We can now compute the vector

Vµ that the argument talks about. We find Vµ = {0, · · · , 0,−2/z}. In other words Vz = −2/z and

the rest of the components are zero. This obeys that Vµl
µ = 0 are required in their argument. In

addition, one can also compute the first order Riemann tensor Řµνδσ. It is indeed of the form stated

in [182] with the symmetric tensor K given by

Kyi,yj =
1

2
(δij∂zh/z

3 − ∂i∂jh/z2) , Kz,yi = Kyi,z = −
∂yi∂zh

z2
, Kzz =

1

2
(∂zh/z

3 − ∂2
zh/z

2)

(5.150)

with the rest of the components equal to zero. This K obeys that Kµν l
ν = 0 as required by [182] .

Notice that this form of K also leads to the equation of the form (5.66), when the Riemann tensor

is used in Einstein’s equations, namely Kµ
µ = 0. Using this shock wave we can once again compute

the time delay for different theories. It is convenient to evaluate Riemann tensor in the coordinates

that make rotation symmetry manifest. The result is

R̂uiju|~y=0;z=1 = Kij = −f(u)
(
1− ρ2

) $′(ρ)− ρ$′′(ρ)

8ρ

(
ninj − 1

D − 2
δij
)

(5.151)

32This is not in contradiction with [159] , since these extra terms can be viewed as a non-perturbative contribution
in α′.
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where i = 1, .., D−2 so that we span ~y and z components. Below we consider propagation of different

perturbations in the shock wave background described above. We first write the most general form

of the second order equations of motion and then compute the time delay in the high energy limit.

Let us consider several limits of the shock wave to make contact with previous investigations of

similar type. First, we expect to recover the flat space shock wave for probes that come close enough

to the center of the shock or, equivalently, for ρ→ 0. Indeed, it is easy to check that this asymptotic

is correctly recovered (5.73) . Let us consider couple of other limits. We can fix ~y0 and send z0 → 0

in which case we have a source at the boundary and the shock wave takes the form

h ∼ zD−3

(z2 + |~y − ~y0|2)D−2
, (5.152)

which is exactly the shock wave considered in the energy correlator problem [20]. In the opposite

limit z0 →∞ we get

h ∼ zD−3, (5.153)

and the time delay in this background was computed, for example, in [183] .

5.14 Appendix G. Time Advances and Time Machines

In this appendix we would like to argue that a negative time delay enables us to build a time machine

which leads to closed time-like curves. This is a standard argument [202] and the only thing we

check is that the long range gravitational forces do not prevent us from setting it up. The setup

we would like to consider is the following. We have two shock waves that correspond to energetic

particles with momenta q1,u =
√
s

2 and q2,v =
√
s

2 separated by distance r in the transverse plane.

The first shock is localized around u = 0 and the second one around v = 0. We would like the

separation to be such that r � rS , namely we are in the regime where the black hole formation does

not occur

rD−3 � rD−3
S = G

√
s. (5.154)

Next we would like to consider a test particle that propagates through both shocks in such a way

that it ends up at the same position where it started, thus, forming a closed time-like curve. The

situation is depicted on (5.13) . When the test particle crosses each of the shocks it gets shifted by
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Figure 5.13: a) We imagine a background that consists of two shock waves located at u = 0 and
v = 0 widely separated in the transverse directions which is not presented on the figure.The arrows
show the motion of the probe massless particle projected on to the u, v plane. b) Same motion but
projected on the transverse plane. The two background shocks are separated by r and the probe
passes at a short distance b from each of them. The vertical region of the path in (a) corresponds
to the horizontal motion in (b). We can build a closed time-like curve as depicted on the picture by
crossing this pair of shocks if time advances are allowed. We need mirrors to reverse the motion in
the transverse plane as we pass through the shocks.

∆v = ∆u ∼ G
√
s

bD−4 . Between the shock the particle travels the distance of order r. Thus, we want

the time shift to be G
√
s

bD−4 =
(
rS
b

)D−3
b ∼ r � rS which becomes

(rS
b

)D−4

� 1. (5.155)

We also want b � r̃S where r̃S is the Schwarzschild radius for the shock wave-test particle pair,

r̃D−3
S ∼ G

√
p
√
s, where p is the energy of the probe particle. Together with (5.155) it implies

√
s � p where p is the energy of the probe particle. We also need that pb � 1. The conclusion is

that in D > 4 we can construct closed time-like curve using negative time delays by choosing b,r and

s appropriately. For example, if we have a causality problem that appears at a scale b2 ∼ α2, then

we take this value for b. Since we are at weak coupling, we know that the Planck length lp � b. We

can then pick
√
slp ∼ X1+a , plp ∼ X1−a′ , with X = (b/lp)

D−3 and we can choose a > 0, a− a′ < 0,

1−a′+ 1/(D−3) > 0 to ensure that rS � b, r̃S � b and pb� 1. We can achieve this with a′ = 1/2

and a = 1/4, for example.
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5.15 Appendix H. Representations That Couple to Two Gravi-

tons

Here we would like to understand better what are the representations of little group SO(D − 1) of

massive particles that can couple to two gravitons. We are interested only in bosonic fields since a

single fermion does not couple to two gravitons.

Let us consider the decay of a massive particle in its rest frame so that p2 = (M,~0). Gravitons

produced have ~p1 = −~p3 = ~p. We characterize the original particle by some polarization tensor

ei1...ik which has only spatial components and is traceless with respect to any pair of indices. We do

not specify the symmetry properties of this tensor yet. We characterize gravitons by polarization

tensors e1 and e3 such that ~e1.~p = ~e3.~p = 0. We have three type of contractions (see also [42])

A1 = ei1...ikp
i1 ...pik(e1.e3)2, (5.156)

A2 = ei1...ike
i1
1 e

i2
3 p

i3 ...pik(e1.e3), (5.157)

A3 = ei1...ike
i1
1 e

i2
1 e

i3
3 e

i4
3 p

i5 ...pik . (5.158)

The first amplitude A1 exists only for particles in the symmetric traceless representations (Young

tableau that consists of single horizontal row with k boxes). Actually all three amplitudes are are

allowed for symmetric representation and we discussed them in the bulk of the chapter in detail.

For the second and third amplitude we can add more rows to the Young diagram. Properties of

these, so-called, mixed-symmetry tensors are nicely reviewed, for example, in appendix E of [203].

By thinking about the representation in terms of tensors which are manifestly anti-symmetric with

respect to indices in a given column we can read off possible representations. In particular the fact

that we have only three different vectors means that we can have at most three rows. Let us write

all the amplitudes in a covariant manner. The general prescription is the following

ei1e
j
3 → Eµν13 ≡ ε

µ
1p
ν
3(ε3.p1) + εµ3p

ν
1(ε1.p3)− pµ1pν3(ε1.ε3)− εµ1 εν3(p1.p3). (5.159)
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We then have for the amplitudes

A1 = εµ1...µkp
µ1

1 ...pµk1 [(ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)− (ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)]
2
, (5.160)

A2 = εµ1...µkE
µ1µ2

13 pµ3

1 ...pµk1 [(ε1.ε3)(p1.p3)− (ε1.p3)(ε3.p1)] , (5.161)

A3 = εµ1...µkE
µ1µ3

13 Eµ2µ4

13 pµ5

1 ...pµk1 . (5.162)

To compute the time delay we need to use the completeness relation

∑
i

ε∗ν1...νk
εµ1...µk = Πν1...νk|µ1...µk (5.163)

and contract both sides of the amplitude, where Π is a projector on to the space orthogonal to the

intermediate momentum. As the next step we would like to focus on those diagrams that produce

sa with a ≥ 2 for the amplitude. Everything that is less is irrelevant for causality violation. In the

language of Young tableaux it corresponds to having a ≥ 2 boxes in the first row. It will be curious

to understand if mixed symmetry fields with a = 2 can resolve the causality problem we observed

in the bulk of the chapter. As an example of such field would be (2, 2) (a square with four boxes) or

(2, 2, 2) fields (a vertical rectangle of 2×3 boxes). There is a short list of representations of this kind.

One could wonder whether these particles alone (without the infinite tower of higher spin particles)

could solve the causality problem. We think that the answer is no. We leave a full exploration of

this question for the future.
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